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1 
ABSTRACT 
In today's highly competitive £ishing industry, a fish plant 
manager must operate his plant to maximum efficiency and take whatever 
action he deems necessary to keep ahead of his fellow competitors. 
There are limited fish resource and markets available and if he 
doesn't remain competitive, other fish ·processing plants will force 
him out of business. The supply of fish to the Newfoundland processing 
plants has been one of the major factors in determining the production 
patterns. Besides the problem of the supply of fish, there are other 
variables which the plant manager encounters, such as changes in 
prices of raw material, labour rates, equipment breakdowns, selling 
price fluctuations and market demands, etc. 
Other requirements for an efficient plant operation are related 
to the managerial skills, mainly one of predicting or forecasting what 
actions need to be taken. These skills relate to the extent to which 
management is able to quickly and accurately analyse and establish the 
best course of action. 
The objective of this study was to develop a computer model, 
which would be able to simulate a fish processing operation with various 
input parameters. These parameters would relate to raw material quantities 
, . 
and prices, finished product order demands, selling prices, labour 
productivity, labour rates, plant and equipment capacities and other 
variables of the processing operation. 
The study undertook to develop a systems dynamic model of a 
Newfoundland inshore fish processing plant. The procedure of systems 
dynamics was based on Forrester's works in industrial dynamics, (Forrester 
2 
1960). A model logic was o e v c lopG ! based on the actual physical 
observations of the plant . After t he model logic had been tested on 
the computer, simulations were performed based on the initial data 
input of the plant. The model was built to simulate every day operation 
for a JOO working day year. Various computer simulations were performed 
for a selected number of changes in the initial data input and possible 
economic and production outcomes were compared. 
These comparisons relate to profits, cash flows, sales revenue 
and costs, assets and liabilities, profit return ratios, production 
rates, freezing rates, inventory holdings, employment, etc. The 
exercise of developing a systems dynamic model and its subsequent use 
as a simulation tool to assist management in decision making has been 
adequately demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 Ge ne ral Fisheries Ba ckgrou nd 1. 
The total annu al catches of fish in the world from 1960 to 1976 
have increased from 30 million tons to 70 million tons (Annual Statistical 
Review, 1977). Fisheries scientists have voiced that the upper limit of 
fish catches has been re a ched and predict that the chances of reaching 
100 million tons per y ear are rather small, (Davis, l973). The bio-
logical, physical a nd economic limits to the total tonna ge of fish which 
can collectively be take n from the sea are a lready b e ing considered on 
a global plan by t he Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the 
United Nations. 
Ma nagement related to the maintenance of aquatic resource s has 
many facets. Input to ~anagement of aquatic renewable resource s h as 
come from philosophers, fishery scientists, politicians, government 
institutions and public attitudes. Those managing have been concerned 
with allocat ing and managing a given resource for the production of 
food or industrial products, with using it for recreational purposes, 
or simply with its preservation for aesthetic reasons. 
During the past two decades, increased attention has been paid 
to socio-economic aspects of fisheries, at both catching and processing 
levelso There seems to be a consensus that socio-economic objectives 
must play a more important role in managing the harvest of fisheries 
resources, and s ocio-economic goals are perhaps more variable and contro-
versial than t hose established for conservation purposes. 
..... --------------------------------------------
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1 
The FAO report on economic aspects of fisheries management has 
proposed some generally accepted criteria for good economic performance, 
which apply to fisheries and other industries. These criteria related 
to the production of useful goods from the sea require joint use of 
labour, capital and natural resources so as to maximize the total 
value of yield over total social and economic cost. However, one 
socio-economic objective or a set of such objectives may not apply 
equally to all nations or even to all regions within a nation. 
In developed countries where fisheries h a ve been historically 
a major activity, management goals have been strongly associated with 
the maintenance of the resources and/or the maintenance of certain 
options for its citizens, such as alternate employment or part-time 
employment t o supplement their incomes from other sources. In 
developing countries, the objectives of fisheries exploitation have 
largely been to gene rate goods and s ervices that contribute to the 
Gross National Product, to produce a supply of protein foods and to 
provide sources of foreign currency . 
In recent years Canada's total fish catch has 
varied from 1 to 1.3 million metric tons per year (Annual Statistic.al 
Review, 1977). The contribution of fisheries to the value added in 
commodity producing industries in Canada was about one percent, the 
major proportion of this being contributed by the Atlantic Provinces 
and Bri'tish Columbia (Annual Statistical Reviev1, 1977). 
The percen~age labour employed in the fisheries compared with the 
1 Prepared by FAO, 1966, as a result of a meeting of biologists and 
economists in Rome in 1965. 
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total employment in Canada is about one percent. In comparison, the 
labour employed in Newfoundland and Labrador fisheries is about 13 per-
cent of total employment. Newfoundland catches about 50 percent .of 
1 
the total Canadian catch from ICNAF areas. The total annual fish 
catches around the waters of Newfoundland during the last five years 
have ranged between 630 million to nearly one billion pounds per 
year (Annual Statistical Review, 1977). 
The Newfoundland fishery industry is on the whole ·highly labour 
intensive, in the sense that manual laboUr as opposed to machinery is 
used at almost all levels of fishing, particularly the inshore 
fishery, unloading of fish at wharf, and manual processing into con-
sumer products. Much of Newfoundland's economy depends on its 
primary fishing industry. For almost four centuries, the economic 
life of Newfoundland depended on a single industry, the fishery, and 
almost on a single product, the processing of cod fish, though in 
recent years other species such as haddock, perch, flounder, greysole, 
turbot and mollusk are also processed. 
1.2 Background to Newfoundland Fishery 
The initial settlement pattern of the European migrants who 
came to Newfoundland was to exploit the rich fishing ground that 
surrounded the island. When initial settlement took place during 
the 18th. and 19th. centuries the primitive methods of the fishery 
required close contact with the resource. As numbers of fishermen 
increased, small fishing communities eventually came to settle the 
1 International Commission for Northwest Atlantic Fisheries 
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entire coastline of the island. 
Until late in the 19th. century the fishery remained virtually 
the sole base of the Newfoundland economy. In fact, the fisheries 
share of the export trade did not drop below 70 percent of the annual 
export value until 1922 (Copes 72). 
The !Jewfoundland fishery up until recent decades was solely 
an inshore fishery, a fishery of small boat operations conducted by 
independent fishermen who either owned or shared a boat. These boats, 
because of size, stayed close to port with individual fishing trips 
of less than one full day. Their effective fishing time was curtailed 
by rough weather and ice closure. The larger part of the inshore 
catch was cod, a major portion of which was caught in traps in a 
short season in June, July and August. Most of the cod was salted 
and sun-dried by the fishermen (and their families). 
After World War II,within the Newfoundland fishing industry a 
modern sector developedo This modern sector consisted of the establish-
ment of fish freezing operations to supply a fast growing United States 
market for frozen foods (Table 1.1). To spread overhead cost and a 
market need for a balanced variety of groundfish species (cod, haddock, 
redfish and flounder), the fish plants needed a year-round supply of 
raw material. The established inshore fishery being highly seasonal 
and mainly one specie (cod), could not fulfill these criteria. In 
consequence, several companies operating fish processing plants 
acquired fleets of deep sea vessels (mostly trawlers) that could operate 
at sea for trips that would last up to ten days on a year-round basis. 
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TABLE 1.1 
NUMBER OF FISH FREEZING PLANTS 
IN OPERATION IN NEWFOUNDLAND 
1954 - 1971 
IN OPERATION OPENED·, NOT CLOSED, OPERATING 
DURING YEAR OPERATING PREVI ODS YEAR 
YEAR PREVIOUS YEAR 
1954 18 6 1 
1955 21 4 1 
1956 21 
1957 16 1 6 
1958 19 3 
1959 20 1 
1960 20 1 1 
1961 22 2 
1962 24 2 -
1963 32 8 
1964 32 2 2 
1965 34 2 
1966 34 
1967 34 3 3 
1968 32 2 
1969 33 4 J 
1970 36 J 
1971 J6 1 1 
- nil 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries & Environment, 
Economics Branch, St. John's. 
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This gave them an adequate range to tap the stocks of the various species 
. required to give: the desired product mix. This sector became known as 
the offshore fishery. 
These large fish freezing plants also took some quantities of 
fish from inshore fishermen who operated within supply range of the 
plant. However, the inshore fishery was not substantially affected by 
the establishment of an offshore fishery. 
In the meantime the inshore fishery was also changing in regard 
to the processing of the catches, however, it still remained a relatively 
small boat operation conducted by independent fishermen. While fisher-
men prior to World War II had mostly salt ed their own fish,now small 
processing plants were established for mechanical drying of salt fish 
and others for freezing of fresh fish. These fish ~ants would buy 
fish from the individual fisherman in a raw or semi-processed state 
where further processing took place and finally the disposal of the 
finished product in foreign markets. These fish plants were dependent 
entirely on inshore supplies. 
One further major development in the inshore fishery was the 
emergence in the early l960•s of a "middle distance" fishery, using 
vessels in the range of 35 - 65 feet in length. These larger inshore 
boats had increased seaworthiness, range and comfort, thus requiring 
more adequate harbour an:i service facilities than were offered by 
most outports in Newfoundland. This caused these vessels to be 
concentrated in a smaller number of larger outports where 
specialized facilities were available. 
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1.3 Economic Importance of the Fishery in Ne v.r.foundland 
Even since the first European migrants settled in New.foundland, 
the fishery has played a dominate role in Newfoundland's economy. One 
. 
hundred years ago the industry constituted the sole economic support 
of the island since Ne 1··foundland' s commodity-producing industries 
consisted almost entirely of fish products. In 1973 the fis ~ng industry 
contributed 13.7 percent to the value of production in the province 's 
commodity-producing industries (Table 1 .2) and absorbed about 13 per-
cent of the total labour force (Table 1.3). · In comparison, the fishing 
industry contributed only 1.1 percent to the total value of p roduction 
in Canada's comrnodi ty-producing industries (Table 1.2) 1-·hile absorbed 
only about 0.9 percent of the total labour force (Table 1.3). 
Considering the important economic significance of the 200 mile 
fisheries limit which came into effect January 1977, the contribution 
of the fisheries to Newfoundland economy can only grow in importance. 
With the 200 mile fisheries limit, Canadians and hence Newfoundlanders 
v.Qll have sole o~~ership of the resources within this limit, thus being 
able to regulate the quantities and types of species to be harvested 
at any particular time.. This important control of the fish stocks 
vQll mean that Nev.Tfoundland v.rill have access to larger harvesting 
quotas ~nile at the same time managing the fish stock to obtain 
optimum yield. 
One .further note to the grovi.ng importance of the fishery to 
Ne"Y·foundland' s economy is the recent closure of b--o of Nev.rfoundland' s 
largest commodity-producing industries, the Come-by-Chance Oil Refinery 
and the Newfoundland and Labrador ~ner Board Mill and expected closure 
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TABLE 1.2 
CONTRIBUTION OF FISHERIES TO COMMODITY -
YEAR 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
SOURCE: 
PRODUCING INDUSTRIES IN 
NFLD. & CANADA, 1965-1974 
(PERCENTAGE) 
NEWFOUNDLAND CANADA 
12.5 1.0 
10.7 1.0 
10.6 0.9 
10.2 0.9 
12.$ 0.9 
10.9 1.0 
11.1 0.9 
12.6 1.0 
1).7 1.1 
8.7 0.8 
Canada, Department of Fisheries 
and Environment, Annual Statistical 
Review of Canadian Fisheries, 
Volume 9, 1.955-1976. 
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TABLE 1.3 
D1PLOYMENT IN THE FISHERIES COMPARED WITH 
TDrAL EMPLOYMENT FOR NFLD. & CANADA 
1955 - 1973 
(PERCENTAGE) 
YEAR NEWFOUNDLAND CANADA 
1955 19.6 1.7 
1956 18.0 1.6 
1957 19.4 1.6 
1958 23.9 1.7 
1959 23.6 1.6 
1960 23.0 1.5 
1961 24.2 1.5 
1962 23.7 1.5 
1963 23.2 1.5 
1964 23.2 1.4 
1965 21.9 1.4 
1966 19.7 1.3 
1967 18.3 1.2 
1968 18.5 1.2 
1969 17.6 1.1 
1970 17.3 1.0 
1971 14.9 1.0 
1972 14.0 0.9 
1973 13.2 0.9 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries and 
Environment, Annual Statistical Review 
of Canadian Fisheries, Volume 9, 1955 - 1976. 
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or phasing out of mining industries such as St. La1.-;rence Florspar mines, 
Buchans min e s and the Bay Verte Asbestos mines. With these 
closures causing serious unemployment, Newfoundland has been forced 
to find alternative employment opportunities. 
Given all of the above factors, one can only assume that the 
fisheries in Newfoundland in the foreseeable future ~~ll continue to 
play an important role in Newfoundland's economy. 
1.4 Nev-rfoundland Seafish Landings 
The NeFfoundland commercial seafish fisheries consist of three 
major species groups. These three major specie8 groups are groundfish, 
pelagic and shellfish (Table 1.4). This section 1·'ill deal only 1·'i th 
these groups and v:ill ignore others such as seals, ~nales and sea-v.reeds 
because of their special institutional, social and physical factors. 
On the ,.;hole, landing of groundfish h ave been, and continue to be, 
the most important by far in terms of both quantity and value of landing 
(Table 1.4). In the period since 1961 the groundfishery has never 
accounted for less than 61% of total volume, nor less than 73% total 
landed value (Table 1.5). Indeed, in the early years of this perio?, 
groundfish accounted for over 9o% of volume ~nile in 1976 made up 
something in the order of 75% of total volume. Of the species of 
grounctfish landed in 1975 and 1976, cod, small flatfish, redfish, Green-
land turbot -and catfish account for about 99% of all groundfish (Table 1.6). 
The pelagic fisheries rose from a level of minor importance_ in 
the early 1960's to a position ,.·here, because of an expanded herring 
fishery, they accounted for over one third of the landed volume in 
·TABLE 1.4 
COMMERCIAL SEAFISH 'LANDINGS, QUANTITY AND VALUE 
BY SPEXJIES GROUP, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1961-1976~('000 lbs.& $'000) 
Groundfish ~ Shellfish Total (Q) (v) ( (v) (Q) (v) (Q) (v) 
1961 432,412 11,808 28,498 1,118 23,705 1,551 486,615 14,477 
1962 491,802 14,165 29,341 1,266 5,2j7 1,493 .526,380 16,924 
1963 523,614 16,345 33 ,478 1,514 9,492 1,865 566,)84 19,724 
1964 497,678 17,574 34,580 1,506 27,631 2,592 559,889 21,672 
1965 534,942 18,881 42,361 1,484 20,992 2,573 598,295 22,938 
1966 571,930 21,144 76,267 2,111 14,551 2,409 662,748 25,664 
1967 567,033 192,659 3,662 27,943 
I 
21,901 18,390 2,380 778,082 ...... 
...... 
1968 618,057 20,934 327,374 4,400 4,318 2,521 949,749 27,855 I 
1969 611,327 21,384 381,449 5,043 5,217 2,811 997,993 29,238 
1970 612,014 25,940 363,435 5,971 5.-939 2,843 981,388 34,754 
1971 539,476 26,400 317,351 6,101 11,394 3,146 868,221 35,647 
1972 480,883 26,359 159,151 4,661 7,051 4,533 647,085 35,553 
1973 514,880 35,669 147,665 6,854 11,647 4, 745 674,192 47,268 
1974 389,204 30,978 120,273 6,479 11,815 4,625 516,292 42,082 
1975 427,644 31,975 115,7.54 6,593 18,274 5,415 561,672 43,983 
1976 564,871 46,456 146,855 8,318 36,098 7,901 747,824 62,675 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Environment, · 
Economics Branch, St. John's, 
TABLE 1. .2 
COMMERCIAL SEAFISH LANDINGS, PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
BY SPECIES GROUPS, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1961-1976 
Groundfish P)lag'c Shellfish Total (Q) . (v) ( (v) (Q) (v) (Q) (v) 
1961 89.0 81.6 6.0 7.7 5.0 10.7 100.0 100.0 
1962 9J.4 8).7 5.6 7.5 1.0 8.8 100.0 100.0 
1963 92.4 82.9 5·9 7,.7 1.7 9.4 100.0 100.0 
1964 88.9 81.1 6.2 6.9 4.9 12.0 100.0 100.0 
1965 89.4 82.) 7.1 6.5 ).5 11.2 100.0 100.0 
1966 86.) 82.4 11.5 8.2 2.2 9.4 100.0 100.0 
1967 72.8 78.4 24.8 1).1 2.4 8.5 100.0 100.0 I ...... 
N 
1968 65,0 75.2 J4.5 15.8 0.5 9.0 100.0 100.0 I 
1969 61.3 73.2 38.2 17.2 0.5 9.6 100.0 100.0 
1970 62.4 74.6 )7.0 17.2 0.6 8.2 100.0 100.0 
1971 62.1 74.1 36.6 17.1 1.3 8.8 100.0 100.0 
1972 74.3 74.1 24.6 13.2 1.1 12.7 100.0 100.0 
1973 76.4 75.5 21.9 14.5 1.7 10.0 100.0 100.0 
1974 74.4 73.6 23.3 15.4 2.3 11.0 100.0 100.0 
1975 76.1 72.7 20.6 15.0 3.3 12.3 100.0 100.0 
1976 75.6 74.1 19.6 13.3 4.8 12.6 100.0 100.0 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Environment, 
Economics Branch, St. John's 
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TABLE 1.6 
QUANTI TIES OF SEAFISH LANDING, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1975-1976 
1976 
QUANTITIES LANDED-LBS. 
1975 
QUANTITIES LANDED-LBS. 
SP~IE S 
Cod 
Redfish 
Small Flatfish 
Greenland Turbot 
Catfish 
Other Groundfish 
TOTAL Groundfish 
Herring 
Caplin 
Mackerel 
Salmon 
Other Pela g i c Fi s h 
TOTAL Pelagic 
Squid 
Lobster 
Queen Crab 
Shrimp 
Other Shell Fish 
TOTAL Shell Fish 
I NSHORE 
196,261,454 
l-,802 ,149 
11,340,174 
9,053,241 
620,590 
. 881,:379 
219, 958 ,987 
28 ,363,714 
9,034 , 872 
8 ,463,113 
4,436,614 
693,947 
50,992,260 
21,827 ,726 
4, 968 ,933 
1,596 ,742 
414 ,375 
66, 024 
28,873,801 
OFFSHORE 
67,335,931 
86 ,547,932 
170,774, 740 
12,437,606 
5,384,269 
2,431,068 
344,911,546 
79,489,345 
12,157,326 
3,336,221 
. 880,176 
95,863 , 068 
886, 438 
5,272,_560 
242,793 
106,149 
715,819 
7,223,759 
I NSHORE 
138,675,956 
1,802,785 
7,175,410 
7,611,845 
371, 0_56 
1,375,319 
157,012,371 
26,835,627 
9,610,309 
5,298,497 
4,505,890 
327,351 
46,577,674 
7,052,522 
3.738,381 
2,069,393 
280,784 
15,897 
13,156,977 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries & Environment, 
Ec onomics Branch , St. John's. 
OFFSHORE 
32,233,052 
88,436 ,213 
134,492,449 
10,045,688 
2,994,985 
2,429,321 
270,631,708 
66,802,082 
507,377 
1,454,046 
412,240 
69,175,745 
2,363,581 
2,744,681 
8,681. 
5,116,943 
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l970 (Table 1.5). In 1 976 the pelagic fisheries made up approx-
imately 2o% of the total volume. As earlier mentioned, herring accounts 
for most of the landing im the pelagic fisheries, ho t:•ever, other major 
pelagic species are; caplin, mackerel and salmon (Table 1.6). 
Th e Ne\1-rfoundland shellfish fisheries has been fairly stable 
in total, if the effects of squid landing are discounted. In squid 
lancling there have been years vhere it has been virtually nonexistent and 
others '\·!here it \1-ras fairly high such as 1976. Today the shellfish 
fishery make up in the order of 2 to 3 percent of total landing vhile 
contributing11 to 12 percent in landed value as F•ould be expected 
(Table 1.5). Tee major species of the shellfish fishery in 1975 and 
1976 ,.•ere squid, lobster, queen crab and shrimp (Table 1.6). 
In addition,to the actual species of fish landed it is equally 
important to consider the numbers of fishermen and values of vessels 
and gear utilized. Over the past 15 to 20 years the nUmber of fishermen 
engaged in the Nev!foundland fishery has sho~·:rn an increasing trend from 
1956 to 1961, and then declining fairly steadily, ho-v.·ever, 1973 sho\-red 
signs of another increasing trend (Table 1.7). Copes (72) points 
out in The Resettlement of Fishing Comrmmi ties in Nev.rfoundland that 
employment in the fishery is related to the level of unemployment. 
When 'llhemployment is high, Nevrfoundlanders go into the fishery while · 
they leave the fishery v·hen there are employment opportunities else-
vJhere. 
The value of fishing vessels employed and investm~nt in fishing 
gear shoF a someFhat different trend (Table 1. 8). The trend in both 
cases has generally been up1··ard. 
YEAR 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
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TABLE 1.7 
NUMBER OF FISHERMEN IN NEWFOUNDLAND SEA 
FISHERIES, BY EXTENT OF EMPLOYMENT\ 
1955 - 1973 
FULL TIME PART TIME OCCASIONAL 
13,181 3,466 3,170 
14,714 3,515 3,178 
15,897 3,520 3,198 
14,299 4,364 3,038 
12,673 4,094 3,519 
12,138 , 4,191 3,485 
11,372 4,062 3,921 
1,958 8,560 7,252 
1,855 7,282 8,628 
1,024 5,024 9,913 
712 4,105 9,635 
903 3,996 10,414 
TOTAL 
16,000 
14,956 
16,469 
18,364 
18,430 
18,291 
18,756 
19,817 
21,407 
22,615 
21,701 
20,286 
19,814 
19,355 
17,770 
17,765 
15,961 
. 14,452 
15,313 
1)The- classification of fishermen beginning in 1969 is based on the 
time spent in fishing activities, as follows: fulltime - 10 months 
or over: part time - 5 to 10 months; occasional - less than 5 months. 
Prior to 1969, the concept of occupation rather than time spent in 
fishing activities was used; the tenn "fulltime","part time" and 
II OCCasional II referred to fishermen for whom fishing was the If only': 
"main" or "secondary" occupation, respectively. 
- - not available 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Environment, 
Annual Statistical Review of Canadian Fisheries, 
Volume 9, 1955 - 1976. 
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TABLE 1.8 
VALUE OF FISHING CRAFT AND 
INVENTORY VALUE OF FISHING GEAR IN NFLD. 
1955 - 1973 
VALUE OF FISHING VALUE OF FISHING 
YEAR CRAFT ($'000) GEAR ($'000) 
1955 10,000 4,200 
1956 9,426 4,294 
1957 10,002 4,674 
19.58 10,481 5,164 
1959 10,711 5,286 
1960 11,512 5,6)6 
1961 11,004 5,982 
1962 12,494 6,213 
196) 16,739 6,606 
1964 18,884 7,)21 
1965 25,140 10,028 
1966 30,669 9,614 
1967 52,2)4 9,300 
1968 .58,412 9,428 
1969 55,740 9,168 
1970 5),674 10,512 
1971 50,608 11,257 
1972 57,091 1),)11 
197) 70,849 14,578 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Environment 
Annual Statistical Review of Canadian Fisheries, 
Volume 9, 1955 - 1976. 
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5 Ne"T,..foundland Seafish Processing 1. 
1 5 1 General Background to Ne~·-foundland' s Seafish Processing . . - -
We have looked at the Ne"'rfoundland seafish fisheries _in terms 
of the species groups landed. We now briefly examine the fish 
processing industry in terms of the types of products that are produced. 
There are basica~ eight different categorie~ of types of product 
that are separated by nature of the production proces~ involved or 
species utilized. Data on these _major categories of seafish products 
produced are s hown in Tables ~' 1.10 and 1.11. 
Frozen seafish p~oducts a~e by far the mqst important type 
of out put for the processi ng industry. There has been_ a noticeagle 
upv~d trend in recent years ~~tn the apparent levelling off caus~d 
by non-increasing total groundfish catches. _ The value of frQzen sea-
fish products ho~~ver, has generally increased over the years. In 
1975, frozen seafish products accounted for 67 percent of the total 
seafish products. 
Production of sal ted __ and pickled s~afish products, wl:rl-le 
holding second place in terms of value of out put, has undergone a 
significant. ove~all decline in _ volume. These outputs are made up of 
salted groundfish and pelagic species, primarily herring. 
Next in importance is fresh seafish products. The output of . 
the~e products _have ~een continually increasing ~~th the main species 
being cod and salmon. 
Fishmegl and oil p~oduction are nex~ in im~rtance. These products 
are by-products of £illeting and freezi~ operation, hot-~ver, their output 
TABLE 1.2 
QUANTITY OF SEAFISH PRODUCTS, BY TYPE, NEWFOUNDLAND, ~961-1975 
Fresh Frozen Smoked Salted Pickled Canned MeaJ. Oil Other 
YEAR ( '000 lbs.) ('000 lbs.) ('000 lbs.) ('000 lbs.) (bbls.) (cases) (tons) (gals.) ( '000 lbs.) 
1961 13,561 65,082 896 72,752 24,393 4,984 9,654 753,873 27,231 
1962 24,301 73,879 812 86,031 21,577 2,790 10, 962 .~ 650,48) 1,062 
1963 17,045 79,105 647 84,694 22,602 1,884 11,513 801,641 22,499 
1964 16,165 84,757 661 70,522 75,244 1,554 12,939 627,051 35,804 
1965 12,053 108,566 414 60,419 24,460 1,570 17,464 511,574 27,729 
1966 14,094 122,060 485 55,137 34,158 1,963 20,596 463,502(1) 22,502 
1967 12,632 104, 10J 321 50,065 27,355 2,020 29,455 21,417 24,432 
1968 14,443 130,972 431 . 45,478 18,196 2,212 48,301 32,474 10,160 
I 
..... 
48,003(2) OJ 1969 12,459 141,261 447 39,891 38,789 1,804 53,306 32,958 I 
1970 15,662 148,102 134 24,490 120,913 7,955 50,.565 28,641 48,004 
1971 21,071 142,389 57 18,653 163,141 5,541 38,490 2),069 53,565 
1972 16,078 128,828 344 14,642 158,092 12,027 25,028 8,727 )9,446 
1973 15,278 141,629 214 1),066 126,232 10,809 25,496 11,157 44,204 
1974 18,270 102,937 323 10,770 110,948 ·. 7,692 18,802 5,674 33,482 
1975 15,630 116,578 364 10,571 74,079 7,563 18,229 8,064 25,823 
(1) Quantity of Oil in 1966 in '000 lbs, 
(2) Frozen Offal for Animal Food Included From 1969 on. 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Environment, Economics Branch, St. John's. 
TABLE 1.10 
VALUE OF SEAFISH PRODUCTS, BY TYPE, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1961-1975 
($'000) 
Smoked & Meal & 
Total(1) Year Fresh Frozen Salted Pickled Canned Oil 
1961 4,401 15,060 9,839 717 205 1,261 32,589 
1962 5,199 17,525 1),103 653 183 1,576 J8,J84 
1963 5,911 19,501 14,211 - 702 155 1,843 43,020 
1964 6,332 21,007 12,621 2,224 170 1,904 45,600 
1965 6,147 28,471 11,968 772 127 2,825 51,437 
1966 6,899 32,845 13,201 1,000 182 J,54J 58,862 
1967 6,373 26,479 12,402 996 160 5,767 53,196 
1968 7,803 32,249 11,072 572 192 8,751 61,052 I ..... \{) 
1969 8,089 39,469 9,667 1,143 178 9,613 68,625 I 
1970 10,284 47,377 7,220 3,916 509 11,087 81,646 
1971 10,524 59,537 6,419 4,814 295 8,340 92,776 
1972 10,346 65,345 5,969 7,448 698 4,924 98,382 
1973 8,141 98,069 7,620 7,479 1,240 9,700 143,541 
1974 11,321 71,520 9,040 . 7, 701 957 6,841 113,070 
1975 13,357 79,797 8,065 5,782 900 6,284 118,514 
Note: (1) Total includes other seafish products (mainly bait) and frozen animal food 
after 1969 but excludes other marine products such as seal skins. 
SOURCEs Cana~ Department of Fisheries and Environment, 
Economics Branch, St. John's. 
' J 
TABLE 1.11 
VALUE OF SEAFISH PRODOOTS, PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1961-1975 
Smoked & Meal & 
Year Fresh Frozen Salted Pickled Canned Oil . Other Total 
1961 13.5 46.2 30.2 2.2 .7 3.9 3.9 100.0 
1962 13.5 45.7 34.1 1.7 ·5 4.1 .4 100.0 
1963 13.7 45.3 33.0 1.6 .3 4.3 1.8 100.0 
1964 13.9 . 46.1 27·.·7 4.9 .4 4.2 2.8 100.0 
1965 12.0 55.4 23.3 1.5 .2 5.5 2.1 100.0 
1966 11.7 55.8 22.4 1'.·7 .3 6.1 2.0 100.0 
1967 12.0 49.8 23.3 1.9 .3 10.8 1.9 100.0 
1968 12.8 52.8 18.1 14.4 100.0 I .9 .3 .7 N 0 
1969 11.8 57.5 14.1 1.7 .2 14.0 .7 100.0 I 
1970 12.6 58.0 8.8 4.8 .7 13.4 1.7 100.0 
1971 11.3 64.2 6.9 5.2 .3 9.0 3.1 100.0 
1972 10.5 66.4 6.0 7.6 
·5 4.9 4.0 100.0 
1973 10.6 68.3 5.3 5.2 .8 6.? 3.1 100.0 
1974 10.0 · 63.2 8.0 6.8 .7 6.0 5·3 100.0 
1975 11.2 67.3 6.8 4.8 .7 5·3 3.9 100.0 
SOURCE: Canada, Department of Fisheries and Environment, 
Economics Branch, St. John's. 
' j 
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to a large extent is dependent on the herring industry. 
The last t,,ro cntegories of seafish products are smoked and 
canned outputs. The canned products have been primarily crab, while 
the smoked output caters to a specialized market. 
The degree to v-rhich most products are processed are dependent 
primarily on the export market . Because of the population size of 
Ne-vrfoundland and Canada, except for the central Canada area, there is 
no significant market in Canada for the industry's output. The main 
market for NeFfoundland fish products has been the United States r,·here 
import restrictions are placed on processed products. It is doubtful 
hov-rever, that the Ne\,rfoundlarrl processing industry, as a v-rhole, -v~uld 
have the financial and technical capability to produce highly processed 
products if a market did exist . This accounts to a fair extent the 
importance of frozen and cured products in the total output of the 
industry. This dependence on one major market for the majority of 
sales however, has resulted in a number of periods of market crises 
in the past, the most recent being the 1967 - 69 and 1974 - 75 periods. 
1.5.2 The Frozen Seafish Processing Industry 
The inshore frozen processing industry consists mainly of 
groundfish and pelagic v~th some shellfish. The main species pro-
cessed are cod, greysole, flounder, herring, mackerel and squid. 
Each particular freezing plant does not necessarily process all 
these species, hoPever, they do normally operate 1d th a 1-~de variance 
of speciestypes because of their dependence on the inshore fishery. 
The normal production process for processing these species is shoy.~ 
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in Figure 1.1. This process is commonly called "The Production of 
Fish Fillets'~ 
The production of fish fillets consists of the follo,·ring 
s t ages: unload fish from shi~s hold; de-ice and sort; dress, wash 
and weigh; filleting (cut); skinning; .reighing; trimming; pin bone 
removal; sorting; polyphosphate dipping and Feighing; packing; 
freezing and storage. The processing of fish fillets in Ne~foundland 
is labour intensive rather than machinery dependent. 
After the fish are unloaded at the vharf they are transported 
to the processing plant 1·•here they are first sorted by ~ize and species, 
dressed (removal of the gut from the fish) if necessary, Fashed and 
v·eighed before further processing. Whether fish are dressed at the 
freezer plant depends on the distance of transportation from vharf to 
the processing plant and the particular plant's policy on the buying of 
undressed fish. To preserve quality, the fish should be dressed as soon 
as possible upon harvesting . 
The filleting of fish is normally done manually, using a very 
sharp knife as described pictorially in Figures 1.2a and 1.2b. Filleting 
machines are available for filleting fish, hoFever, at present they are 
not being used extensively in inshore freezer plants. 
After the fish are filleted, the fillets ,,rhich have skin on one 
side are '··eighed and skinned. A skinning machine is used for removing the 
skin from the fillets. The fillets are then trimmed and the pinbones 
are removed. The trimming operation removes fins, lugs and blood marks 
'·hich may be left on the fillets during the filleting operation. Pin 
Offal 
(Head & 
Bone) 
Boxes and 
other Mat erial 
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UNLOAD FISH FROM SHIP'S HOLD 
DE-ICE AND SORT 
! 
DRESS; WASH AND WEIGH 
! 
FI LLEI'ING (CUT) 
l 
SKINNING 
! 
WEIGHING 
! 
TRIMMING, BONE, SORI'ING 
! 
WEIGHIOO 
! 
PACKING 
l 
FREEZilU 
J 
STORAGE 
Figure 1.1 Operation Chart for the Processing Operation of Fish Fillets 
1 Offshore fish is usually gutted. 
Inshore fish is often not gutted and therefore requires gutting on 
shore. 
' ~ 
cutting 
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Fish box 
cod 
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Figure 1.2a Filleting operation - cod 
Fillet pan 
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Filleting operation: 
1) Get and put fish on 
table (LH) 
2) Fillet side no. 1 
(LH & RH) 
.3) Place fillet in pan (LH) 
4) Turn fish 180° 
(LH & RH) 
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Figure 1.2b Filleting operation - cod 
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Filleting Operation 
5) Fillet side no. 2 
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6) Place fillet in pan 
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7) Place head and bone 
in the chute (RH) 
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bones are removed by making a V-cut using a sharp knife. Prior to packing, 
the fillet is dipped in polyphosphate 1··hich protects the fillet later 
vrhen it is thav.Jed. 
Depending on the type of species _and pack required ·by the 
consumer, the fillets are sorted by size, . v-1eighed and either packed 
in 1 lb. and 5 lb. boxes, 13 lb. and 16 lb. fillet blocks or individually 
(quick) frozen. The fillet boxes or blocks are frozen in plate freezers 
vhereas the individual fillets are frozen by passing them through a 
tunnel of cold air (-40° to -60°C). The fillets are then held in cold 
storage until shipped to markets. 
The by-products from the dressing, filleting, ckinning, trimming 
and pin bone removal ope rations are sent to the offal plant vhere fish-
meal is produced. 
With regard to the NeFfoundland Fishery , the market restrictions 
control extensively the degree of processing of any specieG. Some species 
in particular, herring, mackeral and squid are exported mainly in a 
frozen round state (Figure 1.~) 
Species such as crab and shrimp follo1,· an entirely different 
processing method, but do use the plant's freezer and cold storage 
facilities. 
The inconsistent supply of any one speciesin the inshore fishery 
has resulted in Ner-.rfoundland freezer plants becoming multi-species 
processing plants. The production process for the species is set D:P 
so they are readily adapted to many species 1-·'hich change frequently. 
Most plants have one section for the filleting of fish ,.•ffile other sectors 
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are used for the processing of species such as crab o~ shrimp. The 
labour required in these processing plants is mainly semi-skilled, 
thus ~~rkers normally perform many activities ~T.dch may frequently 
change. 
Boxes and 
Other Material 
UNLOAD FISH FROM SHIP'S HOLD 
! 
DE-ICE AND SORT 
! 
DRESS, WASH AND WEIGH 
l 
PACKING 
J 
FREEZING 
1 
STORAGE 
Figure 1.3 Operation Chart for the Processing Operation of Round- fish. 
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1 Introduction z. 
CHAPI'ER 2 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The quantity of marine renewable resource {fish) in the sea 
at any particular time depends on the inflow and outflow of fish to 
the area. The inflow rate of fish depends on the rate of spawned eggs 
and inward migration. The outflow rate depends on the death rate due to -
natural causes, pollution, predation, outward migration, and the quantity 
of fish harvested. The difference between these inflow and outflow 
rates detennines the level this resource will attain at any par-
ticular time. 
The resource is harvested by smal_l and large vessels using 
sophisticated electronic detection devices, where it is processed 
either on board or brought to shore based plants. Many different 
kinds of end products are produced depending on the market requirements 
and demand. Technology and human employment is inputed at various 
stages of harvesting, processing and fuarketing _operations. 
The type of equipnent and human skills used for harvesting and 
processing on board the vessels are nets, £ish containers, captains, 
seamen, zreezing zacilities and equipment, etc. The marine resource is 
unloaded at wharf, which again requires equipnent and human skills, such 
as unloading equipment, containers, hoist operators. The transportation 
and stowage operations require trucks, plant freezers, cold room holding 
facilities, and laborers. 
During the transportation, storage and unloading operations, 
some amounts of marine resource are rejected due to the type· of technology 
_ .... -----------------~2~9- --------------------------
used and the efficiency of equipment and hpman effort. The rejected 
marine resource is converted into fish meal production, fUrther 
processed into other products, or discarded to decay and/or recycled in 
the sea. 
The processing of fish into various consumer products depend 
on many factors such as market demand, availability of raw material, 
plant processing capacity, labour availability and efficiency, quality 
requirements, cost of raw material and labour, selling price, etc. 
Depending on the type of product, the quantities for harvesting 
and production of goods, hiring rates for personnel, provisions for 
factory space, purchase of equipment, vessels, gear; payment of 
money, etc., are determined. 
The above is not a complete description of a fishery operation, 
however it is a start upon which a more elaborate framework can be 
developed. 
The conc~pt of developing a dynamic model of a fishery operation 
can be considered new to the Newfoundland scene. Though the techniques 
of dynamic modelling have been known for some years now, its application 
to real world problems have been few. The main difficulties in its 
application have been the enormity and complexity of such problems and 
particularly the nature of the dynamic behavior of industrial systems. 
The Newfoundland fishing industry, though it may not be considered 
enormous compared to some other industries in Canada or elsewhere, has 
many variables which are complex and at time significantly interact 
With each other, as well as with the external environment. 
Presently there are certain marine species which are over-exploited 
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and other species which are under or un-utilised. It would be desirable 
to control the harvesting of an over-exploited species, however a change 
in harvesting effort will interact with the economics of processing and 
marketing operations. In the case of under or un-exploited species, 
research and development may be reqUired in designing new or better 
techniques and skills, ·equipment and machinery, different types of 
products, different approaches to distribution and marketing. 
The changes in market demands such -as quantity, quality, price, 
delivery, etc. and the speed of· response from distribution, processing 
and harvesting to such changes may depend on the inertia of individual 
components and the synergy of the fishery system. In real world 
situations the fishery system may either over respond or under respond 
and some times various parts of the system may not work in unison with 
each other. 
An advancement in technology (automation) applied at a part of 
the total system may beneficially help the economic viability of an 
area, but it may in the short or long tenn adversely interact with, 
for example, resource availability, markets, employment and perhaps 
the social viability of a community. 
Education and training of people working in the industry should 
assist in up-grading their knowledge and the understanding of the 
fisheries. As their level of knowledge and understanding increases, 
so Would one expect their efficiency of operation and management to 
increase. 
Society's acceptance of employment, individual and corporate 
earnings, job sec~ty and satisfaction, economic growth, migration, 
etc. are in some way reflected by socio-economic programs. The extent 
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to which these programs affect the fishery system depends on the degree 
of interaction within and between resource exploitation, processing 
into end products, technology used, human employment, corporate 
viability, community viability etc. and such interactions may at times 
be accentuated by external environment. 
The above are a few examples which depict to some extent the 
dynamic nature of the real fishery system. 
2.2 Problem Areas in Fish Processing 
Some of the problems associated with the operation of an inshore 
freezer plant are namely: 
- Buying of raw material 
- Processing of raw material 
- Selling of the finished product 
One of the major problem_s associated with the buying of raw 
material is the seasonality of the inshore fishery. Since the inshore 
harvesting season is mainly a six month operation, the fish plants 
have to make sufficient revenue to cover:- overhead expenses for the 
remaining six months they aren't operating. To help cover these expenses 
same Newfoundland inshore processing plants process blueberries in the 
off season where they make use of the plants' washing, freezing, packing 
and cold storage facilities. 
Due to the particularly small size of the Newfoundland inshore 
boats, the climatic conditions dictate whether a fisherman would go 
out fishing or not on any particular day during the fishing season. 
To ·help alleviate this problem of fluctuating quantities of raw materials, 
Plant owners normally buy fish from different areas which are transported 
by road to the particular plant. 
In the Newfoundland inshore fishery the quantity of any one 
specieGmay fluctuate rapidly from day to day, and from season to season. 
This problem requires the processing plant to buy many different species 
to help guarantee a stead y volume of raw material. 
The quality of the raw material is of prime importance to any 
fish plant processor. The quality of raw material will to a large 
degree govern the finished product market value. The prime causes 
of bad quality raw material are as follows: 
- Unsanitary vessel holds 
- No protection given from sun and weather 
- Use of pitchforks 
- Stowing fish too high 
Lack or improper use of ice 
- Fish not bled or gutted on removal from water 
Fish left too long in gillnets 
- Use of open t rucks to transport raw material to fish plant 
As one would expec t , the processing sector depends primarily on 
the supply of raw material coupled with a market for the finished product. 
There are however some problems adherent to the processing sector. ·One 
of the prime objectives of the inshore processing industry is to get 
the most economical return for the raw material bought. Fish plant 
owners are continually trying for ways of increasing yields by reducing 
waste. An increase of only one per cent of finished product yield to 
raw material means considerable added revenue to the plant. At every 
stage in the production of the finished product, waste is occurring, of 
Which filleting and trimming are the greatest. 
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The scheduling of production is also of prime importance in 
the inshore processing plants . As was discussed previously, the quantities 
and specieGtypes change continuously, thus there is a continuous 
fluctuation in production. Since fresh fish with gut removed will 
normally retain its quality for only two days, it must either be processed 
within this limit or an inferior quality product will be realized. A 
fish plant normally will only buy up to its production capacity, 
however some plants freeze excess raw material if there is freezer and 
cold storage facilities available. 
The most critical day of the week for buying of raw material 
is Friday since Friday's raw material must be processed prior to noon 
on Saturday since fish plant workers will not normally work Saturday 
afternoons and Sundays. Fish that is bought on Saturday is normally 
processed on Monday. 
The quality of the raw material significantly affects the 
overall quality of the finished product, however it is the processing 
sector which passes the finished product onto the consumer. If high 
quality at the processing sector is not retained, such as segregation 
of bad quality raw material, removal of parasites and pin bones, then 
only the processing sector is responsible for an inferior market price. 
There are naturally many other problems in the processing sector 
such as labour unrest, machinery breakdown, accidents, etc., however 
they are not classified as major problem areas in the fishing industry. 
The main market for Newfoundland fish products has been United 
States, which have resulted in a number of market crises. To eliminate 
Periods of market crises, the processing industry must attempt to obtain 
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a more diversified market where the industry as a whole will not be 
so susceptable to wide fluctuations in prices and demand. 
z.J Operation of a Fish Plant From a Manager's Viewpoint 
In today's highly competitive fishing in~ustry, a fish plant 
manager must operate his plant to maximum efficiency and take whatever 
action he deems necessary to keep ahead of his fellow competitors. 
There are limited fish resource and markets available and if he doesn't 
remain competitive, other fish processing plants will force him out of 
business. 
To keep a competitive edge, a manager must have two basic manage-
ment skills, a technical skill and a predicting {forecasting) skill. 
Both skills are very important to the success of a particular manager. 
The technical skill consists of performing the everyday 
activities of keeping the production process going. A partial list of 
such activities could include the following: 
- Buying of raw rna terial 
- Obtaining appropriate labour and machinery 
- Obtaining sufficient orders 
- Allocating of appropriate skilled personnel to the different 
sectors of the plant 
- Removal of work stoppages caused by machinery breakdown, 
labour, etc. 
- Paying current accounts 
- Follo~ing a general accounting system for the fulfillment 
of government regulations 
- Producing budgets 
The other basic skill is one of predicting or forec~sting 
What actions should be taken under the existing conditions. Managers 
today continually ask the following question: 
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If I take a particular action, what will be the results and are 
they desirable or undesirable? 
A partial list of applications of this question could be: 
- What if there were a labour strike at my plant? 
Will I meet all my market requirements? 
- Is there sufficient labour available? 
- Should I introduce a labour incentive system? 
- Should I be processing other species? 
What is my profit margin per species 'I 
-What if a particular piece of machinery breaks ·down? 
What if there is a bad harvesting season? 
- Do I have the cash required? 
- Should I expand and if so where? 
- Are my market areas stable? 
d . ? -Am I too depen ent on one spec1e s · 
- Am I too dependent on one market? 
If excess raw material is available, should I freeze and 
process later? 
- What if new technology was applied to my plant? 
What is the effect of an increase in finished product yield 
to raw material? 
- What is the effect if my plant was more mechanized? 
- Which sector of my plant is the limiting factor on the 
quantity of production? 
What is the effect of spoilage? 
What is the effect of changes in selling price of the product? 
What is the effect of change in demand of a particular product? 
What is the best product price? 
2.4 Objective of the Study 
The objective of this study is to develop a computer model, which 
WOuld be able to simulate a fish processing operation with various input 
Parameters. These parameters would relate to raw material quantities 
and prices, finished- product order demands, selling prices, labour 
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productivity, labour rates, plant and equipment capacities and other 
variables of the processing operation. 
Some of the above mentioned factors are considered to be time 
variant and interact with each other in some related way. Because of 
the multi-factor, inter-dependent and time-variant characteristics of 
the production system, the intuitive or analytical econometric methods 
used by management in establishing processing strategies cannot 
adequately provide a basis for rational decision making in optimising its 
goals. The development of a computer model would therefore assist the 
processing operator to simulate the interactions between the various 
variables and indicate possible consequences without recourse to 
actual actions. 
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CHAFfER 3 
APPLICATIONS AND A CRITICAL REVIEW OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS 
J.1 Background to Systems Applicationsin the Fishery 
Applications of systems modelling in fisheries have mainly been 
in the area of ecosystems and resource management. Some of the approaches 
used in the mod-eling process have been based on intuitive mental methods, 
macroscopic statistical formulations, computer simulations and math-
ematical analysis based on control system theory. Although each of 
these approaches is considered to be reasonable in relation to the 
enormity and complexity of the variables, none could be considered 
comprehrensive enough to be a functional tool that a policy-maker can 
use in arriving at concrete decisions. 
Some of the early applications in the use of computer in 
estimatin g fish stocks were by Beverton a n d Holt (1957). Later other 
research investigators refined Beverton - Holt's equations for 
estimation of yields and . harvesting strategies, (Anderson, et al 1973, 
Ursin & Anderson 1975, Beyer & Lassen 1975). 
System analysis has been successfully applied to the sched~ing 
of fish trawler operations, (Haywood . & Farstad 1976, Nickerson 1970). 
The White Fish authority of the United Kingdom has been using a 
simulation approach and other computer applications in the fisheres 
since 1965. Work carried out in this field include computer-aided 
cartography, analysis of trawler log data, statistical analysis of 
fishing data, trawler design, and computerisation of fishery business 
management. 
The need for the development of simulation models for fisheries 
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planning was recognized by the Food and Agriculatural Organization 
(FAO) at its meeting in Rome in January 1975. A recent study as a 
result of this FAO meeting has been the computer modelling of the 
sardine fishery in Morocco (Haywood & Farstad 1976). The main objective 
was to investigate, using model simulation, the likely outcome of 
different kinds of policies to assess the economic viability of all 
technically feasible options. This study was to indicate various 
development strategies re~ng location, composition and phasing of 
the industry, showir.gimplications on costs and benefits for the 
government and private enterprise. 
Weissman, Kalan and Platts (1972) suggested the use of systems 
dynamics as a tool for resource management. They applied this technique 
to the study of Atlantic Menhaden Fishery. Although the model developed, 
as a case study, was incomplete at the time of publication (1972), enough 
work was performed -and illustrated to conclude usefulness of systems 
dynamics as a simulation tool in the study of the fisheries. 
Some of the operations research techniques such as linear 
programming, statistical and time series forecasting techniques, 
queuing theory, etc., could also be applied to certain problem sit-
uations in fishery operations. For example, linear programming could 
be applied for establishing optimum product mix, product distribution 
allotment or capital budgeting. Queuing theory could be applied 
to problems related to trawlers arriving and waiting at wharf for 
unloading and fueling •. Forecasting techniques could be applied to 
Prediction of future order demand for fishery products. In the use 
or many of these operations research techniques, certain assumptions 
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e to be made in establishing mathematical models. These assumptions ba.V 
ma.Y or may not be realistic in relation to real world situations. In 
some cases the assumed values of the parameters may remain constant 
for a certain period of time while in other cases, they continually 
change. Under a time-variant situation, the derived optimum solutions 
obtained through the use of deterministic mathematical models could 
not be considered to remain optimum. Thus, the use of such techniques 
ba.ve to be limited to problems of a static nature, where significant 
parameters do not change drastically within a certain period of time. 
Though literature survey gives a great number of examples in 
industrial applications, none have been observed to be specifically 
connected with the fish processing operation. 
3.2 Simulation Models in Industry 
Simulation, as a technique, is one of the most talked-about 
methods in the field of management science. During the past decade, 
simulation has been increasingly applied to a widespectrum of industrial 
problems, both theoretical and practical. In spite of the clear and 
growing use of simulation in industry and business the full potential 
of this technique remains largely unexploited, at least insofar as- can 
be ascertained from the applications described in the literature. The 
reasons for this are numerous. Industrial phenomena are complex processes 
and not clearly understood for some areas. Sufficient knowledge of the 
effects of many variables has not been generally available and such 
relationships are necessary to the construction of viable and meaningful 
models. 
Even though detailed knowledge may not be available, one should 
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not preclude the fact that the nature of the process of identifying 
the various variables and constructing the model logic, in itself is 
a.n extremely valuable process. At least in the beginning the process 
would identify where reliable data and interrelationships are available 
and understood. Where data are considered doubtful, then proper 
procedures and information data gatering systems can be developed 
to obtain more reliable data. The process of data gathering, updating, 
validating and testing is a continuous operation, which the manager has 
to undertake in any case, in decision making. 
Simulation models can be classified as follows: 
1 Purpose 
a) Prognostic models 
b) Process or behavioral models 
2 Degree of System Definition 
a) Tactical models 
b) Strategic models 
J Structural Characteristics 
a) Static/ dynamic models 
b) Deterministic/stochastic models 
c) Aggregate/non-aggregate models 
Almost all simulation models constructed have as their ultimate 
aim a predictive capability. Prognostic models are primarily intended 
to simulate the result of a system, whereas process models seek to sim-
ulate the dynamics of the system itself as well as future results. 
In a tactical model, one is generally interested in exploring 
the impact of alternate decision rules or parameter values within well-
defined and well understood structures. The strategic model applies 
When there is an interest in exploring the behavioral properties of 
ill-defined problems involving the elements and relationships which 
are poorly understood. Here certain behavioral relationships are 
assumed in the model and is then tested against reality. The emphasis, 
as with process models, is on understanding the dynamics of a system so 
that a theory can be constructed. Once the theory has sufficiently 
been validated, the model can be used to simulate the outcomes of the 
system under a wide variety of conditions. 
A static model would seek to describe or predict some response 
of a system as if it occurred at a single instant of time. A dynamic 
model would seek to explore the changes occurring within the system 
over some period of time. 
A detexministic model would contain no probabilistic elements. A 
stochastic model would contain one or more elements, or mechanisms, 
involving random or probabilistic characteristics. 
An aggregate model is so structured that it can only answer 
questions of an aggregate nature. A non-aggregate model is so constructed 
as to yield information of a more detailed nature. 
Solutions to complex problems can often be obtained more readily 
through simulation than by analytical solutions. Simulation overcomes 
the deficiencies of other methods for dealing with complex, interacting, 
dynamic processes which industry generally entails. This technique 
utilises a set of mathematical and logical relationships which represent 
the essential features of the process being studied, however complex 
these relationships may be. 
Simulation offers an opportunity for relatively inexpensive 
experimentation. A simulation permits one to conduct a series of 
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experiments on a computer, using the model developed to describe some 
without recourse to actual £ield studies. process 
Analytical models which can yield optimum solutions can £requently 
be developed as a result o£ simulation studies. In developing and using a 
simulation model, insights are gained which, in turn, permit meaningful 
analytical solutions. 
The non-technical manager can comprehend simulation easier than 
a complex mathematical analytical model. In general, a simulation model 
is simpler to understand and explain, for it in essence describes the 
behaviour of some process or phenomena. 
Simulation has already been applied in many diverse areas o£ 
indl,lstcy. New applications are being developed continually. Major 
. .. 
potential areas o£ application are in strategic and long-range planning. 
The major advantage and stimulant to the use of simulation in industry 
lies in its ability to deal with complex, dynamic and interacting . 
phenomena which are characteristics o£ industrial enterprises. If 
the processes permit adequate description, they can be modeled and 
simulated on the computer. Present trends are towards on-line simulations 
which can be set up by using time-shared computing :f'acili ties with 
continuous or discrete input data :fed to the system. Such on-line 
facility provides :for the provision of an adaptive component in order 
to account :for changing nature of the industrial process. 
3.) A Critique of System Dynamics 
The proposed study has attempted to use system dynamics in a 
part of the fish processing operation. Bef'ore a detailed description 
of system dynamics is illustrated (see next chapter) it would be 
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r opriate to review in detail the historical development, concerns a.pp 
and critical analysis of some of the applications of modelling in 
industry and urban planning. 
Although general in concept, Forrester's techniques were 
developed for use in modelling social and economic systems for which 
comprehensive dynamic models were not available. The first reported 
application was to the modelling of business-industrial systems 
(Forrester 1961) which was heralded as "a major break-through for 
decision maker" (Forrester 19.58). During the period from 1958 to 1968 
"industrial dynamics" was further refined and application made to a wide 
variety of problems in management analysis. The state of the art at this 
point in time is given by Forrester in "Industrial Dynamics - After the 
First Decade'; (1968). Also during this time, there was a growing body of 
literature providing a wide range of viewpoints on the nature and use-
fulness of t he new techniques. A detailed crit ique of industrial 
dynamics was provided by Ansoff and Slevin (1968). While it was conceded 
that industrial dynamics is one way of looking at the behavior of firms 
by means of simulation, in some cases the feedback structure may not be 
the most applicable or useful. Further, it was felt that there was little 
evidence of i ndustrial dynamics claim to the status of a "general systems 
theort: In Forrester's response (1968), it was argued that in many instances 
not reported in the open literature, industrial dynamics had proven useful 
as a decision-making tqol, especially where the modellers were ex-
perienced in the use of the techniques. In this regard, Ansoff and 
Sleven (1968) agreed that industrial dynamics suggested a promise of 
advantages which would result from a better understanding of the nature 
of industrial systems. 
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In 1969, application of system dynamics to the study of urban 
dynamics was reported Worrester 1969). Forrester's urban model has 
since been the topic of numerous articles reflecting two distinct 
phases. The first was a series of critiques based on Forrester!s results 
inspired by th~ fact ~hat the response of the urban model to certain 
stimuli was contrary to popular belief among some urban specialists 
(Kadanoff 1971). The second phase of the response to "urban dynamics" 
has been the: result of further development of the urban model for 
particular urban areas for which validation could be undertaken by 
both system dynamics specialists at M.I.T.'s A.P. Sloan School of 
Management and by others. It now appears that validation attempts 
have fully justified the urban dynamics models' "counter-intuitive 
behavior" (Porter et al, 1972). 
Since 1971, attention has been focused on the "world model" 
developed at M.I.T. by Forrester (1971) and " The Limits to Growth" 
by Meadows et al, (1972). In addition, elaborations on several of 
the world mOdel subsystems such as natural resources utilization 
(Behrens) and DDT movement in the environment (Randers & Meadows) 
have been made. The reaction to t hese models as reliable forecasting 
aids has been generally critical·, as was the case in the initial phase 
following the development of the first urban dynamics model. As 
Warfield (1972) has pointed out, there are a limited number of ways 
to scientifically attack the world model (or, indeed, any model): 
First, one may question whether the model is sufficiently inclusive 
(i.e. are there missing elements which affect directly those elements 
included in the model?); second, one may question the synthesized 
relations assumed in the model; third, one may question the modeller's 
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judgement of the desirability or undesirability of the state of the 
world predicted by the model as a result of certain inputs. Regarding 
the question of inclusiveness, the world model obviously does not con-
sider a variety of elements generally described as "social feedback'! 
Oerlemans et al, (1972) have demonstrated the stabilizing effect of 
one type of such feedback on the model's behaviour. There remains, 
however, two facts which limit the ability for dynamic models of 
social systems to be fully inclusive. First, many relations which 
~ qualitatively described by social scientists are difficult to 
quantify and synthesize as structural elements. Second, the present 
state of knowledge in the social sciences may be such that even 
qualitative descri_ptions of some social processes are not available. 
However, a multi-disciplinary approach to the modelling building task 
will enable the social scientists to provide what information that is 
available about these processes. On the question of the correctness of 
the synthesized relations, only appropriate experts are qualified to 
comment. It cannot be overemphasized that a multi-disciplinary approach 
to the model analysis and synthesis stages is of paramount importance 
(roung et al, 1972). The question of model inference can be answered 
if the model builders relinquish the formation of value judgements 
concerning model inferences to the policy makers. 
It may be usefUl to point out that the application of system 
dynamics to the modelling of animal population dynamics has been 
investigated (Peppard 1972), and appears to offer considerabl-e hope 
in providing an understanding of ecological system behavior. 
In summarizing the criticisms of the applicatio~ of system 
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· to the modelling of social and economic systems, there appear dynaJfil.CS 
to be two legitimate areas of concern: First, on the question of 
inclusiveness of such a model and second, on the accuracy of the 
assumed relations (i.e. the structure) of such a model. It would 
appear that as first conceived, Forrester's industrial, urban and 
world models were vulnerable on both counts. Subsequent work by multi-
disciplinary teams appears to have refined and properly validated the 
original models, particularly in the case of the urban model. It would 
appear that much of the criticism traditionally aimed at system dynamics 
models can be nullified by proper and careful application of the 
techniques by an appropriate multi-disciplinary team. This will ensure 
that the resultant model is inclusive for the intended purpose and that 
structural relationships are as accurate as is possible. 
CHAPTER 4 
DEOORIPTION OF THE SYSTEM DYNAMICS TEX!HNIQUE 
4 .1 Introduction 
A model is a substitute for an object or system. Models serve 
many purposes and can be of any fonn. Everybody uses them to sane de-
gree, even a child when he plays. The main difference is the scope at 
which they are used. Any set of rules and relationships that describe 
something is a model for that thing. In a sense all our thinking de-
pends on models. 
Today, models related to social and technological systems have 
become so sophisticated that the unaided human mind cannot adequately 
construct and interpret their dynamic behaviour. System dynamics as 
presented here provides a foundation for constructing models to aid 
our mental process in dealing with time varying feedback systems. 
To say that one can eliminate all problems of model building 
by converting mental models to models represented by explicit statements 
in the fo:rm of flow diagrams and equations is incorrect. However, since 
our model is in pictorial form it can readily be followed, validated and 
communicated to others. 
Since most present day models have nonlinear equations with com-
plex interrelationships, their analytical and mathematical solutions are 
very time consuming and at times illlpossible to solve, the simulation 
Process using step-by-step numerical solution is the only technique 
available. The simulation technique does not give the general solution 
or tell all the possible behaviour patterns. Instead simulation gives 
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one-time history of system operation corresponding to the inputed 
For numerial values for the coefficients and initial conditions. 
different conditions another full step-by-step computation must be 
made· 
4.2 structure of Dynamic System Models 
The structure of a subject guides us in organizing info~ation. 
The structure of a particular model should achieve the following 
objectives: 
- Describe any cause-effect relationships that we may wish to 
include. 
~ Be of simple mathematical notation. 
- Be able to closely depict a real life industrial, economical 
and social conditions. 
- Be able to handle large quantities of variables readily. 
- Be able to handle "continuous" interactions such that any 
artificial discontinuities introduced by solution-time 
intervals will not affect the results, but should be able 
to generate discontinuous changes in decisions when these 
are needed. 
These objectives can all be met by use of a closed boundary 
which has feedback loops. A closed boundary means that one is only 
concerned with model interactions within the system that produces 
fluctuations and changes. Everything outside the danain of the system 
that does not influence the model is ignored. One should be careful 
that all model interactions:.;,.a;re included within the system boundary. 
All decisions concerning these interactions within the model are made 
Within a· feedback loop. It is the interconnecting feedback loops that 
Produce· a dynamic model. 
The building blocks for interconnecting feedback loops are 
basically levels and rates. Both are necessary, however, there are 
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others that are needed to complement the use of these components. 
The following sections will discuss in detail each of the 
features for the basic model structure. 
4.2.1 Levels 
A level is shown by a rectangle. 
LEVEL 
Levels are accumulations within the system. They-may be material, 
inventories, goods in transit, equipnent, factory space, bank balances, 
number of employees as well as various human, social, cultural and 
economic achievement levels. Levels are the present net values of 
those variables that have resulted from the accumulated difference 
fran inflows and out flows during a particular time interval. A level 
may have any number of inflow and outflow channels. 
Levels may only be changed by the rates. The new level of a 
variable is canputed by the accumulated differences of inflows and 
outflows over a particular time interval added to the previous value 
of the level. All values of levels are canputed without the use of 
any other levels. 
A level is a variable that continue to exist and to have 
meaning in a system once it is brought from a dynamic to a static 
state. If all inflows and outflows to a level were to stop, a level 
WOuld continue to exist. Stopping the withdrawal and deposit of money 
from a saving account, for example, does not affect the existence of 
money in the saving account. 
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Figure 4.1 gives some exampl.es of levels applied to the fishing 
Quantity of marine resource at a particular 
location in a given instant of' time. 
Number of vessels fishing for marine resources at 
a particular location in a given instant of' time. 
Number of people fishing for marine resource at 
a particular location in a given instant of time. 
Figure 4.1 Examples of Levels as Applied to the Fishing Industry 
4.2.2 Flows 
Flows are represent ed by flowlines with each kind of flow line 
selected either to suggest the type of flow representation or to 
facilitate drawing. 
INFORMATION ---------~ 
MATERIAL 
ORDERS 
MONEY -$-$-$-$-$·--
PEOPLE 
EQUTIMENT 
Flows occur in systems representing quantities that move from 
Place to place. The infonnation flow is unique fran the other flows 
in that there is no actual movement, only information about the 
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variable. The informqtion flow acts as an information linkage that 
causes the other flow types to act on one another. Information flow 
will contain the generation of various concepts that are inputs to 
decision making, such as, desired inventory level, projected size of 
plant, forecast of sales, desired employment level and knowledge for 
resea~h results. 
The material flow include all flows of physical goods whether 
in a raw, semi-processed, or finished state. 
The order flow is the demand for goods and services. These 
orders result from dec"isions that have not been executed into flows 
in one of the networks. 
Money flow includes the transmittal of money (cash) between 
money levels. 
The personal flow is used as countable individuals not as 
man-hours of work. Company policies, labour union contracts and the 
availability of people initiate personal flow. 
Equipment flow includes factory space, tools and equipment 
necessary i n the production of goods. It describes the quantity of 
equipment purchased, in use and/or discarded. 
The following are simple illustrations of flows that occur if 
one were to build a dynamic model of a Newfoundland fish processing 
Plant that had a normal production capacity of Z lbs. of cod fillets 
Per day assuming an unlimited supply of raw material, labour, machinery, 
etc. 
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These orders would come from the customer to the fish plant 
manager who would schedule production for Y lbs. of cod fillets per 
day. 
Hiring of operators for cod processin~ 
Operators would come from the community to fillet round cod 
in the fish plant. The quantity of the flow depends on the produc-
tivity of the people hired, the Y orders of cod fillets and the 
dismissal rate. 
Skinning machines used for cod processing 
The flow of skinning machines into operat ion depends on the 
start-up or installation time, breakage, and the capacity of the 
piece of equipment. 
Order infonnation 
-- ------------ ~ 
Infonnation about the level of orders received would schedule 
the rate of hiring. 
Flow of cod fillets to customer 
The flow of cod fillets (finished packed product) to the 
customer depends on the number of people employed and the quantity 
of equipment used in the shipping department. 
The flow _of cash to the fish plant depends on the shipping 
rate plus clerical delays in processing payments. 
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2 ~ Decision Functions (Rates) 4. •./ - -
Decision functions are represented by a symbolic valve: 
<}--___ INFOEM,h.TI.QN ____ _ 
CONTROL 
VALVE 
Decision function detexmines the rate of flow. They act as 
valves in flow channels to regulate the amount of flow into and out 
of a particular level. These valves serve the same purpose as a valve 
in a hydraulic system. The decision function receives only inf'o::cnation 
as its input. An example of a decision function may be the quantity 
of a raw material a fish plant processor should buy. This decision 
might involve the following levels: present finished goods inventory 
level, present raw material inventory, backlog of unfilled orders, 
available supply of raw material, present employees, average usage 
rate, available equipment, plant capacity, cash flow, etc. 
4.2.4 Information Take-Off 
Information take-off is shown by a small circle at its origin 
and by a dashed information line. 
c;;J 
J -~I.QN __ 
TAKE-OFF 
OAUXILIARY VARIABLE 
I 
I 
I_ INEOBMAT.I.O~ 
TAKE-OFF 
An information iake-off is used only to transfer information 
about the magnitude of a variable not to represent flow of contents. 
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An information take-off about a variable can be taken without affecting 
or depleting that variable. No information flow, only information take-
f could exist at a level which is not itself information. of , 
For example, an information line leaving a filleted cod in-
ventory can only be an information take-off since the cod fillet 
transport flow would be shown by a material-flow line. 
4.2.5 Auxiliary Variables 
Auxiliary variables are shown by circles. 
INFORMATION 
-TAKE-OFF-
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
Auxiliary variables lie in the information flow channels 
between levels and decision functions. The incoming information lines 
are variables on which the auxiliary depends (levels, rates, constants 
or other auxiliary variables). The outflow is always an information 
take-off. No numerical value neeffito be saved from one computational 
time step to the next. Any number of information lines can enter or 
leave an auxiliary variable. 
Auxiliary variables could be eliminated from a model since they 
ideally can be substituted into the rate equation, however, such 
Practices, at times make rate equations long, cumbersome and difficult 
to understand . 
4.2.6 Sources a nd Sinks 
A source and sinkare designated by the following symb ols. 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
A source or sink lies outside the consideration of a model, 
since it has no significance to the particular model. A source 
occurs when flow enters the boundary of a model, and conversely, a 
sink occurs when flow leaves the boundary of a model. 
If a model was built of a fish plant, the model boundaries 
could conceivably be raw material entering and finished goods leaving 
the plant. The methods u sed for harvesting the raw material and the 
individuals who consume the finished product would represent a 
source and sink respectively, sin c e they would be insignificant to 
this particular model. 
4.2.7 Parameter (Const ant) 
Parameter is shown with an underline or qverline having 
an information take-off. 
PARAMETER 
-e-
1 
I 
I 
I 
I _ _1NFORI'-1ATIOJ:L __... 
TAKE-OFF 
_ INFORI'-1ATI ON _ --
1 TAKE-OFF 
I 
I 
I 
PARAQETER 
Parameters are those values which are constant throughout 
a simulation run of a model. They can, of course, be changed 
between successive runs. Parameters are always information inputs 
to rates, either directly or by way of auxiliary variables. 
Examples of parameters could be the price of a par-
ticular type of finished product, price of raw material, labour 
productivity or machine capacity. 
4.2.8 Variables on Other Diagrams 
Variabl es that appear on other diagrams should be shown 
in the following manner. 
(VARIABLE~ _____ __..,. ORIGIN J 
_ ( VARIABLE \ 
------\DESTINATION} 
Variable origin refers to a variable that is coming to this 
diagram fran another. 
Variable destination refers to a variable that is leaving 
this diagram and going to another. 
4.J Equations 
In the preceding sections the basic concepts of system 
structure were discussed. To describe these concepts of system 
structure a suitable system of equations must be developed so 
that the dynamic model can be applied to a computer simulation 
Program • · The system of equations should be adequate so as to 
describe exactly the dyriamic model. 
f 
~ 
. 
. , 
f l 
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The system of equations to be described will be formulated 
in a manner which can be used in the Dynamo Simulation Program 
created by Dr. Phyllis Fox and Mr. Alexander L. Plugh III. Before 
describing the types of equations to be used, the fundamental time 
sequence of computation will be described in terms of levels and 
rates. 
4.,3.1 Computing Sequence 
When computing the successive time steps in the dynamic be-
havior of a system we need a standardized computational convention 
thi:l.t ca:rtrols the changing interactions of a set of variables as time 
advances. This implies that the equation will be computed periodically 
to yield the succesive new states of the system. The computation pro-
gresses in time steps as in Figure 4.2. 
L1 
/ 
LEVELS 
already 
known 
L2 
RATES 
already 
known 
---
IU1-- --
LEVELS to be 
calculated 
/ __ R21_ ---
~----DT ------~~~----DT ------~ 
J K L 
Figure 4.2 Calculations at Time K. 
RATES to be 
calculated 
TIME 
As shown in Figure 4.2, time is broken into the standard 
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·gnations of J, K, and L with J representing the most recent time desJ. 
the computation was made, K representing the present and L used to 
designate the next point in time. The interval JK has just passed 
and infonnation about it and earlier times is in principle available 
for use. No information beyond K, like the interval KL, or the time, 
1 , or beyond, will ever be available for use in an equation being 
calculated at present time, K. 
The equations are calculated at moments of time that are 
separated by the solution intervals, DT. The selection of the time 
interval space, DT, is dependent on how closely we wish to approx-
1mate any curve, Figure 4.J. Shorter and thus more numerous intervals 
would yield closer approximations of the curve. The value of DT for 
a particular model depends on the level of accuracy required such 
that further increases in the number of time intervals (DT) would 
prcxluce insignificant differences in outputs. A and B in Figure 4.3 
represent the units of time used in defining the system whether they 
are weeks, months or years. It should be understood that the interval 
time, DT, cannot exceed the desired time interval, A to B. 
-----....; 
DT 
A J K L B 
Figure 4.3 Straight line approximation to a variable level. 
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At the start of the computation at time K, there are available 
the pre~us computations, L1.J designating the value of the level fran 
at time J and R11.JK and R12.JK, designating the value of the inflow and 
outflow rates respectively over the interval JK, Figure 4.4. The rate, 
Rll.JK, flow into level, L1, with the rate, R12.JK, flowing out of 
level, L1. The new value of L1 at time, K, can now be ai.culated since 
it depends only on its own old value and on rates in the JK interval, 
Figure 4. 5· 
1-4---DT----t....a 
1 0 L .J 
10 
J 
R11. j K 
R12.JK 
10+IYI' 
K 
10+2IYI' 
L 
10+3IYI' 
Figure 4.4 Start of new computation sequence. 
1---DT -----;..a 
R11.JK 
L1.J U 
10 
J 
R12.JK 
0 L1.K 
10+IYI' 
K 
10+2IYI' 
L 
10+3IYI' 
Figure 4.5 After computation of level. 
11 TIME 
----~ 
11 TIME~ 
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The rate equations are evaluated at the present time K, after 
the level equations have been evaluated, therefore the rate equations 
have available as inputs the present values of levels at K, Figure 4.6. 
The values determined by the rate equation determine the rates that 
represent the actions that will be taken over the forthcoming in-
tervals, KL. The solutions intervals are taken short enough that the 
step-wise discontinuities in rates are of no significance. 
L1.J u 
10 
J 
Dr 
R11.JK 
R12.JK 
R11.KL 
OL1.K 
R12.KL 
10+-DT 
K 
10+-2DT 
L 
10+-JDT 
Figure 4.6 After computation of rates 
11 TIME_. 
The entire process is now repeated for the next point in time, L, 
however the first step is to advance the time designators J, K and L by one 
solution interval, Figure 4.7 . With this, the K levels become J levels and 
the KL rates becane JK rates thus new values of levels can now be computed. 
R11 
L1.J 
R12.JK 
10 TIME 
Figure 4.7 Time designators advanced to next solution interval 
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4.J.Z Symbols In Equations 
The standard symbol to represent a constant or variable consists 
of a group afsix identities or less, the first must be alphabetical. 
In addition, all variables shall use a symbol with their proper time 
postscript separated by a period, however, a constant shall use no 
time postscripts. 
Standard symbols for levels could include: 
A.J 
A.K 
A22222.J 
A22222.K 
A2ZZZ.J 
A2ZZZ.K 
Standard symbols for rates could include: 
B.JK 
B.KL 
B22222.JK 
B22222.KL 
B2ZZZ.JK 
B2ZZZ.KL 
Standard symbols for a constant could include: 
c 
022222 
C2ZZZ 
4.) ·3 Classes of Equations 
There are seven equation types. In this section all seven 
equation types will be discussed in detail. 
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4 .3.).1 Level Eguations 
Levels, equation type identified by "L", are the varying con-
tents of the reservoirs of the system. They relate a quantity at the 
current time to its value at the previous time that calculations were 
made and to its rates of change during the interval between calculations. 
The following is a standard format for a level equation. 
where: 
L L.K = L.J + (DT) (RI.JK - RO.JK) 
L - designates the level equation for use in the computer program 
L.K - New value of level being computed at time K (units) 
L.J - Value of level from- previous time J (units) 
DT - The length of the solution interval between time J and K 
(time measure) 
RI.JK - The value of the inflowing rates added during the JK 
time interval (units/ time measure) 
RO.JK - The value of the outflowing rates subtracted during the 
JK time interval (units/ time measure) 
Any number of rates can be inflowing or outflowing from a 
level, Figure 4.8. 
L.K 
Figure 4.8 A level in a system with more than one 
inflowing and outflowing r:ates 
or 
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Level equation for Figure 4.8 is as follows: 
L L.K = L.J + (Dr) ((RA.JK + RB.JK) - (RC.JK + RD.JK + RE.JK)) 
L.K = L.J + (Dr) (RI.JK - RO.JK) L 
where: 
RA.JK + RB.JK = RI.JK, representing inflowing rates 
RC .JK + RD.JK + RE.JK = RO.JK, representing outflowing rates 
This is the only fl.exi bili ty permissible in the standard level equation 
for use with the Dynamo Simulation Computer Program. The right hand 
side of the equation must always contain the previous value of the 
level and the solution interval, DT, as a multiplier of the difference 
between inflowing and outflowing rates. Notice, that the"dimensions" of 
each time in the equations are "units"., i.e. 
L.K = L.J + (DT) (RI.JK - RO.JK) 
units= units+ (Time measure) (unit~time measure - units/time measure) 
units = units + units = units 
As seen, i t is the solution interval, DT, when multiplied by the rates 
that creates the correct units of measure for adding to the value of 
the level. The solution interval normally should not appear in any 
equation other than a level equation. 
The level equation is an "integrating" equation that accumulates 
the net result of past rates of change in the level. In the notation 
of calculus and differential equations the level equation would be 
written as follows: 
L = L + 0 (RI - RO) dt 
o Jo 
(" 
~ 
-· ...
ti 
.. I! 
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L - the value of the level at any time t (units) 
L - the initial value of the level at t = 0 
0 
- the operator indicating integration or accumulation for 
time = 0 until time = t of the difference in inflowing and 
outflowing rates (RI - RO) 
RI - the inflowing rate being added 
RO - the outflowing rate being subtracted 
dt - the differential operator representing the infinitesimally 
small difference in time that multiples the flow rates. 
4.).).2 Rate Equations 
The rate equation (denoted by R) state how the flows within the 
system are controlled. The inputs to a rate equation are system levels, 
constants, tables, aUxiliaries, or other rates. The outflow of a rate 
equation controls a flow to, from, or between levels. 
The following is the standard format for a rate equation. 
R R.KL = f (Levels, constants, tables, auxiliaries or other rates). 
Where:the right hand side implies any function or relationship of variables 
or constants included in the above brackets that describe the policy 
controlling the rate. 
4.3.3.3 Auxiliary Equations 
Very often, the clarification and meaning of a rate equation can 
be enhanced by dividing it into parts that are written as separate 
equations. These parts are called auxiliary equations. For example, 
suppose that the input to a bank savings account is a variable that 
depends on money deposited by an individual plus interest accumulated on 
such deposits. The rate equation and accompanying auxiliary equations 
(denoted by A) could be: 
where: 
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R INPUT. KL = INPUTI . K + INPUTB .K 
INPUTI & INPUTB are auxiliaries 
A INPUTI .K = INCCME.K/RATEI 
where: INCOME is a level & RATEI is a constant 
A INPUTB.K = AMOUNT .K/F.ATEB 
where: AMOUNT is a level and RATEB is a constant 
Note, that equation for INPUTI and INPUTB can be substituted 
into the rate equation INPUT and give the resulting equation: 
R INPUT.KL INCOME.K + INPUTB.K RATEI RATEB 
The auxiliary equations have disappeared leaving the rate, INPUT, 
dependent only on levels and constants. As seen, auxiliary equations are 
evaluated at time K but after the level equations for time K, since they 
may use output s from level equations. The a uxiliary equations must, 
however, be evaluated before the rate equations because their values 
are substituted into rate equations. 
4.J.J.4 Constants Equations 
Constant equations are used to give numerical values. They 
carry the type designation of C. There is no time postscript in a 
constant equation, since it does not change through time. 
A XYZ.K = (RST ) (A.K) 
C RST = 10 
4.J.J.5 Initial-Value Equations 
Initial-value equations are used to define initial values of all 
levels (and some rates) that must be given before the first cycle of 
lllod.el equation computation can begin. These equations are only evaluated 
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·or to each model run. From these initial values for levels the pr~ 
rates of flow immediately following time zero can be computed which are 
then used to compute new values of the levels. 
An initial value equation is customarily written immediately 
following the corresponding level equation. 
L L.K = L.J + (DT) (RI.JK - RO.JK) 
N L = 10 
As seen the initial value uses no time postscript and is 
designated by N. 
4.J.J.6 Supplementary Equations 
Supplementary equations are used to define variabl~which are 
not actually part of the model structure but may be of some interest 
about the model behavior. These equations are not used in any of the 
decision processes of the model and are denoted by "S". 
S T.K = A.K + B.K + C.K 
where: T. is only the sum total of A, B & C • 
4.J.J.7 Table Equations 
Table equations are used to express variables which have arbitrary 
relationships to other variables. This simply is a method of converting 
linear or non-linear graphs into a form which can be adapted to a 
computer program. Table equations are notated by T and are discussed 
in detail in Appendix "A" 
4.4 Model Building 
To illustrate the technique of formulating the basic structure 
(' 
t 
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of a dynamic sys tem model and its associated equations into a useful 
These dynamic model, the following simple examples will be presented. 
examples will show how the different components and their associated 
equations are interconnected with each other. 
Figure 4.9 shows a simple model with a source, sink, level, 
constant parameter, table, two auxiliaries, two rates and two flows. Let us 
assume that water is flowing from a pond into a reservoir and out into 
ind.i vidual homes. In this crude model we are only concerned with 
water flowing into and out of the reservoir, the size of the pond and 
the number of homes serviced are of no importance in this model. 
I 
I 
I 4-,--Y 
Tl ~ 
RESERVOIR F2 
Ll 
Figure 4.9 A simple model of a reservoir with water flowing in and out 
SOl represents a source (the pond) and SI1 represents a sink 
(the individual homes) which are outside the boundaries of the model. 
Water flows, F1, from the pond into the reservoir level, L1, at a rate 
defined by, Rl. The rate, Rl is controlled by an auxiliary, Al, which 
is defined by, a table. The water flows out of the reservoir at a rate 
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of, R2, which is controlled by the auxiliary, A2. The value of aux-
iliary, A2, is obtained from the c onstant parameter, P1, and an information 
takeoff from the level, L1. The flow, F2, flow directly into the sink, 
sr1. The equations for this model could be as follows: 
R R1.KL = Al.K 
A A1.K =Table (T1, Time.K, 0, 10) 
T T1 = 150,000, 125,000, 200,000, 175,000, 150,000, 
125,000, 175,000, 200,000, 150,000 , 125,000, 200,000 
L Ll.K = Ll.J + DT (R1.JK - R2.JK) 
N L1 = 100,000 
R R2. KL = A2.K 
A A2,K = (L1.K)(P1) 
c P1 0.80 
The auxiliary, A1.K, represents the following graph, Figure 4.10 
r---. 
rJl 
'"d 
c 250 ~ 
rJl 
;:l 
0 
.c 200 ~ 
c (1) 
•rl ~ 175 ....__... ;:l 
~ 
H ·r-1 (1) e:; 150 ~ 
~ H 
::>:: (1) 
Ct-i Pi 125 
0 
. 0 rJl 
rl 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ~ 
t..:l TIME 
• 
Figure 4.1 0 A graph showing flow patterns of water entering a reservoir 
The initial value of the reservoir is 100,000 gals. of water. 
The output rate from the reservoir is always eighty percent (80%) of 
the water in the reservoir. The units for the inflowing and outflowing 
water rates are gals. of water/minute and the reservoir is in units of 
of gallons. 
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As discussed earlier the level equation is simply an integrating 
equation that accumulates the net result of past rates of changes in 
the level. To illustrate that this is so, the level, L1, in Figure 4.9, 
will be solved by the use of first-order linear differential equations. 
To make the solutions to the differential equations simple and thus easy 
to understand, the inflowing rate will be held constant at 75,000 
galq/minute, all other variables will remain the same. In this case, 
the system equations would be written as follows: 
R Rl.KL = 75 ,000 
L Ll.K = Ll.J + DT(Rl.JK - R2 .JK) 
N L1 = 100,000 
R R2.KL = A2.K 
A A2,K = (L1.K) (P1) 
c P1 = 0.80 
The first order linear differential equation is given as : 
1 y + P(x)y = Q(x) 
with 
f (a) b 
and 
P, the outflowing rate, and Q, the inflowing rate 
This function is given by the formula: 
where: 
A(x) ~ J: P( t) dt 
Applying this form ulu. to Figure l}. 9 we obtain: 
1 
L + 0.80L = 75,000 
( 
! 
.. 
f 
or 
1 1 = 75,000 - 0.801 
Since 1 = 100,000 when t = 0, the unique solution is given by the formula: 
L ~ 100,000 e-.Bt + e-.Bt J: 75,000 e· 8 Udu 
100 , 000 e-.8t + 75,000 e-.8t [e·8t_~ 
.8 
100,000 e- .8t + 93750 - 93750 -.8t e 
6250 e-. 8t + 93750 for all t 
The following are the calculated solutions for the level, 1, at times 
0 to 15 inclusive: 
at t = 0, 1 = 100,000 
at t = 1, 1 = 96558.30603 
at t = 2, 1 = 95011.85324 
at t = 3, 1 = 94316.98732 
at t = 4, 1 = 94004.76377 
at t = 5, 1 = 93864 .47274 
at t = 6, 1 = 93801. 4 3 592 
at t = 7, 1 = 93773 .11165 
at t = 8, 1 = 93760 .38473 
at t = 9, 1 = 937..54.66616 
at t = 10, 1 = 93752.09664 
at t = 11, 1 = 93750.94208 
at t = 12, 1 = 93750.42333 
at t = 13 , 1 = 937 so . 19020 
at t = 14, 1 = 93750.08_546 
and at t = 15, 1 = 93750 .03840 
.... 
IQ 
"' .
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Comparing these solutions for L at different time intervals to the 
Dynamo computer output (in Appendix "E"), we see that they are exactly 
the same • 
To illustrate how the informat ion link form the connecting tissue 
in a system between two subsystems, Figure 4.11 will be discussed. 
In this example only a general layout of the model has been 
presented since the main purpose is to demonstrate bow two submodels are 
connected. This example is a production model with two submodels, a 
labor employment submodel and the other a material submodel. 
The labor employment submodel consists of three levels, {labor 
pool, production workers and workers in training) and three rates 
(layoff rate, training rate and hiring rate). The only level which will 
be used directly in the explanation of this example is the production 
worker level, PWL. 
The material submodel consists of two levels {raw material 
inventory and finished goods inventory) , three rates (rate of supply of 
raw material, production rate and shipping rate), a source and a sink. 
Here again only the production rate, PR, will be discussed in detail. 
In the material submodel, only inventories move from one level to 
another, where as in the labor employment submodel only workers move 
from level to level, t here is no movement between submodels. The only 
method by which these two submodels can be connected is by means of an 
information link. 
In this example, information concerning the number of production 
workers employed, PWL, coupled with their productivity rate, C, is used 
to control the flow qf goods from the raw material inventory level to the 
LPL 
HIRING RATE 
(MEN/MONTH) 
TPL 
WORKERS IN 
TRAINING 
(MEN) 
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LAYOFF RATE 
(MEN/MONTH) 
PWL 
PRODUCTION 
WORKERS 
(MEN) 
TRAINING RATE 
(MEN/MONTH) 
"I" The connecting infonnation 
take-off link between two 
submod.els 
so 
SOURCE 
RATE OF RAW 
MATERIAL SUPPLY 
(LBS ./MONTH) 
r----~~~-------, 
c RML 
_.._ 
I 
I 
RAW MATERIAL 
INVENTORY 
(LBS.) 
PRODUCTION 
RATE 
(LBS ./MONTH) 
FGL 
FINISHED GOODS 
INVENTORY 
(LBS.) 
[igure 4.11 A production model showing information link between two submod.els 
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finished goods inventory level. 
The following equations are used to establish the production rate,PR. 
R PR.KL = CLiP (0.0, A1.K, 0.0, A1.K) 
A Al.K = (PWL.K)(c) 
C C = 15,000 Productivity rate 
L PWL'.K = PWL.J + DT(LR.JK - TR.JK) 
N PWL = 50 
The clip in the equation for the production rate, PR, simply 
means that the production rate cannot go negative. For further ex-
planation of the use of clips see extracts f'rom "Dynamo II Users Manual" 
by Alexander L. PJugh :III in Appendix "A". 
4.5 Model Validity 
The validity (or significance) of a model should be judged on 
how well it represents the actual system. If it does not give a true 
picture it is meaningless, thus what may be an excellent model f'or one 
purpose may be useless f'or another purpose. 
The purpose of' system dynamic models is to aid management in 
improving industrial and economic systems. In order to achieve this, 
clear and concise obj ectives of' the system must be understood. With 
concise objectives and the necessary system detail adequately described 
and properly interrelated, the model system must behave as it should. 
The system dynamic model is built on the same information and 
evidence used in the manager's usual mental model of' the management 
Process. The power of' system dynamic models is not f'rom more information 
than a manager has,· but the ability to use more of' this same information 
and to portray more usefully its application. 
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Since the similarity of the model to the actual format of the 
t ;s necessary we must know what to look for and what are the tests sys em .J-
between the two systems. 
The following are tests that can be done between the two systems: 
- That the dynamic systems model behavior is not obviously im-
plausible 
-Attempt to precipitate additional obvious inadequacies by 
testing the model over an unusually wide environmental 
range which are however within the system·, s boundary. 
- Investigate the similarity of problem symptoms between model 
and real behavior. An example of this would be fluctuating 
behavior where the time intervals between peak values of the 
variables could be compared with the actual system. 
- Investigate the time-phase relationships between variables, 
such as the peaking of inventories after the sale and 
production often indicate how similar the model is to the actual 
system. 
- The data and plots obtained from the model computer output can 
be examined to see if the decision streams are compatible with 
the actual system. 
- Examine the abruptness with which the values of system variables 
change. The model of a system should show the same transition 
characteristics as the system. 
- Check the behavior characteristics that can be quantitatively 
measured. 
In summary, serious model defects will usually expose themselves 
through some failure of the model to perform as would be expected of the 
actual system, however, a vast number of things could be done to any 
model to change its behavior characteristic but change must be based on 
knowledge about the working details of the actual system. 
4.6 Dynamo Compiler 
The Dynamo Compiler is a computer program which accepts the 
equations for a model of a dynamic feedback system and produces the 
requested simulation results as numerical tables and graphical plots·. 
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Dynamo has been specially designed to accept the structure and 
1 the equation convention previously discussed in this chapter. The 
Dynamo language includes time subscripts that easily enables anyone 
to comprehend how the calculations are made. Dynamo is designed for 
the person who is problem-orientated rather than computer-orientated. 
The Dynamo compiler is widely available and adapted to many computer 
languages including Fortran. 
Detail extracts from "Dynamo II User's Manual" by Alexander L. 
Plugh III explaining its different components are given in Appendix "A." 
1 Dynamo has been designed by the Industrial Dynamics group at The 
Sloan School o:f Management Massachusetts Institute o:f Technology. 
For a more complete description see Dynamo II User's Manual by 
Alexander L. Plugh III. 
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CHAPTER 5 
A SYSTEMS DYNAMIC MODEL OF A NEWFOUNDLAND INSHORE FISH PROCESSING PLANT 
5.1 Introduction 
The model of a Newfoundland inshore fish processing plant 
presented here consists of two main sectors, the processing sector and 
its associated economic sector ( Figure 5.1). 
The processing sector considered in this model is limited to the 
processing of six species; cod, flounder, herring, mackerel, squid and 
blueberries; 1 a fish meal plant and the associated labour employment 
sect or. These six species will be mainly manually processed in the 
following manner: 
- Cod and flounder will be filletedin a manner as described in 
Figure 1.1 and packed in 16t lb. blocks and 5 lb. sello-wrap 
respectively. 
Herring will be processed into butter-fly fillets by using 
fille ting machines and manually packed in 16t lb. blocks. 
- Squid and mackerel will be processed round in a manner as 
described in Figure 1.) with each packed in 40 lb. boxes. 
- Blueberries will be processed by placing blueberries on 
conveyors where thay are sent through a wind tunnel (to 
remove leaves), washed and inspected prior to packing in 
40 lb. boxes. 
All species once packed will be frozen and stored in cold 
storage. 
The economic sector consists of total sales revenue, total 
raw material cost, total labour cost, total packaging material cost, 
inventory value, long term loan, short term financing, depreciation, 
1 Blueberries in the model will be classified as a speciesso as to 
simplify the explaining of the system logic. 
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total overhead expense accrued from head office, total production 
expense, total selling expense, total administration expense, cash 
flow, profit and loss, liabilities and assets for the processing 
plant. 
The time interval (DT) between each iteration for the model was 
selected as one day for a total time duration of JOO working days, 
representing one year. 
A comp~te listing of all model equations and their associated 
key are given in Appendix "B" and Appendix "C" respectively. These 
equations will be referred to while explaining the processing model. 
5.2 The Processing Sector 
Before describing the model for the processing sector, a con-
ceptual frame-work for a multi-speciesprocessing sector will be 
presented. 
The processing sector is divided into six production lines, 
products "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", and "F'! These six production lines 
are set up with product "A" first, product "B" second, "C" third, "D" 
fourth, "E" fifth and "F" ·sixth, since fish plant managers have to make 
daily decisions on speciespriority when he has more raw material 
available for production than he can process at any one time. In 
the model, specie:; priority is made on profit margins per pound with 
the highest profit margin corresponding with production line "A", the 
second highest corresponding to "B", the third highest corresponding 
to "C" , etc. 
The by-product from these production lines is used to produce 
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fish meal. The labour employment model determines the total number of 
employees required for working on the production lines. 
The equations for the processing sector will be explained 
under the following general areas, namely: 
- production line "A" to "F" (Figures 5.2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
- fish meal (Figure 5.8) 
- direct production labour employed (Figure 5.9) 
profit margin per species(Figure 5.1) 
- Ranking ofspecies by profit margin (Figure 5.1) 
- Speciesinput variables (Figure 5.10) 
The above mentioned areas will be discussed with special 
attention to the main variables of interest related to the processing 
operation. 
5.2 .1 Production Lines "A" to "F" (Figures 5.2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
Due to the similarity of logic between the different production 
lines, explanation of production line equations will be made with direct 
reference to production line "A'! The other production lines will be 
discussed only where they differ in logic from "A'! The diagram flow logic 
for the production lines are given in Figu.ies5 ... 2, J, 4, 5, 6, 7 wii::h 
the associated equations given in Appendix "B", numbers 10 to 5J20. 
The main rate equations in production line "A" are: 
- Raw material buying rate (ARMF) 
- Fresh raw material processing rate (AMDP1) 
- Raw material freezing rate (AFNP) 
-Frozen raw material processing -rate (AMDP2) 
- Finished inventory shipping rate (ASSP) 
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The main level equations in production line "A" are: 
- Fresh raw material inventory level (ARMPL) 
- Frozen raw material inventory level (ARMPF) 
Finished inventory level (AIAP) 
5.2.1.1 Raw Material Buying Rate (ARMF) 
As was discussed earlier, the quantity of raw material bought 
daily is an important controlling factor in a processing plant. Since 
fish is perishable, when a fish plant manager overbuys his production 
capacity of raw material he is faced with spoilage while if he underbuys 
he is faced with not operating his plant at full capacity. 
In the model, the equation for the quantity of raw material 
bought (ARMF) depends on the following assumptions: 
- Cold storage space available (AFF1) 
- Finished product order balance (AORDY) 
- Raw material available (AMWP) 
- Multiplier factor of the minimum of freezer and production 
capacities plus freezer capacity available for raw material 
freezing minus one day old raw material held in inventory (ALRJ). 
The minimum value of the above variables is the quantity 
selected for the amount of raw material to buy (ARMF). 
The cold storage space available for the buying of raw material 
is represented by AFF1. Equation AFF1 consists of the total cold storage 
capacity of the plant (TBBB) minus all materials now held in cold storage. 
This includes all finished goods, raw material frozen in inventory plus 
today's quantities of fresh raw material being processed or frozen round. 
The cold storage space available equation for production line "B" (BFF1) 
differs from AFF1 in that the quantity of raw material bought for 
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production line "A" (ARRF which equals ARMF) must be subtracted .from 
AFF1 to give BFF1. Subsequently the cold storage space available 
equation for production line "C" (CFF1) is equal to BFF1 - :BRRF. The 
other production lines follow a similar pattern. 
The .finished product order balance (AORDY) logic which is 
standard .for all production lines is given in equations 730 to 890. 
Daily orders (AOLD) are continuously· caning .for production line "A" from 
which a forecasted order quantity (AORDE) is calculated for production 
scheduling. The .forecasted technique incorporated uses an exponentially 
weighted average of the past data (further details on the exponentially 
weighted .forecasting technique are given in Appendix "D"). 
The forecasted order quantity is calculated by multipling AOLD 
by a factor ALFA giving AORIC and mul tipling the most previous order 
quantity for AOLD by 1 - ALFA giving AORDL. AORIX! and AORDL are added 
to give the forecasted daily order quantity (AORDE). These daily fore-
casted order quantities accumulate in a level (AORDET) which when 
divided by AYLD (the production line "A" yield) give the forecasted 
order quantity .for the buying of raw material. This forecasted order 
quantity level (AORDET) is reduced by ARRF/ AYLD when raw material is 
bought. 
The raw material available for buying (AMWP) is the daily 
quantity of raw material for production line "A" that the fishermen 
bring to the plant. 
As stated previously, ALRJ is a factor multiplier of the 
minimum of freezer and production capacities plus .freezer capacity 
available for raw material freezing minus one day old raw material 
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held in inventory, i.e.: 
where: 
ALR).K = NDFI * (AGG1.K + ALMF.K) - (ACCC.K- ALMFK -ALM1.K) 
NDFI = multiplying factor 
AGG1.K = minimum of freezer and production capacities 
ALMF.K = freezer capacity available from raw material £reezing 
ACCC.K- ALMF.K - ALM1.K = one day old raw material held in inventory. 
Of the f'our assumptions made on the buying of raw material, ALRJ is the 
most critical and difficult to identif'y since it decides the rate of 
spoilage when there is an abundance of raw material available. This 
equation was selected since it takes a multiplier of the present 
production through-put of' fresh raw· material and subtracts :from it the day 
old raw material held in inventory. 
5.2.1.2 Fresh Raw Material Processing Rate (AMDP1) 
The equation for the fresh raw material processing Rate (AMDP1) 
is dependant on: 
- Plant production capacity {AALP) 
- Plant freezer capacity (AFCA1) 
- Fresh raw material inventory level (ARMPL) 
The minimum of the above criteria is the quantity of' raw material to 
be processed (ADDD) in any day. ADDD when multiplied by the processing 
yield (AYLD) gives the processing rate (AMDP1) in tenns of finished 
product quantities. 
The production planned for each production line is calculated 
in the following manner: If the total plant was allocated to any one 
Production line, than the total maximum daily through-put for production 
line "A" (AALP) would be AAAA, the total maximum daily through-put for 
Production line "B" (BALP) ·would be BAAA,- etc. However, since, there 
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are normally more than one production line working at the same time 
the fresh raw material is allocated by production line priority. 
To clarify how production capacity is distributed between the 
different lines, the individual production planned equations ior 
the production lines will be discussed. 
Tre production planned equation ior production line "A" (AALP) is 
given as: 
AALP.K = AAAA.K 
The production planned equation for production line "B" (BALP) is 
given as: 
given 
= (AALP.K - ADDD.K) 
AAAA.K (BAAA.K) 
The production planned equation for production line "C" (CALP) is 
as: 
CALP.K = (BALP.K - BDDD.K) BAAA.K (CAAA.K) 
The remaining production planned equations follow a simil~ 
pattern with the basic assumption being that once a higher priority 
production line has selected the quantity of raw material to be processed 
in any day, the next highest priority production line has access to the 
balance production capacity. 
The plant ireezer capacity is set up in a slightly different 
manner to production capacity. The total daily plant freezing capacity (TFVC) 
is allocated to each production line in the priority sequence until the 
freezing capacity has been exhausted. 
The freezer capacity equation for production line "A" (AFCA1) is 
as: 
AFCA1.K = TFVC .K/AYLD.K 
.... 
:J 
..,, 
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The freezer capacity equation for production line "B" {BFCA1) 
is given as: 
BR!A1.K = (AFCA1.K - ADDD.K)*(AYLD.K)/BYLD.K 
The freezer capacity equation for production line "C" (CFCA1) 
is given as: 
CFDA1.K = (BR!A1.K - BDDD.K)*(BYLD.K)/CYLD.K 
The remaining production lines follow a similar pattern. 
The division by the applicable production line yield is 
necessary to maintajnequation in the same units. 
5.2.1.3 Raw Mat erial Freezing Rate (AFNP) 
As discussed previously, raw material is frozen only when there 
isn't sufficient processing capacity {AMDP1) for the fresh raw material 
held in inventory. 
The freezing capacity available for the freezing of raw material 
follow the same logic as was presented in the discussion of the freezing 
of processed raw material. The production lines with the highest 
priority have first chance at the balance of freezing capacity. 
).2.1.4 Frozen Raw Material Processing Rate (AMDP2) 
Frozen raw material is processed when there is a surplus in 
production capacity from fresh raw material processing and a surplus 
in freezing capacity fran the freezing of raw material. The minimum. 
of the production capacity available {AALLP.K) and the freezing capacity 
available (ASAP.K) is the processing capacity available for the processing 
of' frozen raw material. The allocation of this processing capacity 
... 
... 
~ 
l 
... 
~ 
t: 
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" .. 
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follow the same priority rules as discussed previously. 
5.2.1.5 Finished Inventory Shipping Rate (ASSP) 
The shipping rate of finished product from each production 
line is normally equal to TSS however if no processed goods have entered 
level AIAP for five (5) days than the balance of AIAP is shipped. The 
equations for deciding the shipping rate for production line "A" are 
g1 ven :from numbers 530 to 720. 
5.2.1.6 Fresh Raw Material Inventory Level (ARMPL) 
The :fresh raw material inventory level {ARMPL) is expressed 
by the :followjng equation: 
where: 
ARMPL. K = ARMPL. J + (Dr) (ARMF. JK- (AMDP1. JK+AMDP1Q. JK+AFNP. JK+AMDPJQ; .1l;{)) 
ARMF represents raw material bought 
AMDP1 represents :fresh raw material processed 
AMDP1Q represents waste raw material being sent to fish meal plant 
AFNP represents raw material frozen 
AMDPJQ represents spoiled raw material being sent to :fish meal plant 
This level does not hold raw material longer than two (2) days 
due to deterioration and reduction in quality. Within two days af'ter 
raw material is bought, the raw material is either processed, frozen 
or sent to fish meal plant. 
5.2.1.7 Frozen Raw Material Inventory Level (ARMPF) 
The frozen raw material inventory level {ARMPF) gives the new 
frozen raw material inventory level in terms o:f its old value and the 
frozen raw material which have come in (AFNP) and the frozen raw 
lllaterial processed {AMDP2). This is expressed by the fo~lowing 
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equation: 
ARMPF.K = ARMPF.J + (I1I')(AFNP.JK-(AMDP2.JK + AMDP2Q.JK)) 
where: 
AMDP2Q represent waste raw material being sent to fish meal plant 
5.2.1.8 Finished Inventory Level (AIAP) 
The finished inventory level (AIAP) is represented by the 
following equation: 
where: 
AIAP.K = AIAP.J + (I1I')((AMDP1.JK + AMDP2.JK) - ASSP.JK) 
AMDP1 represents fresh raw material processing rate. 
AMDP2 represents frozen raw material processing rate 
ASSP represents finished inventory shipping rate 
5.2.1.9 Other Significant Levels 
In comparing different model runs with different management 
policies, it will be helpfUl to know the outputs from the following 
levels; 
where: 
where: 
AERML.K = AERML.J + (DT) (AERMR.JK - 0) 
AERML represents total raw material available to the processing 
plant for production line "A" during the year but was not bought 
because of processing restrictions. 
APPPP.K = APPPP.J + (DT) (ASSP.JK - 0) 
APPPP represents total finished goods from production line "A" 
sold during the year. 
5.2.2 Fish Meal Submodel (Figure 5.8) 
The main rates and levels in the fish meal submodel (equations 
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..5JJO to _5600, Appendix "B") are: 
- The processing rate of fish meal (FMEAL) 
- The shipping rate for fish meal (QSSP) 
- Fish meal inventory (MEAL) 
- Total fish meal sold during the year (QPPPP) 
The processing rate of fish meal depends totally on the quantity 
of waste raw material coming from the production lines. Since the 
processing of fish meal is done mechanically using very little labour, 
it is assumed that the fish meal plant is sufficiently large to handle 
all waste raw material without production delays. 
The shipping rate for fish meal (QSSP) follows the same pro-
cedure as outlined earlier for finished inventory shipping rate (ASSP). 
The fish meal inventorj level (MEAL) gives the new fish meal 
inventory level in terms of its old value ~nd the processed fish meal 
which have come in (FMEAL) and the fish meal shipped to the consumer 
(QSSP). This is expressed by the following equation 
MEAL .K = MEAL. J + (IYI') (FMEAL. JK - QSSP. JK) 
The total fish meal sold during the year (QPPPP) is represented 
by the following equation 
QPPPP.K = QPPPP.J + (DT) (QSSP.JK - 0) 
5.2.3 Labour Employment Submodel (Figure 5.9) 
The labour employment subnodel (equations ,5610 to 5160, Appendix 
"B") schedules the number of direct production line workers required 
daily. The basic assumptions are as follows: 
- There is an endless supply of skilled labour available to the 
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processing plant. 
No advance dismissal or hiring notices required to be given 
to workers. 
- Plant workers may change from one production line to another 
and still perfonm the degree of productivity required. 
The number of direct production line workers required daily 
is determined by the scheduled production quantities and their associated 
labour productivity constants. For each production line the number of 
workers required is calculated individually. Since all production lines 
follow a similar logic, the labour required equation for production line 
"A" (ALNP ) will be presented as an example. 
ALNP.K = (AMDP1.JK/ACPLP.K)+(AMDP2.JK/(TCPL*ACPLP.K))+(AFNP.JK/CPLP.K) 
where: 
AMDPl represents the fresh raw material processing rate 
ACPLP represents the labour productivity rate for fresh raw 
material processing 
AMDP2 represents the frozen raw material processing rate 
TCPL represents the percentage of ACPLP for the processing 
of frozen raw material 
AFNP represents the raw material freezing rate 
CPLP represents the labour productivity rate for freezing 
raw material 
The number of workers required for each production line are then 
accumulated and compared with the previous number of workers employed 
(TMENPP) to decide if additional workers have to be hired or dismissed. 
5.2.4 Profit Margin per Species(Figure 5.1) 
The profit margin per speciffiis obtained ·by subtracting the 
unit direct cost of raw material, labour and packaging material from 
the unit selling price. The foll owing is the profit margin equation 
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for flounder : 
where: 
fvlPHR.K FPHR.K - ( (RPHR.K/YHR.K)+(LCHR.K/LPHR.K)+VPHR.K) 
MPHR represents the unit profit margin for flounder, $/LB 
FPHR represents the unit finished product value, $/LB 
RPHR represents the unit raw material cost, $/LB 
YHR represents the unit finished product yield, % 
LCHR represents the uriit labour cost, $/DAY 
LPHR represents the uni t labour productivity, LBS/DAYS 
VPHR represents the unit packaging cost, $/DAY 
The equations for profit margin per speciesare from 5780 to 
_5840, Appendix "B'! 
5.2.5 Ra nking of Profit Margin per Species ( F igure 5.1) 
The ranking of profit margins per species(equations 5850 to 
6150, Appendix "B") is obtained by taking the maximum and minimum of 
the marginal profit of the species until the order priority has been 
obtained. 
5.2.6 Speciec input Variables (Figure 5.10) 
As was discussed previously, there are six production lines. 
Each of these production lines may have different species inputs 
variables, namely: 
- ·Raw material price, $/LB 
- Production capacity available, LBS/DAY 
- Yield of finished product from raw material, % 
- Labour product ivity, LBS/MAN-DAY 
- Finished product price, $/LB 
- Quantity of packaging material, LBS 
- Cost of packaging material, $/LB 
- Raw material input, LBS 
- Labour cost, $/MAN-DAY 
- Order input, LBS 
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Fl GURE 5.10 ALLOCATION OF RAW MATERIAL PRICE TO THE APPROPRIATE PRODUCTION LINE 
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To allocate the specieGinput variables to the appropriate 
production line, equations 6160 to 11800, Appendix "B" were developed. 
The following equations present the logic for the allocation of the raw 
material price per pound to production line "A'! 
where: 
QRP1.K CLIP(RPHR.K, 0, MPHR.K, MP9.K) 
QRP2.K CLIP(RPHF.K, o, MPHF .K, MP9.K) 
QRPJ .K = CLIP(RHLK, o, MFM .K, MP9.K) 
QRP4.K = CLIP(RFC .K, o, MFC .K, MP9 .K) . 
QRP5.K = CLIP(RPS.K, o, MPS.K, MP9.K) 
QRP6.K_ = CLIP(RPB.K, o, MPB.K, MP9.K) 
ACRM.K = QRP1.K + QRP2.K + QRPJ.K + QRP4.K + QRP5.K = QRP6.K 
MP9 represents the speciES with the highest marginal profit 
MPHR to MPB represents the marginal profit for each species 
~PHR to RPB represents the raw material price per pound for 
each specie s 
QRP1 equals RPHR if MPHR ~ ~1P9 
or equal 0 if NPHR < MP9 
ACRM represents the raw material price per pound which will be 
allocated to production line "A" 
Figure 5.10 which gives t he flow logic for the allocation of 
Raw Material Price to the appropriate production line can be used to 
represent the following input variables by: 
Replacing RP vli th P & CRM With AAA For Production Capacity 
II RP II Y&CRM " YLD " Yield 
" RP " LP & CRM " CPLP " Labour Productivity 
II RP " FP & CRM it CFG " Finished Product Price 
" RP II QP &CRM II PGQC " Quantity of Packaging M3.-f::e:r:i.al 
II RP II VP &CRM II CPG II Cost of Packaging Material 
II RP "TAB &CRM " MWP II Raw Material Input 
II RP " LC &CRM " CWR " Labour Cost 
" RP " 0 &CRM " OLD " Order Input 
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5.3 Economic Sector 
The equations for the economic sector will be explained under 
the following areas: 
- Total sales revenue 
- Total direct packaging material cost 
- Total raw material cost 
- Total direct labour cost 
- Inventory value 
- Long term loan 
- Short term financing 
- Depreciation 
- Overhead expenses 
-Cash flow 
- Profit and loss 
- Liabilities 
- Assets 
- Economic & management performance ratios 
5.3.1 Total Sales Revenue (Figure 5.11) 
Sales revenue is the quantity of sales multiplied by the approp-
riate sales value per pound, equation 11820 to 12040, Appendix "B'! · 
The total sales revenue equation is: 
TRSP.K = AFGRP.K + BFGRP.K + CFGRP.K + DFGRP.K + EFGRP.K + 
FFGRP.K + QFGRP.K 
where: 
AFGRP represents the sales revenue from production line "A" 
BFGRP 
" " " " " " 
n 
"B" 
CFGRP It 
" " " " " " "C" 
DFGRP 
" " " " " " 
n 
"D" 
EFGRP 
" " " " 
It It 
" "E" 
FFGRP " " " " " " " "F" 
QFGRP 
" " " " " fish meal 
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~ 2 Total Direct Packaging Material Cost (Figure 5.11) 5·...1· 
Packaging material cost is the daily finished product processing 
rate multiplied by the appropriate unit packaging material cost, 
equations 12050 to 12420, Appendix "B'! 
The total packaging material cost equation is: 
TCPGP.K = ACPGP.K + BCPGP.K + CCPGP.K + DCPGP.K + ECPGP.K + FCPGP.K 
where: 
ACPGP represents the packaging rna terial cost of production line "A'! 
BCPGP " " " " " " " " "B" 
CCPGP " " " " " " " " "C" 
IXJPGP " " " " " " " " "D" 
Er!PGP " " " " " " " " ' "E" 
FCPGP " " " " " " " " "F" 
.5.3.3 Total Direct Raw Material Cost (Figure 5.11) 
Raw material cost is the quantity of raw material bought multiplied 
by the appropriate buying cost per pound, e quations 12430 to 12620, 
Appendix "B'! 
The total raw material cost equation is: 
TRMCP.K = ACRMP.K + BCRMP.K + CCRMP.K + DCRMP.K + Er!RMP.K + FCRMP.K 
where: 
ACRMP represents the total raw material cost for production line ,i A" 
BCRMP " " " " " " " " " "B" 
CCRMP " " " " " " " " " "C" 
WRMP " " " " " " " " " "D" 
EDRMP " " " " " " " " " "E" 
FCRMp " " " " " " " " " "F" 
5.).4 Total Direct Labour Cost (Figure 5.11) 
Labour cost is the number of production workers employed 
daily multiplied by the appropriate labour cost per day, equations 
-10)-
126JO to 12820, Appendix "B': 
The total labour cost equation is: 
TLCP.K = ALCP .K + BLCP.K + CLCP.K + DLCP.K + ELCP.K + FLCP.K 
where: 
ALCP represents the total production labour cost o:f production line "A" 
BLCP " " " " " " " " " "B" 
CLCP " .. .. " .. " " .. .. "C" 
DLCP .. .. " .. .. " .. " II "D" 
ELCP .. " .. " " " " " II "E" 
FLCP " " " " " II " " II "F" 
5.3.5 Inventory Value (Figure 5.11) 
The inventory value is the quantity of finished product, frozen 
raw material, :fresh raw material and packaging material in stock 
multiplied by their appropriate unit value, equations 128)0 to 
13080, Appendix "B'! 
The inventory value equation is 
VALIV.K = VALFIN.K + VALFZ.K + VALFR.K + VALPG.K 
where: 
VALFIN represents the value o:f finished product inventory 
VALFZ " " " " frozen raw material " 
VALFR " " " " :fresh " " " 
VALPG " " " " packaging " " 
5.).6 Long Term Loan (Figure 5.11) 
The long term loan is set up with an initial loan o:f I VOLT 
Which will be repaid over YRL years at a yearly interest rate o:f AINTL. 
The loan will be repaid in NL equal payments. The balance o:f the long 
term loan (BLTL), principle (TLTDP) and interest {TINLTP) paid on the 
bank loan to date are calculated daily. The long term loan equations 
-l.04-
are 13090 to 13290, Appendix "B': 
5.3.7 Short Term FinancingWigure 5.11) 
Short term .:fSrlancing is set up with a banking firm where the 
bank agrees to make plant operating payments up to BLIMIT, beyond 
BLIMIT the processing plant has to obtain other sources of funding. 
The bank charges the processing plant a daily interest rate of RATED 
on the borrowed amount (BCAP). Theequations for this section are 
13300 to 13400, Appendix "B': 
5.3.8 Depreciation (Figure 5.11) 
The total fixed assets EEE is depreciated over a life of 
LENGTT years at a fixed depreciating rate of DEPRA every COMY1 days, 
equations 13410 to 13490, Appendix "B'! DEPRA is obtained from the 
following equation: 
DEPRA.K EEE I (LENGTT*COMY) 
where: 
EEE represents the total initial fixed assets value 
LENGTT represents the number of years the fixed assets are to be 
depreciated 
COMFY represents the number of time fixed assets are to be depreciated 
in a year 
5.3.9 Overhead Expenses (Figure 5.11) 
The overhead expenses are subdivided into four main areas, namely: 
- Total overhead accrued from head office, equations 13500 to 
13.540, Appendix "B': 
- Total production expense, equations 13550 to 13580 , Appendix "B" 
- Total selling expense, equations 13590 to 13630 , Appendix "B" 
Total administration expense, equations 13640 to 13680, 
Appendix "B" 
The overhead expense accrued from head office is the average 
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monthly expense charged to the processing operation for the operation 
of a head office. 
The production expense includes the average monthly expense of 
unemployment insurance; Canada Pension Plan, Workman's Compensation; 
light, heat and power; miscellaneous and collection expenses; indirect 
and unabsorbed labour; machinery, equipment and building repairs and 
maintenance; general trucking; municipal and water taxes; fire 
insurance; miscellaneous plant supplies; equipment hire; motor 
vebicl~ expense; engine room expense; cleaning expense; forklift 
expense; fish meal plant expense, wages, packaging, light, heat, 
power, etc. 
The selling expense includes the average monthly expense from 
foreign exchange and commissions; outward freight, labour, duty etc. 
The administrative expense includes the average monthly expense 
of staff salaries and wages; telephone and telegrams; printing, 
stationery and office supplies; travelling; legal fees; audit 
and accounting. 
5.).10 Cash Flow (Figure 5.11) 
The equations for the cash flow section are 13690 to 13940, 
Appendix "B'! 
The important cash balance level (CASHP) is represented by the 
following equation: 
CASHP.K = CASHP.J + (DT)(FGCRP.JK - RMCEP.JK - LCEP.JK -
TPRDER.JK - TFIXOH.JK - PGCEP.JK- TSAE.JK) 
"' 
.. 
-
. 
I 
where: 
CASHP 
FGCRP 
RMCEP 
LCEP 
TPRDER 
TSAE 
PGCEP 
TFIXOH 
TFIXOH includes: 
CRPLT1 
INLTR1 
INBLR1 
TAX 
DIV 
TOFOHI 
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represents cash balance 
represents finished goo~cash receipt rate 
represents raw-material cash expenditure 
represents labour cash expenditure 
represents production 0/H cash expenditure 
represents selling and admin. 0/H cash expenditure 
represents packaging material cash expenditure 
represents other fixed 0/H cash expenditure 
- principal on long term loan cash expenditures 
- interest on long term loan cash expenditures 
- interest on short term financing cash expenditures 
- tax cash expenditure 
- dividend cash expenditure 
- accrued overhead from head office expenditure 
5.3.11 Profit and Loss (Figure 5.11) 
Profit and loss gives the gross trading marginal profit, net 
profit before taxes, taxes, net profit after taxes, dividends and 
retained earnings, equations 13950 to 14170, Appendix ,.B'! 
The trading marginal profit equation is given as: 
GTMP.K = TRSP.K + VALIVU - (TRMCP.K + TLCP.K + TCPGP.K + TPRODE.K) 
where: 
GTMP represents the gross trading profit 
TRSP represents the total sales revenue 
. VALIVU represents inventory value excluding packaging material 
TRMCP represents the total direct raw material cost 
TLCP represents the total direct labour cost 
TCPGP represents the total packaging material cost 
TPRODE represents the total production expense 
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The net profit before taxes equation is: 
NPBT.K = GTMP.K - (TINBLP.K + TDEP.K +TOFOH.K + TADE.K + TINLTP.K + TSLE.K) 
where: 
NPBT represents the net profit before taxes 
GTMP represents the gross trading profit 
TINBLP represents the total interest paid on short term financing 
TDEP represents the total depreciated value 
TOFOH represents the total overhead accrued from head office expense 
TADE represents the total administration expense 
TINLTP represents the total interest paid on long term loan 
TSLE represents the total selling expense 
The year end taxes to be paid on the net profit before taxes 
are at a rate of TRATE. Since taxes are to be paid monthly on a 
fluctuating net profit before taxes, only a percentage (AMOUNT) of 
the actual tax rate (TRATE) is paid monthly with the appropriate 
tax adjustment (DERITX) made at the end of' the year. 
Dividends are paid quarterly on the net profit after taxes 
in the same manner that taxes are paid with the appropriate dividend 
adjustment (DIVSPY) made at the end of the year. 
Subtracting dividends (TDIVA) from the net profit after taxes 
gives the retained earnings. 
5.).12 Liabilities (Figure 5.11) 
The · total liabilities include current liabilities, long term 
loan value outstanding, value of common and preference shares and 
retained earnings, equation 14180 to 14240, Appendix "B': 
The current liabilities include accounts payable _(raw material 
(APRM) and packaging material (APPG)) plus taxes and dividends not paid. 
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The equation for total liabilities is given as: 
TLLIAB.K = CURLIB.K + BLTL.K + SHRCAP.K + RETPRF.K 
where: 
TLLIAB represents the total liabilities 
cURLIB represents the current liabilities 
BLTL represents the value of long term loan outstanding 
sHRCAP represents the value of common and preference shares 
RETPRF represents the value of retained earnings. 
,5.J.1J Assets (Figure 5.11) 
The total assets include current assets and fixed assets, 
equations 14250 to 14280, Appendix "B'! 
The current assets is given by the following equation: 
CURAST.K = AR?.K + CASHP.K + VALIV.K 
where: 
CURAST represents the value of current assets 
ARP represents cash receivables 
CASHP represents cash on hand or in bank 
VALIV represents inventory value in stock • 
. The fixed assets are represented by BFAST. 
5.).14 Economic & Management Performance Ratios 
The economic and management performance ratios are given in 
equations 15880 to 16040, Appendix "B'; namely: 
- the gross profit ratio (GPR) 
- the operating ratio (OPR) 
the expense ratio (EXR) 
- the net profit ratio (NPBTR) 
- the return on capital ratio (ROCER) 
- the return on total assets (ROTASR) 
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CHAPI'ER 6 
~ITIAL INPUT DATA, TESTING, EXEDUTING AND ANALYSIS OF FISH PROCESSING MODEL 
6.1 Model Input Data 
The following input conditions of a typical Newfoundland in-
shore fish processing plant as described in Chapter 5 is considered 
for computer modeling. 
Table 6.1 contains data related to plant's processing capacities, 
labour productivity, yield, labour cost, raw material cost, packaged 
material cost and selling price. These parameters described are 
assumed to remain constant throughout a simulation run, however, they 
could be made stochastic if required. 
- Plant cold storage capacity: 1,000,000 LBS. 
- Plant freezer capacity: 100,000 LBS./DAY 
- Daily labour productivity for freezing raw 10,000 LBS·./MAN 
material using existing equipment (plate~ezers): 
- Labour productivity percentage when processing 90% 
thawed raw material: 
- Additional yield drop when processing thawed 1Q% 
raw material: 
- Normal finished product shipping rate: 20,000 LBS./DAY 
- Monthly production expense: 
= Monthly head office expense: 
- Monthly selling expense: 
- Monthly administration expense: 
- Yearly corporation income tax rate on net 
profit before taxes: 
$22,000 
$ 4,750 
$15,000 
$ 7,)00 
49% 
- Yearly dividend rate on net profit. after taxes: 1Q% 
10% 
2/YR. 
35 YRS. 
10 J/4% 
- Yearly interest rate on long term loan: 
- Number of payments per year on long term loan: 
- Life of long term loan: 
- Daily interest rate on short term financing: 
- Bank limit on short term financing: $250,000 
TABLE 6.1 
INPUT DATA FOR COMPillER MODEL 
Plant Pro- Labour Labour Raw Package Selling 
SPECIES PACK TYPE cesstng Capa- Producti vi tf YieldJ Cost Material Material Price 
city (lbs/day) ( l b/ man -day (%) ($/day) Cost($/lb) Cost($/lb) ($/lb) 
FLOUNDER Fillets 40,000 410 22 J2.00 0.12 0.06 0.96 
5 lb. Sella Wrap 
HERRING Butter-fly Fillets 60,000 1300 45 J2.00 0.06 0.05 0.41 
16i lb. Blocks 
MACKEREL Round 80,000 1600 100 32.00 0.05 0.02 0.15 
40 lb. Boxes 
COD Fillets 60,000 640 JJ J2.00 0.1J5 0.05 1.00 
16i lb. Blocks 
SQUID Round 80,000 1600 100 J2.00 0.05 O.OJ 0.27 
40 lb. Boxes 
BLUEBERRIES 40 lb. Boxes 100,000 250 90 )2.00 0.35 0.04 0.72 
FISH MEAL 75 0.0025 
1 Plant processing capacity is the plant's space allocated for the processing of each particular species 
pack type. The processing methods for each speci~were explained in Chapter 5. 
2 Labour productivity is the average through-put of each speci~pack type per man per day, based on 
layout, methods used and the type of equipment. 
J Yield is the overall percentage of finished product obtained from each particular raw material supply. 
4 Plant processing capacity, labour productivity and yield are average values which are assumed to 
remain constant, but could be varied in the model if required. 
~ 
1--" 
0 
I 
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- Depreciable life of fixed assets: 
Number of times fixed assets are depreciated in 
a year: 
15 YEARS 
12 
Raw material is supplied to the inshore plant according to the 
season and local environmental conditions. The daily raw material 
input for each species supplied to the model plant from January 1 to 
December 31 is given in equations 6620 to 7050, Appendix "B': 
The daily market orders for finished goods inputed into the 
computer model are given in equations 11660 to 11800, Appendix "B': 
The packaging material quantities inputed into the model which 
are dependent on the anticipated production quantities for each species 
are given in equations 9580 to 9630, Appendix "B". 
The initial values of assets and liabilities at the beginning 
of the year are given in Table 6.2. 
All of the above input data related to the operation of a 
Newfoundland inshore fish processing plant has been obtained from trade 
journals, newspapers, fish plant operators and sources affiliated with 
the fish processing industry. 
6.2. Testing and Debuggingof the Computer Model 
The first test when any set of model equations is run on the 
Dynamo IIF computer program is actually done by the Dynamo compiler. It 
checks t heEquations for the kinds of logical errors that represent 
inconsistencies within the equation set itself, improper details in 
equation structure, and card-punching errorsthat represent impossible 
situations. These logical errors are printed out by the computer as 
error messages which normally are self.-explanatory. Nevertheless, there 
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TABLE 6.2 
INITIAL VALUE OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 
value of fixed assets 
Cash 
Accounts receivable 
Value of inventory 
Share capital issued: 
( 500 preference shares 
2500 ordinary shares 
Long tenn loan 
Accounts payable 
ASSETS 
TOTAL ASSETS 
LIABILITIES 
1~0.00/share = $ 75,000 
70.00/share = $175,000 
Retained earnings from previous year 
Tax deferred 
Dividends deferred 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
$1,100,000 
$150,000 
$1,250,000 
$250,000 
$1,000,000 
$1,2,50,000 
Note: - assumed to be zero in order to maintain the anonymity of 
the data source. 
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are occasions when the error that caused the message is an unusual one 
and the message is obscure. 
Some typical logical error messages are as follows: 
- DEFINED PREVIOUSLY: Two or more L, A, R or S equations exist 
for this quantity; only one such equation is permitted. 
- NOT DEFINED: Self-explanatory. Message is followed by one or 
more lines explaining where the quantity appeared in the model. 
Quantity is made a constant with the value 0. 
- NOT USED: Quantity was defined but never appeared on the 
right of any equation or any PRINT or PLOT card. 
- PREVIOUSLY DEFINED: Quantity identified was previously 
defined. Balance of card ignored. 
- TOO FEW: Self-explanatory; a right parenthesis was added 
where indicated, at a comma that doesn't appear to be related 
to a function. DYNAMO will add a right parenthesis in hope 
of matching the comma to a function. 
- TOO MANY: Self-explanatory. The one identified was ignored. 
Errors may or may not be fatal, when the model will not continue 
to be executed on the compiler. Errors such as mentioned above cause 
no difficulty; they are simply noted and the model continues to execute. 
Some examples of fatal errors are as follows: 
- NAME EXPEr!TED: Equation cards should start with a quantity 
name. 
- NOT OUTPUT SPEI!IFIED: No print or plot cards have been 
processed. 
- FUNCTION ON LEFT OF =: Function name may appear only on 
right of equal sign. 
A more complete listing of logical and fatal Dynamo error 
messages are given in "Dynamo II Users Manual" by Alexander L. Plugh III. 
The second and JJX)St important test may be classified as "model 
behavior'! Model behavior is testing the system dynamic model to see 
that it represents the actual system. 
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Further discussion on model behavior was presented earlier in 
Model Validity, Chapter 4. 
The system dyanmic model of a Newfoundland inshore fish processing 
plant as present ed in Chapter 5 was obtained by continuous testing and 
debugging of the model logic and behavior. To present all computer 
outputs related to the testing procedure would take countless numbers 
of pages, however, it would be appropriate to discuss descriptively 
some of the more important tests that were done. 
The first tests were related to logical errors which were 
simple to correct. Once these logical errors were corrected, attention 
was focused on model behavior. Since the processing sector includes 
multi-feedback control loops, this of course was where most attention 
was placed. 
The main feedback control loops were for buying and processing 
of the raw material. -The approach for testing the model behavior 
in these t wo main feedback loops was to run the model for a relatively 
short time with the appropriate variables printed every DT. A number of 
short runs would be made having only one dominating variable in any 
computer run, with all other affecting variables sufficiently large so 
they would not be controlling factors in a particUlar run, however, · still 
remaining within the model boundaries. To further clarify this 
methodology a simple example will be presented. 
Let us assume that the model equations as presented in Appendix "B~ 
were executed on the computer in their present foxm with the only change 
being in equation 15540 where the plant's freezer capacity TFVC.1 is reduced 
from 100,000 to 5, 000 LBs/DAY. Original with TFVC1 = 100,000 LBS./DAY, we 
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noticed that the plant's freezer capacity was sufficiently large that 
it never became a controlling variable for the amount of fish processed 
on any p articular day, however once it was changed to 5,000 LBS./DAY it 
became a controlling variable. If the model was run with this change 
for every DT the following should be observed. 
The sum total of all species processed on any given day will 
not be greater than 5,000 lbs. 
There will be no processing of lower priority species when 
the supply of higher priority species is greater than 5,000 lbs. 
- The daily value of rates for the quantity of raw material 
bought, fresh raw material processed, frozen raw material 
processed and finished goods shipped for each specieswill 
never be negative. 
- The value of inventory levels for each specieswill never be 
negative. 
- The quantity of raw material spoiled because it was held as 
fresh raw material for longer than 2 days will be zero. 
- The restrictions on the buying and processing of raw material 
for product "A" were met before any excess freezer capacity 
was allocated to subsequent products. 
- A particular quantity of raw material follows the pattern 
of first being bought, then processed and later sold. 
- The total assets equal the total liabilities for each DT. 
As can be seen from the above example, by making one variable a 
controlling variable for one complete computer run, the inadequacie~ in 
the model can more readily be identified. Once this approach has been 
used for testing model reaction to different variables which are made 
controlling variables, then the model may be tested for varying controlling 
parameters. This is to say that at time 5, raw material may be a con-
trolling variable. 
An other me t hod that is often very useful when building a complex 
feedback computer model is to build the model in stages with each par-
ticular stage tested prior to being ccnnected to other stages. 
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6.3 Execution of the Model on Dynamo IIF 
6.J.1 Model Spec, Print and Plot Cards 
There are four quantities that specify the essential parameters 
of a simulation run: 
- DT the interval of TIME between TIME J and TIME K 
- LENGTH the value of TIME when the run is to be te:cninated 
- PRTPER the interval of TIME between each print-out of the 
the results 
- PLTPER the interval of TIME between each plot output of the 
results 
The card that specif~es these parameters is the SPEC card. The 
SPEC card for the Newfoundland fish processing model, equation _16050, 
Appendix "B'; is given as: 
SPEX:: DT = 1/LENGTH = .JOO/PRTPER = 6/PLTPER = 10 
where TIME = 0 represents January 1st. and TIME = .JOO represents 
December .)1st. The units of TIME are days. 
The print cards are given in equations 16060 to 16190, 
Appendix "B'! The first print card specifies that in the first column 
the variable AFGRP will be printed. The number previous to the closed 
parenthesis specifies the column this particular variable is to be 
printed in the print-out of the results, in this particular case AFGRP is 
to be print ed out in column 1. The remainder of equation 19060 and 19190 
I 
are likewise specified, with the initial X in equation 1906~ identifying 
it as a continuation of the preceding card. 
The plot cards, equations 16200 to 16210, Appendix "B'; indicates 
several graphs of variables versus time. The maximum of 10 variables 
are permitted on any one plot. The name of the variable is specified 
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and the symbol which is to be used for indicating that variable. When 
the plotting scales are not indicated, DYNAMO IIF will automatically 
scale to ensure that the width of the page is effectively used and 
that the full range of the variable falls on the plotted page. 
6.J.2 Computer Outputs 
Tables 6 . . J and 6 . . 4 give the DYNAMO IIF print-out and plat 
output for the Newfoundland fish processing model equations, as presented 
in Appendix "B': The model was simulated on IBM - J?0/158 computer. 
Table 6.J presents the model from an economic viewpoint wbile 
Table 6. 4 presents the model from its production viewpoint. The 
computer results for each case are given every 6 days to reduce the 
number of pages. 
TABLE 6.3 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR THE ECONOMIC VIEWPOINT OF THE NEWFOUNDLAND INSHORE 
FISH PRCX::ESSING MODEL AS PRESENTED IN APPENIDIX "B" 
RUN-BASIC FISH PROCESS! MODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
TINE AFGRP ACRMP ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTMP NPBT SHRCAP EEE MPHR GPR 
BFGRP BCRMF' BLCP BCPGP VALIVU TINBLP TTAXA I!LTL TDEP MPHF OPR 
CFGRP CCRMP CLCP CCPGP TRMCP TDEP TDIVA RETPRF f!FAST MPH EXR I 
~ DFGRP DCRMP DLCP DCF'GP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF ACPAY CASHP MPC NF'BTR ~ 
EFGRP ECRMP ELCP ECPGP TCPGP TADE IIERITX ARP MPS ROCER CX> I 
FFGRP FCRMP FLCP FCPGP TPRODE TINL TP fiiVSPY VALIV MPB ROTASR 
GFGRP TRMCP TLCP TCPGP GTMP TSLE CURLID CURAST 
TRSP NPBT TLLI AB TLAST 
- - - - - - - -
E+OO £+03 £+03 £+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 (+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E-03 E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.) Continued 
.o .00 .oo .000 .ooo .o .00 .oo 250. 00 1100.0 .276 50 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .00 .o .00 1000.0 .000 .20205 .0000 
.oo .00 .000 1000 .00 . 00 0 .ooo .oo 1 1 00.0 60.000 .0000 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .00 .000 100 .000 150.00 .49091 .000 
.00 .00 1000 1000 .00 1000 .ooo .00 .17000 .0000 
100 .000 .000 .000 .00 .000 10 .00 .16311 .00000 
10 .oo .00 .oo .00 .00 .000 150.00 
.o .oo 1250.0 125010 
- - - - - - - -
6. .00 .00 1000 .000 .o 100 .00 250100 1100.0 .2?650 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .00 10 . 00 1000.0 1000 120205 .0000 I 
100 .00 .000 1000 100 .000 1000 .oo 1100.0 60.000 .0000 t-" t-" 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .oo .000 • 00 .ooo 150.00 .49091 .000 \.0 I 
.00 .00 .000 .ooo .00 .000 .000 .oo .17000 10000 
.oo .000 1000 .000 .00 .000 .o .oo .16311 .00000 
.o .oo .00 .00 .00 .oo .000 150~00 
10 100 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
12 I .00 .00 .000 1000 .o .oo .oo 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .0000 
.00 .00 1000 1000 .oo .0 .00 100010 .000 .20205 .0000 
100 .00 .000 I 0,00 .00 .000 .000 .00 110010 60.000 .0000 
100 1000 1000 1000 100 1000 .00 .000 150.00 .49091 .ooo 
100 .oo .000 .000 .oo .000 .ooo .oo 117000 .0000 
.oo .000 .000 .000 .00 .000 .o .oo • 16311 .00000 
-
.o 100 .oo .00 .oo 100 .000 150.00 
.o .oo 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.J Continued 
18. .00 .00 .000 .000 .o .oo .00 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 .ooo .oo .o .00 100010 1000 .20205 .0000 
.oo 100 .000 .ooo .00 .000 .ooo 100 1100.0 601000 .0000 
.oo 1000 1000 1000 100 .ooo 100 1000 150100 149091 .000 
.00 .oo .000 .000 100 .000 1000 100 .17000 .0000 
100 .000 1000 1000 .oo .000 .o 100 • 16311 .00000 
.o 100 .oo .00 100 .oo .000 150.00 
10 .oo 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
241 100 100 1000 1000 .o -22.00 -55.16 250.00 11 00 I 0 127650 -~0002 
.00 .00 1000 1000 100 .0 100 1000.0 6. 111 120205 .0002 
100 .00 .000 1000 100 6. 111 .ooo -55.16 1093.9 60.000 10003 I p 
.oo .ooo 1000 .000 .oo 4.750 -55.16 I 000 100195 .49091 -.001 N 0 
.oo .oo .000 .000 100 7~300 .000 .oo .17000 -.5464 I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 22.00 .000 10 .00 116311 -.04617 
10 100 .oo 100 -22.00 15100 .000 100.95 
10 -55. 16 1194.8 1194.8 
- - - - - - - -
30. 100 .oo .000 1000 .o -22.00 -55 I 16 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -.0002 
.oo .00 1000 .000 .00 .o .00 1000.0 6. 111 .20205 .0002 
100 .00 .000 .000 100 6 I 111 .000 -55. 16 1093.9 60.000 10003 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .00 4.750 -55.16 .ooo 100.95 .49091 -.001 
.00 .00 • 000 .000 .oo 7.300 .000 . .oo .17000 -.5464 
100 .000 1000 .000 22.00 .000 10 .oo .16311 -.04617 
.o .oo .00 .oo -22~00 15.00 .000 100.95 
. 0 -55.16 119418 1194.8 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.J Continued 
36. .00 .00 .000 .000 .o -22.00 -55.16 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -.0002 
.00 .00 .000 .ooo .oo .o .00 1 000 •. 0 6. 1 1 1 .20205 .0002 
.oo .00 .000 .000 .00 6. 111 .000 -55.16 1093.9 60.000 .0003 
.oo .000 .000 .000 .oo 4.750 -55.16 .ooo 100.95 .49091 -.001 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .00 7.300 .ooo .oo • 17000 -.5464 
.oo .000 .000 .000 22.00 .000 .o .00 .16311 -.04617 
.o .oo .00 .oo -22.00 15.00 .000 100.95 
.o -55.16 1194.8 1194.8 
- - - - - - - -
42. .00 .00 .000 .000 .o -22.00 -55 I 16 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -.0002 
.oo .00 .000 .000 .00 .o .00 1000.0 6. 1 11 .20205 .0002 
.oo .00 .000 .ooo .00 6. 111 .000 -55.16 1093.9 60.000 .0003 I f-> 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .oo 4.750 -55.16 .ooo 100.95 .49091 -.001 N 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .oo 7.300 .ooo .17000 -.5464 
f-> 
.00 I 
.oo .000 .000 .000 22.00 . 000 .o .00 .16311 -.04617 
.o .oo .oo .oo -22.00 15.00 .000 100.95 
.o -55.16 1194.8 1194.8 
- - - - - - - -
48. .00 .00 .000 .000 .o -22.00 -55.16 250.00 1100.0 .27650 , -.0002 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .00 .o .00 1000.0 6. 111 .20205 .0002 
.00 .oo .000 .ooo .00 6. 111 .000 -55. 16 1093.9 60.000 . • 0003 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .00 4.750 -55.16 .ooo 79.70 .49091 -. 001 
.00 .00 .ooo .000 .oo 7.300 .000 .oo .17000 -.5464 
. 
• 00 .ooo .ooo .000 22.00 .000 .o 21.25 .16311 -.04617 
.o .oo .oo .00 -22.00 15.00 .000 100.95 
.o 
-55 I 1 6 1194.8 1194.8 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6,J Continued 
54. .00 .00 .000 .000 .o -43.58 -109.91 250.00 1100 .o .27650 -.0005 
.oo .oo .000 .000 .67 .0 .oo 1000.0 12.222 .20205 .0005 
.oo • 16 .067 .020 • 16 12.222 .000 -109.91 1087.8 60.000 .0006 
. I 00 .000 .ooo .000 .07 9.500 -109.91 .109 30.53 .49091 -.001 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .02 14.600 .ooo .00 .17000 -2.0964 
.00 .000 .000 .000 44.00 .000 .o 21.90 .16311 -.09639 
-- . .. . .. ...... 
.o • 16 .07 .02 -43.58 30.00 • 1 09 52.43 
.o 
-109.91 1140.2 1140.2 
- - - - - - - -
60. .oo .oo .000 .000 .o -40.79 -107.11 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -.0005 
.00 .00 .000 .000 6.55 . 0 .00 1000.0 12.222 .20205 .0005 
.00 1. 96 .806 .573 1. 96 12.222 .000 -107.11 1087.8 60.000 .0006 I I-" 
.00 .000 .000 .000 • 81 9.500 -107.11 .436 28.32 .49091 -.001 1\) 1\) 
.oo .00 .000 .ooo .57 14.600 .ooo .00 • 17000 -1.9282 I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 44.00 .000 .o 27.23 .16311 -.09368 
.o 1. 96 • 81 .57 -40.79 30.00 .436 55.55 
.o 
-107.11 1143.3 1143.3 
- - - - - - - -
66. .oo .00 .000 .000 8.2 -35.42 -101.75 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -4.2939 
.oo .00 .000 .000 10.26 .o .00 1000.0 12.222 .20205 5.2939 
8.20 5.73 2.349 1. 86 t 5.73 12.222 .000 -101.75 1087.8 60.000 6.5576 
.00 .000 .000 .000 2.35 9.500 -101.75 .764 23.34 .49091 -12.333 
.oo .oo .000 .000 1 • 86 14.600 .000 8.25 .17000 -1.6615 
.oo .000 .000 .000 44.00 .ooo .o 29.65 .16311 -.08855 50.0 5.73 2.35 1 • 86 -35.42 30.00 .764 61.24 
8.2 
-101.75 1149.0 1149.0 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.) . Continued 
72. .oo .00 .000 .000 24.7 -27.60 -93.92 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -1.1174 
.00 .00 .000 .000 11.74 .o .00 1000.0 12.222 • .2 0205 2.1174 
24.60 11.45 4.699 3.886 11.45 12.222 .000 -93.92 1087.8 60.000 2.1903 
.00 .000 .000 .ooo 4.70 9.500 -93.92 1. 091 -31 • 35 .49091 -3.803 
.00 .00 .000 .000 3.89 14.600 .000 21.64 .17000 -1.3535 
.00 .000 .000 .000 44.00 .000 .0 79.1 0 .16311 -.08117 
100.0 11.45 4.70 3.89 -27.60 30.00 1 • 0 91 69.39 
24.7 -93.92 1157.2 1157.2 
- - - - - - - -
78. .00 • 1 0 .038 .000 4 1 • 2 -48.78 -148.29 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -1.1825 
.00 .OS .030 .000 7.91 22.6 .00 1000.0 18.333 .20205 . 2.1825 
41 • 00 18.00 7.384 6.340 1 8 I 15 18.333 .ooo -148.29 1081.7 60.000 1. 9678 I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 7.45 14.250 -148.29 1. 241 -80.53 .49091 -3.595 
,_. 
N 
.00 .00 .000 .ooo 6.34 21.900 .000 29.00 .17000 -6.9656 \....) I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 66.00 .000 .0 72.82 .16311 -.13444 
250.0 18.15 7.45 6.34 -48.78 45.00 t. 241 21.29 
41.2 -148.29 1103.0 11 03.0 
- - - - - - - .. 
84. .00 2.91 t. 077 .266 65.9 -28.37 -127.88 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -.4302 
.00 1. 29 .841 • 1 07 21.58 22.6 .oo 1000.0 18.333 .20205 1. 4302 
65.60 24.54 10.069 8.795 28.74 18.333 .000 -127.88 1081.7 60.000 1 .2308 
.00 .000 .000 .000 11 • 99 14.250 -127.88 2. 141 -79.87 .49091 -1.939 
.00 .00 .000 .000 9 I 17 21.900 .ooo 38.81 .17000 -3.0019 
.00 .ooo .000 .000 66.00 .000 .o 83.66 .16311 -.11374 
350.0 28.74 .11.99 9.17 -28.37 45.00 2.141 42.60 
65.9 -127.88 1124 I 3 1124.3 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.) Continued 
90. .00 9.45 3.499 .990 82.5 -20.65 -120.15 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -.2501 
.00 4.20 2.734 .396 39.16 22.6 .00 1000.0 18.333 .20205 1.2501 
82.00 31.09 12.754 11.249 44.74 18.333 .000 -120.15 1 081 • 7 60.000 •. 9833 
.00 .000 .000 .000 18.99 14.250 -120.15 3.041 -83.86 .49091 -1.456 
.00 .00 .000 .000 12.63 21.900 .000 37.31 .17000 -2.3458 
.00 .000 .000 .000 66.00 .000 .o 97.?8 .16311-.10606 
550.0 44.74 18.99 12163 -20165 45.00 3.041 51.22 
82.5 -120.15 1132.9 1132.9 
- - - - - - - -
96. 20.00 19 0 72 7.305 2 I 170 127.3 -13.01 -112.52 250.00 1100.0 .27650 -.1022 
.00 8.78 5.709 .869 36.97 22.6 .oo 1000.0 18.333 .20205 1.1022 
106.60 37.63 15.439 13.703 66.14 18.333 .000 -112.52 1081.7 60.000 .6374 I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 28.45 14.250 -112.52 3.941 -92.76 • 49091 -.884 f-" N 
.oo .00 .000 .000 16.74 21.900 .ooo 61.04 .17000 -1.8831 .{:::" I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 66.00 .000 .o 91 I 47 .16311 -.09858 
"' ....... - . . - -· 
. ~ ... .. . ,, ~ . 
750.0 66114 28.45 16.74 -13.01 45.00 3.941 59.75 
127.3 -112.52 1141.4 1141.4 
- - - - - - - -
102. 60.00 32.18 11.919 3.680 203.2 -2.61 -136.02 250.00 11 00.0 .27650 -.0128 
19.20 14.32 9.315 1.474 33.50 773.9 .00 1000.0 24.444 .20205 1. 0128 
123.00 44. 18 18.124 16.157 90.68 24.444 .ooo -136.02 1075.6 60.000 .5362 
.oo .000 .000 .000 39.36 19.000 -136.02 4.091 -147.02 .49091 -.669 
.oo .oo .000 .ooo 21 • 31 29.200 .000 106.09 .17000 -3.1997 
.oo .000 .000 .000 88.00 .000 .o 83.43 .16311 -.12166 
1050.0 90.68 39.36 21.31 -2.61 60.00 4.091 42.51 
203.2 -136.02 1118.1 1118.1 
- - - - - - - -
Table 6.3 Continued 
1081 80100 44~64 16.533 5.202 2481 1 5~99 -127.43 250.00 110010 127650 .0241 
19~20 19~87 121921 2~084 37 I 15 773.9 .oo 1000.0 24.444 120205 .9759 
147160 50.67 20.787 181612 115.17 24.444 .000 -127.43 107516 60~000 .4391 
.oo 1000 1000 .000 50.24 191000 -127.43 4.037 -137.11 149091 -.514 
.00 .00 .000 .000 25.90 29~200 I 000 105~66 I 17000 -2 I 4962 
.00 .000 .000 .000 88.00 .000 .o 82.50 .16311 -.11311 
135010 115.17 50.24 25.90 5.99 60.00 4.037 51.05 
248. 1 -127.43 1126.6 1126.6 
- - - - - - - -
11 4. 120.00 57. 10 21.147 6 "1')r 'I ti.J 324.0 44.21 -89.21 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .1364 
38.40 25.41 16.527 2~693 37~01 77319 .00 1000.0 24.444 .20205 18636 
164~00 55174 22.867 20.636 138.25 24~444 .000 -89.21 1075.6 60.000 .3363 I 
....... 
.00 1000 .000 .000 60.54 19.000 -89.21 3.709 -115.60 .49091 -.275 l\) \..n 
.oo .oo .ooo 1000 30105 291200 .000 126.35 .17000 -1.0029 I 
100 1000 1000 .000 88.00 1000 .o 78~20 .16311 -~07661 
165010 138.25 60.54 30.05 44.21 60.00 3.709 88.95 
32410 -89.21 1164.5 116415 
- - - - - - - -
1201 140100 69156 25.761 8.248 352.5 39~87 -93155 250.00 110010 .27650 • 1131 
38~40 30~95 20~133 3.303 38124 773.9 .00 100010 24.444 .20205 .8869 
- . 
.. 
-
172.20 58.85 24.143 21.925 159.36 24.444 .000 -93.55 1075.6 60.000 .3091 
.00 .000 .000 .000 70.04 191000 -93.55 3.382 -88.72 .49091 -.265 
.00 .00 .ooo .000 33.48 29.200 .ooo 96.98 .17000-1.1100 
.00 1000 ' .000 .000 88.00 .000 .o 76.01 .16311 -.08066 
1900.0 159.36 70.04 33.48 39.87 60.00 3.382 84.28 
352.5 -93.55 1159.8 1159 I 8 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.3 Continued 
126. 180.00 82.01 30.375 9.770 420.1 50.96 -116.71 250.00 1100.0 .27650 • 1 213 
57.60 36.50 23.738 3.913 34.25 1860.8 .00 1000.0 30.556 .20205 .8787 
180.40 59.99 24.613 22.477 178.51 30.556 .000 -116.71 1069.4 60.000 .3264 
.oo .000 .000 .000 78.73 23.750 -116.71 3.055 -111.37 .49091 -.278 
.oo .00 .000 .000 36.16 36.500 .000 108.93 • 17000 -1.7443 
.00 .000 .000 .000 110.00 .000 .o 69.34 .16311 -.10270 
2100.0 178.51 78.73 36.16 50.96 75.00 3.055 66.90 
420. 1 -116.71 1136.3 1136.3 
- - - - - - - -
132. 220.00 94.47 34.989 11.293 464.4 62.98 -104.69 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .1356 
57.60 42.04 27.344 4.523 30.37 1860.8 .00 1000.0 30.556 .20205 .8644 
24.613 196.51 30.556 .000 -104.69 1069.4 60.000 .2953 I 184.48 59.99 22.498 t-' 
.00 .000 .000 .000 86.95 23.750 -104.69 3.000 -82.98 .49091 --.225 N ()', 
.00 .00 .000 .000 38.31 36.500 .000 98.55 • 17000 -1.3273 I 
.oo .000 .000 .000 11 0 I 00 .000 .o 63.30 .16311 -.09116 
2300.0 196.51 86.95 38.31 62.98 75.00 3.000 78.87 
464.4 
-104.69 1148.3 1148.3 
- - - - - - - -
1 3 8. 240.00 106.93 39.603 12.815 503.8 75.07 -92.60 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .1490 
76.80 47.59 30.950 5.133 31.41 1860.8 .oo 1000.0 30.556 .20205 .8510 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 214.51 30.556 .000 -92.60 1069.4 60.000 ")"')")") .... , ~ .. 
• 00 .000 .000 .000 95.17 23.750 -92.60 3.000 -61.09 .49091 -.184 
.00 .oo .000 .000 40.45 36.500 .000 89.84 .17000 -1.0180 
.00 .000 .ooo .000 110.00 .ooo 
- . ·- .. . . -- - ~ 0- - -~ 2 ~ ~ 1_ - . . .16311 -.0/980 ~ -·· · . -.. ~ ,. -- --·- -- - - ·- -· - ·-- . ·-·-- - · .. ·· -2500.0 214.51 95.17 40.45 75.07 75.00 3.000 90.96 
503.8 
-92.60 1160.4 1160.4 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.3 Continued 
14 4. 280.00 119.39 44.217 14.338 543.9 87.06 -80.61 250.00 1100.0 .27650 • 1601 
76.80 53.13 34.556 5.743 31.60 1860.8 100 1000.0 30.556 .20205 .8399 
184~48 59199 24.613 22.498 232.51 30.556 .ooo -80.61 106914 60.000 12521 
.00 1000 1000 1000 103139 23.750 -80.61 3.000 -42141 .49091 -. 148 
.00 .00 .000 .000 42.58 361500 1000 85108 I 17000 -.7830 
.00 .000 .000 .ooo 110.00 .000 .o 60.27 .16311-.06875 
2650.0 232~51 103139 42.58 87~06 75.00 3.000 102195 
543.9 -80.61 1172.4 1172.4 
- - - - - - - -
150. 300.00 131 • 84 48.831 15.861 583.3 77.10 -124.43 250.00 1100.0 127650 .1322 
96.00 58.67 38.162 6.352 32~60 2559.9 .oo 1000.0 36.667 120205 .8 6?8 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22~498 250.51 36.667 .ooo -124~43 1063.3 60.000 .2826 I 
.00 1000 .000 .000 11 1. 61 28.500 -124.43 31000 -165.60 149091 -.213 f-A N 
.00 .00 .000 .000 44~71 43.800 1000 83 I 71 .17000 -1~9073 ~ I 
.00 1000 .000 1000 132.00 .000 .o 147~14 116311 -~11025 
2850.0 250.51 111~61 44 I 71 77~10 90.00 31000 65.24 
583.3 -124.43 112816 1128 I 6 
- - - - - - - -
156. 340.00 144.30 53.445 17.383 623.5 9 0 I 17 -161 I 36 250100 1100.0 .27650 I 1446 
96.00 64.22 41.768 6.962 34.68 2559.9 100 99813 36.667 120205 18554 
184.48 59199 24.613 22.498 269.04 36.667 1000 -161.36 106313 60.000 .3446 
100 .000 .000 1000 120.04 281500 -161.36 3.210 -203.10 .49091 -.259 
.00 .oo .000 .000 46.97 43.800 .ooo 82.96 .17000 -6~0177 
.00 .525 .210 • 126 132.00 50.000 .o 146.96 116311 -.14802 
3050.0 269.04 120.04 46.97 90.17 90.00 3.210 26.81 
623.5 -161.36 1090.1 1090. 1 
- - - - - - - .. 
TABLE 6.3 Continued 
162. 360.00 156.76 58.059 18.906 665.9 10 6.05 -145.47 250.00 11 00.0 .27650 I 1593 
115.20 69.76 45.373 7.572 4 2. 11 2559.9 .oo 998.3 36.667 .20205 .8407 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 290.19 36.667 .ooo -145.47 1063.3 60.000 .3 227 
. 
.00 .787 .315 .315 129.52 28.500 -145.47 3.788 -193.89 • 49091 -.218 . 
.00 .00 .000 .000 50.24 43.800 .000 86.04 .17000 -3.3612 
3.00 2.887 1 • 155 .945 132.00 50.000 .0 151.13 .16311 -.13146 
3200.0 290.19 129.52 50.24 106.05 90.00 3.788 43.28 
665.9 -145.47 1106.6 1106.6 
- - - - - - - -
168. 400.00 169.22 62.673 20.428 731.9 135.47 -116.06 250.00 1100.0 .27650 • 18 51 
115.20 75.31 48.979 8. 182 50.18 2559.9 .00 998.3 36.667 .20205 .8149 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 317.17 36.667 .000 -116.06 1063.3 60.000 .2936 I 
10.80 3.465 1 I 386 1. 732 141.33 28.500 -116.06 4.628 -189.96 .49091 -.159 t-' N 
.oo .00 .000 .ooo 56.10 43.800 .000 110.16 .17000 -1.5782 (X) I 
18.00 9. 187 3.675 3.255 132.00 50.000 .o 153.33 .16311-.10208 
3400.0 317.17 141.33 56.10 135.47 90.00 4.628 73.54 
731 • 9 -116.06 1136.9 1136.9 
- - - - - - - -
174. 420.00 1 B 1. 67 67.287 21 I 951 810.9 143.75 -140.93 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .1773 
134.40 80.85 52.585 8.792 50. 10 2559.9 .00 998.3 42.778 .20205 a,,., . ~ .. , 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 346.04 42.778 .000 -140.93 1057.2 60.000 .2983 
32.40 8.032 3.213 4.284 153.89 33.250 -140.93 4.943 -231.27 .49091 -.174 
.00 .oo .000 .000 63.30 51.100 .ooo 140.30 .17000 -2.5585 
36.00 15.487 6.195 5.775 154.00 50.000 .o 146.05 .16311 -.12670 
3600.0 346.04 153.89 63.30 143.75 105.00 4.943 55.08 
810.9 -140.93 1112.3 1112.3 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.3 Continued 
180. 460.00 194.13 71.901 23.474 896.0 184.39 -102.04 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2058 
134.40 86.39 56.191 9.402 57.47 4298.7 .00 998.3 42.778 .20205 .7942 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 376.48 42.778 .000 -102.04 1057.2 60.000 .2719 
59.40 14. 1 75 5.670 7.875 167.09 33.250 -102.04 5.100 -211.50 .49091 -. 114 
.00 .oo .000 .000 71.54 51.100 .ooo 160.46 .17000 -1.0839 
54.00 21. 787 8.715 8.295 154.00 50.000 .o 145.18 .16311-.08862 
3750.0 376.48 167.09 71.54 184.39 105.00 5.100 94.14 
896.0 -102.04 1151.4 1151.4 
- - - - - - - -
186. 480.00 206.59 76.515 24.996 985.8 225.41 -61.02 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2286 
153.60 91 • 94 59.797 10.011 60.98 4298.7 .00 998.3 42.778 .20205 .7714 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 407.08 42.778 .000 -61 • 02 1057.2 60.000 .24?2 I ~ 
91.80 20.475 8.190 11.655 180.35 33.250 -61.02 5.100 -179.51 .49091 -.062 N \0 
.oo .00 .000 .000 79.98 51 .1 00 .000 174.40 I 17000 -.4515 I 
72.00 28.087 11.235 10.815 154.00 50.000 .o 140.26 .16311 -.05117 
3950.0 407.08 180.35 79.98 225.41 105.00 5.100 135.15 
985.8 
-61 • 02 1192.4 1192.4 
- - - - - - - -
192. 520.00 219.05 Bt. 129 26.519 1076.4 266.48 -19.95 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2476 
153.60 97.48 63.403 10.621 63.75 4298.7 .00 998.3 42.778 .20205 .7524 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 437.68 42.778 .000 -19.95 1057.2 60.000 .2263 
124.20 26.775 10.710 15.435 193.61 33.250 -19.95 5.100 -137.48 .49091 -.019 
.00 .00 .000 .000 88.41 51 .1 00 .000 179.11 .17000 -. 1132 
90.00 34.387 13.755 13.335 154.00 50.000 .o 134.59 .16311 -.01618 
4150.0 437.68 193.61 88.41 266.48 105.00 5.100 176.22 
1076.4 
-19.95 1233.4 1233.4 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.3 Continued 
1981 540~00 231.50 85~743 28~042 1166.2 287.44 1.02 250100 11 00 I 0 127650 12465 
172180 103.02 67~008 111231 47.26 4298.7 .50 998.3 42.778 120205 .7535 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 468128 42~778 .052 .47 105712 60.000 .2089 
156~60 33.075 13.230 19.215 206~87 33.250 .47 5. 100 -132~12 • 49091 .001 
100 100 1000 .000 96184 511100 .498 179199 • 17000 .0052 
108.00 401687 16.275 15.855 154.00 50.000 51 • 9 149.32 • 16311 .00037 
4300.0 468.28 206.87 96.84 287.44 105.00 5.650 197. 19 
1166.2 1.02 1254.4 125414 
- - - - - - - -
204. 580.00 243.96 90.357 291564 1256.8 337~20 16~04 250100 1100.0 .27650 .2683 
172.80 108157 70~614 11.841 98108 587615 7~86 998.3 481889 .20205 .7317 I 
184.48 60116 24.680 22.518 511 • 65 48.889 .818 7.36 1 051.1 60.000 .2166 1-> (;.) 
189100 39.375 151750 221995 224~33 38~000 7.36 1 1 • 5 09 -14 4. 3 2 .49091 .013 0 I 
100 12.60 4.608 .648 105167 581400 7~858 177.75 117000 10714 
126.00 461987 18~320 18~104 176100 501000 81719 191.30 I 16311 100577 
4499.9 511.65 224~33 105167 337.20 120100 20.186 224173 
1256.8 16~04 127518 127518 
- - - - - - - -
2101 600100 255~80 94.741 31.049 1398.2 358.60 37.43 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2565 
192100 113.83 74.039 12~435 83.85 5876.5 18.34 998.3 48.889 .20205 .7435 
184.48 61.96 25.418 23~070 580.95 48.889 1 I 909 17.18 1 051. 1 60.000 • 194 7 
221.40 45~675 18.270 26.775 250101 38.000 17.18 11~387 -148.85 149091 .027 
57.60 50140 18.432 4.536 116.47 58.400 18.343 228.57 .17000 11522 
138~00 53.287 19.109 181601 176.00 501000 19 09 I 1 166~28 116311 .01325 
4699.9 580195 250.01 116~47 358.60 120100 3 t. 638 246~01 
1398.2 37~43 129711 1297.1 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.3 Continued 
216. 6 110.00 264.20 97.855 32.153 1554.0 . 428.05 106.88 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2754 
192.00 117.58 76.473 12.877 99.45 5876.5 52.37 998.3 48.889 .20205 • ?246 
192.68 65.72 26.962 24.359 647.26 48.889 5.451 49.06 1051.1 60.000 .1752 
253.80 51.975 20.790 30.555 274.50 38.000 49.06 10.814 -128.03 .49091 .069 
129.60 88.20 32.256 8.424 127.67 58.400 52.373 272.23 .17000 .3394 
141.00 59.587 20.160 19.302 1?6.00 50.000 5451 .1 170.68 • 16 311 .03592 
4949.9 647.26 274.50 127.67 428.05 120.00 68.638 314.88 
1554.0 106.88 1366.0 1366.0 
- - - - - - - -
?")'> 
.. ,,. 640.00 268.88 99.585 32.800 1684.0 479.70 158.53 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2849 
192.00 119.65 77.825 13.137 .118.04 5876.5 77.68 998.3 48.889 .20205 . • 7151 I 209.08 71.45 29.312 26.384 709.35 48.889 8.085 72.77 1 051. 1 60.000 .1611 '-' \.,.) 286.20 58.275 23.310 34.335 297.62 38.000 72.77 9.978 -82.56 .49091 .094 I-' I 201.60 126.00 46.080 12.312 139.39 58.400 77.681 270.70 • 17000 .4335 
150.00 65.100 21.513 20.423 176.00 50.000 8085.1 177.55 .16311 .05136 
5149.9 709.35 297.62 139.39 479.70 120.00 95.744 365.69 
1684.0 158.53 1416.8 1416.8 
- - - - - - - -
228. 640.00 269.91 99.969 32.990 1836.2 489.55 134.02 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2666 
211.20 120.12 78.126 13.213 78.90 7076.0 65.67 998.3 55.000 .2020~) .7334 
225.48 77.99 31.997 28.838 758.34 55.000 6.835 61 • 52 1045.0 60.000 .1637 
318.60 64.575 25.830 38. 115 317.54 42.750 61.52 2.141 -121.48 .49091 .073 
273.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 151 • 64 65.700 21.517 286.03 .1/000 .4610 
162.00 68.250 24.017 22.283 198.00 50.000 2239.6 126 I 16 .16311 .04605 
5299.9 758.34 317.54 151.64 489.55 135.00 25.898 290.71 
1836.2 134.02 1335.7 1335.7 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.2 Continued 
234. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 1949.3 546.86 191 • 34 250.00 1 1 00 I 0 .27650 .2805 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 55.72 7076.0 93.76 998.3 55.000 .20205 .?195 
250.08 84.54 34.682 31.292 771.19 55.000 9.758 87.82 1045.0 60.000 .1542 
351.00 70.874 28.350 41.895 327.38 42.750 87.82 2. 141 -3.49 .49091 .098 
291. 60 157.50 57.600 16.200 161.63 65.700 49.603 258.52 • 17000 .5498 
180.00 68.250 28.652 26.037 198.00 50.000 5162.7 93.00 .16311 .06305 
5449.9 771. 19 327.38 161 • 63 546.86 135.00 56.906 348.02 
1949.3 191.34 1393.0 1393.0 
- - - - - - - -
240. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2016.3 571. 19 215.66 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2833 
211.41 120.12 78. 126 13.213 38.22 7076.0 105.68 998.3 55.000 .20205 .7167 
266.48 91.08 37.367 33.746 784.03 55.000 10.999 98.99 1045.0 60.000 .1490 I 
383.40 77.174 30.870 45.675 332.70 42.750 98.99 2.141 113.52 .49091 • 1 07 p '-..J 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 168.58 65.700 61.522 190.29 .17000 .5792 N I 
198.00 68.250 28.769 26.758 198.00 50.000 6403.3 68.54 .16311 .06984 
5599.9 784.03 332.70 168.58 571 • 19 135.00 70.066 372.35 
2016.3 215.66 1417.4 1417.3 
- - - - - - - -
246. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2076.1 609.31 253.79 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2935 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 40.85 7076.0 124.36 998.3 55.000 .20205 .7065 
291.08 97.62 40.052 36.201 796.88 55.000 12.943 116.49 1045.0 60.000 .1448 
415.80 83.474 33.390 49.455 337.91 42.750 116.49 2. 1 41 199.80 .49091 .122 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 174.82 65.700 80.203 145.75 .17000 .6183 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 198.00 50.000 8347.7 64.93 .16311 .08004 
5699.9 796.88 337.91 174.82 609.31 135.00 90.691 410.47 
2076.1 253.79 1455.5 1455.5 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.3 Continued 
, C'·? 
... ~ .... 659.80 269191 991969 32.990 2125.0 609.03 219.99 250.00 110010 .2/650 . 2866 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 37.95 7429.5 107.80 998.3 61.111 .20205 ./134 
307.48 104117 4 2. 737 38.655 809.72 61. 11 1 11 • 2 20 100.98 103819 601000 .1543 
448~20 891773 35~910 53.235 343.11 471500 100.98 2. 1 41 175.44 149091 I 1 04 
291160 157.50 57.600 16.200 1 81 • 05 73.000 29.294 117.20 I 17000 .6314 
200.68 68~250 28~769 26~758 220.00 50.000 6624 I 1 55180 • 16311 10/279 
5799.8 809.72 343 I 1 1 1 81 I 05 609.03 150100 38.059 348.44 
.212510 219.99 1387.3 138?.3 
- - - - - - - -
258. 659180 269.91 99 I 9.69 32.990 2182.1 642.81 253.77 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2946 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13~213 36.76 7429.5 124~35 998.3 61.111 .20205 17054 
332~08 110.66 451399 41.109 821.41 61. 111 12.942 116.48 1038.9 60.000 .1503 I I-" 
480.60 94.970 37 .• 989 56154 2 347.85 47~500 116.48 1.771 220.79 .49091 • 116 \......) \......) 
291.60 157.50 571600 16.200 186.81 73.000 45~843 112~21 .17000 .6646 I 
200168 68.250 28.769 26~758 220.00 50~000 834615 48.85 .16311 .08198 
5949.8 821.41 347.85 186.81 642.81 150.00 55.961 381 • 84 
2182.1 253.77 1420.7 1420.7 
- - - - - - - -
264. 659180 269.91 99.969 32.990 2231 I 0 659173 270.69 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .295/ 
211.41 120.12 78~126 13.213 20.77 7429.5 132.64 998.3 61. 111 .20205 .7043 
348.48 115. 73 47.480 43.134 829.79 61.111 13.805 124.25 103819 60.000 .1470 
512.99 98~278 39.312 58.716 351.26 47.500 124.25 1.129 "264.10 .49091 • 1 21 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 191.01 73.000 54.136 105.36 .17000 .6799 
200168 68.250 28~769 26.758 220.00 50.000 9209.7 28166 I 16311 .08646 
6049.8 829~79 351.26 191.01 659.73 150.00 64.475 398~12 
2231 I 0 270.69 1437.0 1437.0 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.3 COntinued 
270. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2260.9 673.07 284.02 250.00 11 00.0 .27650 • 297/ 
211.41 120. 12 78.126 13.213 12.95 7429.5 139.17 9.98. 3 61.111 .20205 .7023 
356.68 118.84 48.756 44.422 834.31 61. 111 14.485 130.37 1038.9 60.000 • 1 450 
534.59 99.695 39.879 59.755 353.10 47.500 130.37 .48? 310.23 .49091 .126 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 193.34 73.000 60.670 82.08 • 17000 .6914 
200.68 68.250 28.?69 26.758 220.00 50.000 I 9889.7 18.51 .16311 .08993 
6099,8 834.31 353.10 193.34 . 673.07 150.00 71.046 410.82 
2260.9 284.02 1449.7 1449.7 
- - - - - - - -
276. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2273.2 652.1 B 229.98 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2869 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 4. 1 0 7429.5 112.b9 998.3 67.222 .20205 • 7131 
364.88 119.99 49.225 44.975 835.51 67.222 11.729 105.56 1032.8 60.000 .1562 I ..... 
. ... . .. 
'-'.1 538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.59 52.250 105.56 .055 2 99. 61 .49091 • 1 0 1 .f:" 
291 • 60 157.50 57.600 16.200 193.98 80.300 29.685 49.32 .17000 .6425 I 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 242.00 50.000 7133.5 9.02 .16311 .07590 
6149.8 835.51 353.59 193.98 652.18 165.00 36.873 357.95 
2273.2 229.98 1390.7 1390.7 
- - - - - - -. -
282. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2277.3 652.16 229.96 250.00 11 00. 0 .27650 .2864 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 .00 7429.5 112.68 998.3 67.222 .20205 .7136 
368.96 119.99 49.225 44.995 835.51 67.222 11.728 105.55 1032.8 60.000 • 1559 
538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.59 52.250 105.55 .000 328.37 .49091 • 1 01 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 194.01 80.300 29.676 24.61 I 17000 .6426 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 242.00 50.000 7132.6 4.89 .16311 .07590 
6173.0 835.51 353~59 194.01 652.16 165.00 36.808 357.87 
2277.3 229.96 1390.7 1390.6 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6.J Continued 
288. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2277.3 652.16 229.96 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2864 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 .00 7429.5 112.68 998.3 67.222 .20205 .7136 
368~96 119~99 49.225 44.995 835.51 67.222 11.728 105155 1032.8 601000 • 1559 
538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.59 52.250 105.55 1000 343.32 .49091 • 1 0 1 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 194.01 80.300 29.676 9.66 • 17000 .6426 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 242.00 50.000 7132.6 4.89 .16311 .07590 
6173.0 835.51 353.59 194.01 652.16 1b5.00 361808 357.87 
2277.3 229~96 1390.7 139016 
- - - - - - - -
294. 659.80 269~91 99.969 32.990 2277.3 652.16 229.96 250.00 110010 .27650 .2864 
211.41 120 I 12 78.126 13.213 .00 7429.5 112.68 998.3 67.222 .20205 .7136 
368.96 119 I 99 49.225 44.995 835.51 67.222 11.728 105.55 1032.8 60.000 .1559 I 
...... 
538.64 99~747 39.900 59.850 353.59 52.250 105.55 .000 349.83 .49091 • 1 0 1 VJ \..!\ 291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 194.01 80.300 29.676 3 I 15 .17000 .6426 I 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 242.00 50.000 7132.6 4.89 .16311 .07590 
6173.0 835.51 353.59 194.01 652.16 165.00 36.808 357.87 
2277.3 229.96 1390.7 1390.6 
- - - - - - - -
300. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2277.3 630~16 174.80 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2767 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 .oo 7429.5 85.65 998.3 73.333 .20205 .7233 
368.96 119.99 49.225 44.995 835.51 73.333 8.915 80.23 1026.7 60.000 .1678 
538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.59 57.000 80.23 .000 300.94 .49091 .077 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 194.01 87.600 2.647 .90 .17000 .5699 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 264.00 50.000 2228.7 4.89 .16311 106017 
6173.0 835.51 353.59 194.01 630.16 180.00 4.875 306.73 
2277.3 17 4. 80 1333.4 1333.4 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 6 .3 Continued 
TABHR=F,TABHF=H,TABH=H,TABC=C,TABS=S,TABB=B 
.0 10.T 20.T 30.T 40.T FHHCSB 
.OF - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FHHCSB 
F • • • • FHMCSB 
F • • • • FHMCSB 
F • • • I FHMCSB 
F • • ~ • FHMCSB 
F I • • • FH HCSB 
F H • • • • FMCSB 
F • H • • • FHCSB 
M F C • H • • • MSB 
H F , C H • • • MSB 
100~H - - - - - - - - -F- - - - - - - - - C - - -H- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MSB 
M F I H c • • I MSB 
M H F • C • • • MSB 
H F I c • • • HMSB 
H F • C • • • HMSB 
H F • C • • • HHSB 
H S F .H C • • • HB 
H F • CS • H • • H[l 
H F • C • M • • HS,HB 
H F • • c • M I • ,MS,HB 
200.H - - - - - - - - -F- - - - - - - - - C - - - - - - H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MS,HB 
F H • C B • M • • MS 
F c I H H • s • I HB 
F • H • S • • F H CB 
F • H • S • • FHCB 
F I H • s . I FHCB 
F Is H • • • FHCB 
F H • • , • FHCSB 
F • • • • FHMCSB 
F I • • • FHHCSB 
300~F - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FHHCSB 
I 
I-' 
\.....) 
0\ 
I 
TABLE 6.J 
CASHP=C 
-400.T -200.T 
.0- - - - - - - - - - -
100.-
200.- - - - - - - - - - - -
300.- - - - - - - - - - - -
I 
.c 
c 
c. 
- - c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
-c- - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
c 
- - - ------ - -
Continued 
.o 
- - - - - - - -c-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
-- - - -- ~ -- - -
200.T 
c 
c 
c 
- - - - - c -
c 
400.T C 
I 
..... 
'vJ 
""" I 
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6.J.J Interpretation of Computer Print-outs 
The first block in Table 6.3 on page 118 gives the names of the 
variables in the arrangement for which values are printed in successive 
blocks. The second block gives the power of 10 by which the numerical 
values are to be multiplied. Succeeding blocks give number values 
at the specified printing interval. For example, the values of CASHP 
and MPM at TIME = 0 are 150 x 103 and 60 x 10-3 respectively. 
On page 136 is a typical print-out form of a plot. At the 
beginning of the plot are printed the designations of the variables 
and the symbols used to represent the variables on the graph. Next 
come the scales to which the variables are plotted with a scaling 
factor of T = 1000. In the main body of the plot, time is printed 
along the bottcm. The letter groups on the top margin indicate where 
curves have crossed on the plot. Within each group the first letter 
designates the letter that appears on the plot, and the following 
letters are those that are also represented by the first letter. A 
comma separates the different groups. To :further illustrate this, at 
TIME = 0, the group of FHMC SB appears on the top with F appearing on 
the plot with a quantity of 0 lbs. also representing the quantities for 
the remaining letters, while at TIME = 200, H and B equal 0 lbs. each, 
F equals approximately 8000 lbs., C equals approximately 1.5, 000 lbs. and 
M and S equal approximately 21,000 lbs. each. A colored line can be run 
through each particular letter to make the plot easier to read. 
6.4. Analysis of Computer Print-ou-1;., Basic Model 
While analysing the computer print-out for the basic input 
data for the Newfoundland inshore fish processing model we shall 
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continuously refer to Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 
Table 6.J giving the economic viewpoint of the model is 
presented in eleven columns, namely: 
column 1 giving the sales revenue for each species 
with line 8 giving the total sales revenue 
- column 2 giving the raw material expenditure for 
each specieswith line 7 giving the total raw material 
expenditure 
- column J giving the direct labour expenditure for . 
each specieswith line 7 giving the total direct labour 
expenditure 
- column 4 giving the packaging material expenditure 
for each species with line 7 giving the total packaging 
material expenditure 
- column 5 giving the revenue and expenditures which make 
up the gross trading profit 
- column 6 giving the gross trading profit and all other 
taxable deductions which make up the net profit before taxes 
- column 7 giving the net profit before taxes minus taxes 
a nd dividends giving the retained earnings 
column 8 giving t he liabilities of the particular plant 
colunin 9 giving the assets of the particular plant 
column 10 giving the profit margins for each individual 
speci_e s 
column 11 giving the management and economic performance 
ratios 
Table 6.4 giving the production viewpoint of the model is 
presented in ten columns, namely: 
column 1 giving the daily raw material supply available 
for each specie s 
column 2 giving the daily raw material bought for each 
species 
column J g1v1ng the daily production processing rate 
of fresh raw material for each specie s 
- column 4 giving the daily freezing rate of round raw 
material to be ·processed later for each species 
- column 5 giving the daily production processing rate 
of previously frozen raw material for each species 
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column 6 glvlng the daily shipping rate of finished 
products .for each specie s 
- column 7 giving the quantity of fresh raw material held 
in inventory for each species 
- column 8 giving the quantity of frozen raw mate*ial 
held in inventory for each species 
- column 9 giving the quantity of finished product held 
in inventory for each species 
column 10 giving the management and economic performance 
ratios 
At TIME= 0 the plant isn't operating (Table 6.J) however it 
does have total assets and liabilities of $1,250,000. From Table 6.4 
we see that once the plant does start production, cod which has the 
highest unit profit margin1 (MPC = 49p) of the six species will receive 
production priority over the other species. Flounder with the second 
highest profit margin (MPHR) of 27.656 will be processed next. The 
remaining four species will be processed in the order of herring, 
squid, blueberries and mackerel. 
From TIME = 0 to TIME = 48, the plant remains closed from a 
production viewpoint, however the plant does incur an expenditure 
of $70,)00 thus reducing cash balance (CASHP) from $150,000 to $79,700. 
Of this expenditure, $49,050 is related to the payment of overhead 
expenses and loans with the balance of $21,250 being used to buy pack-
aging material. The retained earnings (RETPRF) for this period is 
- $55,160. 
Prior to TIME = 54 the plant begins production of herring, it 
is the first speciesto become available for processing (Table 6.J). At 
TIME = 54 the raw material (CMWP) is 3636 lbs. and since there is sufficient 
1 Profit margin Unit selling price - Unit direct production cost 
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cold storage capacity and market _ orders the plant buys all 3636 lbs. 
(cRMF) of herring. This J6J6 lbs. of' round herring is now held in 
inventory for processing the following day, however, while the Plant 
is buying this raw material, it is processing 2727 lbs. of' round herring 
that was bought the day before (CRMPF). All 2727 lbs. of round herring 
is processed into 1227 lbs. of' butter-fly :fillets (CMDP1) since there 
are sufficient production and freezing capacity. At the end of day 54, 
these 1227 lbs. of' herring fillets will be stored in inventory waiting 
shipment to markets (CIAP). No inventory will be shipped until the 
shipping restriction of 20, 000 1 bs. has been met. With no cash being 
received from sales, the plant must continue to use up its cash reserves 
at an ever increasing rate because in addition to paying overhead 
expense, loan and packaging material cost it is now paying for raw 
material (CCRMP) and direct labour cost (CLCP). These cash expenditures 
have now reduced the cash balance (CASHP) to $)0,530 and the retained 
earnings (RETPRF) to - $109,910. 
At TIME = 66, Table 6.2, the plant has sales revenue {TRSP) of 
$82.50 ($8200 :from herring fillets and $50 from :fish meal) however, no 
cash has been received :from such sales {ARP). This causes the cash 
balance to continue its downward trend while retained earnings {RETPRF) 
do show a moderate increase :from TIME = 54 due to increased sales revenue 
(TRSP), unsold inventory (VALIVU) and no overhead expenses and loans due. 
At TIME = 72 the plant does receive cash from sales however, the amount 
1s greatly exceeded by cash expenditure. 
In addition to herring, the plant begins production of' cod and 
Uounder at TIME = 78 (Table 6.4). Cod being the highest profit margin 
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species is given first priority on the cold storage space available 
and meeting its market orders. Since the raw material available for 
cod (AMWP) doesn't exceed these restrictions, the plant buys all 2307 lbs. 
Flounder, the next highest profit margin speciesalso doesn't exceed these 
buying restrictions, therefore all 1155 lbs. available (BMWP) are bought. 
Only after the plant has bought all cod and flounder available in this 
case,does it consider buying herring, and since it can buy all herring 
available and still be within buying restrictions, all 18,180 lbs. are 
bought (CRMF). 
The processing of three species at TIME = 78 coupled with over-
head expense and interest payments made during this time resulted in a 
significant drop in retained earnings (RETPRF) from - $93,920 at TIME= 72 
to- $148,290 and in cash balance from $31,350 at TIME= 72 to - $80,530, 
Table 6.2. 
From TIME = 78 to TIME = 120 the processing plant continues 
to buy and process all raw material available since the buying and 
processing restrictions exceed the quantities of incoming raw material 
(Table 6.4). During this period, cash balance (CASHP) reaches a low 
of- $147,020 at TIME= 102 mainly due to overhead expenses and loan 
payments which are to be paid at this time, however, this situation im-
proves to - $88,720 at TIME= 120. It is significant _to note that at 
TIME= 120 there was accounts receivable balance (ARP) of $96,980 and 
inventory valued (VALIV) at $76,010 while the accounts payable (ACPAY) 
were $3382. 
At TIME= 126 the plant loses its supply of herring (CMWP), due to 
end of the season, but continues to process cod and flounder until 
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TIME = 156 when supplies of squid (DMWP) and mackerel (FMWP) becomes 
available, Table 6.3 The accumulated quantities of all these species 
are still within the plant's cold storage and market order limitations 
thus all available quantities are bought. While these quantities of 
raw material are being bought the plant is processing the quantities 
bought the day before. Since the plant's production and freezing 
capacities exceed these quantities, all fresh raw material are processed 
on that day. The plant continues to buy and process all available 
quantities of these species up to TIME = 198. 
From TIME 126 to TIME= 144 the plant's financial statement 
begins to improve with retained earnings (RETPRF) increasing from 
$116,710 to $80,610 and cash balance (CASHP) increasing from 
- $111,370 to - $42,410. These improvements are mainly due to a 
leveling off in quantities of raw material bought and a steady increase 
in cash receivables. From TIME = 150 to TIME = 156 this trend reverses 
s i nce with overhead expenses and i nterest due on short term loan 
coupled with a long term loan interest payment (TINCTP) of $50,000, 
the retained earning3decreased to - $161,360 and cash balance to 
- $203,100. 
At TIME = 204 two additional species, herring and blueberries, 
become available supplies of raw material. Since these species in 
addition to cod, flounder, squid and mackerel are all within the 
cold storage and market orders limitations, all available quantities 
are bought. The quantity of raw material that is held in inventory 
for processing is made up of 15,380 lbs. of cod, 7700 lbs. of flounder, 
2727 lbs. of herring, 21,000 lbs. of squid, 18,000 lbs. of blueberries 
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and 21.,000 lbs. of mackerel which is within the daily plant's freezer 
capacity (TFVC1) of 100,000 lbs., however it exceeds the plant's 
dailY production capacity by 15,943 lbs. of mackerel. Thus 15,943 lbs. 
of mackerel cannot be processed that day, however, there is sufficient 
freezer capacity to freeze all 15,943 lbs. of mackerel (FFNP) where 
it is held in cold storage for later processing. This procedure of 
freezing excess raw material continues until TIME = 228, when the 
available supply of raw material drops below the plant's production 
capacity. With this excess plant production capacity, frozen raw 
material is thawed and processed until maximum production is reached. 
The processing of frozen raw material held in cold storage continues 
until TIME= 240. 
From TIME = 156 to TIME = 276 retained earnings (RETPRF) and 
cash balances (CASHP) generally show an increasing trend. This trend ' 
results from a build up in cash receivables which is exceeding cash 
exvenditures on production. At TIME = 198 the plant finally shows a 
profit (RETPRF) of $470 with cash receivables (ARP) of $179,990 while 
cash balance is - $132,120. At TIME= 240 the cash balance shows a 
plus value of $113,520. 
At TIME = 276 the plant no longer has a supply of raw material 
thus the retained earnings remain constant until at TIME = 300 when 
end of the year overhead expenses have to be accounted. The cash 
balance shows a steady increase from TIME = 276 since the plant is 
continuing to receive cash payments from previous sales (ARP). 
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The production quantities and value of products produced for .. · 
the year are: 
Finished Product Selling Value of 
Production Price Finished Product 
(lbs./yr.) ($/lb.) ($/yr.) 
COD 659,800 1.00 659,800 
FLOUNDER 220,200 0.96 211,410 
}{ERRING 900,000 0.41 368,640 
SQUID 1,995,000 0.27 538,640 
BLUEBERRIES 405,000 0.72 291,600 
MACKEREL 1,3)8,000 0.15 200,680 
FISH MEAL 2,469,200 0.0025 6,173 
Total 7,987,200 2,277,300 
At TIME = JOO, the year end financial statement is as follows: 
Total sales revenue for the year (TRSP) $2,277,300 
Total raw material cost (TRMCP) $ 8)5,510 
Total direct labour cost (TLCP) $ 353,590 
Total packaging material cost (TCPGP) $ 194,010 
Total production expense (TPRODE) $ 264,000 
Total short term financing interest (TINBLP) $ 7,4)0 
Total depreciation on fixed assets (TDEP) $ 73,333 
Total overhead accrued from head office {TOFOH) $ 57,000 
Total administration expense (TADE) $ 87,600 
Total interest on long term loan (TINLTP) $ 50,000 
Total selling expense (TSLE) $ 180,000 
Total taxes (TTAXA) $ 85,650 
Total dividends (TDIVA) $ 8,915 
Total retained earnings (RETPRF) $ 80,230 
The assets and liabilities for the year obtained from Table 6.3 
are given in Table 6.5 . 
. Cash balance is a very important factor in the daily operation 
of a fish plant. It is presented in a graphical form on page 137 in 
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TABLE 6.5 
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES FOR THE YEAR 
ASSETS 
value of fixed assets (BFAST) 
Cash (CASHP) 
Accounts receivable (ARP) 
Value of inventory (VALIV) 
TOTAL ASSETS (TLAST) 
LIABILITIES 
Share capital (SHRCAP) 
Long term loan (BLTL) 
Accounts payable (ACPAY) 
Retained earnings (RETPRF) 
Tax deferred (DERITX) 
Dividends deferred (DIVSPY) 
Tar AL LIABILITIES ( TLLIAB) 
- nil 
Beginning of Year 
$1,100,000 
$150,000 
$1,250,000 
$250,000 
$1,000,000 
$1,250,000 
End of Year 
$1,026,700 
$)00,940 
$900 
$4,890 
$1,JJJ,40~ 
$250,000 
$998,)00 
$80,230 
$2,647 
$2,228 
$1,JJJ,400 
II 
-1.56-
Table 6.). A quick look at the graph shows that the minimum casm 
balance at any time does not exceed the maximum bank limit (BLIMI:T) 
of $250, 000. 
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CHAPI'ER 7 
SCENERIOS OF AN INSHORE FISH PROCESSING PLANT 
7.1 Introduction 
A computer simulation model is an extremely useful management 
tool for showing the e£fects on the actual system when different data 
is inputed into the model. Unlike real li£e, all conditions but one, 
can be held constant and a particular time-history repeated to see the 
effect of the condition that was changed. Circumstances can be studied 
that might seldom be encountered in the real world. Changes that might 
seem to be too risky to try in practice can be investigated. The manager 
can now have a laboratory situation in which he can observe various 
anticipated dynamic behaviors of the system at low cost, that would 
seldom be obtainable from trial on real organizations. 
The approach presented in this report when applied to the system 
dynamic model of an inshore £ish processing plant gives the manager a 
tool which is useful in formulating various plant operating strategies. 
In the following sections, different sceneries will be presented 
as examples o£ the applications of the modelling technique. 
7.2 Scenerio For 100% Increase in Supply of Raw Material For All Species 
as Compared to Basic Model Discussed in Section 6.4 ' 
7.2.1 Production Viewpoint 
Table 7.1 gives the computer print-out for the inshore fish 
Processing model from its product ion viewpoint when the quantity of 
raw material available has been doubled in relation to those values 
as discussed in Chapter 6 with all other variables kept constant. The 
computer print-out is given every six days. 
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The plant remains closed from TIME = 0 to TIME ~ 48 since there 
isn't a supply of raw material available (Table 7.1). At TIME= 54 
the plant _has started production and since there is sufficient cold 
storage capacity and market orders, the plant buys all ~272 lbs. of 
raw material available (CMWP). There is also sufficient production 
and freezer capacity to process on day 54 all ~54 lbs. of fresh raw 
material (CRMPL), held in inventory from the day before,into 4454 lbs. of 
butter-fly herring fillets. The plant continues to buy and process all 
raw material available up to TIME 84 since the buying and processing 
limitations exceed the quantities of incoming raw material. 
At TIME = 90 the plant continues to have sufficient cold storage 
capacity and market orders for buying all available raw material, however, 
now there isn't sufficient production capacity to process all 21,532 lbs. 
of cod (ARMPL), 1Q780 lbs. of flounder (BRMPL) and )6,)60 lbs. of herring 
(CRMPL). The 21,532 lbs. of cod is processed into 7,106 lbs. of cod fillets 
(AMDP1) and the 10,780 lbs. of flounder into 4376.6. lbs. of flounder 
fillets (BMDP1) while herring, being the lowest priority speciesof the 
three, has only 22,298 lbs. processed into 10,0)4 lbs. of butter-fly 
herring fillets with the remaining 14,062 lbs. Trozen round since there 
is sufficient freezer capacity (TFVC1). This approach of freezing excess 
herring and holding in cold storage for later processing continues to 
TIME = 120. 
At TIME= 108 only 18,898 lbs. of a possible 30,906 lbs. of 
herring was bought (CRMF) since there was no market orders for the 
remaining 12,008 lbs. However at TIME= 120 there are sufficient market 
Orders due to a drop in raw material available (CMWP). At TIME= 126 
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there is no~ longer a supply of herring, so the plant begins processing 
frozen herring with its excess production capacity until TIME= 156. 
At TIME = 156 raw material supplies of squid and mackerel in 
addition to cod and flounder are available to the plant. There is 
sufficient cold storage capacity to buy all available species, however 
there has been a drop in market order for flounder, thus only 8,4)9 lbs. 
of 15,400 lbs. is bought. This drop in deman:lfor flounder fillets 
continue until TIME = 216 when the raw material supply decreases. 
From TIME = 156 to TIME = 168 all quanti ties of' fresh cod, flounder, 
and squid held in inventory are processed while quantities of mackerel 
which exceed production capacity are frozen for processing later. 
From TIME = 174 to TIME = 264 the plant's cold storage facilities 
are filled to capacity and the plant only buys new raw material when 
finished goods have been shipped to their markets. Since there is 
limited cold storage capacity only the higher priority species are 
bought. When there isn't sufficient production capacity the appropriate 
quantities are frozen while if there is excess production capacity, 
frozen raw material is processed. 
At TIME = 276 there is excess cold storage capacity, however, 
now there is no longer a supply of raw material • . The plant continues 
processing all remaining frozen raw material until they bec·ome exhausted 
on which time the plant closes for the season. 
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7.2.2 Economic Viewpoint 
Table 7.2 presents the associated economic viewpoint for the 
inshore fish processing model when the quantities of raw material 
available has been doubled while all other variables remain constant. 
The computer print-out is given every 150 days. 
From this print-out we see that the retained earnings at 
TIME JOO has increased from its original value of $80,2JO (Table 6.2) 
to $222,080. This increase in retained earnings is attributed to the 
plant processing larger quantities of higher profitable speci~,i.e., 
cod, flounder and herring. Since the plant does have larger quantities 
of raw material available it can be selective on which species it 
processes so as to obtain higher profit, while in the original print-
out (Table 6.2) there was a limited supply of raw material resulting 
in the processing operation running consistently at lower than plant 
capacity. With larger quantities of raw material available,the plant 
was able to freeze large quantities of raw material for processing 
later. While the freezing of raw material does give a lower marginal 
profit for the particular specie£ ,this approach does result in the 
plant operating for a longer season with hig1erdaily processing rates. 
The processing of such large quantities of raw material has 
resulted in cash balance (CASHP) dropping at TIME= 150 to - $286,690, 
Which is above the $250,000 bank limit for short term f~nancing (BLIMIT). 
Considering that the plant has accounts receivables (ARP) at TIME= 150 
of $177,750 and cash balance at TIME= JOO of $JJ2,960, the bank should 
not have any difficultysecuring the extra cash required. 
TABLE 7.2 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR 100% INCREASE IN SUPPLY OF nAW MATERIAL FOR ALL SPECIES 
AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL DISCUSSED IN SECTION 6.4, ECONOMIC VIEWPOINT 
ARRffl ARR21 BRR111 BRR21 BRR511 ~RR61 CRR111 CRR21 DRR111 -
PRESENT 770.0 15.40T 1818. 36.36T 1818. 36.36T 2100. 42.00T 1538. 
ORIGINAL 385.0 7700. 909.0 t8.18T 909.0 18.18T 1050. 21.00T 769.0 
DRR21 ERR111 ERR21 FRR11 OUAHR OUAHF OUAM OUAC OUAS QUAB 
. . . . ~ . . - . - . . . 
PRESENT 30.76T 2100. 42.00T 36.00T SOO.OT 850.0T 2BOO.T 1400.T 4000.T 920.0T 
ORIGINAL 15.38T 1050. 21.00T 18.00T 250.0T 425.0T 1400.T 700.0T 2000.T 460.0T 
TIME 
E+OO 
RUN-DOUBLE FISH PROCESS! MODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
AFGRP 
BFGRP 
CFGRP 
DFGRP 
EFGRP 
ACRHP 
BCRMP 
CCRMP 
DCRMP 
ECRHP 
FFGRP FCRMP 
QFGRP TRMCP 
TRSP 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
£+03 E+03 
E+03 E+OJ 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
ALCP 
BLCP 
CLCP 
DLCP 
ELCP 
ACPGP 
BCPGP 
CCPGP 
[ICPGP 
ECPGP 
TRSP 
. VALIVU 
TRMC'P 
TLCP 
TCPGP 
FLCP FCPGP TPRODE 
TLCP TCPGP GTMP 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
Et03 E+03 
E+OO E+OO 
E+03 
E+03 
E+OO 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
GTHP 
TINIILP 
TDEP 
TOFOH 
TADE 
TIN·LTP 
TSLE 
NPBT 
NPBT 
TTAXA 
TDIVA 
RETPRF 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+OJ 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
SHRCAP 
DLTL 
RETPRF 
ACPAY 
DER ITX 
EEE 
T!JEP 
BFAST 
CASHP 
ARP 
IIIVSF'Y VALIV 
CURLIB CURAST 
TLLI AB TLAST 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+OO E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
MPHR 
MPHF 
MPM 
MPC 
MPS 
GPR 
OPR 
EXR 
NPBTR 
ROCER 
MPB ROTASR 
E+OO 
E+OO 
E-03 
E+OO 
E+OO 
E+OO 
E+OO 
£+00 
E+OO 
E+OO 
£+00 
E+OO 
I 
~ 
""".) 
0 
I 
TABLE 7.2 Continued 
.o .o .00 .00 .000 .o .oo .oo 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .00000 
.oo .00 .oo .000 .00 .000 .00 1000.0 .000 .20205 .0000 
.oo .oo .00 .000 .o .000 .ooo .00 110010 60.000 .0000 
.00 .oo .000 .000 .00 .000 .00 .o 150~00 .49091 .0000 
1000 1000 10 .o .oo .000 .00 .00 .17000 .0000 
.000 .000 .000 .o .00 .000 .000 100 .16311 .00000 
.000 • 0 .00 .00 .oo .oo .00 150.00 
.o .00 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
150. 620.0 263.69 97.66 31.721 1070.2 250.23 46.57 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .23381 
192.00 117.35 76.32 12.705 96~23 4.693 22.82 1000.0 36.667 .20205 .7662 
254.20 115.35 37.72 31.731 496.4 36.667 2.375 21 • 38 1063.3 60.000 .1560 I 
...... 
.00 • 00 .000 .ooo 211.71 28.500 21.38 6000.6 -286.69 .49091 .0435 ""-.) 
...... 
.000 .000 • 0 .o 76 I 16 43.800 14~13 177.75 117000 .2028 I 
.000 .000 1000 .o 132.00 .000 1. 470 338.57 .16311 101653 
4.050 496.4 211.71 76.16 250.23 90.00 21 • 60 229.64 
1070.2 46157 1293.0 1293.0 
- - - - - - - -
3001 1319 I 6 539.83 199.94 65.980 3037.5 942.12 483.84 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .31016 
316.13 179.62 116.83 19.758 102 10.352 237.08 998.3 73.333 .20205 .6898 
709~02 234~45 100102 86~466 110312 731333 24.676 222.08 1026.7 60.000 .1267 
585195 109.69 45. 156 65.106 479.96 57.000 222~08 10 332.96 .49091 .1593 
22. 193 13.319 5533.8 1232.9 248.31 87.600 42.14 9.53 • 17000 • 9 8 3 ~~ 
73.218 26.244 12~490 9762.4 264.00 50 •. ooo 6.169 149.51 • 16311 .14623 
11.399 1103.2 479.96 248.31 942.12 180.00 48.31 492.01 
3037.5 483.84 151817 1518.7 
- - - - - - - -
CASHP=C 
-400.T 
.0-
100.-
200.-
300.-
c 
c 
-200.T 
-c-
c 
c 
c 
- - - - - - -c- -
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TABLE ?.2 Continued 
c 
c 
.o 
.c 
.c 
c. 
c 
c 
- - - - - -c-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
200.T 
c. 
c 
c 
- - - - - - - c -
400.T C 
I 
~ 
~ 
N 
I 
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7.) Scenerio For Increasing Plant's Cold Storage Capacity by 30Q% and Raw 
Material Supply by 100% as Compared to Basic Model in Section 6.4 
Table 7.J gives the computer print-out for the inshore fish 
processing plant when cold storage capacity and raw material supply has 
increased by JOO% and 100% respectively. The computer print-out is 
g1. ven every 150 days. 
From this print-out we see that the retained earnings at TIME = JOO 
has increased from $222,080 (Table 7.2) to $248,950 when increasing cold 
storage capacity by JOO%, With this increase in cold storage capacity 
the plant was able to freeze and process larger raw material quantities 
from TIME= 174 to TIME 264 (Table 7.1), however, it is doubtful if 
such a small increase, (10%) would be justifiable with the given 
raw material input pattern since construction and additional maintenance 
expense would also increase but were not considered for this computer 
print-out. 
TABLE Z·J 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR JOO% INCREASE IN COLD STORAGE CAPACITY AND 100% INCREASE IN SUPPLY 
OF RAW MATERIAL FOR ALL SPECIES AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL DISCUSSED IN SECTION 6.4 
ARR 111 ARR21 BF<R111 BRR21 BRR511 BRR61 CRfU 11 CRf(21 fiRR1-rr- TDBB 
PRESENT 770.0 15.40T 1 B 18. 36.36T 1818. 36~36T 2100. 42.00T 1538. 3000.T 
ORIGINAL 385.0 ?700. 909.0 18.18T 909.0 18.18T 1050. 21.00T 769.0 1ooo.r 
IIRR21 ERR 111 ERR21 FRR 11 QUAHR . OUAHF QUAM OUAC CWAS OUAB 
F'F:ESENT 30.76T 2100. 42.00T 36.00T 500.0T 850.0T 2800.T 1400.T 4000.T 920.0T 
ORIGIN1'L 15.38T 1050. 21.00T 1B.OOT 250.0T 425.0T 1400.T 700.0T 2000.T 460.0T 
- ·· 
RUN-THREE FISH PROCESS! MODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
TIME ~iFGRF' ACR11P ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTMP NPBT SHRCAP EEE ~1F'HR GF'H 
BFGRP BCF:MF' BLCP BCF'GF' VALIVU TI NBLF' TTAXA BL TL TIIEP MF'HF OPH 
CFGRF' CCRMF' CLCP CCPGP TRMCF' TDEP TDIVA RETPRF !!FAST 1·1PM EXR I 
...... 
DFGRP DCRMF' D L C F' IICF'GP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF CASHF' i1PC ACF'AY NPBTR --J 
EFGRF' ECRMF' ELCF' ECF'GF' TCF'GP TADE IIERITX ARP ti F' s ROGER 
.{::-
I 
FFGRP FCRMF' FLCP FCPGP TF'ROIIE TINLTP DIVSF'Y VALIV 11PB ROT ASH 
QFGRP TRMCF' TLCP TCPGP GTMP TSLE CURL! B CURAST 
TRSF' NF'BT TLLIAB TLAST 
------
E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO HOO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 £+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E-03 E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E +0~~ E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
[+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE ?.J Continued 
.o .o .oo .00 .000 .o .o .00 250.00 11 00.0 .27650 .00000 
.oo .00 .00 .000 .00 .ooo .00 1000.0 .000 .20205 .0000 
.00 .oo .oo .000 .o • 000 .000 .00 1100.0 60.000 .0000 
.oo .00 .000 .000 .00 .000 .00 .o 150.00 .49091 .0000 
.00 .000 .000 .o .00 .000 .00 .00 • 17000 .0000 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .oo .000 .000 .00 .16311 .00000 
.000 .o .00 .00 .o .00 .00 150.00 
.0 .oo 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
1 50. 620.0 263.69 97.66 31.721 1070.2 250.2 46.57 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .23381 
192.00 117.35 76.32 12.705 96.23 4.693 22.82 1000.0 36.667 .20205 .7662 
254.20 115.35 37.72 31.731 496.4 36.667 2.375 21 • 38 1063.3 60.000 .1560 I 
.00 .oo .000 .000 211.71 28.500 21 I 38 6000.6 -2Cl6.69 • 49091 • O•i35 
~ 
~ 
.00 .000 .000 .o 76.16 43.800 14. 13 177.75 .17000 .. 20 28 \..n I 
.00 .000 . 000 .000 132.00 .000 1 • 470 338.57 • 16311 .01653 
4.050 496.4 211. 71 7 6. 16 250.2 90.00 21 •. 60 229.64 
1070.2 46.57 1293.0 1293.0 
-· - - - - - - -
300. 1319.6 539.83 199.94 65.980 3204.4 1003.4 542.38 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .31314 
316.13 179.62 116.83 19.758 129.64 13. 1 09 265.77 998.3 ?3. 333 .20205 .6869 
i 1 1. 73 235.33 100.38 86.796 1244.6 73.333 27.661 248.95 1026.7 60.000 • 1 21 0 
577. 09 109.69 46.935 64.122 544.38 57.000 248.95 .0 246.39 • 419 0 91 .1693 
160.20 91 • 950 36.32? 8899.9 27? .63 8?.600 66.44 4?.74 .1/000 .99?2 
108.11 88.201 43.974 32.074 264.00 50.000 6.915 249.80 • 1631 1 .15851 
11.549 1244.6 544.38 277.63 1003.4 180.00 73.36 543.93 
3204.4 542.38 1570.6 1570.6 
- - - - - - - -
Ci;SHF'=C 
-400.T 
.o-
1 00. -· 
200.-
300.-
-c-
c 
c 
c 
- -
c 
c 
-200.1 
c 
-c-
c 
c 
c 
I 
c 
c 
- - -
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TABLE ?.J Continued 
.o 
.c 
.c 
200.T 
.___::__::__:_: _-~:.. _:_: -·=·-=-
c 
c 
c 
c 
Al 0 0. T c 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
- - - - - - - - - - -
-c- - - - - - - - -
I 
~ 
---:} 
~ 
I 
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7.4 Scenerio for 20% Increase in Ra\-1 Material Price for Cod as 
Compared to Basic Model in Section 6.4 
Table 7.4 gives the computer print-out for the inshore fish 
processing plant when the raw material price for cod was increased 
by 20% while all other variables remain constant. The computer print-
out is given every 150 days. 
From this print-out we see that the retained earnings at 
TIME 300 has reduced from its original value of $80,230 to $54,760 
with a corresponding reduction in the unit marginal profit for cod 
from 49~/lb to 41~/lb., thus showing that ret a ined earninGs are 
very sensitive to raw mo.t e rials price . 
RPC2 
PRESENT I 2000 
ORIGINAL 0. 
RUN-RAU 
TIHE AFGRP 
BFGRP 
CFGRP 
IIFGRP 
' EFGRP 
FFGRP 
OFGRP 
TRSP 
- - - - - - - -
E+OO E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+03 
E+OO 
E+03 
- ... - - - - - -
TABLE ?.4 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR 20% INCREASE IN RAW MATERIAL PRICE FOR COD 
AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL IN SECTION 6.4 
. . ------- ----
FISH PROCESS! MODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
ACRMP ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTHP NPBT SHRCAP EEE 
BCRMP BLCP BCPGP VALl VU TINB LP TTAXA BLTL TDEP 
CCRMP CLCP CCPGP TRMCP TDEP TDIVA RETPRF BFAST 
DCRHP DLCP DCPGP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF ACPAY CASHP 
ECRHP ELCP ECPGP TCPGP TAIIE IrERITX AR P 
FCRMP FLCP FCPGP TPRODE TINL TP IIIVSPY VAL IV 
TRMCP TLCP TCPGP GTHP TSLE CUR LIB CURAST 
NPBT TLLIAB TLAST 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+.03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
. E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 
MPHR GPR 
MPHF OPR 
MPM EXR I 
MPC NPBTR !--" 
" MPS ROGER (X) I 
MPB ROTASR 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E-03 E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
TABLE ?.4 Continued 
.o .oo .oo .000 .ooo .o .oo .oo 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .oo .o .00 1000.0 .000 .20205 .0000 
.oo .oo .000 .000 .00 .ooo .000 .00 1100.0 60.000 .0000 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .oo .000 .oo .000 150.00 .40909 .0000 
.oo .00 .000 .000 .oo .ooo .ooo .oo .17000 .000 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .00 .000 .o .oo .16311 .00000 
.o .oo .00 .00 .oo .00 .000 150.00 
.o .oo 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
150. 300.00 158.21 48.831 15.861 583.3 51.15 -150.66 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .0877 
96.00 58.67 38.162 6.352 33.01 2840.1 .00 1000.0 36.667 .20205 .9123 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 276.88 36.667 .000 -150.66 1063.3 60.000 .2831 I 
'. 40909 
....... 
.00 .000 .000 .000 111.61 28.500 -150.66 3.416 -191.84 -.2583 --J 
.00 .00 .000 .000 44.71 43.800 • 000 83.71 .17000 -3.822 
'-() 
I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 132.00 .000 .o 147.55 .16311 -.13662 
. - - --- - .... ·- - ·-- - -- --· ·' . - ~ ---
2850.0 276.88 111.61 44.71 51.15 90.00 3.416 39.42 
583.3 -150.66 1102.8 1102.8 
- - - - - - - -
300. 659.80 323.90 99.969 32.990 2277.3 576.18 119.31 250.00 1100.0 .27650' .2530 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 .00 8935.5 58.46 998.3 73.333 .20205 .7470 
368.96 119.99 49.225 44.995 889.49 73.333 6.085 54.76 1026.7 60.000 .1684 
538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.59 57.000 54.76 .000 267.96 .40909 '052 11 
291 • 6.0 157.50 57.600 16.200 194.01 87.600 -4. 150 .90 .1?000 .436 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 264.00 so.ooo 1521.2 4.89 .16311 .04211 
6173.0 889.49 353.59 194.01 576.18 180. o.o -2.629 273.76 
2277.3 119.31 1300.4 1300.4 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 7.4 . 
CASHP=C 
-400.T -200.T 
.0- - - - - - - - - - -
100.- - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
c 
.c 
.c 
-c- -
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
200.-
- - - - - - - - -c- - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
c 
300.- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
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7.5 Scenerio for 10% Decrease in Finished Product Price for Cod as 
Compared to Basic Model in Section 6.4 
T~ble 7.5 gives the computer print-out for the model when 
the finished product price for cod has reduced by 10% while all other 
variables remain constant. 
This print-out shows that the retained earnings at TIME = JOO 
has now reduced from its original value of $80,2)0 to $49,270. When 
comparing Table 7.4 with Table 7.5 we notice that it is more economical 
to have a 20% increase in raw material price than to have a 10% decrease 
in finished product price for cod. 
FPC2 
PRESENT -.1000 
ORIGINAL 0. 
TABLE 7,5 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR 10% DECREASE IN FINISHED PRODUCT PRICE FOR COD 
AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL IN SECTION 6.4 
RUN-SELLI tW FISH PROCESS! HODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
TIME AFGRP ACRMP ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTHP NPBT SHRCAP EEE 
BFGRP BCRMP BLCP BCPGP VALl VU TINBLP TTAXA BL TL TDEP 
CFGRP CCRHP CLCP CCPGP TRHCP TDEP TDIVA RETPRF BFAST 
DFGRP DCRHP DLCP DCPGP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF ACPAY CASHP 
EFGRP ECRMP ELCP ECPGP TCPGP TADE DER ITX ARP 
FFGRP FCRHP FLCP FCPGP TPRODE TINL TP DIVSPY VALIV QFGRP TRHCP TLCP TCPGP GTHP TSLE CURLIB CURAST 
TRSP NPBT TLLIAB TLAST 
- - - - - - - -
E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+OJ E+OJ E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+OJ E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 
E+OO E+03 E+03 E+OJ E+OJ E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+OJ · E+03 E+03 
- - - - - - - -
HPHR GPR 
HPHF OPR 
MPM EXR I 
1-' MPC NPBTR co 
l\) 
MPS ROCER I 
HPB ROTASR 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E-03 E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
TABLE 7.5 Continued 
.o .00 .oo .000 .000 .o .oo .00 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .0000 
.oo .00 .000 .000 .oo .o .oo 1000.0 .000 .20205 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .oo .000 .000 .00 1100.0 60.000 .0000 
.00 .000 .ooo .000 .00 .000 .oo .000 150.00 .39091 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 .000 .oo .000 .000 .oo .17000 .oo 
.oo .ooo .ooo .000 .00 .000 .o .00 .16311 .00000 
.o .00 .oo .00 .oo .00 .000 150.00 
.o .oo 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
150. 270.00 131.84 48.831 15.861 553.3 44.87 -156.85 250.00 1100.0 .27650 • 0 811 
96.00 58.67 38.162 6.352 30.37 2756.3 .oo 1000.0 36.667 .20205 .9189 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 250.51 36.667 .OQ9. -156.85 1063.3 60.000 .2983 I 
- -
- .. .. 
!-" 
-- - . -
- CD 
.oo .000 .000 .ooo 111.61 28.500 -156.85 3.000 -190.04 .39091 -.2835 VJ 
.oo .oo .000 .000 44.71 43.800 .000 77.94 • 17000 -4.78 I 
.oo .ooo .000 .000 132.00 .000 .o 144.91 .16311 -.1430 9 
2850.0 250.51 111.61 44.71 44.97 90. 00 3.000 32.81 
553.3 
-156.85 1096. 1 1096.1 
- - - - - - - -
300. 593.82 269.91 99.969 32.990 2211 • 3 564.18 107.34 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2551 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 .oo 8911 • 9 52.60 998.3 73.333 .20205 .7449 
368.96 119.99 49.225 44.995 935.51 73.333 5.474 49.27 1026.7 60.000 • 173 4 
538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.59 57.000 49.27 .ooo 260.84 .39091 .0485 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 194.01 87.600 
-5.618 .90 .17000 .40 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 264.00 50.000 1368.5 4.89 .16311 .03809 
6173.0 835.51 353.59 194.01 564.18 180.00 -4.249 266.64 
22 t 1. 3 107.34 1293.3 1293.3 
- - - - - - - -
CASHP=C 
-400.T -200.T 
~o- - - - - - - - - - -
100.- - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
c 
.c 
c 
c -
c 
TABLE 7.5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
200.- - - - - - - - - - - -c- - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. 
c 
c 
300.- - - - - - - - - - - -
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7.6 Scenerio for 10% Increase in Yield for Cod as Compared to Basic 
Model in Section 6.4 
Table 7.6 gives the computer print-out for the model when there 
has been a 10% increase in yield for cod while all other variables 
remain constant. The computer print-out is given every 150 days. 
The retained earnings at TIME = JOO has now increased from its 
original value of $80,2JO _to $109,650. Such a scenerio identifies 
to management the importance of considering various ways in which 
yield could be increased, such as incentives, method changes, supervision 
or more efficient equipment. 
YC2 
PRESENT .1 000 
ORIGINAL 0. 
RUN-YIELD 
TIME AFGRP ACRMP 
BFGRP BCRHP 
CFGRP CCRHP 
DFGRP DCRHP 
EFGRP ECRHP 
FFGRP FCRHP 
OFGRP TRMCP 
TRSP 
- - - - - - - -
E+OO E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+OJ E+OJ 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+OJ 
E+OJ E+OJ 
E+OO E+03 
E+03 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE ?.6 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR 10% INCREASE IN YIELD FOR COD 
AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL IN SECTION 6.4 
FISH PROCESS! HODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTMP NPBT SHRCAP 
BLCP BCPGP VALIVU TINDLP TTAXA DLTL 
CLCP CCPGP TRMCP TDEP TDIVA RETPRF 
DLCP DCPGP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF ACPAY 
ELCP ECPGP TCPGP TADE DERITX 
FLCP FCPGP TPRODE TINL TP DIVSPY 
TLCP TCPGP GTHP TSLE CUR LIB 
NPBT TLLIAB 
E+OJ E+OJ E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+OJ E+03 E+OO E+OJ E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+OJ E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+OJ E+03 E+OJ E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
EEE HPHR GPR 
TDEP MPHF OPR 
BFAST HPH EXR I ,_. 
CASHP MF'C NPBTR CJ ()', 
ARP MPS ROCH< I 
VAL IV MPB ROTASR 
CURAST 
TLAST 
E+OJ E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E-03 E+OO 
E+03 E+OO E +00 
E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 
E+03 
TABLE ?.6 Continued 
.o .00 .oo .000 .000 .o .00 .oo 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 .ooo .00 .o .oo 1000.0 .000 .20205 .0000 
.oo .oo .000 .000 .00 .000 .000 .00 11 00.0 60.000 .0000 
.oo .ooo .000 .ooo .00 .000 .oo .000 150.00 .52810 .0000 
.oo .oo .000 .ooo .oo .000 .ooo .oo .17000 .0000 
.oo .ooo .ooo .000 .00 .000 .000 .00 .16311 .00000 
.o .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .00 150.00 
.o • 00 
- -- J ~ ~ ~. 9- - 1_2 59. !.9-
-- • -· • -·----- -- ·-- • .. ·-- -· - -· 4•-
- - - - - - - -
150. 340.00 131.84 48.831 17.447 623.3 107.68 -93.62 2so. ·oo 1100.0 .27650 • 1728 
96.00 58.67 38.162 6.352 24.82 2333.5 .oo 1000.0 36.667 .20205 .8272 
-93.62 1063.3 60.000 .2641 I 184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 250.51 36.667 .000 ........ 
.00 .000 .000 .000 111.61 28.500 -93.62 3.000 -141.69 .52810 -.1502 
(X) 
--J 
.oo .000 .ooo 46.30 43.800 .000 99.97 .17000 -.9747 I .oo 
.oo .000 .000 .000 132.00 .000 .ooo 137.77 .16311 -.08075 
2800.0 250.51 111.61 46.30 107.68 90.00 3.00 96.05 
623.3 -93.62 1159.4 1159.4 
- - - - - - - -
300. 725.78 269.91 99.969 36.289 2343. 1 692.72 238.88 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2956 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 .oo 5902 •. 0 117. 05 . 998.3 73.333 .20205 .7044 
368.96 119.99 49.225 44.995 835.51 73.333 12.183 109.65 1026.7 60.000 .1624 
538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.59 57.000 109.65 .000 342.31 .52810 .1020 
291.60 157.50 57.600 16.200 197.30 87.600 10.497 • 91 .17000 .6928 
200.68 68.250 28.769 26.758 264.00 50.000 3.046 1 • 59 .16311 .0/995 
6049.3 835.51 353.59 197.30 692.72 180.00 13.54 344.81 
2343.1 238.88 1371.5 1371 • 5 
- - - - - - - -
CASHP=C 
-200.T 
.o- - - - - - - - - - - -
100.-
c 
c 
-c- -
c 
c 
c 
200.- - - - - c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
300.- - - - - - - - - - - -
.o 
c 
c 
c 
TABLE ?.6 
- - - - - - - c 
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c 
c 
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c 
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7.7 Scenerio for 10% Increase in Labour Cost for all Species as 
Compared to Basic Model in Section 6.4 
Table 7.7 gives the computer print-out . for the model when the 
labour cost for each specieohas increased by 10% while all other 
variables remain constant. The computer print-out is given every 150 
days. 
The retained earnings at TIME = JOO has now reduced from its 
original value of $80,230 to $6],660. Such a scenerio would assist in 
observing the sensitivity of changes in profits due to changes in 
labour rates and establish a basis for bargaining procedures for manage-
ment during labour contract negotiations. 
TABLE 7.7 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR 10% INCREASE IN LABOUR COST FOR ALL SPECIES 
AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL IN SECTION 6.4 
LCHR2 LCHF2 
PRESENT .1000 .1000 
ORIGINAL O. 0. 
RUN-LABOUR 
TIHE AFGRP ACRNP 
BFGRP BCRHP 
CFGRP CCRHP 
DFGRP DCRHP 
EFGRP ECRHP 
FFGRP FCRHP 
GFGRP TRHCP 
TRSP 
- - - - - - - -
E+OO E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+OO E+03 
E+03 
- - - - - - - -
LCM2 
.1000 
o. 
LCC2 
.1000 
o. 
LCS2 
.1000 
o. 
LCB2 
.1 000 
o. 
FISH PROCESS! MODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTHP NPBT 
BLCP BCPGP VALl VU TINBLP TTAXA 
CLCP CCPGP TRHCP TDEP TDIVA 
DLCP DCPGP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF 
ELCP ECPGP TCPGP TADE 
FLCP FCPGP TPRODE TINLTP 
TLCP TCPGP GTHP TSLE 
NPBT 
E+03 E+03 £+03 E+03 £+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO £+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 £+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 
SHRCAP EEE 
BLTL TDEP 
RETF'RF BFAST 
ACPAY CASHP 
DERITX ARP 
DIVSPY VAL IV 
CUR LID CliRAST 
TLLIAB TLAST 
E+03 £+03 
E+03 E+03 
£+03 £+03 
E+03 £+03 
E+03 E+03 
E+OO E+03 
E+03 £+03 
E+03 E+03 
HPHR GPR 
HPHF OPR 
MPH EXR I 
HPC HPBH< I-' '-0 
0 MPS ROCER I 
MPD ROTASR 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E-03 E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
TABLE 7.7 Continued 
.o .00 .oo .00 .000 .o .00 .00 250.00 11 00. 0 .26869 .0000 
.00 .oo .000 .000 .00 .o .oo 1000.0 .000 .19959 .0000 
.00 .00 .ooo .ooo .00 .ooo .000 .00 1100.0 58.000 .0000 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .oo .ooo .oo .000 150.00 .48591 .0000 
.00 .00 .ooo .000 .oo .90~ - .. ·---·-· .. --- . . - .000 . . . ~ 00 ... .16800 .0000 
- -
.00 .000 .000 .000 .oo • 000 ~0 .oo .15031 .00000 
.o .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .ooo 150.00 
.o .00 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
150. 300.00 131.84 53.71 15.861 583.3 65.94 -135.73 250.00 1100.0 .26869 • 1130 
96.00 58.67 41.978 6.352 32.60 2707. 1 .00 1000.0 36.667 .19959 .8870 
184.48 59.99 27.074 22".498 250.51 36.667 .000 -135.73 1063.3 58.000 .2829 I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 122.77 28.500 -135.73 3.000 -176.91 .48591 -.232? ~ '-() 
.00 .oo .000 .000 44.71 43.800 .000 83.71 .16800 -2.5169 ~ I 
.00 .000 .ooo .000 132 .. 00 .000 .o 147.14 .15031 -.12149 
2850.0 250.51 122 I 77 44.71 65.94 90.00 3.000 53.93 
583.3 -135.73 1117.3 1117.3 
- - - - - - - -
300. 659.80 269.91 109.97 32.990 2277.3 594.81 138.70 250.00 1100.0 .26869 .2612 
211.41 120.12 85.938 13.213 .oo 8173.9 67.96 998.3 73.333 • 199 59 .7388 
368.96 119.99 54.148 44.995 835.51 73.333 7.074 63.66 1026.7 58.000 • 1 681 
538.64 99.747 43.890 59.850 388.95 57.000 63.66 .000 279.48 .48591 .0609 
291.60 157.50 63.360 16.200 194.01 87.600 -1.778 .90 .16800 .4862 
200.68 68.250 31.646 26.758 264.00 50.000 1768.4 4.89 .15031 .04853 
6173.0 835.51 388.95 194.01 594.81 180.00 -.010 285.27 
2277.3 138.70 1312.0 1311.9 
- - - - - - - -
CASHP=C 
-400.J -200.T 
.0- - - - - - - - - - -
100.- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c. 
c 
c 
200.- - - - - - - - - - - - - c 
.. 
300.- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -c- - -
c 
c 
c 
c 
- - - - -
c 
c 
c 
- - - - -
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7.8 Scenerio for 10% Increase in Labour Productivity for all Species 
as Compared to Basic Model in Section 6.4 
Table 7.8 gives the computer print-out for the model when the 
labour productivity for each specieshas increased by 10% while all 
other variables remain constant. The computer print-out is given 
every 150 days. 
This print-out shows that the retained earnings at TIME = 300 
has now increased from its original value of $80,230 to $95,260. This 
scenerio would assist management in establishing the increase in labour 
productivity required to offset any potential increase in labour rates 
as discussed in Section 7.7 
TABLE ?.8 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR 10% INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR ALL SPECIES 
AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL IN SECTION 6. 4 
- - ----LPHR2 LPHF2 LPH2 LPC2 LPS2 LPB2 
PRESENT .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 
ORIGINAL 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 
RUN-PRODUCT! FISH PROCESS! HODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
TIME AFGRP ACRMP ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTHP NPBT SHRCAP EEE BFGRP BCR HP BLCP BCPGP VALIVU TINBLP TTAXA BLTL TIIEP CFGRP CCRHP CLCP CCPGP TRHCP TDEP TDIVA RETPRF IIF AST 
DFGRP [rCRHP DLCP DCPGP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF ACPAY CASHP EFGRP ECRHP ELCP ECPGP TCPGP TADE rrER ITX ARF' 
FFGRP FCR~IP FLCP FCPGP TPRODE TINL TP DIVSPY VALIV OFGRP TRMCP TLCP TCPGP GTHP TSLE CURLIB CURAST TRSP NPBT TLLI AB TLAST 
- - - - - - - -
E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 [+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OJ E+OJ E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E.+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
- - - - - - - -
MPHR GPR 
HPHF OPR 
I·IPH EXR 
HPC NPBTR I I-" 
NPS ROCEH \() 
-{: 
I 
MPB ROTASR 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E-03 E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+OO 
TABLE ?.8 Continued 
.0 .00 .00 .000 .000 .o .00 .oo 250.00 1100.0 .28359 .0000 
.00 .oo .000 .ooo .oo .o .oo 1000.0 .ooo .20429 .0000 
.00 .00 .000 1000 100 .ooo .ooo 100 1100.0 61.818 .0000 
I 00 .oo 1000 1000 .oo • 000 .00 1000 150.00 .49545 .0000 
100 .000 I 00.0 .ooo 100 1000 .ooo .oo .17182 .0000 
.oo 1000 1000 .000 .00 .000 • 000 .oo .17475 .00000 
.o .oo .oo .00 .oo .oo .000 150.00 
10 .oo 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
150. 300.00 131.84 44.392 15.861 583.3 87.25 -114.15 250.00 11 00.0 .28359 • 14 9 6 
96.00 58.67 34.693 6.352 32.60 2426.0 .00 1000.0 36.667 .20429 • 850ll 
184.48 59.99 22.375 22.498 250.51 36.667 .ooo -114.15 1063.3 61.818 .2824 
.00 .00 .000 .000 101.46 28.500 -114.15 3.000 -155.32 .49545 -.1957 I I-" 
.00 .000 .ooo .ooo 44~71 43.800 .000 83.71 117182-1.5115 '-0 \.rl 
I 
.00 .000 .000 .000 132.00 .000 .000 147.14 .17475 -.10023 
2850.0 250.51 1 01 I 46 44.71 87.25 90.00 3.000 75.52 
583.3 -114.15 1138.9 1138.9 
- - - - - - - -
300. 659 •. BO 269.91 90.880 32.990 2277.3 662.23 207.54 250.00 11 00.0 .28359 .2908 
211.41 120. 12 71.024 13.213 .oo 6760.1 101.69 998.3 73.333 .20429 .7092 
36.8.96 119.99 44.751 44.995 835.51 73.333 10.584 95.26 1026.7 61.810 .1675 
291.60 157~50 52.364 16.200 321.52 57.000 95.26 .000 320.39 .49545 • 0911 
538.64 99.747 36.273 59.850 194.01 87.600 6.659 .90 .17182 .6363 
200.68 68.250 26.233 26.758 264.00 50.000 2.646 4.89 .17475 .07041 
6173.0 835.51 321 • 52 194.01 662.23 180.00 9.305 326.19 
2277.3 207.54 1352.9 1352.9 
- - - .. - - - -
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7.9 Scenerio £or 10% Increase in Labour Cost and Productivity £or 
Species as Compared to Basic Model in Section 6.4 
Table 7.9 gives the computer print-out £or the model when 
labour, cost and productivity have both increased by 1Q% while all 
other variables remain constant. The computer print-out is given 
every 150 days. 
This print-out shows that the retained earnings at TIME = JOO 
has now changed from its original value o£ $80,2]0 to $80,190. A 
manager with Tables 7.7 to 7.9 at his dispos~- could point out 
to union members during labour negot~ations the effects of an increase 
in labour cost and what would be needed to offset such cost increases. 
TABLE 2·2 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR 10% INCREASE IN LABOUR COST AND PRODUCTIVITY FOR ALL SPECIES 
AS COMPARED TO BASIC MODEL IN .SECTION 6.4 
·--
LPHR2 LPHF2 LPH2 LPC2 LPS2 LPB2 LCHR2 LCHF2 LCH2 LCC2 LCS2 LCB2 
PRESENT .1000 .1000 • 1000 .1 000 .1 000 .1 000 • 1000 • 1000 .1 000 .1 000 .1000 .1000 
ORIGINAL o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 0. 
RUN-COSTPROD FISH PROCESS! HODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
TIHE AFGRP ACRMP ALCP ACPGP TRSP GTHP NPBT SHRCAP EEE MPHR GPR 
BFGRP BCRHP BLCP BCPGP VALl VU TINBLP TTAXA BLTL TDEP HPHF OPR 
CFGRP CCRHP CLCP CCPGP TRHCP TDEP TDIVA RETPRF I!FAST MPH EXR I !-> 
DFGRP DCRHP DLCP IICPGP TLCP TOFOH RETPRF ACPAY CASHP HPC NPBTR \D co 
EFGRP ECRHP ELCP ECPGP TCPGP TADE DERITX ARP MPS ROCER I 
FFGRP FCRHP FLCP FCPGP TPRODE TINLTP DIVSPY VALIV MPB ROTASR 
QFGRP TRMCP TLCP TCPGP GTKP TSLE CUR LIB CURAST 
TRSP NPBT TLLIAB TLAST 
- - - - - - - -
E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E-03 E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OJ E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+OO E+03 E+OO E+OO 
E+OO E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
E+03 E+03 E+03 E+03 
- - - - - - - -
TABLE 7.9 Continued 
.o .00 .oo .000 .ooo .o .00 .oo 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .0000 
.00 .oo .ooo .000 .oo .o .oo 1000.0 .000 .20205 .0000 
.00 .00 .ooo .000 .oo .ooo .ooo .00 1100.0 60.000 .0000 
.oo .000 .000 .ooo .oo .ooo .00 .000 150.00 .49091 .0000 
.00 .oo .ooo .000 .00 .000 .000 .00 • 17000 .0000 
.00 .000 .000 .000 .oo .000 .o .oo .16311 .00000 
.o .oo .oo .00 .00 .00 .000 150.00 
.o .oo 1250.0 1250.0 
- - - - - - - -
150. 300.00 131.84 48.831 15.861 583.3 77.10 -124.43 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .1322 
96.00 58.67 38.162 6.352 32.60 2559.9 .00 1000.0 36.667 .20205 .8678 
184.48 59.99 24.613 22.498 250.51 36.667 .000 - 124.43 1063.3 60.000 .2826 I 
.00 .ooo .000 .ooo 111.61 28.500 -124.43 3.000 -165.60 .49091 -.2133 ...... \{) 
.00 .00 .000 .000 44.71 43.800 .000 83.71 .17000 -1.9073 \{) I 
I 
.oo .000 .000 .000 132.00 .000 .o 147.14 .16311-.11025 
2850.0 250.51 111.61 44.71 77.10 90.00 3.000 65.24 
583.3 -124.43 1128. 6 1128.6 
- - - - - - - -
300. 659.80 269.91 99.969 32.990 2277.3 630.08 174.71 250.00 1100.0 .27650 .2767 
211.41 120.12 78.126 13.213 .oo 7430.1 85.61 998.3 73.333 .20205 • 7233 
368.96 119.99 49.225 44.995 835.51 73.333 8.910 80 •. 19 1026.7 60.000 .1678 
538.64 99.747 39.900 59.850 353.68 57.000 80.19 .000 300.88 .49091 .0767 
291.60 157.50 57.601 16.200 194.01 87.600 2.636 .90 .1 ?000 .5697 
200.68 68.250 28.856 26.758 264.00 50.000 2227.6 4.89 • 16311 .06014 
61 73.0 835.51 353.68 194.01 .630. 08 1BO.OO 4.864 306.68 
2277.3 174.71 1333.4 1333.3 
- - - - - - - -
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND RElJOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 Conclusions 
For over three centuries , fisheries have been a very major 
part of the life of Newfoundland people. The fishing operation up 
until 25 years ago was mainly an inshore fishery, but in recent years, 
long distant water trawlers have been employed for the harvesting of 
offshore marine renewable resources. The total annual Canadian catch 
of fish during the past five years have ranged between 1 to 1.J million 
metric tons. Newfoundland's share of the total Canadian catch by weight 
have- ranged between O.J to 0. 5 million metric tons. About 5Q% of the 
total Newfouridland catch is obtained from distant waters, particularly 
from the area of the Grand Banks in the North West Atlantic. The other 
5Q% of the total catch is obtained from inshore and coastal waters. 
The percentage of employment in Newfoundland fish harvesting operation 
in relation to inshore and offshore fishery is approximately ten to one. 
The offshore fishery is highly capital intensive, whereas the inshore 
fish harvesting operation is higtizy labour intensive. 
The Newfoundland processing industry during the past 25 years 
has also gone through major changes, particularly in relation to the 
type of species and product form produced, equipment, plant layouts 
and facilities, however very little change has been observed in relation 
to the labour intensiveness in the fish processing operation. 
The supply of fish to the processing plantshas been one of 
the major factors in determining the production patterns. Normally 
an inshore plant would buy fish from local fishermen mainly during the 
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months from April to November. These seasonal fish plants therefore 
operate only part of the year, which makes it rather difficult to 
run at optimum efficiency throughout the year. The plant 
equipment and facilities are under utilized, manpower hiring, training 
and administration activities increase, labour productivity suffers 
due to short term employment at the plant and the apportioned unit 
overhead costs are higher as compared to an all year plant operation. 
Besides the problem of the supply of fish, there are other 
variables which the plant manager encounters, such as changes in 
prices of raw material, labour rates, equipment breakdowns, selling 
price fluctuations and market demands, etc. 
Other requirements for an efficient plant operation are related 
to the managerial skills, mainly one of predicting or forecasting what 
actions need to be taken. These skills relate to the extent to which 
management is able to quickly and accurately analyse and establish the 
best course of action. Management should be able to forecast likely 
outcome of possible events that could occur during normal running of 
the plant. These changes in the variables could either be within the 
control of the management or they could be (~ternal variables upon· 
which the management has no direct control, i.e., raw material prices, 
drop in the catching rate of inshore fishery, etc. The management today 
continually ask questions such as: 
- What is my profit margin per species '1 
- Do I have the necessary cash for the operation of the plant? 
- What happens if raw material prices increase? 
- What happens if market demand reduces? 
- Should I process all fish or round freeze part of it? 
- What could be the projected 'cost of raw material, labour ru1d 
overhead? 
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The above are only some of the questions which are continually 
being asked, for which adequate procedures have not been developed in 
the fish processing industry to provide quick and reliable answers. 
A manual calculating procedure could be established by the manage-
ment which could take into account the time-variant and interactive 
nature of the variables of the processing operation. However, any 
such manual system is going to take a long time in ca1culating aud 
establishing possible outcomes £rom a number of alternative courses 
of actions which management take. In such an event, the long ti.e 
factor may in many instances render the information useless since 
appropriate actions could not be taken at the right time. The efficiency 
of a management information system and analysis, is of' paramount 
importance in the successf'ul. operation of the industry. It was there-
fore considered that a computer assisted systems dynamic model of a fish 
processing operation be developed so as to simulate on the computer 
various sceneries from which management could observe the possibl.e 
outcomes due to the changes of the variables within the plant operation 
as well as observe ~he effects of those variables which are outside the 
direct control of the management. 
This study undertook to develop a systems dynamic model of a 
Newfoundland inshore fish processing plant. The procedure of systems 
dynamics was based on Forrester's works in industrial dynamics, (Forrester 
1960). 
A detailed description of systems dynamics and a critical review 
Was discussed in earlier chapters. A typical seasonal fish plant in 
Newfoundland was selected for this study. 
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A ~odel logic was first developed based on the actual physical 
observations of the plant. The model logic consisted of flow rates and 
levels related to the supply of raw material, inventory holdings, 
production rates, order demand rates, shipping rates, labour productivity, 
labour rates, yields, prices of raw material, selling price, physical 
space constraints, cold storage space, freezing capacity, fish meal 
production, type of species produced, employment policy, beginning of the 
year balances of assets and liabilities, cash balances, loans and interest 
payments, debtor collection and creditor payment policies, and some other 
management decision making priorities based on profit margins and raw 
material purchase policies. 
After the model l ogic had been tested on the computer, simulations 
were perfonned based on the initial data input of the plant. The model 
was built to simulate every day operation for a JOO working day year. 
various computer simulations were performed for a selected number of 
changes in the initial data input and possible economic and production 
outcomes were compared. 
These comparisons relate to profits, cash flows, sales revenue 
and costs, assets and liabilities, profit return ratios, production rates, , 
freezing rates, inventory holdings, employment, etc. The exercise of 
developing a systems dynamic model and its subsequent use as a simulation 
tool to assist management in decision making has been adequately 
demonstrated. Normally, each simulation took approximately JO seconds 
o:f central processing unit (CPU) computing time, which using manual 
Procedures could have taken several mandays. This study has also shown 
that an on-line procedure of the computer assisted systems dynamic model 
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could be used for daily decision-making in production planning and 
scheduling of fish processing operations. 
8.2 Limitations of the Study 
This study undertcok, to develop a computer assisted systems 
dynamic model of a Newfoundland seasonal fish plant, where five fishery 
products and one blueberry product were processed. The supply of raw 
material was assumed to be seasonal, depending upon the time of the 
year during which the various fish species and blueberries were 
harvested. The model logic was built around these two main variables 
of six speciesproducts and a time-variant raw material supply. The 
equations of the model were written for six end productG for the 
particular time at which the raw material was supplied to the plant. 
The main limitations of this systems dynamic model is the 
restriction to only six end products. If however, it is necessary 
to increase the number of end products, the appropriate modifications 
could be made in the model equations to account for this increase. This 
model is not restricted to the kinds of species processed as long as 
the total number does not exceed six. 
With regard to the time-variant nature of the raw material supply, 
appropriate modifications would be needed to the model equations if 
the kinds of end products considered were produced from a different fish 
speciescombination than those used in the model. This model considered 
end products as: cod fillets, flounder fillets, herring fillets, squid 
round, blueberries, mackerel round. Thus, if another kind of end product 
was considered, for exaJnple, "perch fillets" then the time-variant 
characteristics of the supply of round perch would be different than 
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those considered above. 
Another limitation of this model is that the time-variant 
nature of the supply of raw material to the processing plant is also 
dependent on the geographic location and the seasonality of the plant 
operation. If, for example, the plant under consideration, was situated 
on the southwest coast of Newfoundland as compared to the existing 
location on the east coast, then appropriate modification to the raw 
material supply equations would be necessary. :·. "If the raw material to 
the plant was supplied by all year round offshore trawler as compared 
to supply by the small inshore boats, then such changes of a time-
variant nature in the raw material supply would be required to be 
incorporated in the model. 
The initial input data regarding the raw material prices, 
finished product selling pri ces, labour productivity, physical plant 
capacities, yields, labour ra-bes, etc. were considered to remain constant 
in the model during each simulation run. However these input data could 
be made to behave stochastically during the simulation of the model. 
The initial input data could also be changed at the i.nitial stage, that 
is, before the start of each simulation. This can be done by changing 
the appropriate values. For example, i.f management wanted to observe 
the effect of the change in raw material price of cod, then appropriate 
input data would be changed first before a new simulation was performed. 
This enables the management to consider various alternative sceneries if 
such changes were to occur in real practice. 
The basic model logic is designed in relation to the type of 
Physical layout and processing constraints of a particular plant. For 
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example, the plant has certain cold storage holding space, £reezing 
capacities or processes certain types o£ fish species using a particular 
method and ~quipment. Under these circumstances, the model internal 
parameters act as limiting values or multipliers which remain constant 
and unique to that plant. These parameters could also be made to 
behave stochastically if such a situation becomes a possibility, e.g., 
breakdown of equipment, or labour strike, etc. 
The initial input data regarding the financial status of the 
plant operation can be changed when economics of a new capital expenditure 
is anticipated or another plant was considered. Appropriate changes in 
the initial data input would be required so that new information regarding 
the beginning of the year assets, liabilities, cash balances, loans, 
depreciation rates and interest are inputed before the start of a 
simulation run. 
The model logic developed for this study considered a production 
priority rule bas ed on marginal profits. This rule was based on the 
assumption, that it would be profi table to allot production capacities 
for freezing round, freezing fillets and cold storage space to end products 
which give the highest marginal profit. After production allotment 
had been made for the product with the highest profit margin and a 
surplus in production capacity exist then the model logic would consider 
processing the next highest marginal profit end product. This kind o:f 
production priority rule was built into the model as the most rational 
method that management would want to use in production planning and 
scheduling. Thus, if another type of production priority rule was 
considered th such a new rule would: be required ~o be incorporated. 
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For example, a new type of production rule could be developed to 
satisfy customer demands for committed orders. Another example of 
production rule could be based on a certain minimum or maximum 
inventory holding. 
The computer model of the Newfoundland seasonal fish processing 
plant is based on Forrester's technique of systems dynamics. This 
technique basically uses levels and flow rates for building model 
logic. Levels are considered as accumulations at a..L"iY point in time 
such as inventory holdings, cash balances, number of employees, etc. 
Rates are considered as flows into and out of a level. Rates are there-
fore amounts or quanti ties flowing per -unit of time. The fish processing 
model which was built on the systems dynamic technique is therefore 
limited in its use as regards to the type of computer software required 
for simulation. The model simulation could only be done by a "Dynamo 
Simulation Compiler'! It should be mentioned that the model logic of a 
fish processing plant could have been built using other types of 
computer simulation software such as C. S.M. P., or Simscript. These 
other kinds of simulation -languages would impose a similar type of 
constraint as Dynamo, since any model logic built in relation to a 
simulation language would require only that particular software for 
operation. 
The advantages of the systems dynamics technique in the develop-
ment and use of the fish processing model were that it was possible to 
bUild small logic modules at a time, and after testing joined together 
for the complete model. When ccmpared to the manual method used in 
calculation of possible outcome from alternative scenarios, the use of 
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system dynamics would not only be ·many times faster but also be accurate 
(if input data was reliable) and allow the management to observe the 
s imulated dynamic behavior of the various variables, which would 
not be possible to do properly with manual methods. 
Greater numbers of alternative scenerios could be considered 
at a much faster speed, if time constraint was an important factor 
in decision making. Thus, an on-line system with interactive cap-
ability would allow the management to make quick and detailed analysis 
and assessment of a number of options before making a decision. In any 
event a cost-benefit exercise would be desirable to establish the 
economics and practical viability of using a computer assisted systems 
dynamics technique. The economics and viability would depend on the 
enormity and complexity of a particular industrial operation. 
This study has developed a model for a part of the Newfoundland 
fish processing industry and has simulated and analysed a certain 
number of alternative scenerios. The study has reported in great 
detail the model development procedure, computer simulation outputs 
and scenerio analysis. 
8.3 Recommendations 
The model as presented in earlier chapters is only the beginning 
to t he study of the dynamic behavior of the fishing industry. Further 
work could be done on making the model as presented, more flexible. The 
model could be refined so that it will accept multi-specll£and· multi-
pack combinations with time varying specie~pack production rates, labour 
productivity, raw material prices, finished product prices, labour cost, 
overheads, etc., thus making it suitable for applications over a wide 
spectrum of the fish processing industry. 
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A further extension to the model could make it applicable to 
the offshore processing industry where the scheduling of trawler fleets 
is incorporated with the processing sector. Here,the length of time a 
boat trawling at sea and the species being harvested could be co-ordinated 
with processing operation so as to provide optimum strategies for the 
overall fish harvesting and processing operation. Depending on the 
market demand,species quotas, anticipated speci~harvesting quantities, 
marginal profits for individual species, plant capacities, etc., the 
deployment of fishing trawlers could be regulated so as to obtain 
maximum efficiency and profits. 
The biological aspects of the fisheries could also be modeled, 
provided reliable data are available and appropriate interactions 
understood, to establish anticipated species quantities for harvesting, 
which species are being overexploited or underexploited, where the best 
locations for harvesting are, etc., so that managers and fishermen would 
be abie to effe ctively manage the particular species and in the process 
obtain the most economic return in the long run. 
The marketing of fish products could be modeled which would 
identify the major competitors in the market place and where the most 
likely markets are. The model could follow the basic approach of 
looking at all exporting, importing and producing countries for a 
particular specie type pack in the following manner: 
- The country's landing, present and anticipated 
-The country's processing capacities, present and anticipated 
- The country's imports from different countries, individual 
and total 
-The country's exports to different countries, individual 
and total 
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-The c ountry's a pparent consumption, present and anticipated 
- Othe r similar products in that country that compete in the 
same market area 
Ana lysing all countries for each specierrQack in the above 
manner would identify major market competitors and market areas so 
that governments and private industry could identify possible market 
areas where the likelihood of success is greatest. 
The optimum model of the fisheries should include all aspects of 
the fishing industry, i.e., harvesting, transporting, unloading, processing, 
distributing and marketing. ~ With such a model, government and industry 
could define short and long term fishery policies considering all aspects 
of the fishery. Different sceneries could be analysed so as to identify 
problem areas where monitoring should take place and the actions required 
if events do occur. 
In building such large multi-variable models, a word of caution 
a t this stage would be appropriate. The validity and updating of the 
dynamic model is very important. The validity criteria for the model 
should not only i nclude the correctness and accuracy of the various 
values of the variables but also the truth of the logical inter-. 
relationships established for the various parameters of the model with 
the real world situation, and these iterative steps of validation and 
updating should be continuous. Remembering that the level, sequence 
and time frame work of the model objective and the inter-active variables 
are also dynamic, since they also change with time, as new values and 
understanding -are realized by the management. What it means is that the 
design of the model should incorporate an adaptive c omponent in its logic. 
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Thus, the development and application of the dynamic model should 
be truly dynamic. This is the real challenge. 
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APPENDIX "A" 
The following are detailed extracts from Plugh III, Alexander L. 
Dynamo II User.'s Manual, Cambridge, Massachusetts, The M.I.T. press, 1973. 
A .. 1 Introduction 
This section is the reference manual for the Dynamo language. 
First it will discuss the details of card punching. Next, it describes 
equation foxmulation and the functions that may be used in equations. 
Finally, it discusses the direction cards and the permissible card order. 
A. 2 Card Punching 
A .2 .1 Card Format 
Each card has its type punched beginning in column 1 {see con-
tinuation cards in next section for a possible exception). The card 
type is either an equation type (L, A, R, S, N, C, CP, T, TP, or .SPEC) 
or a d~rection card type (PRINT, PLar, NarE, RUN, *, NOISE, MACRO, or 
MEND). 
The equation or other infonnation is separated from the card 
type by one or more spaces. Standardizing on the columns improves read-
ability. For example, start all direction and SPEC information in column 
7 and all other equations in column 4. 
No spaces are permitted within equation or direction information. 
The first space signifies the end of the equation, etc. , and pe:rmi ts the 
user to add comments after this space to aid in reading the model. For 
example, one might add comments to each equation explaining the mnemonics 
and providing the dimensions of the qUantity defined. If this comment 
does not fit entirely on the card, it should be continued on a NarE card. 
NarE, RUN, or * cards are exceptions to the rule of no spaces. 
Spaces may appear wherever the user wishes. 
A.2.2 Continuation Cards 
Should the material not fit on the first card, one or more con-
tinuation cards may be used. These are punched with an X in column 1, 
and the material is continued starting after one to nine spaces. If the 
material is coilf:hued it need not go through column 72 of the original 
card, but may be broken after a quantity name, number or arithmetic 
operator. The unused portion of the card must be blank, i;e., no comments 
are penni tted within the infoxmation. 
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A.2.3 Quantity Names 
Quantity names consist of from one through six alphabetic or 
numeric characters, the first of which must be alphabetic. For 
example 
X 
INV 
LEV3 
BACKID 
The names DT, !EN}TH, PRTPER, PLTPER ani TIME have special 
meaning in DYNAMO and may not be used for other purposes. 
A.3 Eguation Cards _ 
A.J.l Equation Types 
There are seven equation types in Dynamo, nam~ly: 
Level ( L) equations are the integral equations _of DYNAMO. They 
relate a quantity at the current time to its value at the previous time 
that calculations were made, and to its rates of change during the in-
terval between calculations. 
Auxiliary (A) equations are simple algebrB.ic fupctiops of _levels 
and ot her auxiliary variables _at the same time instant. __ Auxili~ 
equations may not depend upon other auxiliaries t-hlch in turn depend on 
the auxiliary defined: i.e., simultaneous equations among auxiliary 
equations are not permitted. 
Rate (R) equations. are much like auxiliary equations in that 
they are algebraic functions of levels ani auxiliaries at the same 
time instant. 
.... ·-Supple~ntary (S) equations are alg~braiG equations _ th~t ~f:! 
computed only to provide _ output_~ lf_ tne~e is ~ signi:Cican~ nuni>~r of so-
lution intervals bet\-reen each output pe_ri<;>d, a small savipg _in computer 
t i me can ~e made by computing as supplementaries those quantities that 
are only printed or plotted, or are used only in other supplementary · 
equations_._ 
An initial value (N) equation must be provided fo~ eyery ievel, 
a:rrl may be provided for any auxiliary or rate. A constant may also be 
computed initially by this equation type. (The N equation is the only 
equation that exis~s f9r the quantity). _ 
A giyel) c9nstant (C) diffe~$ from an ini ~ially ~ompute_d copsta~t 
in that th~ right of the equal sign is restricted to a numerical value. 
Given constants and tables are the only quantities that can be changed 
in a rerun. 
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A table (T) is an array of numerical values that provides the 
values upon which the table look-up function operates. 
A.J.2 Equation Writing 
Equations are written according to the usual rules of alg~bra. 
A.J.2 Subscript Convention 
L 
A 
R 
s 
c 
N 
Quantity Type 
on Left of Equation 
Level 
Auxiliary 
Rate 
Supplementary 
Constant 
Initial value or 
computed constant 
Subscript 
on Left 
K 
K 
KL 
K 
none 
none 
Note that every quantity that 
equation must . be '·defined, ie., appear 
equation. 
A.J.J Initial Values 
Subscripts on Quantities 
·on Right if Quantity is 
L A R S C N 
J J JK np none none 
K .. X JK np none none 
K K JK np none none 
K K JK np none none 
np np np np np np 
none none none none none none 
np = not peimitted 
appears on the right side of any 
on the left of that or some other 
In order to get a model started, some variables will require 
initial values. Some of these initial values can be canputed by 
DYNAMO; others will require explicit user-provided values. 
All levels require initial values which must be provided by the 
user in N equations. Auxiliaries that appear in some initial value 
equation and rates that are used on the right side of auxiliary, rate, 
supplementary, or initial value equations must have an initial value 
equation provided either by the user or by DYNAMO. 
A.J.4 Run Specifications 
There are four quantities that specify the essential parameters 
of a similation run: 
IYI' 
LENGTH 
PRTPER 
PLTPER 
the interval of Time between TIME. J and TIME .K 
the value of TIME when the run is to be terminated 
the interval of TIME between each tabulation of the results 
the interval of TIME between each plot output of the results 
The choice of the size of DT requires a compromise between a 
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large DT ~nich demands slightly less computer tim~ and a small DT which 
assures numerical a c curacy • . 4 gooq way to choos~ nr is first to select 
a value based on t he delays ~n t}J.e ~el, and then ~o check this choice 
bY rerunning some r un with a ll1UCh smaller DT __ (eg. one-fqurth as large). 
The accuracy of the model results associated t-d.th any particular DT is 
almOst i mpossible to determine except by this procedure. 
Zero values of IEIDTH, PRTPER, arrl PLTPER have speci~l me~ 
- -
LENGTH -= 0-in the basic model irrlicates that D¥NAMQ should skip 
to the f"irst rerun l-Ti thout running the basic mode1. Th~ 
rerun option l-1.11 also ac}J.ieve the _ same result. _ 
PRTPER = · 0-no tabular output is desired even though one or more 
PRINT cards may have been included in the model. 
PLTPER = 0-no plotted output is desired even though one or mre 
PLOT cards may have been included in the model. 
·-
The four quantities may alternately be ~pecified in eq~tions 
that change their value during _the run. _ By doing so, :the l,lSer can 
tabulate more f"requently during a portion of his run or __ postpon~ the 
start of the plot _ until i nteresting things be~n to happen. Results 
are tabulated when PRTPER is greater than zero, arrl when the 1ast. time 
for which data ~~s tabulated plus PRTPER is less_than or equal to the 
current value of TIME. The same applies to plotted results an:l 
PLTPER. The run is terminated when I.El'UTH is less than or equal to 
the current value of TIME. For example 
A PRTPER.K = 10 + STEP(40, 60) 
w.ill result in tabular results at TIME = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, ioo, 
150 ••• 
_ TIME i.s _a level (subsqripted -.K or .J)" that is built into 
DYNAMO, the ~er should not include an equation for it. If the· user 
l'YOuld like his simula:tion to start at some time other than zero, he 
may provide an N equation for TIME giving the value. The siurulation 1-.J.ll 
run from that value until TIME is equal to IE;NGTH. (Perhaps IEN}TH is 
a poor term for the "stop time': but it is a carcy9ver from DYNAJ«) I in 
"~-hlcb TIME all-~ys started "'1. t}J. zero). Incidentally, the ini tia1 STEP, 
RAMP, and PULSE are also triggered by a comparison 1-'i th TIME ani not the 
elapsed time. since the model started. 
A.4 Functions 
- - - .. . . -
A_ £unction is a conv~nient way to relate a v~lue to Qther values. 
The form of the relationsm.p _is not expressed explicitly, but urr:lerstood 
from the name of the function. A macro is a function that is computed by 
one or -m6re DYNAMO equations. 
,.-
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A.4.1 Built-In Functions And Macros 
Clipping or Limiting Function 
CLIP(P, Q, R, S) 
CLIP =P if R ~ S 
CLIP = 0 if R <. S 
where P, Q, R, S need not be distinct. The name CLIP is the DXNAMO I 
name anddescribes one possible use of the function, clipping a 
variable depending on the value of two other variables. 
Delays 
There are two classes of delays: material and information. 
Th e difference between these classes is unimportant unless the length 
of thedelay is changing. In the material delay whatever is in the 
delay is conserved as the length changes; in the inf~ion delay it 
is not. 
Delays also can be characterized by their order. The order relates 
to how fast the output starts to change after a change in the input. Low 
order delays respond more quickly than high order delays with the same 
average delay. The order of the delay is the number of cascaded first-
order delays that compose the delay. 
DYNAMO provides a :first- and a third-ord..er material delay and 
a thbii.-order infonnation delay. The SMDarH macro may be used as a 
first-order information delay; the equations are identical. 
Also available is a third-order delay with the quantity in the 
delay available as the third argument. This quantity is canputed within 
the DELAYP Macro; it must be a quantity name that is not defined else-
where in the model. 
DELAY! 
DELAY) 
DELAYP 
DLINFJ ~ IN, IN, IN,. IN;· ~~ DEL~PPL) DEL) 
IN - input to the delay 
DEL - magnitude of the delay 
PPL - quantity in pipeline 
Maximum Function 
MAX(P,Q) 
MAX= P if p ~ Q 
MAX= Q if p < Q 
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where P and Q need not be distinct. In particular, setting Q equal 
to -P sets MAX equal to the absolute value of P. 
Mimimum Function 
MIN(P,Q) _ 
MIN = p 
MIN = Q 
Random Numbers 
if p 
if p 
Q 
Q 
DYNAMO generates random numbers by computing a sequence of 
"pseudo-random" numbers. A sequence of pseudo-random numbers is a 
sequence of numbers that satisfies all statistical tests of randomness, 
but in which each number is calculated from the previous one. Thus, 
if we know the generation procedure and one number in the sequence, 
we can calculate the next number in the sequence and similarly, all the 
following numbers in the sequence in completeviolation of the principle 
of randomness. Nevertheless, anyone unfamiliar with the generation 
procedure cannot detect that these numbers are not completely random. 
There are two random-number functions in DYNAMO. 
NOISE() 
gives random numbers uniformly distributed between -1/2 and +1/2. 
Note the parentheses but no argument. 
NORMRN (MEAN, STDV) 
gives random numbers normally distributed 
mean, MEAN, and standard deviation, STDV. 
number from the same generator that NOISE 
it to conform to a normal distribution. 
Pulse Source 
PULSE(HGHT, FRST, INTVL) 
(normal deviates) with 
NO~ starts with a 
above uses, and then alters 
HGHT 
FRST 
INTVL 
- pulse height 
- TIME of first pulse 
- interval between pulses 
provides a pulse train in which the pulses are of width DT and height 
HGHT. The first pulse appears at time FRST, and subsequent pulses appear 
at TIME = FRST + INTVL, FRST + 2*INTVL, FRST + J*INTVL, and so on. 
HGHT can be a variable giving a variable height to the pulses. If FRST 
and INTVL are variables, the first pulse occurrs when the initial value 
of FRST less the initial value of INTVL plus the current value of 
INTVL exceeds TIME - DT/2. 
Ramp Function 
RAMP(SLP," STRT) 
RAMP = 0 
TIME 
RAMP = .LSLP*DI' 
SI'RT 
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if TIME ~ Sl'RT 
if TIME > Sl'RT 
If SLP and STRT are both constants, RAMP is merely a ramp with 
slope SLP that starts at time STRT. If STRT is a variable, the ramp 
time is detennined by the method discussed in section A.4.2. If SLP 
is a variable, RAMP is Dr times the sum of all SLP since the time 
STRT. 
Sample Function 
SAMPLE(X,INTVL,ISAM) 
X 
INTVL 
ISAM 
- variable to be sampled 
- sample interval 
- initial value of SAMPLE 
_SAMPLE is set equal to X at sample times separated by intervals 
of length INTVL and retains this value until the next sample time. If 
INTVL is a constant, these times are of course INTVL, 2*INTVL, J*INTVL, 
and so on. Variable sample times are discussed in section A.4.2. 
SAMPLE will have the value ISAM until the first sample time. 
Smooth Function 
S>IOOTH(IN ,DEL) 
IN 
DEL 
- input 
- smoothing constant or delay 
The smooth fUnction provides a way to exponentially smooth a 
quantity. It is a built-in macro tha t besides smoothing the input, 
initialized the smoothed value to the initial input. This macro can 
also be used as a first order information delay. 
Step Function 
STEP(HGHT,STTM) 
Sl'EP = 0 if TIME <:. STTM 
STEP= HGHT if TIME ~ STrM 
Both HGHT and ST'lM may be variables. If SI'TM is a variable, the 
step time is detennined by the method described in section A.4.2. If 
HGHT is a variable, the step function has the effect of a gate function 
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that 'bpens" the gate allowing STEP to equal HGHT :from time S'ITM onwards. 
The STEP will equal 0 until the step time (and any time that TIME is less 
than STTM). 
Switch Function 
SWITCH(P ;Q,-R) 
SWIWH = P 
SWI'roH = Q 
if' R = 0 
if R F 0 
SWITCH is the DYNAMO I name which suggest the principal use of' the function. 
Table Functions 
The DYNAMO user will occasionally desire to express a variable 
which has a rather artitrary relationship to another variable. Frequently 
this relationship can be expressed most easily by a graph or table 
corresponding to the graph. A table correspond.ing to the graph can be 
made by dividing the range of' the independent variable (X) into equal 
segments and noting the corresponding values of the dependent variable (Y). 
The :fozm of' the table look-up function is: 
TABLE(TAB,X,XLOW,XHIGH,XINCR) 
TAB 
X 
XLOW 
XHIGH 
XINCR 
- name of' the table 
- independent variable 
- lowest value of range of independent variable 
highest value of range of independent variable 
- increment of independent variable. 
If Y in the previous exampl-e is an alX.iliary, then the equation for 
Y would be: 
A Y.K = TABLE(YTAB, X.K, -J, ), 1) 
where YTAB is thename of the table for Y; YTAB would be given by a 
table card as follows: 
T YTAB = -20/0/10/16/20/24/JO 
Trigonometric Functions 
There are five trigonometric functions available in DYNAMO: 
exponential natural logarithm, square root, sine, and cosine. All these 
functions behave exactly as described in elementary courses in calculus. 
DYNAMO Spelling Function Restriction on Argument 
EXP(A) eA A~ 174 
LOGN(A) logE (A) A > 0 
SORT(A) ,JA A ~ 0 _ 
SIN(A) siile(A) A ~ 82), 000 
COS(A) cosine(A) A ~ 82), 000 
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The sine and cosine functions will be used frequently to gen-
erate functions of TIME. 
A INPUT.K = 100 + SNAMP*SIN (6.28J*TIME.K/P~RD) 
A to the Bth power can be computed as 
EXP(B*LOGN(A)) 
A.4.2 Time Related Events 
There are two questions pertaining to when an action {a pulse, 
ramp, sample, or step) will occur. The first relates to instances when 
TIME and the action time are nearly but not exactly equal; the second 
addresses the situations with variable action times. 
An action will occur if TIME is greater than the action time, or 
if the two agree within DT/2. 
The second issue pertains to pulses and samples when the interval 
between actions is not an integer multiple of DI'. If the interval is 1. 6 
and DI' is 1. 0, does DYNAMO produce 8 or 10 actions after 16 units of time? 
If one records the exact TIME when an action takes place and adds the 
interval to it to compute the next action time, he would take 8 actions 
in the above example. Alternatively, if he records the TIME when the 
action was su~posed to occur (which may differ from the actual TIME by 
as much as TYr/ 2), he would take 10 actions in the above example. While 
these actions would not be evenly spaced (occurring at TIME = 2,),5,6,8, 
10, 11, 1), 14, 16), there would be 16/1.6 = 10 actions. The proper number 
of actions is generally more important than the evenness of the spacing, 
so DYNAMO follows the second method. 
A.5 Direction Cards 
The direction cards specify variables to be plotted, page 
headings, and other miscellaneous infonnation. They include the asterisk, 
NOISE, NarE, PLar, PRINT, and RUN cards. 
A.5.1 Asterisk Card 
The asterisk card, the first card in the deck, provides the 
information listed on the top of each page, along with the page number 
and run description. Typically, it is a several-word title for the model. 
The card is punched with an asterisk in colum 1 and the "title" beginning 
in column J or later. The title may not be longer than 50 characters, 
nor may any word in the title contain more than 16 characters. For example: 
*Production-Distribution Model 
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A. 5.2 Noise Cards 
As explained in the Section A.4.1 in the discussion of the 
NOISE and NORMRN functions, the particular sequence of · random numbers 
in any run can be altered by the inclusion of a NOISE card. This 
card sets the initial value of the seed which starts the sequence. 
The number should be odd and between 100,001 and 99,999,999. The form of 
the card is 
NOISE 333333 
(The built-in s~ed is 1,234,567). 
A.5.3 Note Cards 
DYNAMO prints al1 the equation and direction cards preceding 
the printed and plotted results; thus, a DXNAMO user can be certain 
which set of equations produced the results. It is sometimes con-
venient to insert a line of remarks or comments along with the equation 
cards (in ad.di tion to the comments on the cards proper, mentioned in 
section A.2.2). Such remarks may be punched on a NOI'E card, beginning 
in column 6 or later and ending before column 73. Any n"Pmber of spaces 
may be used. No continuation cards are pennitted, but a remark may be 
continued on ad.di tional NOI'E cards. A NOI'E card is identified by"Nar~· 
punched in columns 1 through 4. 
NOI'E MANUFACTURING SECTOR 
A.5.4 Plot Cards 
In addition to tabulating results, DYNAMO will plot the results 
(versus TIME) on the same printer as the tabulation. Much flexib1.1ity 
is available in these plots. The user specifies which quantities have 
the same scales and can either specify the scales or let DYNAMO choose 
the scales so that all the data are on scale. 
Each quantity name is followed by an equal sign and the 
character that is to identify it on the graph• Quantities that are 
to be plotted to the same scale are separated by commas. QuantiUes 
or groups of quantities that are to be plotted to different scales are 
separated by slashes. For example: 
PLCYI' RPQ = R, TUV = T/XYZ = X 
In the prec.eding example, RPQ and TUV are plotted on the same 
scale, while XYZ is plotted on its own scale. If the Dynamo user wishes 
to specify the scale, he follows the quantity name and plotting character 
(of the last quantity in a group with the same scale) with a left 
parenthesis, the lower limit, comma, the upper limit, and a right par-
enthesis. If he would like DYNAMO to set one of the two limits, be 
puts an asterisk in place of the limit value. For example: 
PLOI' AUX = A,APJJ = C/XYZ = X{O .. *)/TUV = T, SUPL = S(0,1000) 
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In this example, AUX and ABC are plotted with the same limits, 
and these limits are set by DntAMO. XYZ :is plotted on its own scale, 
and while the lower limit is 0, the upper limit is chosen by DYNAMO. 
TUV and SUPL are plotted on a scale running fran 0 to 1000. 
More than one plot may be specified by using additional PLOT 
cards. No more than 10 quanti ties may be specified on any one plot, 
but a particular quant:tW -may be specified on any number of plots. 
A.5.5 Print Cards 
DYNAMO can print any quantity desired in a tabular fo:rm. 
TIME is automatically printed by itself in the leftmost column. 
The user may specify any number of quantities in each of the 14 remaining 
columns. The name of the quantity being tabulated is automatical.ly 
printed at the top of each page. The scale factors (see next section) 
are printed on the first ];age under the names. The data follow, with 
dashes separating the data corresponding to different times. 
There are two modes for specifying where the data should 
appear on the page: row and column. In the row mode, the quanity names 
are given, separated by commas or slashes, in the order they are to 
appear across the page. For example: 
PRINT ABC,BCD,CDE 
In the column mode, the column number is given, followed by a 
right parenthesis and quantity names in the order they are to appear · 
down the colum. Commas or slashes separate the quantity names. More 
than one column number may appear on a card {separated from the previous 
quantity name by a comma· or slash). 
Scaling of Quantities for Printing 
As DYNAMO prints but 5 significant figures, very large or very 
small numbers must be divided by some power of ten before printing so 
that the 5 or fewer significant figures will suffice. Such division 
before printing is called scaling. 
Scale factors are printed on the first page following the 
quantity names. They appear as the letter E followed by the power of 10. 
As the results were divided by this power of 10 before printing, they 
must be multiplied by this power of 10 in order to reconstruct the 
original number. For example, LEV = 2000 with a scale 3actor of Ei-OJ 
means that the value of 2000 should be multiplied by 10 or 1000 
giving a value of 2 million. 
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A.5.6 Run Card 
Each run (or rerun) is assigned a run description which identifies 
it. This description appears at the top of each page along with the page 
number andmoiel identifier. The number is provided by a card with RUN 
in columns 1, 2 and J, and the run number starting in column 5 or later. 
A.6-. Order of Cards; Basic Run and Reruns _ ... 
By appropriately ordering his cards, the user may instruct DYNAMO 
to compile his model and make any number of runs with different values of 
constants and tables. The following describes the rules concerning 
the order of the cards in the basic model and in reruns. 
A.6.1 Card Order, Basic Model 
The customary order of cards for the basic model is: 
1. asterisk card 
2. macro definitions (if' any) . 
J. equation and NOI'E cards (intennized in any convenient order) 
4. PRINT card(s) 
5· PLOI' card(s) 
6. SPEJJ card (if run of basic model is desired) 
7- RUN card 
If the user wishes to maintain one set of constants in his basic 
model and make changes only in reruns, he can suppress the run of the 
basic model by inserting the SPEC card in the first rerun by using the 
RERUN option. 
The requirements on card order are quite lenient. Continuation 
cards must be in order and must follow the card they continue. 
Too PRINT and PLOI' cards must be included in or before the run 
or rerun to which they pertain. The SPEJJ card must be in the basic 
model or first rerun. One or more additional SPEXJ cards may be included 
in subsequent reruns. A NOISE card must appear in the run to which 1 t 
pertains. 
A.6.2 Reruns 
No equation may be changed or added in a rerun; only constants 
and tables may be altered. If several reruns are planned and the constant 
or table is to be changed in each or is to revert to the original value(s) 
in subsequent reruns, a C or T card is used to alter its value. On the 
otherband, a CP or TP card will alter a constant pe:nnanently for all 
subsequent reruns, or until the constant or table is altered again. 
If a constant or table is altered "pennanently'' then changed again with 
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a C or T card, it will revert to the original value in subsequent 
reruns unless it is changed once more. 
PRINT and PLar cards may also be used in reruns. If they are 
used, the new request replaces rather than supplements any earlier 
request. 
The only crucial issue relative to order is that the RUN card 
must be last in any rerun. 
00010 
00020 
00030 
00040 
00050 
00060 
00070 
00080 
00090 
00100 
00110 
00120 
00130 
00140 
00150 
00160 
00170 
00180 
00190 
00200 
00210 
00220 
00230 
00240 
00250 
00260 
00270 
00280 
00290 
00300 
00310 
00320 
00330 
00340 
00350 
00360 
00370 
00380 
00390 
00400 
00410 
00420 
00430 
00440 
00450 
00460 
00470 
00480 
00490 
00500 
00510 
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APPENDIX "B" 
MODEL EQUATIONS OF INSHORE FISH PROCESSING PLANT 
* FISH PROCESSING HODEL OF A NFLD INSHORE FREEZER PLANT 
NOTE P R 0 C E S S I N 6 S E C T 0 R 
NOTE PRODUCTION LINE 11 A" 
tA AEEE.K=AIAP.~-ASS6.K 
1A ABB B.K =TBBB-<AEEE.K+BEEE.K+CEEE.K+DEEE.K+EEEE.K+FEEE.K+ARHPF.K+BRHPF 
Xt . K+C RHPF.K+DRMPF.K+ERMPF.K+FRHPF.K> 
tA AFFl.K=ABBB.K-<ADDD.K+ACCCt.K+BDDD.~+BCCCt.K+CDDD.K+CCCCt.K+DDDD.K+D 
Xl CCC1.K+EDDD.K+ECCC1.K+FDDD.K+FCCC1.K> 
1A ACCC1.K=ACCC.K-ALK1.K 
1A AGGG.K=HIH<AORDY.K,AFF1.K> 
tA ALR1.K=MIH<AGGG.K,AMUP.K> 
1A ALR3.K=NDFI*<AGG1.K+ALHF.K>-<ACCC.K-ALHF.K-ALH1.K) 
1A ALR2.K=MAX<ALR3.K,O> 
tA ARRF.K=HIN<ALR1.K,ALR2.K> 
1R ARHF.Kl=ARRF.K 
1N ARHF=O 
tR AERHR.KL=AHUP.K-ARRF.K 
tl AERHl. K=AERHL.J+<DT><AERHR.JK-0> 
1N AERHL=O 
1L ARHPL.K=ARHPL.J+<DT><ARHF.JK-<AMDP1.JK+AHDPtG.JK+AFHP.JK+AHDP30.JK>> 
1N ARHPL=O 
1A AALP.K=AAAA.K 
1A AFCAt.K=TFVC.K/AYLD.K 
tA TFVC.K=TFVC1+(TFVC2*TFVC1> 
1A AGGt.K=HIN<AALP.K,AFCAt.K> 
1A ADDD.K=HIN<ARHPL.K,AGG1.K) 
lA ACCC.K=ARHPL.K-ADDD.K 
1 R AHDP1. KL=ADDD·. K*AYLD .K 
1R AHDP10.KL=<ADDD.K><1-AYLD.K> 
1R AFNP.KL=ALHF.K 
1A ALHF.K=HIN<ACCC.K,ALL 1.K> 
1A ALL1.K=<FFCA1.K-FDDD.K>*FYLD.K 
1R AHDP30.KL=ALH1.K 
1A ALHt.K=CLIP<O,ALH3.K,ALH2.K,AFDL.K> 
tA ALH3.K=ARHPL.K-ALH2.K 
1A ALH2.K=ALHF.K+ADDD.K 
tR AFDI.KL=ACCC.K-ALHF.K 
1L AFDL.K=AFDL.J+<DT><AFDI.JK-AFDO.JK> 
1N AFDL=O 
1R AFDO.Kl=AFDL.K 
1L ARHPF.K=ARMPF.J+(DT><AFNP.JK-<AHDP2.JK+AMDP20.JK>> 
1N ARHPF=O 
1A AYLDD.K=AYLD.K-<AYLD.K*TYLD> 
1R AHDP2.Y.L=AHDD.K*AYLDD.K 
1R AHDP20.KL=<AHDD.K><1-AYLDD.K> 
1A AHDD.K=HIN<ADDE.K,ARMPF.K> 
1A ADDE.K=HIN<ASAP.K,AALLP.K> 
1A AALLP.K=<<FALP.K-FDDD.K>IFAAA.K>*AAAA.K 
1A ASAP.K=<FLL1.K-FLHF.K>IAYLDD.K 
1L AIAP.K=AIAP.J+<DT><<AHDP1.JK+AHDP2.JK>-ASSP.JK) 
1N AIAP=O 
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00520 lR ASSP.KL=ASSo.K 
00530 A ASS1.K=CLIP<TSS,O,AIAP.K,TSS> 
00540 A ASS2.K=CLIP<O,ASS3.K,O,AIAP.K> 
00550 A ASS3.K=CLIP<ASS4.K,O,O,ASS5.K> 
00560 A ASS4.K=CLIP<AIAP.K,O,O,AHOP.K> 
00570 1A AHOP.K=AHDP1.JK+AHDP2.JK 
00580 A ASS5.K=AS1L.K+AS2L.K+AS3l.K+AS4L.K 
/ 
00590 A ASS6.K=CliP<ASS1.K,ASS2.K,ASS1.K,TSS> 
00600 R AS1R.KL=ASS6.K 
00610 R AS2R.Kl=AS1l.K 
00620 R AS3R.KL=AS2l.K 
00630 R AS4R.Kl=AS3l.K 
00640 R AS5R.Kl=AS4L.K 
00650 l AS1l.K=AS1L.J+<DT><AS1R.JK-AS2R.JK> 
00660 L AS2L.K=AS2L.J+<DT><AS2R.JK-AS3R.JK> 
00670 L AS3l.K=AS3L.J+CDT><AS3R.JK-AS4R.JK> 
00680 l AS4l.K=AS4l.J+<DT><AS4R.JK-AS5R.JK> 
00690 N ASll=O 
00700 N A52l=O 
00710 N A53l=O 
00720 H AS4l=O 
00730 1R AORDF.Kl=ASS6.K 
00740 1l AORDB.K=AORDB.J+(DT><AORD.JK-AORDF.JK> 
00750 1N AOROB=O 
00760 1R AORD.Kl=AOLD.K 
00770 1R AORD1R.Kl=AOLD.K 
00780 1l AORD1l.K=AORD1L.J+<DT><AORD1R.JK-AORD2R.JK> 
00790 1H AORD1l=O 
00800 1R AORD2R.KL=AORD1l.K 
00810 1A AORDC.K=AOLD.K•ALFA 
00820 1A AORDL.K=AORD1l.K*<1-ALFA> 
00830 1A AORDE.K=AORDC.K+AORDL.K 
00840 1R AORDE1.Kl=AORDE.K 
00850 1l AORDET.K=AORDET.J+<DT><AORDE1.JK-AORDE2.JK> 
00860 1N AORDET=O 
00870 1R AORDE2.Kl=AORDY1.K 
00880 1A AORDY1.K=ARRF.K*AYLD.K 
00890 1A AORDY.K=AORDET.K/AYLD.K 
00900 ll APPPP.K=APPPP.J+<DT><ASSP.JK-0> 
00910 1N APPPP=O 
00920 NOTE PRODUCTION LINE "B" 
00930 1A BEEE.K=BIAP.K-BSS6.K 
00940 1A BBBB.K=TBBB-<AEEE.K+BEEE.K+CEEE.K+DEEE.K+EEEE.K+FEEE.K+ARHPF.K+BRHPF 
00950 X1 .K+CRHPF.K+DRHPF.K+ERHPF.K+FRHPF.K> 
00960 1A BFF1.K=BBBB.K-<ADDD.K+ACCC1.K+BDDD.K+BCCC1.K+CDDD.K+CCCC1.K+DDDD.K+D 
00970 X1 CCC1.K+EDDD.K+ECCC1.K+FDDD.K+FCCC1.K+ARRF.K> 
00980 1A BCCC1.K=BCCC.K-BlH1.K 
00990 lA BGGG.K=HIN<BORDY.K,BFF1.K) 
01000 1A BLR1.K=HIN<BGGG.K,BHWP.K> 
01010 1A BLR3.K=NDFI*<BGG1.K+BLHF.K>-<BCCC.K-BLHF.~(-BLH1.K> 
01020 1A BLR2.K=HAX(BLR3.K,O> 
01030 1A BRRF.K=NIN<BLR1. K,BLR2.K) 
01040 1R BRHF.KL=BRRF.K 
01050 1N BRMF=O 
01060 lR BERMR.KL=BH~P.K-BRRF.K 
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01070 1L BERML.K=BERML.J+(DT><BERMR.JK-0> 
01080 1N BERML=O 
01090 1L BRHPL.K=BRHPL.J+CDT><BRHF.JK-<BHDP1.JK+BMDP10.JK+BFNP.JK+BMDP3G.JK>> 
01100 tN BRHPL=O 
01110 1A BALP.K=<<AALP.K-ADDD.KJ/AAAA.K>*BAAA.K 
01120 1A BFCAt.K=<<AFCAl.K-ADDD.K>*AYLD.K>IBYLD.K 
01130 1A BGG1.K=MIN<BALP.K,BFCA1.K> 
01140 1A BDDD.K=HIN<BRNPL.K,BGG1.K) 
01150 lA BCCC.K=BRHPL.K-BDDD.K 
011 60 1R BMDPl.KL=BDDD.K*BYLD.K 
01 170 lR BMDP1G.KL=<BDDD.K><1-BYLD.K> 
01180 1R BFNP.KL=BLHF.K 
01190 1A BLHF. K=HIN<BCCC.K,BLLt.K> 
01200 lA BLL1. K= ALL1.K-ALHF.K 
01210 1R BHDP30.KL=BLM1.K 
01220 1A BLH1.K=CLIP<O,BLH3.K,BLM2.K,BFDL.K> 
01230 1A BLH3.K=BRHPL.K-BLH2.K 
01240 1A BLH2.K=BLHF.K+BDDD.K 
01250 1R BFDI.KL=BCCC.K-BLMF.K 
01260 1L BFDL.K=BFDL.J+<DT><BFDI.JK-BFDO.JK> 
01270 1N BFDL=O 
01280 1R BFDO.KL=BFDL.K 
01290 1L BRHPF.K=BRHPF.J+(DT><BFNP.JK-<BMDP2.JK+BHDP20.JK>> 
01300 1N BRHPF=O · 
01310 1A BYLDD.K=BYLD . K-<BYLD.K*TYLD> 
01320 1R BHDP2G.KL=<BHDD.K><1-BYLDD.K> 
01330 1R BHDP2.KL=BHDD.K•BYLDD.K 
01340 1A BNDD.K=NIN<BDDE.K;BRMPF.K> 
01350 1A BDDE.K=HIN<BSAP.K,BALLP.K> 
01360 1A BALLP.K=<<AALLP.K-AMDD.K>IAAAA.K>*BAAA.K 
01370 1A BSAP.K=<<ASAP.K-AMDD.K>*AYLDD.K>JBYLDD.K 
01380 1L BIAP.K=BIAP.J+<DT>C<BHDP1.JK+BMDP2.JK>-BSSP.JK> 
01390 1N BIAP=O 
01400 1R BSSP.Kl=BSS6.K 
01410 A BSS1.K=CLIPCTSS,O,BIAP.K,TSS> 
01420 A BSS2.K=CLIP<O,BSS3.K,O,BIAP.K> 
01430 A BSS3.K=CLIP<BSS4.K,O,O,BSS5.K> 
01440 A BSS4.K=CLIP<BIAP.K,O,O,BHOP.K> 
01450 1A BMOP.K=BMDP 1.JK+BHDP2.JK 
01460 A BSS5.K=BS1L. K+BS2L.K+BS3L.K+BS4L.K 
01470 A BSS6.K=CLIP<BSS1.K,BSS2.K,BSS1.K,TSS> 
0t4BO R BS1R.KL=BSS6.K 
01490 R BS2R.KL=BS1l.K 
01500 R BS3R.KL=BS2l.K 
01510 R BS4R.KL=BS3L.K 
01520 R BS5R.KL=BS4l.K 
01530 l BS1l.K=BS1L.J+<DT><BS1R.JK-BS2R.JK) 
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01540 l BS2L.K=BS2L.J+<DT><BS2R.JK-B53R.JK) 
01550 l BS3L.K=BS3l.J+<DT><BS3R.JK-B54R.JK) 
01560 l B54L. ~ =BS4L.J+<DT><BS4R.JK-BS5R.JK) 
01570 H BSll=O 
01580 N BS2L=O 
01590 N BS3L=O 
01600 N BS4L=O 
01610 1R BORDF.KL=BSS6.K 
01620 ll BORDB.K=BORDB.J+<DT><BORD.JK-BORDF.JK) 
01630 1H BORDB=O 
01640 1R BORD.KL=BOLD.K 
01650 1R BORD1R.KL=BOLD.K 
01660 1l BORD1l.K=BORD1L.J+<DT><BORD1R.JK-BORD2R.JK> 
01670 1H BORD1l=O 
01680 1R BORD2R.Kl=BORD1L.K 
01690 1A BORDC.K=BOLD.K*ALFA 
01700 1A BORDL.K=BORD1l.K*<1-ALFA> 
01710 1A BORDE.K=BORDC.K+BORDL.K 
01720 1R BORDE1.KL=BORDE.K 
01730 1L BORDET.K=BORDET.J+<DT><BORDE1.JK-BORDE2.JK> 
01740 1N BORDET=O 
01750 1R BORDE2.Kl=BORDY1.K 
01760 1A BORDY1.K=BRRF.K*BYLD.K 
01770 1A BORDY.K=BORDET.K/BYLD.K 
01780 1L BPPPP.K=BPPPP.J+<DT>CBSSP.JK-0> 
01790 1N BPPPP=O 
01800 NOTE PRODUCTION LINE "C" 
01810 1A CEEE.K=CIAP.K-CSS6.K 
01820 1A CBBB.K=TBBB-<AEEE.K+BEEE.K+CEEE.K+DEEE.K+EEEE.K+FEEE.K+ARHPF.K+BRMPF 
01830 X1 .K+CRHPF.K+DRHPF.K+ERMPF.K+FRHPF.K> 
01840 1A CFF1.K=CBBB.K-<ADDD.K+ACCC1.K+BDDD.K+BCCC1.K+CDDD.K+CCCC1.K+DDDD.K+D 
01850 Xt CCC1.K+EDDD.K+ECCC1.K+FDDD.K+FCCC1.K+ARRF.K+BRRF.K> 
01860 1A CCCC1.K=CCCC.K-CLH1.K 
01870 1A CGGG.K=HIN<CORDY.K,CFF1.K> 
01880 1A CLR1.K=HIN<CGGG.K,CMWP.K> 
01890 1A CLR3.K=NDFI*<CGG1.K+CLHF.K>-<CCCC.K-CLMF.K-CLH1.K) 
01900 1A CLR2.K=HAX<CLR3.K,O> 
01910 1A CRRF.K=MIN<CLR1.K,CLR2.K) 
01920 1R CRHF.KL=CRRF.K 
01930 1N CRHF=O 
01940 lR CERHR.KL=CHWP.K-CRRF.K 
01950 1L CERHL.K=CERHL.J+<DT><CERMR.JK-0) 
01960 1N CERHL=O 
01970 ll CRHPL.K=CRHPL.J+<DT><CRMF.JK-<CMDP1.JK+CMDP1Q.JK+CFNP.JK+CMDP3U.JK>> 
01980 1N CRHPL=O 
01990 1A CALP.K=<<BALP.K-BDDD.K>IBAAA.K>*CAAA.K 
02000 1A CFCA1.K=<<BFCA1.K-BDDD.K>*BYLD.K>ICYLD.K 
02010 1A CG61.K=HIH<CALP.K,CFCA1.K) 
02020 lA CDDD.K=HIN<CRHPL.K,CGG1.K) 
02030 1A CCCC. t- =CRHPL.K-CDDD.K 
0204 0 t R CHDP1 • KL=CDDD. K .. CYL D. K 
02050 1 R 
02060 1R 
02070 lA 
02080 1A 
02090 1R 
02100 1 A 
02110 lA 
02120 1A 
02130 1R 
02140 1L 
02150 lN 
02160 lR 
02170 1L 
02180 1N 
02190 1A 
02200 1R 
02210 lR 
02220 1A 
02230 1A 
02240 1A 
02250 1A 
02260 ll 
02270 1N 
02280 1R 
02290 A 
02300 A 
02310 A 
02320 A 
02330 1A 
02340 A 
02350 A 
02360 R 
02370 R 
02380 R 
02390 R 
02400 R 
02410 l _ 
02420 l 
02430 l 
02440 l 
02450 N 
02460 N 
02470 N 
02480 N 
02490 1R 
02500 tl 
02510 lN 
02520 1R 
02530 lR 
02540 1l 
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CNDP10-KL=<CDDD.K><1-CYLD.K> 
CFNP .KL=CUiF .K 
CLHF.K=MIN<CCCC.K,CLLl.K> 
Cll1.K=Bll1.K-BLHF.K 
CMDP3G.KL=CLN1.K 
CLH1.K=CLIPCO,CLH3.K,CLM2.K,CFDL.K> 
CLN3.K=CRHPL.K-CLM2.K 
CLH2.K=CLMF.K+CDDD.K 
CFDI.KL=CCCC.K-CLHF.K 
CFDL.K=CFDL.J+(DT><CFDI.JK-CFDO.JK) 
CFDL=O 
CFDO.Kl=CFDL.K 
CRHPF.K=CRHPF.J+(DT><CFNP.JK-<CMDP2.JK+CMDP20.JK)) 
CRHPF=O 
CYLDD.K=CYLD.K-<CYLD.K*TYLD> 
CMDP2.KL=CMDD.K*CYLDD.K 
CMDP2G.KL=<CMDD.K><1-CYLDD.K> 
CHDD.K=MIN<CDDE.K,CRMPF.K> 
CDDE.K=HIN<CSAP.K,CALLP-K> 
CALLP.K=<CBALLP.K-BMDD.K>IBAAA.K>•CAAA.K 
CSAP.K=<<BSAP.K-BMDD.K>•BYLDD.K)/CYLDD.K 
CIAP.K=CIAP.J+(DT><<CNDP1.JK+CNDP2.JKJ-CSSP.JKJ 
CIAP=O 
CSSP. KL=CSS6 -~' 
CSSl.K=CLIP<TSS,O,CIAP.K,TSS> 
CSS2.K=CLIP<O,CSS3.K,O,CIAP.K> 
CSS3.K=CLIP<CSS4.K,O,O,CSS5.K) 
CSS4.K=CLIP<CIAP.K,O,O,CMOP.K> 
CNOP.K=CHDP1.JK+CMDP2.JK 
CSS5.K=CS1L.K+CS2L.K+CS3L.K+CS4L.K 
CSS6.K=CLIP<CSS1.K,CSS2.K,CSS1.K,TSS> 
CS1R.Kl=CSS6.K 
CS2R.KL=CS1L.K 
CS3R.KL=CS2L.K 
CS4R.KL=CS3L.K 
CS5R .-Kl=CS4L .K 
CS1L.K=CS1L.J+<DT><CS1R.JK-CS2R.JK> 
CS2L.K=CS2L.J+<DT><CS2R.JK-CS3R.JK> 
CS3L.K=CS3L.J+(DT><CS3R.JK-CS4R.JK) 
CS4L.K=CS4L.J+<DT><CS4R.JK-CS5R.JKJ 
CS1L=O 
CS2L=O 
CS3L=O 
CS4L=O 
CORDF.Kl=CSS6.K 
CORDB.K=CORDB.J+(DT><CORD.JK-CORDF.JK> 
CORDB=O 
CORD.KL=COLD.K 
CORD1R.KL=COLD.K 
CORD1L.K=CORD1L.J+<DT><CORD1R.JK-CORD2R.JK) 
02550 1N CORD1L=O 
02560 lR CORD2R.KL=CORD1L.K 
02570 tA CORDC.K=COLD.K*ALFA 
02580 1A CORDL.K=CORD1L.K*(1-ALFA> 
02590 1A CORDE.K=CORDC.K+CORDL.K 
02600 1R CORDEt.KL=CORDE.K 
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02610 1L CORDET.K=CORDET.J+CDT><CORDE1.JK-CORDE2.JK) 
02620 1N CORDET=O 
02630 1R CORDE2.KL=CORDYt.K 
02640 1A CORDY1.K=CRRF.K*CYLD.K 
02650 1A CORDY.K=CORDET.K/CYLD.K 
02660 1L CPPPP.K=CPPPP.J+<DT><CSSP.JK-0) 
02670 tN CPPPP=O 
02680 NOTE PRODUCTION LINE "D" 
02690 1A DEEE.K=DIAP.K-DSS6.K 
02700 1A DBBB.K=TBBB-<AEEE.K+BEEE.K+CEEE.K+DEEE •• (+EEEE.K+FEEE.K+ARMPF.K+BRMPF 
02710 X1 .K+CRHPF.K+DRHPF.K+ERMPF.K+FRMPF.K> 
02720 1A DFF1.K=DBBB.K-<ADDD.K+ACCC1.K+BDDD.K+BCCC1.K+CDDD.K+CCCC1 .K+DDDD.K+D 
02730 Xl CCC1.K+EDDD.K+ECCC1.K+FDDD.K+FCCC1.K+ARRF.K+BRRF.K+CRRF.K> 
02740 1A DCCC1.K=DCCC.K-DLH1.K 
02750 1A DGGG.K=MIN<DORDY.K,DFFl.K> 
02760 1A DLR1.K=MIN<DGGG.K,DMUP.K) 
02770 1A DLR3.K=NDFI*<DGGt.K+DLHF.K>-<DCCC.K-DLMF.K-DLHt.K> 
02780 1A DLR2.K=MAX< DLR3.K,O> 
02790 lA DRRF. K=MIN(DL R1 .K,DLR2.K> 
02800 1R DRNF.KL=DRRF.K 
02810 1N DRHF=O 
02820 1R DERMR.KL=DMUP.K-DRRF.K 
02830 1L DERML.K=DERHL.J+<DT><DERHR.JK-0> 
02840 1N DERML=O 
02850 1L DRNPL. K=DRHPL.J+<DT><DRMF.JK-<DMDP1.JK+DMDP10.JK+DFNP.JK+DMDP3D.JK>> 
02860 1N DRHPL=O 
02870 1A DALP.K=<<CALP.K-CDDD.K>ICAAA.K>*DAAA.K 
02880 tA DFCA1.K=<<CFCA1 .K-CDDD.K>*CYLD.K>IDYLD.K 
02890 1A DGG1.K=MIN<DALP.K,DFCA1.K> 
02900 1A DDDD.K=HIN<DRHPL.K,DGGt.K> 
02910 1A DCCC.K=DRMPL.K-DDDD.K 
02920 1R DMDP1.KL=DDDD.K*DYLD.K 
02930 1R DMDP1D.KL=<DDDD.K><1-DYLD.K> 
02940 1R DFNP.Kl=DLMF.K 
02950 1A DlHF.K=HIN<DCCC.K,DLLt.K> 
02960 tA DLL1.K=CLL1.K-CLHF.K 
02970 tR DMDP3Q.KL=DLM1.K 
02980 1A DLM1.K=CLIP<O,DLH3.K,DLM2.K,DFDL.K> 
02990 1A DLH3.K=DRMPL.K-DLM2.K 
03000 1A DLH2.K=DLNF.K+ DDDD.K 
0301 0 lR DFDI.KL=DCCC.K-DLMF.K 
03020 ll DFDL.K=DFDL.J+<DT><DFDI.JK-DFDO.JK> 
03030 tN DFDL=O 
03040 1R DFDO.KL=DFDL.K 
03050 1L DRHPF.K=DRHPF.J+<DT><DFNP.JK-<D MDP2.JK+DMDP20.JK>> 
03060 1N DRMPF=O 
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03070 tA DYLDD.K=DYLD.K-CDYLD.K*TYLD) 
03080 tR DMDP2.Kl=DMDD.K•DYLDD.K 
03090 tR DMDP2G.KL=<DHDD.K><1-DYLDD.K> 
03100 1A DHDD.K=HIN<DDDE.K,DRMPF.K> 
03110 lA DDDE.K=HIN<DSAP.K,DALLP.K> 
03120 tA DALLP.K=CCCALLP.K-CMDD.K>ICAAA.K>*DAAA.K 
03130 lA DSAP.K=<<CSAP.K-CMDD.K>•CYLDD.K>IDYLDD.K 
03140 ll DIAP.K=DIAP.J+CDT><<DHDP1.JK+DHDP2.JK>-DSSP.JK) 
03150 lN DIAP=O 
03160 1R DSSP.KL=DSS6.K 
03170 A DSSt.K=CLIP<TSS,O,DIAP.K,TSS) 
03180 A DSS2.K=CLIP<O,DSS3.K,O,DIAP.K> 
03190 A DSS3.K=CLIP(DSS4.K,O,O,DSS5.K) 
03200 A DSS4.K=CLIPCDIAP.K,O,O,DMOP.K> 
03210 lA DMOP.K=DHDP1.JK+DHDP2.JK 
03220 A DSS5.K=DS1L.K+DS2L.K+DS3L.K+DS4L.K 
03230 A DSS6.K=CLIP<DSS1.K,DSS2.K,DSS1.K,TSS> 
03240 R DS1R.~l=DSS6.K 
03250 R DS2R.KL=DS1l.K 
03260 R DS3R.KL=DS2L.K 
03270 R DS4R.Kl=DS3L.K 
03280 R DS5R.Kl=DS4L.K 
03290 L DS1L.K=DS1L.J+<DT><DS1R.JK-DS2R.JK> 
03300 L DS2L.K=DS2L.J+<DT><DS2R.JK-DS3R.JK> 
03310 l DS3L.K=DS3L.J+CDT><DS3R.JK-DS4R.JK> 
03320 L DS4L.K=DS4l.J+<DT><DS4R.JK-DS5R.JK> 
03330 N DS1L=O 
03340 N DS2L=O 
03350 N DS3L=O 
03360 N DS4L=O 
03370 1R DORDF.KL=DSS6.K 
03380 tl DORDB.K=DORDB.J+<DT><DORD.JK-DORDF.JK> 
03390 1N DORDB=O 
03400 1R DORD.KL=DOLD.K 
03410 1R DORD1R.KL=DOLD.K 
03420 1L DORD1L.K=DORD1L.J+<DT><DORD1R.JK-DORD2R.JK> 
03430 lN DORDll=O 
03440 lR DORD2R.KL=DORD1L.K 
03450 1A DORDC.K=DOLD.K•ALFA 
03460 1A DORDL.K=DORD1L.K•<1-ALFA> 
03470 1A DORDE.K=DORDC.K+DORDL.K 
03480 1R DORDE1.KL=DORDE.K 
03490 ll DORDET.K=DORDET.J+<DT><DORDE1.JK-DORDE2.JK> 
03500 1N DORDET=O 
03510 1R DORDE2.KL=DORDY1.K 
03520 1A DORDYt.K=DRRF.K*DYLD.K 
03530 lA DORDY.K=DORDET.K/DYLD.K 
03540 ll DPPPP.K=DPPPP.J+<DT><DSSP.JK-0> 
03550 lN DPPPP=O 
03560 NOTE PRODUCTION LINE "E 11 
03570 lA EEEE.K=EIAP.K-ESS6.K 
03580 lA 
03590 Xl 
03600 1A 
03610 Xl 
03620 1A 
03630 lA 
03640 1A 
03650 1A 
03660 1A 
03670 1A 
03680 1R 
03690 1N 
03700 lR 
03710 1l 
03720 1N 
03730 ll 
03740 1N 
03750 1A 
03760 1A 
03770 1A 
03780 1A 
03790 lA 
03800 1R 
03810 1R 
03820 1R 
03830 1A 
03840 1A 
03850 1R 
03860 1A 
03870 lA 
03880 lA 
03890 1R 
03900 1l 
03910 1N 
03920 1R 
03930 1l 
03940 1N 
03950 1A 
03960 1R 
03970 1R 
03980 1A 
03990 lA 
04000 1A 
04010 1A 
04020 ll 
04030 lN 
04040 1R 
04050 A 
04060 A 
04070 A 
04080 A 
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EBBB.K=TBBB-CAEEE.K~BEEE.K+CEEE.K+DEEE.K+EEEE.K+FEEE.K+ARMPF.K+BRMPF 
.K+CRMPF.K+DRHP~.K+ERMPF.K+FRHPF.K> 
EFF1.K=EBBB.K-<ADDD.K+ACCC1.K+BDDD.K+BCCC1.K+CDDD.K+CCCC1.K+DDDD.K+D 
CCC1.K+EDDD.K+ECCC1.K+FDDD.K+FCCC1.K+ARRF.K+BRRF.K+CRRF.K+DRRF.K> 
ECCC1.K=ECCC.K-ELH1.K 
EGGG.K=NIN<EORDY.K,EFF1.K> 
ELR1.K=MIN<EGGG.K,EMWP.K> 
ELR3.K=NDFI*<EGGl.K+ELMF.K>-<ECCC.K-ELHF.K-ELH1.K> 
ELR2.K=MAX<ELR3.K,O> 
ERRF.K=NIN<ELRl .K,ELR2.K> 
ERHF.Kl=ERRF.K 
ERHF=O 
EERMR.KL=EM~P.K-ERRF.K 
EERML.K=EERHL.J+<DT><EERMR.JK-0) 
EERNL=O 
ERHPL.K=ERMPL.J+<DT)(ERHF.JK-<EMDP1.JK+EMDP10.JK+EFNP.JK+EMDP39.JK>> 
ERHPL=O 
EALP.K=<<DALP.K-DDDD.K>JDAAA.K>*EAAA.K 
EFCA1.K=<<DFCA1.K-DDDD.K>*DYLD.K)/EYLD.K 
EGG1.K=NIN<EALP.K,EFCA1.K) 
EDDD.K=HIN<ERHPL.K,EGGl.K> 
ECCC.K=ERHPL.K-EDDD.K 
ENDP1.KL=EDDD.K•EYLD.K 
EHDP10.KL=<EDDD.K><1-EYLD.K> 
EFNP.KL=ELMF.K 
ELHF.K=NIN<ECCC.K,Elll.K> 
Ell1.K=DLL1.K-DLHF.K 
EHDP30.Kl=ELM1.K 
ELH1.K=CLIP<O,ELH3.K,ELM2.K,EFDL.K) 
ELM3.K=ERMPL.K-EL H2.K 
ELH2.K=ELHF.K+EDDD.K 
EFDI.KL=ECCC.K-ELMF.K 
EFDL.K=EFDL.J+<DT><EFDI.JK-EFDO.JK> 
EFDL=O 
EFDO.KL=EFDL.K 
ERHPF.K=ERNPF.J+(DT><EFNP.JK-<EHDP2.JK+EMDP20.JK>> 
ERHPF=O 
EYLDD.K=EYLD.K-<EYLD.K•TYLD> 
EHDP2.Kl=EHDD.K*EYLDD.K 
EHDP20.KL=<EHDD.K)(1-EYLDD.K> 
ENDD.K=HIN<EDDE.K,ERMPF.K> 
EDDE.K=HIN<ESAP.K,EALLP.K> 
EALLP.K=<<DALLP.K-DHDD.K>IDAAA.K>•EAAA.K 
ESAP.K=<<DSAP.K-DMDD.K>*DYLDD.K>IEYLDD.K 
EIAP.K=EIAP.J+<DT><<EHDP1.JK+EHDP2.JK>-ESSP.JK> 
EIAP=O 
ESSP .I<L=ESS6 •• ~ 
ESS1.K=CLIP<TSS,O,EIAP.K,TSS> 
ESS2.K=CLIP<O,ESS3.K,O,EIAP.K> 
ESS3.K=CLIP<ESS4.K,O,O,E$S5.K> 
ESS4.K=CLIP<EIA~.K,O,O,EMOP.K> 
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04090 1A EHOP.K=EMDP1.JK+EMDP2.JK 
04100 A ESS5.K=ES1L. K+ ES2L. K+ ES3L.K+ES4L.K 
04110 A ESS6.K=CLIP<ESS1.K,ESS2.K,ESS1.K ,TSS) 
04120 R ES1R.KL=ESS6.K 
04130 R ES2R.KL=ES1L.K 
04140 R ES3R.KL=ES2L.K 
04150 R ES4R.KL=ES3L.K 
04160 R ES5R.KL=ES4L.K 
04170 L ES1L.K=ES1L.J+CDT><ES1R.JK-ES2R.JK> 
04180 L ES2L.K=ES2L.J+(DT><ES2R.JK-ES3R.JK> 
04190 L ES3L.K=ES3L.J+<DT><ES3R.JK-ES4R.JK) 
04200 L ES4L.K=ES4L.J+<DT><ES4R.JK-ES5R.JK) 
04210 N ES1L=O 
04220 N ES2L=O 
04230 N ES3L=O 
04240 N ES4L=O 
04250 1R EORDF.KL=ESS6.K 
04260 1L EORDB.K=EORDB.J+<DT><EORD.JK-EORDF.JK> 
04270 1N EORDB=O 
04280 1R EORD.KL=EOLD.K 
04290 tR EORD1R.KL=EOLD.K 
04300 ll EORD1L.K=EORD1L.J+<DT><EORD1R.JK-EORD2R.JK> 
04310 1N EORDtL=O 
04320 1R EORD2R.KL=EORD1L.K 
04330 1A EORDC.K=EOLD.K*ALFA 
04340 lA EORDL.K=EORD1L.K•<t-ALFA> 
04350 1A EORDE.K=EORDC.K+EORDL.K 
04360 tR EORDEt.KL=EORDE.K 
04370 ll EORDET.K=EORDET.J+<DT><EO RD E1.JK-EORDE2.JK> 
04380 1N EORDET=O 
04390 1R EORDE2.KL=EORDY1.K 
04400 1A EORDY1.K=ERRF.K*EYLD.K 
04410 lA EORDY.K=EORDET.K/EYLD.K 
04420 ll EPPPP.K=EPPPP. J+<DT><ESSP.JK-0> 
04430 1N EPPPP=O 
04440 NOTE PRODUCTION LINE "F" 
04450 lA FEEE.K=FIAP.K-FSS6.K 
04460 1A FBBB.K=TBBB-<AEEE.K+BEEE.K+CEEE.K+DEEE.K+EEEE.K+FEEE.K+ARMPF.K+BRMPF 
04470 X1 .K+CRHPF.K+DRHPF.K+ERMPF.K+FRHPF.K> 
04480 1A FFF1.K=FBBB.K-<ADDD.K+ACCC1.K+BDDD.K+BCCC1.K+CDDD.K+CCCC1.K+DDDD.K+D 
04490 X1 CCC1.K+EDDD.K+EC CC 1.K+FDDD.K+FCCC1.K+ARRF.K+BRRF.K+CRRF.K+DRRF.K+ERR 
04500 X2 F.K> 
04510 1A FCCC1.K=FC CC .K-FLH1.K 
04520 tA FGGG.K=MIN<FORDY.K,FFFt.K> 
04530 lA FLR1.K=HIN<FGGG.K,FMUP.K> 
04540 1A FLR3.K=NDFI*<FGG1.K+FLHF.K>-<FCCC.K-FLMF.K-FLM1.K) 
04550 1A FLR2.K=MAX<FLR3.K,O> 
04560 1A FRRF.K=MIN<FLR1.K,FLR2.K} 
04570 tR FRMF.KL=FRRF.K 
04580 lN FRMF=O 
04590 lR FERMR.KL=FMUP.K-FRRF.K 
p 
04600 1l 
04610 1 N 
04620 1l 
04630 1 N 
04640 lA 
04650 1 A 
04660 1A 
04670 lA 
04680 lA 
04690 1R 
04700 1R 
04710 lR 
04720 1A 
04730 1A 
04740 1R 
04750 1A 
04760 1A 
04770 1A 
04780 lR 
04790 ll 
04800 1N 
04810 1R 
04820 ll 
04830 1N 
04840 1 A 
Q4850 1R 
04860 1R 
04870 1A 
04880 1A 
04890 1A 
04900 1 A 
04910 ll 
04920 1N 
04930 lR 
04940 A 
04950 A 
04960 A 
04970 A 
04980 1A 
04990 A 
05000 A 
05010 R 
05020 R 
05030 R 
05040 R 
05050 R 
05060 L 
05070 L 
osoao l 
05090 L 
05100 N 
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FERML.K=FERML.J+CDT><FERHR.JK-0> 
FERML=O 
FRHPL.K=FRMPL.J+CDT><FRMF.JK-<FMDP1.JK+FMDP1Q.JK+FFNP.JK+FHDP30.JK)} 
FRHPL=O 
FALP.K=<<EALP.K-EDDD.K>IEAAA.K>*FAAA.K 
FFCAt.K=<<EFCAt.K-EDDD.K)*EYLD.K)/FYLD.K 
FGG1.K=MHHFALP.~~ ,FFCA1.K> 
FDDD.K=MIN<FRMPL. K,FGGt.K> 
FCCC.K=FRMPL.K-FDDD.K 
FMDP1.KL=FDDD.K*FYLD.K 
FMDP10.KL=<FDDD.K><1-FYLD.K> 
FFNP.KL=FLMF.K 
FlliF. K=M HH FCCC •• {, FLL1 • tO 
FLL1.K=ELL1.K-ELMF.K 
FMDP30.KL=FLM1.K 
FLMl.K=CLIP<O,FLM3.K,FLM2.K,FFDL.K> 
FLM3.K=FRMPL.K-FLM2.K 
FLM2.K=FLHF.K+FDDD.K 
FFDI.KL=FCCC.K-FLMF.K 
FFDL.K=FFDL.J+CDT><FFDI.JK-FFDO.JK> 
FFDL=O 
FFDO.KL=FFDL.K 
FRMPF.K=FRMPF.J+<DT><FFNP.JK-<FMDP2.JK+FMDP20.JK>> 
FRMPF=O 
FYLDD.K=FYLD.K-<FYLD.K*TYLD> 
FHDP2.KL=FMDD.K*FYLDD.K 
FMDP20.KL=<FMDD.K><1-FYLDD.K> 
FMDD.K=MIN<FDDE.K,FRMPF.K> 
FDDE.K=MIN<FSAP.K,FALLP.K> 
FALLP.K=<<EALLP.K-EMDD.K>IEAAA.K>*FAAA.K 
FSAP.K=<<ESAP.K-EMDD.K>•EYLDD.K)/FYLDD.K 
FIAP.K=FIAP.J+<DT><<FMDP1.JK+FMDP2.JK>-FSSP.JK> 
FIAP=O 
FSSP.KL=FSS6.K 
FSS1.K=CLIP<TSS,O,FIAP.K,TSS) 
FSS2.K=CLIP<O,FSS3.K,O,FIAP.K> 
FSS3.K=CLIP<FSS4.K,O,O,FSS5.K> 
FSS4.K=CLIP<FIAP.K,O,O,FMOP.K> 
FMOP.K=FMDP1.JK+FMDP2.JK 
FSS5.K=FStL.K+FS2L.K+FS3L.K+FS4l.K 
FSS6.K=CLIP<FSS1.K,FSS2.K,FSS1.K,TSS) 
FS1R.KL=FSS6.K 
FS2R.Kl=FS1L.~~ 
FS3R.Kl=FS2L.K 
FS4R.KL=FS3L.K 
FS5R.~(L=FS4L.K 
FS1L.K=FS1L.J+<DT><FS1R.JK-FS2R.JK> 
FS2L.K=FS2L.J+(DT><FS2R.JK-FS3R.JK) 
FS3L.K=FS3L.J+<DT><FS3R.JK-FS4R.JK> 
FS4L.K=FS4l.J+(DT)CFS4R.JK-FS5R.JK) 
FSll=O 
- ·05110 N FS2L=O 
05120 N FS3L=O 
05130 N FS4L=O 
05140 lR FORDF.KL=FSS6.K 
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05150 ll FORDB.K=FORDB.J+CDT><FORD.JK-FORDF.JK) 
05160 1N FORDB=O 
05170 lR FORD.KL=FOLD.K 
05180 lR FORDlR.KL=FOLD.K 
05190 1L FORD1L.K=FORD1L.J+<DT><FORD1R.JK-FORD2R.JK) 
05200 1N FORD1L=O 
05210 1R FORD2R.Kl=FORD1L.K 
05220 lA FORDC.K=FOLD.K*ALFA 
05230 1A FORDL.K=FORD1L.K*<1-ALFA> 
05240 1A FORDE.K=FORDC.K+FORDL.K 
05250 tR FORDEt.KL=FORDE.K 
05260 1L FORDET.K=FORDET.J+<DT><FORDE1.JK-FORDE2.JK> 
05270 1N FORDET=O 
05280 1R FORDE2.KL=FORDY1.K 
05290 1A FORDY1.K=FRRF.K*FYLD.K 
05300 tA FORDY.K=FORDET.K/FYLD.K 
05310 tl FPPPP.K=FPPPP.J+<DT><FSSP.JK-0) 
05320 1N FPPPP=O 
05330 NOTE FISH NEAL SUBMODEL 
05340 lR FMEAL.KL=OYLD*<AHDP10.JK+ANDP20.JK+AMDP30.JK+BMDP10.JK+BMDP20.JK+BMD 
0535b Xt P30.JK+CMDP10.JK+CMDP20.JK+CMDP30.JK+DMDP10.JK+DMDP20.JK+DMDP30.JK+E 
05360 X2 MDP10.JK+EMDP20.JK+EMDP30.JK+FHDP10.JK+FMDP20.JK+FHDP30.JK) 
05370 1L HEAL.K=MEAL.J+(DT><FMEAL.JK-OSSP.JK) 
05380 1N MEAL=O 
05390 1R OSSP.KL=OSS6.K 
05400 A OSS1.K=CLIP<TSS,O,MEAL.K,TSS) 
05410 A OSS2.K=CLIP<O,OSS3.K,O,NEAL.K> 
05420 A OSS3.K=CLIPCOSS4.K,O,O,OSS5.K) 
05430 A OSS4.K=CLIP<HEAL.K,O,O,FHEAL.JK) 
05440 A OSS5.K=OS1L.K+OS2L.K+OS3L.K+OS4L.K 
05450 A OSS6.K=CLIPCOSS1.K,OSS2.K,OSS1.K,TSS> 
05460 R OS1R.Kl=OSS6.K 
05470 R OS2R.Kl=OS1l.K 
05480 R OS3R.Kl=OS2l.K 
05490 R OS4R.Kl=OS3L.K 
05500 R OSSR.Kl=OS4l.K 
05510 l OS1L.K=OS1L.J+CDT><OS1R.JK-OS2R.JK> 
05520 L OS2L.K=OS2l.J+CDT><OS2R.JK-OS3R.JK) 
05530 l OS3l.K=OS3L.J+<DT><OS3R.JK-OS4R.JK) 
05540 l OS4L.K=OS4L.J+(DT><OS4R.JK-OS5R.JK) 
05550 N OS1L=O 
05560 N OS2l=O 
05570 N OS3L=O 
05580 N OS4l=O 
05590 ll OPPPP.K=OPPPP.J+(DT><GSSP.JK-0) 
05600 1N OPPPP=O 
05610 NOTE LABOUR SUBHODEL 
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05620 2A ALNP.K=<ADDD.K/ACPLP.K>+<AMDD.K/CTCPL*ACPLP.K))+(ALMF.K/CPLP.K> 
05630 2A BLNP.K=<BDDD.K/BCPLP.K)+(BMDD.K/(TCPL*BCPLP.K>>+<BLMF.K/CPLP.Kl 
05640 2A CLNP.K=<CDDD.K/CCPLP.K)+(CMDD.K/CTCPL•CCPLP.K)l+<CLMF.K/CPLP.K> 
05650 2A DLNP.K=<DDDD.K/DCPLP.K)+(DHDD.K/CTCPL*DCPLP.K>>+<DLMF.K/CPLP.K> 
05660 2A ELNP.K=<EDDD.K/ECPLP.K>+<EMDD.K/(TCPL*ECPLP.K>>+<ELMF.K/CPLP.K> 
05670 2A FLNP.K=CFDDD.K/FCPLP.K>+<FMDD.K/CTCPL*FCPLP.K>>+<FLHF.K/CPLP.K> 
05680 2A CPLP.K=CPLP1+<CPLP1*CPLP2> 
05690 2A TLNP.K=ALNP.K+BLNP.K+CLNP.K+DLNP.K+ELNP.K+FLNP.K 
05700 2A TLPP.K=TLNP.K-THENPP.K 
05710 2R TLDNP.KL=CLIP<O,-TLPP.K,TLPP.K,O> 
05720 2R TLHP.Kl=CLIP<TLPP.K,~,TLPP.K,O> 
05730 2L TMENPP.K=TMENPP.J+<DT><TLHP.JK-TLDNP.JK> 
05740 2H TMENPP=O 
05750 2N TLHP=O 
05760 2N TLDNP=O 
05770 NOTE S E l E C T I N G SPECIE PRODUCT P R 0 R I T Y BY PROFIT HARGIN 
05780 NOTE PROFIT MARGIN PER SPECIE 
05790 A MPHR.K=FPHR.K-<<RPHR.K/YHR.K>+<LCHR.K/LPHR.K>+VPHR.K> 
05800 A MPHF.K=FPHF.K-<<RPHF.K/YHF.K>+CLCHF.K/LPHF.K>+VPHF.K> 
05810 A MPM.K=FPM.K-<CRPM.K/YM.K)+(LCM.K/LPM.K>+VPM.K> 
05820 A MPC.K=FPC.K-<<RPC.K/YC.K)+(LCC.K/LPC.K>+VPC.K> 
05830 A HPS.K=FPS.K-<<RPS.K/YS.K>+CLCS.K/LPS.K>+VPS.K> 
05840 A HPB.K=FPB.K-<<RPB.K/YB.K)+(LCB.K/LPB.K>+VPB.K> 
05850 NOTE RATING OF SPECIES BY PROFIT MARGINS 
05860 A MP1.K=HAX<HPHR.K,HPHF.K> 
05870 A MP2.K=MINCMPHR.K,MPHF.K> 
05880 A HP3.K=HAX<MP1.K,HPM.K> 
05890 A MP4.K=MIHCMP1.K,HPM.K> 
05900 A MP5.K=MAX<MP3.K.MPC.K> 
05910 A MP6.K=MIN<HP3.K,HPC.K> 
05920 A MP7.K=MAX<NP5.K,HPS.K> 
05930 A MP8.K=NIH<NP5.K,HPS.K> 
05940 A MP9.K=MAX<MP7.K,HPB.K> HIGHEST 
05950 A MP10.K=HIN<HP7.K,MPB.K> 
05960 A HP11.K=MAX<NP2.K,HP4.K> 
05970 A NP12.K=HIN<MP2.K,HP4.K> 
05980 A NP13.K=MAX<HP11.K,MP6.K) 
05990 A NP14.K=MIN<HP11.K,MP6.K) 
06000 A MP15.K=HAXCMP13.K,HPS.K> 
06010 A MP16.K=MIN<HP13.K,MPS.K) 
06020 A NP17.K=MAX<HP15.K,MP10.K) SECOND HIGHEST 
06030 A HP18.K=HINCMP15.K,HP10.KJ 
06040 A NP19.K=NAX<MP12.K,MP14.K> 
06050 A MP20.K=MIN<MP12.K,MP14.K> 
06060 A MP21.K=MAX<MP19.K,MP16.K) 
06070 A MP22.K=MINCMP19.K,MP16.KJ 
06080 A MP23.K=HAXCMP21.K,MP18.K> THIRD HIGHEST 
06090 A HP24.K=NIN<MP21.K,MP18.K) 
06100 A HP25.K=HAX<NP20.K,MP22.K> 
06110 A HP26.K=MINCMP20.K,MP22.K> 
06120 A MP27.K=HAX<MP25.K,MP24.K> FOURTH HIGHEST 
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06130 A HP28.K=HIN<MP25.K,HP24.K} 
06140 A MP29.K=MAX<MP26.K,MP28.K} FIFTH HIGHEST 
06150 A MP30.K=MIN<MP26.K.MP28.K) SIXTH HIGHEST 
06160 NOTE RAW MATERIAL INPUT 
06170 A OTAB1.K=CLIP<TABHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP9.K> 
06180 A OTAB2.K=CLIPCTABHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP9.K> 
06190 A OTAB3.K=CLIP<TABM.K,O,MPM.K,HP9.K> 
06200 A OTAB4.K=CLIP<TABC.K,O,MPC.K,MP9.K} 
06210 A OTAB5.K=CLIP<TABS.K,O,MPS.K,MP9.K> 
06220 A GTAB6.K=CLIP<TABB.K,O,MPB.K,HP9.K> 
06230 A AMUP.K=OTAB1.K+OTAB2.K+OTAB3.K+OTAB4.K+OTAB5.K+OTAB6.K 
06240 A RTAB1.K=CLIP<TABHR.K,O,HPHR •• {,MP17.K) 
06250 A RTAB2.K=CLIP<TABHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP17.K> 
06260 A RTAB3.K=CLIPCTABM.K,O~MPM.K,HP17.K> 
06270 A RTAB4.K=CLIP<TABC.K,O,MPC.K,MPt7.K) 
06280 A RTAB5.K=CLIP<TABS.K,O,HPS.K,MP17.K> 
06290 A RTAB6.K=CLIPCTABB.K,O,HPB.K,MP17.K) 
06300 A BMUP.K=RTAB1.K+RTAB2.K+RTAB3.K+RTAB4.K+RTAB5.K+RTAB6.K-AHWP.K 
06310 A STAB1.K=CLIP<TABHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP23.K> 
06320 A STAB2.K=CLIP<TABHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP23.K) 
06330 A STAB3.K=CLIPCTABM.K,O,HPH.K,MP23. K> 
06340 A STAB4.K=CLIP<TABC.K,O,MPC.K,MP23. ~ ) 
06350 A STAB5.K=CLIP<TABS.K,O,HPS.K,HP23.K> 
06360 A STAB6.K=CLIP<TABB.K,O,HPB.K,MP23.K) 
06370 A CMUP.K=STAB1.K+STAB2.K+STAB3.K+STAB4.K+STAB5.K+STAB6.K-AMWP.K-FMUP.K 
06380 A TTAB1.K=CLIP<TABHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP27.K> 
06390 A TTAB2.K=CLIP<TABHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP27.K> 
06400 A TTAB3.K=CLIP<TABM.K,O,HPM.K,MP27.K> 
06410 A TTAB4.K=CLIPCTABC.K,O,MPC.K,MP27.K> 
06420 A TTAB5.K=CLIP<T ABS.K,O,HPS.K,MP27.K> 
06430 A TTAB6.K=CLIP<TABB.K,O,HPB.K,MP27.K) 
06440 A DMUP.K=TTAB1.K+TTAB2.K+TTAB3.K+TTAB4.K+TTAB5.K+TTAB6.K-AMWP.K-BMUP.K 
06450 X1 -CHUP.K 
06460 A UTAB1.K=CLIP<TABHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP29.K) 
06470 A UTAB2.K=CLIPCTABHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP29.K) 
06480 A UTAB3.K=CLIP<TABM.K,O,MPH.K,MP29.K) 
06490 A UTAB4.K=CLIP<TABC.K,O,MPC.K,MP29.K> 
06500 A UTAB5.K=CLIP<TABS.K,O,MPS.K,MP29.K> 
06510 A UTAB6.K=CLIP<TABB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29.K> 
06520 A EMUP.K=UTAB1.K+UTAB2.K+UTAB3.K+UTAB4.K+UTAB5.K+UTAB6.K-AMUP.K-BMWP.K 
06530 X1 -CMUP.K-DMUP.K 
06540 A VTAB1.K=CLIP<TABHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP30.K> 
06550 A VTAB2.K=CLIP<TABHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP30.K> 
06560 A VTAB3.K=CLIP<TABM.K,O,MPM.K,MP30.K> 
06570 A VTAB4.K=CLIP<TABC.K,O,MPC.K,MP30.K) 
06580 A VTAB5.K=CLIPCTABS.K,O,MPS.K,MP30.K> 
06590 A VTAB6.K=CLIP<TABB.K,O,MPB.K,MP30.K) 
06600 A FMUP.K=VTAB1 .K+VTAB2.K+VTAB3.K+VTAB4.K+VTAB5.K+VTAB6.K-AMUP.K-BMWP.K 
06610 Xl -CMUP.K-DMUP.K-EHUP.K 
06620 1A ARR1.K=CLIP<O,ARR11.K,TIHE.K,96) 
06630 lA ARR11.K=RAMP<ARR111,75> 
06640 tA ARR2.K=PULSE<ARR21,96,1) 
06650 lA ARR3.K=PULSE<-ARR21,226,1) 
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06 66 0 lA ARR4.K=CLIPCO,ARR41 .K,TIME.K,226) 
06670 lA ARR41.K=RAMPC-ARR111,205} 
06680 1A TABHR.K= ARR1.K+ARR2.K+ARR3.K+ARR4.K 
06690 1A BRR1.K=CLIP<O,BRR11.K,TIME.K,71) 
06700 lA BRR11.K=RAHP<BRR111,50) 
06710 1A BRR2.K=PULSECBRR21,71,1) 
06720 1A BRR3.K=PULSEC-BRR21 ,126,1) 
06730 lA BRR4.K=CLIP<O,BRR4t.K,TIHE.K,126) 
06740 1A BRR41.K=RAMPC-BRR111,105) 
06750 1A BRRS.K=CLIP<O,BRR5l.K,TIHE.K,221> 
06760 1A BRR51.K=RAMP<BRR511,200) 
06770 1A BRR6.K=PULSE<BRR61,221,1) 
06780 1A BRR7.K=PULSE<-BRR61,276,1> 
06790 1A BRRB.K=CLIP<O,BRRS1.K,TIME.K,276> 
06800 1A BRR8t.K=RAHP<-BRR511,255) 
06810 1A TABHF.K=BRR1.K+BRR2.K+BRR3.K+BRR4.K+BRR5.K+BRR6.K+BRR7.K+BRRB.K 
06820 1A CRR1.K=CLIP<O,CRR11.K,TIME.K,161) 
06830 lA CRR11.K=RAHPCCRR111,150> 
06840 1A CRR2.K=PULSE<CRR21,161,t> 
06850 tA CRR3.K=PULSEC-CRR21,226,1> 
06860 tA CRR4.K=CLIP<O,CRR41.K,TIHE.K,226) 
06870 1A CRR41.K=RAHP<-CRR111,215> 
06880 1A TABM.K=CRR1.K+CRR2.K+CRR3.K +CRR4.K 
06890 lA DRR1.K=CLIP<O,DRR1t.K,TIME.K ,96) 
06900 lA DRR11.K=RAHP<DRR111,75) 
06910 1A DRR2.K=PULSE<DRR21,96,1> 
06920 1A DRR3.K=PULSE<-DRR21,226,1) 
06930 tA DRR4.K=CLIP<O,DRR41 .K,TIHE.K,226) 
06940 1A DRR41.K=RAHP<-DRR111,205) 
06950 1A TABC.K=DRR1.K+DRR2.K+DRR3.K+DRR4.K 
06960 lA ERR11.K=RAHP<ERR111,155) 
06970 1A ERR1.K=CLIP<O,ERR11.K,TIHE.K,176> 
06980 lA ERR2.K=PULSE<ERR21,176,1) 
06990 1A ERR3.K=PULSE<-ERR21,271,1> 
07000 1A ERR4.K=CLIP<O,ERR41.K,TIHE.K,271) 
07010 1A ERR41.K=RAMP<-ERR111,250) 
07020 1A TABS.K=ERR1.K+ERR2. K+ERR3. K+ERR4.K 
07030 1A FRR1.K=PULSE<FRR 11,201,1> 
07040 1A FRR2.K~PULSE<-FR R 11,226,1) 
07050 A TABB.K=FRR1.K+FRR2.K 
07060 NOTE PRODUCTION CAPACITY PER DAY 
07070 A OP1.K=CLIP<PHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP9.K> 
07080 A OP2.K=CLIP<PHF.K,O,HPHF. K,MP9.K) 
07090 A OP3.K=CLIP<PM.K,O,MPM.K,MP9.K) 
07100 A OP4.K=CLIP<PC.K,O,NPC.K,HP9.K> 
07110 A OP5.K=CLIPCPS.K,O,HPS.K,MP9.K > 
07120 A OP6.K=CLIP<PB.K,O,MPB.K~MP9.K) 
07130 A AAAA.K=OP1.K+OP2.K+GP3.K+QP4.K+QP5.K+QP6.K 
07140 A RP1.K=CLIP<PHR.K.O,MPHR.K.MP17.K) 
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07150 A RP2.K=CLIPCPHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP17.K> 
07160 A RP3.K=CLIP<PH.K,O,MPM.K,MP17.KJ 
07170 A RP4.K=CLIPCPC.K,O~MPC.K~HP17.KJ 
07180 A RP5.K=CLIPCPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP17.K) 
07190 A RP6.K=CLIPCPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP17.K) 
07200 A BAAA.K=RP1.K+RP2.K+RP3.K+RP4.K+RP5.K+RP6.K-AAAA.K 
07210 A SP1.K=CLIP<PHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP23.K) 
07220 A SP2.K=CLIP<PHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP23.K> 
07230 A SP3.K=CLIP<PM.K,O,MPH.K,MP23.K) 
07240 A SP4.K=CLIP<PC.K,O,MPC.K,MP23.K) 
07250 A SP5.K=CLIP<PS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23.K) 
07260 A SP6.K=CLIP<PB.K,O,HPB.K,MP23.K> 
07270 A CAAA.K=SP1.K+SP2.K+SP3.K+SP4.K+SP5.K+SP6.K-AAAA.K-BAAA.K 
07280 A TP1.K=CLIP<PHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP27.K) 
07290 A TP2.K=CLIP<PHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP27.K> 
07300 A TP3.K=CLIPCPM.K,O,MPH.K,MP27.K> 
07310 A TP4.K=CLIP<PC.K,O,MPC.K,MP27.K> 
07320 A TP5.K=CLIP<PS.K,O,MPS.K,MP27.K> 
07330 A TP6.K=CLIP<PB.~~,O,MPB.K,HP27.K> 
07340 A DAAA.K=TPl.K+TP2.K+TP3.K+TP4.K+TP5.K+TP6.K-AAAA.K-BAAA.K-CAAA.K 
07350 A UP1.K=CLIP<PHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP29.K> 
07360 A UP2.K=CLIP<PHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP29.K> 
07370 A UP3.K=CLIP<PM.K,O,MPM.K,MP29.K> 
07380 A UP4.K=CLIPCPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP29.K> 
07390 A UP5.K=CLIP<PS.K,O,MPS.K,MP29.K) 
07400 A UP6.K=CLIP<PB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29.K) 
07410 A EAAA.K=UP1.K+UP2.K+UP3.K+UP4.K+UPS.K+UP6.K-AAAA. K-BAAA.K-CAAA.K-DAAA 
07420 Xl .K _ 
07430 A VP1.K=CLIP<PHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP30.K> 
07440 A VP2.K=CLIP<PHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP30.K> 
07450 A VP3.K=CLIP<PM.K,O,MPM.K,HP30.K> 
07460 A VP4.K=CLIP<PC.K,O,MPC.K,MP30.K> 
07470 A VP5.K=CLIP<PS.K,O,MPS.K,MP30.K) 
07480 A VP6.K=CLIP<PB.K,O,MPB.K,MP30.K> 
07490 A FAAA.K=VP1.K+VP2.K+VP3.K+VP4.K+VP5.K+VP6.K-AAAA.K-BAAA.K-CAAA.K-DAAA 
07500 X1 .K-EAAA.K 
07510 A PHR.K=PHR1+\PHR1*PHR2> 
07520 A PHF.K=PHF1+<PHF1*PHF2> 
07530 A PM.K=PM1+<PM1*PM2> 
07540 A PC.K=PC1+(PC1*PC2> 
07550 A PS.K=PS1+<PS1*PS2> 
07560 A PB.K=PB1+CPB1*PB2> 
07570 NOTE YIELD OF FINISH PRODUCT FROH RAW MATERIAL 
07580 A OY1.K=CLIP<YHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP9.K> 
07590 A OY2.K~CLIPCYHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP9.K) 
07600 A OY3.K=CLIPCYM.K,O,MPM.K.MP9.K) 
07610 A QY4.K=CLIP<YC.K,O,MPC.K,MP9.K) 
07620 A - QY5.K=CLIP<YS.K.O,~PS.K,MP9.K) 
07630 A QY6.K=CLIP(YB.K,O,MPB.K,HP9.K) 
07640 A AYLD.K=OY1.K+OY2.K+QY3.K+OY4.K+GY5.K+QY6.K 
07650 A RY1.K=CLIP<YHR.K,0.MPHR.K.MP17.K) 
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07660 A RY2.K=CLIP<YHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP17.K) 
07670 A RY3.K=CLIPCYH.K,O,MPM.K,HP17.K) 
07680 A RY4.K=CLIP<YC.K,O,MPC.K,HP17.Kl 
07690 A RY5.K=CLIPCYS.K,O~MPS.K,MP17.K) 
07700 A RY6.K=CLIP<YB.K,O,MPB.K,MP17.K) 
07710 A BYLD.K=RY1.K+RY2.K+RY3.K+RY4.K+RY5.K+RY6.K-AYLD.K 
07720 A SY1.K=CLIP(YHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP23.K> 
07730 A SY2.K=CLIP<YHF.K,O,MPHF.K~HP23.K> 
07740 A SY3.K=CLIP<YM.K,O,MPM.K~MP23.K) 
07750 A SY4.K=CLIP<YC.K,O,MPC.K,HP23.K) 
07760 A SY5.K=CLIP<YS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23.K) 
07770 A SY6.K=CLIP<YB.K,O,MPB.K,MP23.K> 
07780 A CYLD.K=SY1.K+SY2.K+SY3.K+SY4.K+SY5.K+SY6.K-AYLD.K-BYLD.K 
07790 A TY1.K=CLIP<YHR.K~O,MPHR.K,MP27.K) 
07800 A TY2.K=CLIP<YHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP27.Kl 
07810 A TY3.K=CLIP<YN.K,O,HPM.K,HP27.K) 
07820 A TY4.K=CLIPCYC.K,O,MPC.K,MP27.K> 
07830 A TY5.K=CLIP<YS.K,O,MPS.K,MP27.K> 
07840 A TY6.K=CLIP<YB.K,O,MPB.K,MP27.K) 
07850 A DYLD.K=TY1.K+TY2.K+TY3.K+TY4.K+TY5.K+TY6.K-AYLD.K-BYLD.K-CYLD.K 
07860 A UY1.K=CLIP<YHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP29.K> 
07870 A UY2.K=CLIP<YHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP29.K) 
07880 A UY3.K=CLIP<YH.K,O,NPM.K,HP29.Kl 
07890 A UY4.K=CLIP<YC.K,O,HPC.K,MP29.K) 
07900 A UY5.K=CLIPCYS.K,O,MPS.K,MP29.K> 
07910 A UY6.K=CLIPCYB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29.Kl 
07920 A EYLD.K=UY1.K+UY2.K+UY3.K+UY4.K+UY5.K+UY6.K-AYLD.K-BYLD.K-CYLD.K-DYLD 
07930 Xl .K 
07940 A VY1 .K=CLIP<YHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP30.K) 
07950 A VY2.K=CLIPCYHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP30.K> 
07960 A VY3.K=CLIPCYM.K,O,MPM.K,MP30.K> 
07970 A VY4.K=CLIPCYC.K,O,MPC.K,MP30.K> 
07980 A VY5.K=CLIP<YS.K,O,HPS.K,HP30.K> 
07990 A VY6.K=CLIP<YB.K,O,MPB.K,HP30.K) 
08000 A FYLD.K=VY1.K+VY2.K+VY3.K+VY4.K+VY5.K+VY6.K-AYLD.K-BYLD.K-CYLD.K-DYLD 
08010 Xl .K-EYLD.K 
08020 A YHR.K=YHR1+<YHR1*YHR2> 
08030 A YHF.K=YHF1+<YHF1*YHF2> 
08040 A YM.K=YN1+CYM1*YM2> 
08050 A YC.K=YC1+CYC1*YC2) 
08060 A YS.K=YS1+CYS1*YS2) 
08070 A YB.K=YB1+CYB1*YB2> 
08080 NOTE LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY PER DAY 
08090 A OLP1.K=CLif<LPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP9.K> 
08100 A ULP2.K=CLIP<LPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP9.K> 
08110 A OLP3.K=CLIPCLPM.K,O,MPM.K,MP9.K) 
08120 A OLP4.K=CLIPCLPC.K,O~MPC.K,MP9.K) 
08130 A OLP5.K=CLIP<LPS.K,O.MPS.K,MP9.K) 
08140 A OLP6.K=CLIP<LPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP9.K) 
08150 A ACPLP.K=OLP1.K+QLP2.K+OLP3.K+OLP4.K+QLP5.K+OLP6.K 
08160 A RLP1.K=CLIP(LPHR~K.O,MPHR.K.MP17.K> 
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08170 A RLP2.K=CLIP<LPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP17.K> 
08180 A RLP3.K=CLIP<LPM.K,O,MPM.K,MP17.K) 
08190 A RLP4.K=CLIP<LPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP17.K> 
08200 A RLP5.K=CLIP<LPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP17.K> 
08210 A RLP6.K=CLIP<LPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP17.K> 
08220 A BCPLP.K=RLP1.K+RLP2.K+RLP3.K+RLP4.K+RLP5.K+RLP6.K-ACPLP.K 
08230 A SLP1.K=CLIP<LPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP23.K> 
08240 A SLP2.K=CLIP<LPHF.K,O,MPHF.K.MP23.K> 
08250 A SLP3.K=CLIP<LPH.K,O,HPM.K,MP23.K> 
08260 A SLP4.K=CLIP<LPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP23.K> 
08270 A SLP5.K=CLIP<LPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23.K) 
08280 A SLP6.K=CLIP<LPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP23.K> 
08290 A CCPLP.K=SLP1.K+SLP2.K+SLP3.K+SLP4.K+SLP5.K+SLP6.K-ACPLP.K-BCPLP.K 
08300 A TLP1.K=CLIP<LPHR.K,O,HPHR.K,HP27.K> 
08310 A TLP2.K=CLIP<LPHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP27.K> 
08320 A TLP3.K=CLIP<LPH.K,O,MPH.K,MP27.K> 
08330 A TLP4.K=CLIP<LPC.K,O,HPC.K,HP27.K) 
08340 A TLP5.K=CLIP<LPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP27.K> 
08350 A TLP6.K=CLIP<LPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP27.K> 
08360 A DCPLP.K=TLP1.K+TLP2.K+TLP3.K+TLP4.K+TLP5.K+TLP6.K-ACPLP.K-BCPLP.K-CC 
08370 X1 PLP.K 
08380 A ULPt.K=CLIPCLPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP29.K) 
08390 A ULP2.K=CLIP(LPHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP29.K> 
08400 A ULP3.K=CLIP<LPM.K,O,MPM.K,MP29.K) 
08410 A ULP4.K=CLIP<LPC.K,O,HPC.K,MP29.K> 
08420 A ULP5.K=CLIP<LPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP29.K) 
08430 A ULP6.K=CLIP<LPB.K,O,HPB.K,HP29.K> 
OS440 A ECPLP.K=ULP1.K+ULP2.K+ULPJ.K+ULP4.K+ULP5.K+ULP6.K-ACPLP.K-BCPLP.K-CC 
08450 X1 PLP.K-DCPLP.K 
08460 A VLP1.K=CLIP<LPHR.K,O,HPHR.K,MP30.K> 
08470 A VLP2.K=CLIP(LPHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP30.K> 
08480 A VLP3.K=CLIP<LPM.K,O,MPN.K,MP30.K> 
08490 A VLP4.K=CLIP(LPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP30.K> 
08500 A VLP5.K=CLIP<LPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP30.K> 
08510 A . VLP6.K=CLIP<LPB.K,O,HPB.K,MP30.K> 
08520 A FCPLP.K=VLP1.K+VLP2.K+VLP3.K+VLP4.K+ULP5.K+VLP6.K-ACPLP.K-BCPLP.K-CC 
08530 Xl PLP.K-DCPLP.K-ECPLP.K 
08540 A LPHR.K=LPHR1+<LPHR1*LPHR2) 
08550 A LPHF.K=LPHF1+CLPHF1*LPHF2> 
08560 A LPN.K=LPM1+CLPM1*LPM2> 
08570 A LPC.K=LPC1+<LPCl*LPC2J 
08580 A LPS.K=LPS1+CLPS1*LPS2> 
08590 A LPB.K=LPB1+(LPB1*LPB2) 
08600 NOTE FINISH PRODUCT PRICE PER POUND 
08610 A OFP1.K=CLIP<FPHR.K,O,MPHR.~,MP9.K) 
08620 A OFP2.K=CLIP<FPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP9.K> 
08630 A OFP3.K=CLIP<FPM.K,O,MPM.K.HP9.K> 
08640 A OFP4.K=CLIP<FPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP9.K> 
08650 A OFP5.K=CLIP(FPS.K,O,HPS.K.MP9.K) 
08660 A OFP6.K=CLIPCFPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP9.K) 
08670 A ACFG.K=OFP1.K+GFP2.K+QFP3.K+OFP4.K+QFP5.K+QFP6.K 
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- ~- -0868 0 A RFP1.K=CL!P(FPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP17.K> 
0869 0 A RFP2.K=C L!P(FPHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP17.K> 
087 00 A RFP3.K=CLIP <FPM.K,O~MPM.K,MP17.K) 
08710 A RFP4.K=CLIP <FPC.K,O,HPC.K,MP17.K> 
08720 A RFP5.K=CLIP<FPS.K,O,HPS.K,MP17.K) 
08730 A RFP6.K=CLIP<FPB.K,O,HPB.K,MP17.K> 
08740 A BCFG.K=RFP1.K+RFP2.K+RFP3. K+RFP4.K+RFP5.K+RFP6.K-ACFG.K 
08750 A SFP1.K=CLIP<FPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP23.K> 
08760 A SFP2.K=CL!P(FPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP23.K> 
08770 A SFP3.K=CL IP<FPM.K,O,MPH.K, MP23.K) 
08780 A SFP4.K=CLIP<FPC.K,O,MPC.K,HP23. K> 
08790 A SFP5.K=CLIP<FPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23. K) 
08800 A SFP6.K=CLIP<FPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP23.K> 
08810 A CCFG.K=SFP1.K+SFP2.K+SFP3.K+SFP4.K+SFP5.K+SFP6.K-ACFG.K-BCFG.K 
08820 A TFP1.K=CLIP<FPHR~K,O,MPHR.K,MP27.K> 
08830 A TFP2.K=CLIP<FPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP27.K> 
08840 A TFP3.K=C LI P<FPH.K,O,MPH.K,MP27.K> 
08850 A TFP4.K=CLIP(FPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP27.K> 
08860 A TFP5.K=CLIP<FPS.K,O,HPS.K,HP27.K> 
08870 A TFP6.K=CLIP<FPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP27.K> 
08880 A DCFG.K=TFP1.K+TFP2.K+TFP3.K+TFP4.K+TFP5.K+TFP6.K-ACFG.K-BCFG.K-CCFG. 
08890 X1 K 
08900 A UFP1.K=CL IP< FPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP29.K> 
08910 A UFP2.K=CLI P<FPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP29.K> 
08920 A UFP3.K=CLIP<FPH.K,O,MPH.K, MP29.K> 
08930 A UFP4.K=CLIP<FPC.K,O,MPC.K,HP29.K> 
08940 A UFP5.K=C LIP<FPS. K,O,HPS.K,MP29. K> 
08950 A UFP6.K=CLIP<FPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29. K> 
08960 A ECFG.K=UFP1.K+UFP2.K+UFP3.K+UFP4.K+UFP5.K+UFP6.K-ACFG.K-BCFG.K-CCFG. 
08970 X1 K-DCFG.K 
08980 A VFP1.K=CLIP<FPHR.K,O,MPHR.K~ MP30.K) 
08990 A VFP2.K=CLIP<FPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP30.K> 
09000 A VFP3.K=CLIP<FPM.K,O,HPM.K,HP30.K} 
09010 A VFP4.K =CLIP<FPC.K,O,HPC.K,MP30.K> 
09020 A VFP5. K=CLIP<FPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP30.K> 
09030 A VFP6. ~=CLIPCFPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP30.K> 
09040 A FCFG.K=VFPl.K+VFP2.K+VFP3.K+VFP4.K+VFP5.K+VFP6.K-ACFG.K-BCFG.K-CCFG. 
09050 X1 K-DCFG.K-ECFG.K 
09060 A FPHR.K=FPHR1+<FPHR1 *FPHR2> 
09070 A FPHF.K=FPHF1+<FPHF1*FPHF2> 
09080 A FPH.K=FPM1+<FPM1*FPM2> 
09090 A FPC.K=FPC1+CFPC1*FPC2) 
09100 A FPS.K=FPS1+<FPS1 *FPS2> 
09110 A FPB.K=FPB1+ CFPB1*FPB2> 
09120 NOTE QUANTITY OF PACKAGING MATERIAL 
09130 A OOP1.K=CLIP(QPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP9.K> 
09140 A OQP2.K=CLIP (OPHF. K,O,HPHF.K,MP9.K> 
09150 A OOP3.K=CLIPCOPM.K~O,MPM.K,HP9.K) 
09160 A OOP4.K=CLIP<OPC. K,O ,MPC.K,MP9.K) 
09170 A OOP5.K=CLIP<OPS. K ~O~MPS.K.MP9.K) 
09180 A OQP6.K=CLIP<GPB.K,O,MPB.K.MP9.K) 
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09190 A APGOC.K=OOP1.K+OOP2.K+QQP3.K+QQP4.K+OQP5.K+OGP6.K 
09200 A ROP1 .K=CLIP<OPHR.K~O,MPHR.K,HP17.K> 
09210 A RQP2.K=CLIPCOPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP17.K) 
09220 A ROP3.K=CLIP<OPH.K,O,MPH.K,MP17.K> 
09230 A RQP4. K=CLIPCQPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP17.KJ 
09240 A ROP5.K=CLIP<OPS.K,O,MPS.K,HP17.K> 
09250 A ROP6.K=CLIP<OPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP17.K) 
09260 A BPGQC.K=RQP1.K+ROP2.K+ROP3.K+ROP4.K+ROP5.K+RQP6.K-APGOC.K 
09270 A SQPl .K=CLIP<OPHR.K , O,MPHR.K,MP23.K> 
09280 A SOP2.K=CLIP<OPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP23.K) 
09290 A SOP3.K=CLIPCQPH.K,O,HPH.K,MP23.K> 
09300 A SOP4.K=CLIPCOPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP23.K> 
09310 A SOP5.K=CLIPCOPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23.K) 
09320 A SQP6.K=CLIPCQPB.K,O.HPB.K,HP23.KJ 
09330 A CPGOC.K=SOP1.K+SOP2.K+SOP3.K+SQP4.K+SQP5.K+SOP6.K-APGOC.K-BP~C.K 
09340 A TOP1.K=CLIP<OPHR.K,O,MPHR.K;HP27.K> 
09350 A TQP2.K=CLIP<OPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP27.K) 
09360 A TOP3.K=CLIP < OPM.K,O,MPH.K~MP27.K> 
09370 A TOP4.K=CLIP<OPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP27.K> 
09380 A TOP5.K=CLIP<OPS.K,O,HPS.K,MP27.K> 
09390 A TOP6.K=CLIP<OPB.K,O,HPB.K,HP27.KJ 
09400 A DPGOC.K=TQP1.K+TOP2.K+TQP3.K+TOP4.K+TOP5.K+TOP6.K-APGOC.K-BP~C.K-CP 
09410 Xl GOC.K 
09420 A UOP1.K=CLIP<OPHR.K,O, MP HR.K,HP29.K> 
09430 A UOP2.K=CLIP<OPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP29.KJ 
09440 A UOP3.K=CLIP<OPM.K,O,MPH.K,MP29.K) 
09450 A UOP4.K=CLIP<OP~.K,O,MPC.K,MP29.K> 
09460 A UOP5.K=CLIP<OPS.K,O,HPS.K,MP29.K> 
09470 A UOP6.K=CLIP<OPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29.K> 
09480 A EPGOC.K=UOP1.K+UOP2.K+UOP3.K+UOP4.K+UOPS.K+UOP6.K-APGOC.K-BPGUC.K-CP 
09490 Xl GOC.K-DPGOC.K 
09500 A VOP1.K=CLIP<OPHR.K,O,HPHR.K,MP30.K> 
09510 A VOP2.K=CLIP<OPHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP30.K> 
09520 A VOP3.K=CLIP<OPM.K,O,MPM.K,MP30.K) 
09530 A VOP4.K=CLIPCQPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP30.K> 
09540 A VOP5.K=CLIPCOPS.K,O,MPS.K~MP30.K) 
09550 A VQP6.K=Cl!P(OPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP30.K> 
09560 A FPGOC.K=VOP1.K+VOP2.K+VOP3.K+VOP4.K+VQPS.K+VQP6.K-APGOC.K-BPGRC.K-CP 
09570 Xl GOC.K-DPGGC.K-EPGOC.K 
09580 A OPHR.K=PULSE(QUAHR,70,300) 
09590 A OPHF.K=PULSE<OUAHF,45,150) 
09600 A OPM.K=PULSE<OUAM,145,300) 
09610 A OPC.K=PULSE<OUAC,70,300) 
09620 A OPS.K=PULSECOUAS,145,300> 
09630 A OPB.K=PULSE<OUAB,195,300) 
09640 NOTE VALUE OF PACKAGING MATERIAL PER POUND 
09650 A OVP1 .K=CLIP<VPHR.K,O,MPHR.K.MP9.K) 
09660 A OVP2.K=CLIP<VPHF.K,O~MPHF.K,MP9.K> 
09670 A OVP3.K=CLIPCVPM.K,O.MPM.K.HP9.K> 
09680 A OVP4.K=CLIPCVPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP9.K) 
09690 A OUP5.K=CLIP<VPS.K,O,MPS.K~MP9.K> 
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09700 A OVP6.K=CL!P(VPB .~,O,MPB.K,MP9.K) 
09710 A ACPG.K=QVPt .K+OVP2.K+QVP3.~+0VP4.K+QVP5.K+OVP6.K 
09 720 A RVP1.K=CLIP<V PH R.K,O,MPHR.K,MP17.K> 
09730 A RVP2.K=CLIP<VPHF.K,O,MPHF.K.MP17.K) 
09740 A RVP3.K=CLIP<VPM.K,O,MPM.K,MP17.Kl 
09750 A RVP4.K=CLIP<VPC. K,O,MPC.K,MP17.K> 
09760 A RVPS.K=CLIP<VPS.K,O,MPS.K,HP17.K> 
09770 A RVP6.K=CLIP<VP9.K,O,MPB.K,HP17.K> 
09780 A BCPG.K=RVP1.K+RVP2.K+RVP3.K+RVP4.K+RVP5.K+RVP6.K-ACPG.K 
09790 A SVP1.K=CLIP<VPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP23.K) 
09800 A SVP2.K=CLIPCVPHF.K,O,MPHF. K.MP23.K) 
09810 A SVP3.K=CLIP<VPH.K,O,HPM.K,MP23.K> 
09820 A SVP4.K=CLIP<VPC.K,O~MPC.K,MP23.K) 
09830 A SVP5.K=CLIP<VPS.K,O,HPS.K,MP23.K) 
09840 A SVP6.K=CLIP<VPB.K,O,MPB.K~MP23.K> 
09850 A CCPG.K=SVP1.K+SVP2.K+SVP3.K+SVP4.K+SVP5.K+SVP6.K-ACP6.K-BCPG.K 
09860 A TVP1.K=CLIP<VPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP27.K> 
09870 A TVP2.K=CLIP<VPHF.K,O,MPHF.K~MP27.K> 
09880 A TVP3.K=CLIP<VPH.K,O,MPH.K,MP27.K> 
09890 A TVP4.K=CLIP<VPC.K,O,MPC.K,HP27.K> 
09900 A TVP5.K=CLIP<VPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP27.K> 
09910 A DCPG.K=TVP1.K+TVP2.K+TVP3.K+TVP4.K+TVP5.K+TVP6.K-ACP6.K-BCPG.K-CCP6. 
09920 Xl K 
09930 A TVP6.K=CLIPCVPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP27.K> 
09940 A UVP1.K=CLIPCVPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP29.K> 
09950 A UVP2.K=CLIPCVPHF.K,O,MPHF.K, HP 29.Kl 
09960 A UVP3.K=CLIPCVPM.K,O,MPM.K,MP29.K) 
09970 A UVP4.K=CLIP<VPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP29.K> 
09980 A UVP5.K=CLIP<VPS.K,O,HPS.K,HP29.K) 
09990 A UVP6.K=CLIP<VPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29.Kl 
10000 A ECPG.K=UVP1.K+UVP2.K+UVP3.K+UVP4.K+UVP5.K+UVP6.K-ACP6.K-BCPG.K-CCPG. 
10010 Xl K-DCPG.K 
10020 A VVP1.K=CLIP<VPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP30.K) 
10030 A VVP2.K=CLIPCVPHF. K ,O,HPHF.K~MP30.K) 
10040 A VVP3.K=CLIP<VPM.K,O,MPH.K,MP30.K) 
10050 A VVP4.K=CLIP<VPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP30.K> 
10060 A VVP5.K=CLIPCVPS.K,O,MPS.K,HP30.K) 
10070 A VVP6.K=CLIP<VPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP30.K> 
10080 A FCPG.K=VVP1 .K+VVP2.K+VVP3.K+VVP4.K+VVP5.K+VVP6.K-ACPG.K-BCPG.K-CCPG. 
10090 X1 K-DCPG.K-ECPG.K 
10100 A VPHR.K=VPHR1+CVPHR1•VPHR2> 
10110 A VPHF.K=VPHF1+CVPHF1*VPHF2> 
10120 A VPM.K=VPM1+<VPM1*VPM2> 
10130 A VPC.K=VPC1+<VPC1*VPC2> 
10140 A VPS.K=UPS1+<VPS1•VPS2> 
10150 A VPB.K=VPF1+(VPB1 *V PB2> 
10160 NOTE RA~ MATERIAL PRICE PER POUND 
10170 A ORP1.K=CLIP (RPHR.K, O,MPHR.K,MP9.K) 
10180 A ORP2.K=CLIP<RPHF.K .O~ MPHF.K,MP9.K) 
10 190 A ORP3.K=CLIP<RPM.K,O,MPM.K,MP9.K) 
10200 A ORP4. K=CLIP<RPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP9.K) 
10210 A 
10220 
10230 
10240 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
10250 
10260 
10270 
10280 
10290 
10300 A 
10310 A 
10320 A 
10330 
10340 
10350 
10360 
10370 
10380 
10390 
10400 
10410 
10420 
10430 
10440 
10450 
10460 
10470 
10480 
10490 
10500 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
Xt 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
X1 
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ORP5.K=CLIP<RPS.K,O,MPS.K.MP9.K) 
ORP6.K=CLIPCRPB.K,O,MPB.K.MP 9 .K> 
ACRM.K=ORP1.K+GRP2.K+QRP3~K+QRP4.~+QRP5.K+QRP6.K 
RRP1.K=CLIPCRPHR.K,O,MPHR.K.MP17.K> 
RRP2.K=CLIP<RPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP17.K) 
RRP3.K=CLIP<RPM.K,O,HPM.K,MP17.K> 
RRP4.K=CLIP<RPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP17.K) 
RRP5.K=CLIP<RPS.K,O,HPS.K,HP17.K> 
RRP6.K=CLIP<RPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP17.K> 
BCRM.K=RRP1.K+RRP2.K+RRP3.K+RRP4.K+RRP5.K+RRP6.K-ACRH.K 
SRP1.K=CLIP<RPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP23.K> 
SRP2.K=CLIPCRPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP23.K> 
SRP3.K=CLIP<RPH.K,O,MPH.K,MP23.K> 
SRP4.K=CLIP<RPC.K,O,MPC.K,HP23.K) 
SRPS.K=CLIP<RPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23.K> 
SRP6.K=CLIP<RPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP23.K) 
CCRM.K=SRP1.K+SRP2.K+SRP3.K+SRP4.K+SRP5.K+SRP6.K-ACRM.K-BCRM.K 
TRPt.K=CLIP<RPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP27.K> 
TRP2.K=CLIP<RPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP27.K> 
TRP3.K=CLIP<RPM.K,O,MPH.K,MP27.K) 
TRP4.K=CLIP<RPC.K,O,HPC.K,HP27.K> 
TRPS.K=CLIP<RPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP27.K> 
TRP6.K=CLIP<RPB.K,O,HPB.K,HP27.K) 
DCRM.K=TRP1.K+TRP2.K+TRP3.K+TRP4.K+TRP5.K+TRP6.K-ACRM.K-BCRM.K-CCRH. 
K 
URP1.K=CLIP<RPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP29.K) 
URP2.K=CLIP<RPHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP29.K> 
URP3.K=CLIP<RPH.K,O,HPH.K,MP29.K) 
URP4.K=CLIP<RPC.K,O,MPC.K,MP29.K> 
URP5.K=CLIPCRPS.K,O,MPS.K,MP29.K> 
URP6.K=CLIP<RPB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29.K) 
ECRM.K=URP1.K+URP2.K+URP3.K+URP4.K+URP5.K+URP6.K-ACRM.K-BCRM.K-CCRH. 
K-DCRH.K 
10510 
10520 
10530 
10540 A VRP1.K=CLIP<RPHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP30.K) 
A VRP2.K=CLIP<RPHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP30.K> 
A VRP3.K=CLIP<RPM.K,O,MPM.K,HP30.K> 
10550 
10560 
10570 
10580 
10590 
10600 
10610 
10620 
10630 
10640 
10650 
10660 
10670 
10680 
10690 A 
10700 A 
10710 A 
A VRP4.K=CLIP<RP C.K,O,MPC.K,MP30.K> 
A VRPS.K=CLIP<RPS.K,O.MPS.K,HP30.K) 
A VRP6.K=CLIP<RPB.K,O,MPB.K,HP30.K> 
A FCRH.K=VRP1.K+VRP2.K+VRP3.K+VRP4.K+VRP5.K+VRP6.K-ACRM.K-BCRM.K-CCRH. 
Xt K-DCRM.K-ECRH.K 
A RPHR.K=RPHR1+<RPHR1*RPHR2> 
A RPHF.K=RPHF1+<RPHF1*RPHF2> 
A RPM.K=RPM1+<RPM1*RPM2) 
A RPC.K=RPC1+(RPC1*RPC2> 
A RPS.K=RPS1+CRPS1•RPS2) 
A RPB.K=RPB1+CRPB1*RPB2) 
NOTE LABOUR COST PER DAY 
OLC1.K=CLIP<LCHR.K,O,HPHR.~,MP9.K> 
OLC2.K=CLIP(LCHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP9.K) 
OLC3.K=CLIP<LCM.K,O~MPM.K,MP9.K> 
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10720 A OLC4.K=CLIP<LCC.K,O,HPC.K,MP9.K> 
10730 A OLC5.~=CLIP<LCS.K,O,MPS.K,MP9.K> 
10740 A QLC6.K=CLIP<LCB.K,O,MPB.K~MP9.K) 
10750 A ACUR.K=QLC1.K+OLC2.K+OLC3.K+OLC4.K+QLC5.K+QLC6.K 
10760 A RLC1.K=CLIPCLCHR.K,O,HPHR.K,MP17.K> 
10770 A RLC2.K=CLIP<LCHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP17.K> 
10780 A RLC3.K=CLIP<LCH.K,O,HPH.K,MP17.K> 
10790 A RLC4.K=CLIP<LCC.K,O,MPC.K~MP17.K> 
10800 A RLC5.K=CLIP<LCS.K,O,HPS.K,HP17.K> 
10810 A RLC6.K=CLIPCLCB.K,O,MPB.K,MP17.K> 
10820 A BCUR.K=RLC1.K+RLC2.K+RLC3.K+RLC4.K+RLC5.K+RLC6.K-ACWR.K 
10830 A SLC1.K=CLIP<LCHR.K,O,HPHR.K,MP23.K> 
10840 A SLC2.K=CLIP<LCHF.K,O,HPHF.K,MP23.K) 
10850 A SLC3.K=CLIP<LCM.K,O,MPM.K,MP23.K> 
10860 A SLC4.K=CLIP<LCC.K,O,MPC.K,MP23.K) 
10870 A SLC5.K=CLIPCLCS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23.K> 
10880 A SLC6.K=CLIPCLCB.K,O,MPB.K,MP23.K> 
10890 A CCUR.K=SLC1.K+SLC2.K+SLC3.K+SLC4.K+SLC5.K+SLC6.K-ACWR.K-BCWR.K 
10900 A TLC1.K=CLIP<LCHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP27.K> 
10910 A TLC2.K=CLIP<LCHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP27.K> 
10920 A TLC3.K=CLIP<LCM.K,O,MPM.K,MP27.K> 
10930 A TLC4.K=CLIP<LCC.K,O,MPC.K,MP27.K> 
10940 A TLC5.K=CLIP<LCS.K,O,MPS.K,MP27.K> 
10950 A TLC6.K=CLIP(LCB.K,O,MPB.K,MP27.K> 
10960 A DCWR.K=TLC1.K+TLC2.K+TLC3.K+TLC4.K+TLC5.K+TLC6.K-ACWR.K-BCUR.K-CCWR. 
10970 X1 K 
10980 A ULC1.K=CLIP<LCHR.K,O,NPHR.K,MP29.K> 
10990 A ULC2.K=CLIP<LCHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP29.K) 
11000 A ULC3.K=CLIPCLCM.K,O,MPM.K,MP29.K> 
11010 A ULC4.K=CLIP<LCC.K,O,MPC.K,MP29.K) 
11020 A ULC5.K=CLIPCLCS.K,O,MPS.K,MP29.K> 
11030 A ULC6.K=CLIP<LCB.K,O,HPB.K,HP29.K) 
11040 A ECUR.K=ULC1.K+ULC2.K+ULC3.K+ULC4.K+ULC5.K+ULC6.K-ACWR.K-BCWR.K-CCUR. 
11050 X1 K-DCUR.K 
11060 A VLC1.K=CLIP<LCHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP30.K> 
11070 A VLC2.K=CLIPCLCHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP30.K> 
11080 A VLC3.K=CLIP<LCN.K,O,MPN.K,MP30.K> 
11090 A VLC4.K=CLIP<LCC.K,O,MPC.K.MP30.KJ 
11100 A VLCS.K=CLIPCLCS.K,O,MPS.K,MP30.K) 
11110 A VLC6.K=CLIP<LCB.K,O.MPB.K~MP30.K> 
11120 A FC~R.K=VLC1.K+VLC2.K+VLC3.K+VLC4.K+VLC5.K+VLC6.K-ACWR.K-BCWR.K-CCUR. 
11130 X1 K-DCWR.K-ECWR.K 
11140 A LCHR.K=LCHR1+<LCHR1*LCHR2> 
11150 A LCHF.K=LCHFl+(LCHF1*LCHF2/ 
11160 A LCM.K=LCM1+<LCMl*LCM2) 
11170 A LCC.K=LCC1+(LCC1*LCC2) 
11180 A LCS.K=LCS1+CLCS1tLC52) 
J1190 A LCB.K=LCB1+CLCB1*LCB2) 
11200 NOTE ORDER INPUT PER DAY 
11210 A 001 .K=CLIP<OHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP?.K> 
11220 A 002.K=CLIP(OHF.K,O,MPHF.~,MP9.K> 
11 230 A 
11240 A 
11 250 A 
11 260 A 
11270 A 
11280 A 
11290 A 
11300 A 
11310 A 
11320 A 
11330 A 
11340 A 
11350 A 
11360 A 
11370 A 
11380 A 
11390 A 
11400 A 
11410 A 
11420 A 
11430 A 
11440 A 
11450 A 
11460 A 
11470 A 
11480 A 
11490 A 
11500 A 
11510 A 
11520 A 
11530 A 
11540 A 
11550 A 
11560 X1 
11570 A 
11580 A 
11590 A 
11600 A 
11610 A 
11620 A 
11630 A 
11640 X1 
11650 A 
11 660 T 
11670 A 
11 680 T 
11690 X 
1 t 700 A 
1 t 71 0 T 
11 720 X 
11730 A 
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G03.K=CLIPCOM.K,O,MPM. K.MP9.K) 
004.K=CLIP<OC.K,O,MPC. K,MP9.K> 
G05.K=CLIP<OS.K,O,HPS.K,MP9.K> 
006.K=CLIPCOB.K,O,MPB.K,MP9.K) 
AOLD.K=001.K+Q02. K+G03.K+Q04.K+G05.K+Q06.K 
R01.K=CLIP<OHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP17.K> 
R02.K=CLIPCOHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP17.K> 
R03.K=CLIP<OM.K,O,MPM.K,MPt7.K> 
R04.K=CLIPCOC.K,O,HPC.K,MP17.K) 
R05.K=CLIP<OS.K,O,MPS.K,HP17.K> 
R06.K=CLIP<OB.K,O,MPB.K,MP17.K> 
BOLD.K=R01.K+R02.K+R03.K+R04.K+R05.K+R06.K-AOLD.K 
S01.K=CLIPCOHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP23.K> 
S02.K=CLIP<OHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP23.K> 
S03.K=CLIP<OM.K,O,HPM.K,HP23.K> 
S04.K=CLIP<OC.K,O,KPC.K,HP23.K) 
S05.K=CLIPCOS.K,O,MPS.K,MP23.K) 
S06.K=CLIPCOB.K,O,MPB.K,MP23.K> 
COLD.K=S01.K+S02.K+S03.K+S04.K+S05.K+S06.K-AOLD.K-BOLD.K 
T01.K=CLIPCOHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP27.K> 
T02.K=CLIPCOHF.K,O,MPHF.K,HP27.K) 
T03.K=CLIPCOM.K,O,MPM.K,KP27.K> 
T04.K=CLIP<OC.K,O,MPC.K,MP27.~> 
T05.K=CLIPCOS.K,O,MPS.K,MP27.K> 
T06.K=CLIPCOB.K,O,MPB.K ,HP27.K) 
DOLD.K=T01.K+T02.K+T03.K+T04.K+T05.K+T06.K-AOLD.K-BOLD.K-COLD.K 
U01.K=CLIPCOHR.K,O,MPHR.K,MP29.K) 
U02.K=CLIP<OHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP29.K> 
U03.K=CLIPCOM.K,O,MPM.K,MP29.K> 
U04.K=CLIP<OC.K,O,MPC.K,MP29.K> 
U05.K=CLIP<OS.K,O,MPS.K,MP29.K) 
U06.K=CLIPCOB.K,O,MPB.K,MP29.K> 
EOLD.K=U01.K+U02.K+U03.K+U04.K+U05.K+U06.K-AOLD.K-BOLD.K-COLD.K-DOLD 
.K 
V01.K=CLIP<OHR.K,O,MPHR.K,HP30.K> 
V02.K=CLIPCOHF.K,O,MPHF.K,MP30.K> 
V03.K=CLIP<OM.K,O,HPM.K,MP30.K) 
V04.K=CLIPCOC.K,O,HPC.K,HP30.K> 
V05.K=CLIP<OS.K,O,MPS.K,KP30.KJ 
V06.K=CLIPCOB.K,O,MPB.K,MP30.K> 
FOLD.K=V01.K+V02.K+V03.K+V04.K+V05.K+V06.K-AOLD.K-BOLD.K-COLD.K-DOLD 
.1<-EOLD.K 
OHR.K=TABLECTABOHR,TIME.K,0,300,25J 
TABOHR=0/1000/1200/2000/2500/1900/1500/1300/1300/2000/1600/1500/1000 
OHF.K=TABLECTABOHF,TIME.K,0~300,25) 
TABOHF=0/7500/8000/8500/9000/7000/10000/12000/10000/8000/7000/5000/50 
00 
OH.K=TABLE<TABOM,TIME.K,0,300,25) 
TABOH=0/7500/8000/8500/9000 /70 00/10000/12000/10000/8000/7000/5000/50 
00 
OC.K=TABLE<TABOC,T IM E.K,0,300,25) 
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11740 T TABOC=0/8000/9000/10000/12000/11000/10000/9000/15000/10000/12000/900 
11750 X 0/5000 
11760 A OS.K=TABLE<TABOS,TIME.K,0,300,25) 
11770 T TABOS=0/7500/8000/8500/9000/7000/10000/12000/10000/8000/7000/5000/50 
11780 X 00 
11790 A OB.K=TABLECTABOB,TIME.K,0,300,25) 
11800 T TABOB=0/0/2000/3500/4000/3800/3300/2700/3500/3500/3000/500/100 
11810 NOTE E C 0 N 0 M I CAl S E C T 0 R 
11820 NOTE TOTAL SALES REVENUE 
11830 3R AFGR.KL=ASSP.JK*ACFG.K 
11840 3R BFGR.KL=BSSP.JK*BCFG.K 
11850 3R CFGR.KL=CSSP.JK•CCFG.K 
11860 3R DFGR.KL=DSSP.JK*DCFG.K 
11870 3R EFGR.KL=ESSP.JK*ECFG.K 
11880 3R FFGR.KL=FSSP.JK*FCFG.K 
11890 3R GFGR.KL=OSSP.JK*OCFG 
11900 3L AFGRP.K=AFGRP.J+<DT>(AFGR.JK-0> 
11910 3L BFGRP.K=BFGRP.J+CDT><BFGR.JK-0} 
11920 3l CFGRP.K=CFGRP.J+(DT><CFGR.JK-0) 
11930 3l DFGRP.K=DFGRP.J+CDT><DFGR.JK-0) 
11940 3L EFGRP.K=EFGRP.J+<DT><EFGR.JK-0> 
11950 3L FFGRP.K=FFGRP.J+<DT>CFFGR.JK-0> 
11960 3L OFGRP.K=OFGRP.J+<DT><OFGR.JK-0) 
11970 3N AFGRP=O 
11980 3N BFGRP=O 
11990 3N CFGRP=O 
12000 3N DFGRP=O 
12010 3N EFGRP=O 
12020 3N FFGRP=O 
12030 3N OFGRP=O 
12040 3A TRSP.K=AFGRP.K+BFGRP.K+CFGRP.K+DFGRP.K+EFGRP.K+FFGRP.K+OFGRP.K 
12050 NOTE TOTAL DIRECT PACKAGING MATERIAL COST 
12060 4R APGO.KL=APGOC.K*ACPG.K 
12070 4L APGS.K=APGS.J+CDT><APGO.JK-ACPGR.JK> 
12080 4N APGS=O 
12090 4R ACPGR.KL=<AMDP1.JK+AMDP2.JK>*ACPG.K 
12100 4L ACPGP.K=ACPGP.J+<DT><ACPGR.JK-0> 
12110 4N ACPGP=O 
12120 4R BPGO.KL=BPGOC.K*BCPG.K 
12130 4L BPGS.K=BPGS.J+(DT><BPGO.JK-BCPGR.JK> 
12140 4N BPGS=O 
12150 4R BCPGR.KL=CBMDPt.JK+BMDP2.JK)*BCPG.K 
12160 4L BCPGP.K=BCPGP.J+(DT>CBCPGR.JK-0} 
12170 4N BCPGP=O 
12180 4R CPGO.KL=CPGOC.K*CCPG.K 
12190 4L CPGS.K=CPGS.J+<DTlCCPGO.JK-CCPGR.JK) 
12200 4H CPGS=O 
12210 4R CCPGR.KL=CCMDP1.JK+CMDP2.JK>*CCPG.K 
12220 4L CCPGP.K=CCPGP.J+(DT><CCPGR.J~-0) 
12230 4N CCPGP=O 
12240 4R DPGQ.~L=LPGOC.K~DCPG.K 
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12250 4L DPGS.K=DPGS.J+(DT><DPGO.JK-DCPGR.JK> 
12260 4N DPGS=O 
12270 4R DCPGR.KL=CDMDP1 .JK+DMDP2.JK>~DCPG.K 
12280 4L DCPGP.K=DCPGP.J+(DT>CDCPGR.JK-0> 
12290 4N DCPGP=O 
12300 4R EPGO.KL=EPGOC.K*ECPG.K 
12310 4L EPGS.K=EPGS.J+<DT>CEPGO.JK-ECPGR:JK> 
12320 4N EPGS=O 
12330 4R ECPGR.KL=<EMDP1.JK+EMDP2.JK>*ECPG.K 
12340 4L ECPGP.K=ECPGP.J+CDT><ECPGR.JK-0) 
12350 4N ECPGP=O 
12360 4R FPGO.KL=FPGOC.K*FCPG.K 
12370 4L FPGS.K=FPGS.J+<DT><FPGO.JK-FCPGR.JK> 
12380 4N FPGS=O 
12390 4R FCPGR.KL=<FMDP1.JK+FMDP2.JK>*FCPG.K 
12400 4L FCPGP.K=FCPGP.J+<DT>CFCPGR.JK-0> 
12410 4N FCPGP=O 
12420 4A TCPGP.K=ACPGP.K+BCPGP.K+CCPGP.K+DCPGP.K+ECPGP.K+FCPGP.K 
12430 NOTE TOTAL DIRECT RAW MATERIAL COST 
12440 5R ACRMR.KL=ARMF.JK•ACRM.K 
12450 5R BCRMR.KL=BRMF.JK*BCRM.K 
12460 5R CCRMR.KL=CRMF.JK*CCRM.K 
12470 5R DCRMR.KL=DRMF.JK•DCRM.K 
12480 5R ECRMR.KL=ERMF.JK*ECRM.K 
12490 5R FCRMR.KL=FRMF.JK*FCRM.K 
12500 5L ACRMP.K=ACRMP.J+<DT><ACRHR.JK-0> 
12510 5L BCRMP.K=BCRMP.J+(DT><BCRMR.JK-0> 
12520 5L CCRMP.K=CCRMP.J+CDT)CCCRMR.JK-0> 
12530 5L DCRMP.K=DCRMP.J+<DT><DCRMR.JK-0> 
12540 5L ECRMP.K=ECRMP.J+CDT><ECRMR.JK-0) 
12550 5L FCRMP.K=FCRMP.J+CDT><FCRMR.JK-0) 
12560 5N ACRMP=O 
12570 5N BCRMP=O 
12580 5N CCRMP=O 
12590 5N DCRMP=O 
12600 5N ECRMP=O 
12610 5N FCRMP=O 
12620 5A TRHCP.K=ACRMP.K+BCRMP.K+CCRMP.K+DCRMP.K+ECRMP.K+FCRMP.K 
12630 NOTE TOTAL DIRECT LABOUR COST 
12640 6R ALCR.KL=ALNP.K•ACWR.K 
12650 6R BLCR.KL=BLNP.K*BCWR.K 
12660 6R CLCR.KL=CLNP.K*CCWR.K 
12670 6R DLCR.KL=DLNP.K*DCWR.K 
12680 6R ELCR.KL=ELNP.K*ECWR.K 
12690 6R FLCR.KL=FLNP.K*FCWR.K 
J2700 6L ALCP.K=ALCP.J+(DT><ALCR.JK-0) 
12710 6L BLCP.K=BLCP.J+CDT)CBLCR.JK-0> 
12720 6L CLCP.K=CLCP.J+(DT)(CLCR.JK-0) 
12730 6L DLCP.K=DLCP.J+CDTlCDLCR.JK-0) 
12740 6L ELCP.K=ELCP.J+<DT><ELCR.JK-0) 
12750 6L FLCP.K=FLCP.J+(D~)(FLCR.JK-0 > 
12760 6N ALCP=O 
12770 6N BLCP=O 
12780 6N CLCP=O 
12790 6N DLCP=O 
12800 6N ELCP=O 
12810 6N FLCP=O 
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12820 6A TLCP.K=ALCP.K+BLCP.K+CLCP.K+DLCP.K+ELCP.K+FLCP.K 
12830 NOTE IN~ENTORY VALUE 
12840 7A AIFN.K=AIAP.K*ACFG.K 
12850 7A BIFN.K=BIAP.K*BCFG.K 
12860 7A CIFN.K=CIAP.K*CCFG.K 
12870 7A DIFN.K=DIAP.K*DCFG.K 
12880 7A EIFN.K=EIAP.K*ECFG.K 
12890 7A FIFN.K=FIAP.K*FCFG.K 
12900 7A OIFN.K=HEAL.K*OCFG 
12910 7A VALFIN.K=AIFN.K+BIFN.K+CIFN.K+DIFN.K+EIFN.K+FIFN.K+OIFN.K 
12920 7A AIFR.K=ARHPF.K*ACRH.K+<ARHPF.K/CTCPL*ACPLP.K>>*ACWR.K 
12930 7A BIFR.K=BRHPF.K*BCRH.K+CBRHPF •• (/(TCPL*BCPLP.K>>*BCWR.K 
12940 7A CIFR.K=CRHPF.K*CCRH.K+<CRMPF.K/(TCPL*CCPLP.K>>*CCUR.K 
12950 7A DIFR.K=DRHPF.K*DCRH.K+<DRMPF.KI<TCPL*DCPLP.K>>*DCWR.K 
12960 7A EIFR.K=ERHPF.K~ECRH.K+<ERHPF.KI<TCPL*ECPLP.K>>*ECWR.K 
12970 7A FIFR.K=FRMPF.K*FCRH.K+<FRHPF •• (/(TCPL*FCPLP.K>>*FCUR.K 
12980 7A VALFZ.K=AIFR.K+BIFR.K+CIFR.K+DIFR.K+EIFR.K+FIFR.K 
12990 7A AIFS.K=ARMPL.K*ACRM.K 
13000 7A BIFS.K=BRMPL.K*BCRH.K 
13010 7A CIFS.K=CRMPL.K*CCRH.K 
13020 7A DIFS.K=DRHPL.K•DCRH.K 
13030 7A EIFS.K=ERHPL.K•ECRH.K 
13040 7A FIFS.K=FRMPL.K*FCRH.K 
13050 7A VALFR.K=AIFS.K+BIFS.K+CIFS.K+DIFS.K+EIFS.K+FIFS.K 
13060 7A VALIVU.K=VALFIN.K+VALFZ.K+VALFR.K 
13070 7A VALPG.K=APGS.K+BPGS.K+CPGS.K+DPGS.K+EPGS.K+FPGS.K 
13080 7A VALIV.K=VALFIN.K+VALFZ.K+VALFR.K+VALPG.K 
13090 NOTE LONG TERM LOAN 
13100 Sl BLTL.K=BLTL.J+CDT><O-CRPLTR.JK> 
13110 SN BLTL=IVOLT 
13120 SA NL.K=YRL*COHPL 
13130 SA IL.K=AINTL/COHPL 
13140 SA INTL.K=BLTL.K•IL.K 
13150 BA V.K=EXP<NL.K*LOGNC1+IL.K>> 
13160 SA U.K=<V.K-1)/(IL.K*V.K> 
13170 SA U.K=<IVOLT/U.K>-INTL.K 
13180 BA X.K=PULSE<U.K,X1t.K,X11.K> 
13190 BA X11.K=300/COMPL 
13200 BA CRPLT1.K=CLIP<O,X.K,O,BLTL.K> 
13210 8R CRPLTR.KL=CRPLTl.K 
13220 BL TLTDP.K=TLTDP.J+<DT><CRPLTR.JK-ATBP.JK) 
13230 BN TLTDP=O 
13240 SR ATBP.KL=O 
13250 BA INLTR1.K=PULSE<INTL.K,X11.K~X11.K) 
13260 8R INLTR.KL=INLTR1.K 
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13270 BL TINLTP.K=TINLTP.J+<DT><INLTR.JK-IATBP.JK> 
13280 8N TINL TP=O 
13290 BR IATBP.Kl=O 
13300 NOTE SHORT TERM FINANCING 
13310 9A BCAP.K=CLIP<CASHP.K,O,O,CASHP.K) 
13320 9A RATED.K=RATEY/YRDAY 
13330 9A BBL. K=CLIP<-BCAP.K,BLIMIT,BLIMIT,-BCAP.K> 
13340 9R INTDAY.KL=BBL.K *RATED.K 
13350 9L INTB.K=INTB.J+CDT><INTDAY.JK-INBLR.JK) 
13360 9N INTB=O 
13370 9A INBLR1.K=PULSE<INTB.K,24,25) 
13380 9R INBLR.KL=INBLR1 .K 
13390 9l TINBLP.K=TINBLP.J+<DT><INBLR.JK-0> 
13400 9N TINBLP=O 
13410 NOTE DEPRECIATION 
13420 lOR CNEP.KL=~ 
13430 10l BFAST.K=BFAST.J+CDT><CNEP.JK-DEPR.JK) 
13440 lON BFAST=EEE 
13450 lOA DEPRA.K=EEE/(LENGTT•COMY> 
13460 tOA COHY1.K=300/COMY 
13470 lOR DEPR.Kl=PULSE<DEPRA.K,23,COMY1.K) 
13480 10L TDEP.K=TDEP.J+(DT><DE PR .JK-0) 
13490 10N TDEP=O 
13500 NOTE TOTAL OVERHEAD ACCRUED FROM HEAD OFFICE 
13510 11A TOFOHI.K=PULSECCTOFOH,23,25) 
13520 11R TOFOHR.KL=TOFOHI.K 
13530 11L TOFOH.K=TOFOH.J +<DT> <T OFOHR.JK-0 > 
13540 11N TOFOH=O 
13550 NOTE TOTAL PRODUCTION EXPENSES 
13560 12R TPRDER.KL=PULSE<CTRODE,23,25> 
13570 12L TPRO DE.K=TPRODE.J+<DT><TPRDER.JK-0> 
13580 12N TPRODE=O 
13590 NOTE TOTAL SELLING EXPENSE 
13600 13A TSELI.K=PULSE<CTSLE,23,25> 
13610 13R TSELE.KL=TSELI.K 
13620 13L TSLE.K=TSLE.J+(DT><TSELE.JK-0> 
13630 13N TSLE=O 
13640 NOTE TOTAL ADMINSTRATION EXPENSE 
13650 14A TADMl.K=PULSE<CTADE,23,25> 
13660 14R TADME.KL=TADMI.K 
13670 14L TADE.K=TADE.J+(DT><TADME.JK-0> 
13680 14N TADE=O 
13690 NOTE CASH FLOW 
13700 16R RMIP.KL=CARMF.JKtACRM.K)+<BRMF.JKtBCRM.K>+<CRHF.JK*CCRM.K)+(DRHF.JK* 
13710 X1 DCRM.K>+<ERMF.JK*ECRM.K> +CFRMF.JK*FCRH.K> 
13720 16L APRM.K=APRM.J+CDT>CRM!P.JK-RMCEP.JK> 
13730 16N APRM=O 
13740 16R RMCEP.KL=APRM.K/DAPRM 
13750 16C DAPR M=l 
13760 16R PGIP.KL=CAPGOC.K*ACPG.K)+CBPGQC.K*BCPG.K>+CCPGQC.K•CCPG.K)+(DPGQC.K* 
13770 Xl DCPG.K>+CEPGOC.K *ECPG.K>+<FPGOC.K•FCPG.K> 
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13780 16l APPG.K=APPG.J+ <~7)CP GIP.JK-PGC EP.JK) 
13790 16N APPG=O 
13800 16R PGCEP.~ L= APPG. K ::~PPG 
1381 0 16C DAPPG=t 
13820 16R LCEP.Kl=(ALNP.K*A:U R.K)+CBLNP.K *BCWR.K)+CCLNP.K*CCWR.K>+CDLNP.K*DCUR 
13830 Xt .K)+(ELNP.K•ECU~ . K) +(flNP.K*FC~R.K> 
13940 16R TSAE.KL=TADMI.K+;SEL I.K 
13850 16R TFI XOH .KL=CRPLT 1.~+INLTR1.K+INBLRt .K+TAX3.K+DIV3.K+TOFOHI.K 
13860 16L ARP. K= ARP.J+<DT ) £TF GR.JK-FGCRP.JK) 
13870 t6N ARP=O 
13880 16R TFGR.KL=<ASSP.JK*ACF G.K)+CBSSP.JK*BCFG.K>+CCSSP.JK*CCFG.K>+<DSSP.JK* 
13890 X1 DCFG.K>+CESSP.JK•ECFG.K)+CFSSP.JK*FCFG.K)+(QSSP.JK*GCFG> 
13900 16R FGCRP.KL=DELAY3 (TfGR.JK,DARP> 
13910 16C DARP=12 
13920 16L CASHP.K=CASHP.J+ <D T> <FGCRP.JK-RMCEP.JK-LCEP.JK-TPRDER.JK-TSAE.JK-TFI 
13930 X1 XOH.JK-PGCEP.JK l 
13940 16N CASHP=CASHP1 
13950 NOTE PROFIT AND LOSS 
13960 18A GTHP.K=TRSP.K+VALIVU.K-CTRMCP.K+TLCP.K+TCPGP.K+TPRODE.K> 
13970 18A NPBT.K=GTHP.K-<TINBLP.K+TDEP.K+TOFOH.K+TADE.K+TINLTP.K+TSLE.K> 
13980 18A CNPBT.K=HAXCNPBT.K,O> 
13990 18A TTAXA.K=CNPBT.K*TRATE 
14000 18A TAXt.K=<AMOUNT•T TAX A.K>-TAXPAY.K 
14010 1BA TAX2.K=MAX<TAX1.K,O) 
14020 18A TAX3.K=PULSE<TAX2.K,24,25) 
14030 18R TAX.KL=TAX3.K 
14040 18L TAXPAY.K=TAXPAY.J+CDT>CTAX.JK-0> 
14050 18N TAXPAY=O 
14060 tBA DERITX.K=TTAXA.K-TAXPAY.K 
14070 tBA NPAT.K=NPBT.K-TTAXA.K 
14080 18A CNPAT.K=HAX<NPAT.K,O) 
14090 1BA TDIVA.K=CNPAT.K*DRATE 
14100 18A DIV1.K=<AMOUNT*TDIVA.K>-DIVPT.K 
14110 18A DIV2.K=MAX<DIV1.K,O> 
14120 1BA DIV3.K=PULSECDIV2.K,74,75) 
14130 18R DIV.KL=DIV3.K 
14140 1BL DIVPT.K=DIVPT.J+<DT><DIV.JK-0) 
14150 1SN DIVPT=O 
14160 18A DIVSPY.K=TDIVA.K-DIVPT.K 
14170 18A RETPRF.K=NPAT.K-TDIVA.K 
14180 NOTE LIABILITIES 
14190 19A ACPAY.K=APRM.K+APPG.K 
14200 19A CURLIB.K=ACPAY.K+DERITX.K+DIVSPY.K 
14210 19A SHRCAP.K=PREPSH.K+ORDSH.K 
14220 19A PREPSH.K=PRENSH*PRESHP 
14230 19A ORDSH.K=ORDNSH*ORDNSP 
14240 19A TLLIAB.K=CURLIB.K+BLTL.K+SHRCAP.K+RETPRF.K 
14250 NOTE ASSETS 
14260 20A CURAST.K=ARP.K+CASHP.K+VALIV.K 
14270 20A FIXAST.K=EEE-TDEP.K 
14230 20A TLAST.K=CURAST.K+FIXAST.K 
14290 NOTE I N P U T 
14300 NOTE 
14310 C ARR111=385 
14320 C ARR21=7700 
14330 NOTE 
14340 C BRR111=909 
14350 C BRR21=18180 
14360 C BRR511=909 
14370 C BRR61=18180 
14380 NOTE 
14390 C CRR111=1050 
14400 C CRR21=21000 
14410 NOTE 
14420 C DRR111=769 
14430 C DRR21=15380 
14440 NOTE 
14450 C ERR111=1050 
14460 C ERR21=21000 
14470 NOTE 
14480 C FRR11=18000 
14490 NOTE 
14500 C PHR1=40000 
14510 C PHF1=60000 
14520 C PH1=80000 
14530 C PC1=60000 
14540 C PS1=80000 
14550 C PB1=100000 
14560 C PHR2=0.00 
14570 C PHF2=0.00 
14580 C Pli2=0.00 
14590 C PC2=0.00 
14600 C PS2=0.00 
14610 C PB2=0.00 
14620 NOTE 
14630 C YHR1=0.22 
14640 C YHF1=0.45 
14650 C YH1=1.00 
14660 C YC1=0.33 
14670 C YS1=1.00 
14680 C YB1=0.90 
14690 C GYLD=0.75 
14700 C YHR2=0.00 
14710 C YHF2=0.00 
14720 C YH2=0.00 
14730 C YC2=0.00 
14740 C YS2=0.00 
14750 C YB2=0.00 
14760 C TYLD=0.10 
14770 NOTE 
14780 C LPHRi=410 
14790 C LPHF1=1300 
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C 0 N S T A N T S 
RAW MATERIAL INPUT CONSTANTS FOR SPECIE "HR" 
RAHF' I INC. APR.1-APR.24 I DEC. SEPT.7-SEF'T.30 
LINEAR PULSE APR.25-SEPT.6 
RAW MATERIAL INPUT CONSTANTS FOR SPECIE "HF" 
RAMP I INC. MAR.1-MAR.24 I DEC. MAY 7-HAY.30 
LINEAR PULSE MAR.25-MAY 6 
RAMP I INC. SEPT.t-SEPT.24 I DEC. NOV.7-NOV.30 
LINEAR PULSE SEPT.25-NOV.6 
RAW MATERIAL INPUT CONSTANTS FOR SPECIE "H 11 
RAMP I INC. JUNE 5-JUNE 30 I DEC. OCT.1-0CT.24 
LINEAR PULSE JULY 1-SEPT.30 
RAW MATERIAL INPUT CONSTANTS FOR SPECIE "C" 
RAMP I INC. APR.1-APR.24 I DEC. SEPT.7-SEPT.30 
LINEAR PULSE APR.25-SEPT.6 
RAlJ MATERIAL INPUT CONSTANTS FOR SPECIE "S" 
RAMP I INC. JULY 5-JULY 30 I DEC. NOV.1-NOV.24 
LINEAR PULSE AUG.1-0CT.31 
RAIJ MATERIAL INPUT CONSTANT FOR SPECIE 11 B" 
LINEAR PULSE SEPT.1-SEPT.30 
PRODUCTION CAPACITY CONSTANTS 
PRODUCTION CAPACITY FOR SPECIE "HR 11 
PRODUCTION CAPACITY FOR SPECIE "HF" 
PRODUCTION CAPACITY FOR SPECIE "H" 
PRODUCTION CAPACITY FOR SPECIE "C" 
PRODUCTION CAPACITY FOR SPECIE "S" 
PRODUCTIOn CAPACITY FOR SPECIE "B" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF SPECIE "HR" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF SPECIE "HF" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF SPECIE "M" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF SPE-CIE "C 11 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF SPECIE 11 S" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF SPECIE 11 B" 
YIELD CONSTANTS 
YIELD FOR SPECIE 11 HR" 
YIELD FOR SPECIE "HF" 
YIELD FOR SPECIE "M" 
YIELD FOR SPECIE "C" 
YIELD FOF: SPECIE "S" 
YIELD FOR SPECIE "B" 
YIELD OF FISH MEAL FROM FISH OFFAL 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF YIELD FOR "HR" . 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF YIELD FOR "HF" 
PERCENT AGE INCREASE OF YIELD FOR 11 M'' 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF YIELD FOR "C" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OF YIELD FOR "S" 
PERCENTAGE INCF:EASE OF YIELD FOR "B" 
ADDED YIELD DROP WHEN PROCESSING TRAWED FISH 
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY CONSTANTS 
LABOUR F'RODUCTI\'ITY FOR SPECIE "HF:" 
L A B 0 U R P F: 0 [I U C T I V I T Y F 0 R S F' E C I [ " H F " 
14800 C LPM1=1600 
14810 C LPC1=640 
14820 C LPS1=1600 
14830 C LPB1=250 
14840 C LPHR2=0.00 
14850 C LPHF2=0.00 
14860 C LPH2=0.00 
14870 C LPC2=0.00 
14880 C LPS2=0.00 
14890 C LPB2=0.00 
14900 C CPLPt=10000 
14910 C CPLP2=0.00 
14920 C TCPL=0.90 
14930 NOTE 
14940 C FPHR1=0.96 
14950 C FPHF1=0.41 
14960 C FPM1=0.15 
14970 C FPC1=1.00 
14980 C FPS1=0.27 
14990 C FPB1=0.72 
15000 C FPHR2=0.00 
15010 C FPHF2=0.00 
15020 C FPN2=0.00 
15030 C FPC2=0.00 
15040 C FPS2=0.00 
15050 C FPB2=0.00 
15060 C OCFG=.0025 
15070 NOTE 
15080 C OUAHR=250000 
15090 C OUAHF=425000 
15100 C OUAM=1400000 
15110 C OUAC=700000 
15120 C OUAS=2000000 
15130 C QUAB=460000 
15140 NOTE 
15150 C VPHR1=0.06 
15160 C VPHF1=0.05 
15170 C VPN1=0.02 
15180 C VPC1=0.05 
15190 C VPS1=0.03 
15200 C VPB1=0.04 
15210 C VPHR2=0.00 
15220 C VPHF2=0.00 
15230 C VPM2=0.00 
15240 C VPC2=0.00 
15250 C VPS2=0.00 
15260 C VPB2=0.00 
15270 NOTE 
15280 C RPHR1=0.12 
15290 C RPHF1=0.06 
15300 C RPM1=0.05 
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LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR SPECIE "H" 
LABOUR Pf<O DUCTIVITY FOR SPECIE "C'.' 
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR SPECIE "S" 
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR SPECIE "B" 
INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR "HR" 
INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR "HF" 
INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTH'ITY FOR "l't" 
INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOF: "C" 
INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR "S" 
INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR "B" 
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR FREEZING RAW MATERIAL 
INCREASE IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY FOR FREEZING 
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY PERCENT FOR TRAWED RAU MAT. 
FINISH PRODUCT PRICE CONSTANTS 
FINISH PRODUCT PRICE FOR SPECIE "HR" 
FINISH PRODUCT PF:ICE FOR SPECIE "HF" 
FINISH PRODUCT PRICE FOR SPECIE "M" 
FINISH PRODUCT PRICE FOR SPECIE "C" 
FINISH PRODUCT PRICE FOR SPECIE "S" 
FINISH PRODUCT PRICE FOR SPECIE "B" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FINISH PRICE SPECIE "HR" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FINISH PRICE SPECIE "HF" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FINISH PRICE SPECIE "M" 
PERCENTAGE INCF:EASE IN FINISH PRICE SPECIE "C" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FINISH PF:ICE SPECIE "S" 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FINISH PRICE SPECIE "B" 
FINISH PRODUCT PRICE FOR FISH MEAL 
QUANTITY OF PACKAGING MATERIAL CONSTANTS 
QUANTITY OF PACKAGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "HR" 
QUANTITY OF PACKAGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE · "HF" 
OUANTITY OF PAC.~AG ING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "H" 
QUANTITY OF PAC.~AG I NG MATER I A L FOR SPECIE "C 11 
QUANTITY OF PACKAGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "S" 
OUANTITY OF PAC.(AGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "B 11 
VALUE OF PACKAGING CONSTANTS 
VALUE OF PACKAGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "HR" 
VALUE OF PAC.~AGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "HF" 
VALUE OF F'AC.(AGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "H" 
VALUE 0 F PAC.( A G I N G MATER I A L F 0 R S P E C IE ., C " 
VALUE OF PAC.(AGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "S" 
VALUE OF PAC.{AGING MATERIAL FOR SPECIE "B" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN F'AC.(AG I NG MATERIAL "HR" 
PERCENT INC F;E ASE IN PACI<AGING MATERIAL "HF" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN PAC.(AGING MATERIAL "H" 
PER C EN T I NCR E AS E I N F' A C.( A G HI G M A T E F: I A L " C " 
PERCENT INC REASE IN PAC.(AGING MATERIAL "S" 
f'EF:CENT INCRE ASE IN PACKAGING MATEF:IAL "B" 
RAW MATERIAL PRICE CONSTANTS 
RAw MAT E R I A L F' F: I c E F 0 R sF' E c I E II H R II 
RAW MATERIAL PRICE FOR SPECIE "HF" 
R A !.J MAT E R I A L F' R I C E F 0 P S F· E C I E " M " 
15310 C RPC1=0.135 
15320 C RPSl=O.OS 
15330 C RPB1=0.35 
15340 C RPHR2=0.00 
15350 C RPHF2=0.00 
15360 C RPH2=0.00 
15370 C RPC2=0.00 
15380 C RPS2=0.00 
15390 C RPB2=0.00 
15400 NOTE 
15410 C LCHR1=32.00 
15420 C LCHF1=32.00 
15430 C LCM1=32.00 
15440 C LCC1=32.00 
15450 C LCS1=32.00 
15460 C LCB1=32.00 
15470 C LCHR2=0.00 
15480 C LCHF2=0.00 
15490 C LCH2=0.00 
15500 C LCC2=0.00 
15510 C LCS2=0.00 
15520 C LCB2=0.00 
15530 NOTE 
15540 C TFVC1=100000 
15550 C TFVC2=0.00 
15560 NOTE 
15570 C IVOLT=1000000 
· 15580 C YRL=35 
15590 C COMPL=2 
15600 C AINTL=.10 
15610 NOTE 
15620 C RATEY=.1075 
15630 C YRDAY=300 
15640 C BLIMIT=250000 
15650 NOTE 
15660 C EEE=1100000 
15670 C COHY=l2 
15680 C LENGTT=15 
1569Q NOTE 
15700 C CTOFOH=4750 
15710 C CTRODE=22000 
15720 C CTSLE=15000 
15730 C CTAD£=7300 
15740 NOTE 
15750 C PRENSH=SOO 
15760 C PRESHP=150.00 
15770 C ORDNSH=2500 
15780 C ORDNSP=70.00 
15790 NOTE 
15800 C TSS=20000 
15810 C TBBB=1000000 
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RAU MATERIAL PRICE FOR SPECIE "C" 
RAIJ MATERIAL PRICE FOR SPECIE "S" 
RAW MATERIAL PRICE FOR SPECIE "B" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN RM COST FOR "HR" 
PEF:CENT INCREASE IN RM COST FOR "HF" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN RM COST FOR "H" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN RM COST FOR "C" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN RM COST FOR "S 11 
PERCENT INCREASE IN RM COST FOR "B" 
LABOUR COST CONSTANTS 
LABOUR COST FOR SPECIE "HR" 
LABOUR COST FOR SPECIE "HF" 
LABOUR COST FOR SPECIE "H" 
LABOUR COST FOR SPECIE "C" 
LABOUR COST FOR SPECIE "S" 
LABOUR COST FOR SPECIE "B 11 
PERCENT INCREASE IN LABOUR "HR" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN LABOUR "HF" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN LABOUR "li" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN LABOUR 11 C11 
PERCENT INCREASE IN LABOUR "S" 
PERCENT INCREASE IN LABOUR "!1 11 
FREEZING CAPACITY CONSTANTS 
FREEZER CAPACITY 
PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN FREEZING CAPACITY 
LONG TERM LOAN CONSTANTS 
INITIAL VALUE OF LONG TERH LOAN 
LENGTH OF LOAN IN YEARS 
NUMBER OF PAYMENTS PER YEAR 
INTEREST RATE PER YEAR 
SHORT TERN FINANCING CONSTANTS 
BANK INTEREST RATE PER YEAR 
NUMBER OF DAYS IN COMPANY YEAR 
LIMIT BANK WILL COVER COnPANY CHEOUES 
DEPRECIATION CONSTANTS 
INITIAL VALUE OF FIXED ASSETS 
FIXED ASSETS DEPRECIATED MONTHLY 
NUMBER OF YEARS FIXED ASSETS DEPRECIATED 
MONTHLY OVERHEAD EXPENSE CONSTANTS 
MONTHLY HEAD OFFICE OVERHEAD 
MONTHLY PRODUCTION EXPENSE 
MONTHLY SELLING EXPENSE 
MONTHLY ADHINSTRATION EXPENSE 
SHARE CONSTANTS 
NUMBER OF PREFERENCE SHARES 
PRICE PER PREFERENCE SHARE 
NUMBER OF ORDINARY SHARES 
PRICE PER ORDINARY SHARE 
OTHEF: CONSTANTS 
SHIPPING RATE 
TOTAL COLD STORAGE CAPACITY 
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15820 C ALFA=0.2 ORDER ADJUSTMENT COEFFICIENT 
15830 C CASHP1=150000 INITIAL CASH 
15840 C TRATE=0.49 TAX RATE 
15850 C DRATE=0.10 DIVIDEND RATE 
15860 C AMOUHT=0.75 PERCENT OF TAX AND DIVIDEND TO BE PAID MONTHLY 
15870 C NDFI=2 SELECTED MULTIPLIER FOR BUYING RAU MATERIAL 
15880 NOTE E C 0 N 0 M I C AND M A N A G E M E N T PERFORANCE RATIOS 
15890 NOTE GROSS PROFIT RATIO 
15900 S GPR.K=GTHP.K/TRSP1.K 
15910 A TRS1.K=CLIPCCONST,TRSP.K,O,TRSP.K> 
15920 C CONST=9000000000 
15930 NOTE OPERATING RATIO 
15940 S OPR.K=<TRSP.K-GTMP.K>ITRSP1.K 
15950 NOTE EXPENSE RATIO 
15960 S EXR.K=CTINBLP.K+TOFOH.K+TADE.K+TINLTP.K+TSLE.K>ITRSP1.K 
15970 NOTE NET PROFIT RATIO 
15980 S HPBTR.K=NPBT.K/TRSP1.K 
15990 NOTE RETURN ON CAPITAL RATIO 
16000 S ROCER.K=NPBT.K/CURAS1.K 
16010 A CURAS1.K=CLIP<CONST,CURAST.K,O,CURAST.K> 
16020 NOTE RETURN ON TOTAL ASSETS 
16030 S ROTASR.K=RETPRF.K/TLAST1.K 
16040 A TLAST1.K=CLIP<CONST,TLAST.K,O,TLAST.K> 
16050 SPEC DT=1/LENGTH=300/PRTPER=6/PLTPER=10 
16060 PRINT 1>AFGRP/2)ACRMP/3)ALCP/4 JACPGP/5JTRSP/6>GTMP/7)NPBT/9)SHRCAP/10)EE 
16070 X E/11>MPHR/12>GPR 
16080 PRINT 1>BFGRP/2>BCRMP/3>BLCP/4)BCPGP/5)VALIVU/6)TINBLP/7)TTAXA/9)BLTL/10 
16090 X >TDEP/11>HPHF/12>0PR 
16100 PRINT 1>CFGRP/2)CCRHP/3)CLCP/4)CCPGP/5)TRMCP/6)TDEPI7>TDIVA/9>RETPRF/10> 
16110 X BFAST/11>MPH/12>EXR 
16120 PRINT 1>DFGRP/2)DCRHP/3>DLCP/4)DCPGP/5)TLCP/6>TOFOH/7)RETPRF/9)ACPAY/10) 
16130 X CASHP/11>MPC/12>NPBTR 
16140 PRINT 1>EFGRP/2)ECRMP/3)ELCP/4)ECPGP/5)TCPGP/6)TADE/9>DERITX/10)ARP/11>K 
16150 X PS/12>ROCER 
16160 PRINT 1>FFGRP/2)FCRMP/3)FLCP/4)FCPGP/5>TPRODE/6>TINLTP/9)DIVSPY/10>VALIV 
16170 X /11>HPB/12>ROTASR 
16180 PRINT t>OFGRP/2>TRHCP/3)TLCP/4)TCPGP/S)GTMP/6>TSLE/9)CURLIB/10>CURAST 
16190 PRINT 1>TRSP/6)NPBT/9)TLLIAB/10>TLAST 
16200 PLOT CASHP=C 
16210 PLOT TABHR=F,TABHF=H,TABH=M,TABC=C,TABS=S,TABB=B 
16220 RUN BASIC 
READY 
-
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APPENDIX "C" 
KEY FOR MODEL SYMBOLS 
ARMPL Fresh Raw Material Inventory Production Line "A" LB 
BRMPL " " " " " " "B" " 
CRMPL " " " " " " "C II " 
DRMPL " " " .. .. .. "D" .. 
ERMPL " " .. " " " "E" " 
FRMPL " .. " .. " " "F" " 
ARMPF Frozen Raw Material Inventory Production Line "A" LB 
BRMPF " " II " " II "B" n 
CRMPF " " " .. " II "C II n 
DRMPF " " .. .. " " "D" .. 
ERMPF " " " .. " .. "E" n 
FRMPF .. .. " " 
.. 
" "F" n 
AIAP Finished Inventory ·Production Line "A" LB 
BIAP II II II .. "B" .. 
CIAP " .. II .. "C" .. 
DIAP " " " " "D" " 
EIAP " " " " "E" " 
FIAP " " " " "F" " 
. 'MEAL Fi sh Meal Inventory LB 
APPPP Finished Goods Sold To Date Production Line "A" LB 
BPPPP .. " II " " .. " "B" " 
CPPPP " " .. " " " .. "C" .. 
DPPPP " " " " .. n " "D" .. 
EPPPP " " " " " " " "E" " FPPPP .. .. " .. " .. " "F" " QPPPP Fish Meal Sold To Date LB 
ARMF Raw Material Buying Rate Production Line "A" LB 
BRMF .. 
" " 
It .. .. 
"B" .. 
CRMF 
" " " " " " "C" " DRMF .. It " II .. .. "D" .. 
ERMF .. .. " It It " "E" " FRMF " " " " " " "F" .. 
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AERML Raw Material l·ot Bought Production Line "A" LB 
BERML " " " " " " "B" II 
CERML " " " " II " "C" " 
DERML " II " " " " "D" " 
EERML " " " II " " "Ell " 
FERML " " " II " II "F" II 
AORDB Unfilled Ord.er Inventory Production Line "A" LB 
BORDB II " " " " "B" II 
CORDB " " " II II llc II II 
DORDB II II II II II IIDII " 
EORDB " " II II II liE" II 
FORDB II " II II II "FII II 
AFF1 Cold Storage Capacity Production Line "A" LB 
BFF1 " II II II II "B" II 
CFF1 II II II II II "C II II 
DFF1 II " II II II "D" II 
EFF1 II II II II II "E" II 
FFF1 II " II II II "F" II 
TBBB Total Plant Cold Storage Capacity LB 
AMWP Raw Material Available Production Line "A" LB/day 
BMWP " II II II II liB II II 
CMWP II II II II II ~~c" " 
DMWP II " II II " II D" II 
EMWP II II II II II liE" II 
FMWP II II II II II "FII II 
AYLD Yield of Finished Product From R .M. Production Line "A" 
BYLD " II II II II II " II II "B" 
CYLD II II " II II II II II II "C II 
DYLD II II II II II II II II II "D" 
EYLD " II II II II II II II II "E" 
FYLD II II II II II " II II II "F" 
QYLD Yield of Fish Meal From Fish Offal 
TYLD Additional Yield Drop When Processing Thawed Fish 
AALP 
BALP 
CALP 
DALP 
EALP 
FALP 
AALLP 
BALLP 
CALLP 
DALLP 
EALLP 
FALLP 
AFCA1 
BFCA1 
CFCA1 
DFCA1 
EFCA1 
FFCA1 
ALL1 
BLL1 
CLL1 
DLL1 
ELL1 
FLL1 
ASAP 
BSAP 
CSAP 
DSAP 
ESAP 
FSAP 
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Production Planned For Fresh Raw Material 
" " " 
II 
" 
II 
" " 
II 
" 
It 
" 
" 
It II II It II 
" " " " " " 
II II II 
" " " 
Production Planned For Frozen Raw Material 
II II It 
" 
II II 
II II 
" " " 
II 
" " " " " 
II 
II 
" " " 
II II 
II II 
" " " 
II 
Freezer Capacity For Processing Fresh R .M. 
II II II II II II tl 
II II II II II II tl 
II II II II II II II 
II II 
" " " 
II II 
" " 
II II II II II 
Freezer Capacity For Round Raw Material 
II II II 
" 
II II 
" " " 
II II II 
II 
" " 
II II 
" 
II II II 
" 
II II 
II 
" 
II II II - II 
Freezer Capacity For Previously 1h3. wed RJ1. 
II II II 
" 
II II II 
" " 
II II 
" 
II II 
" " " 
II 
" 
II II 
" " " 
II II II II 
II 
" " " 
II II II 
Production Line 
" " 
" " 
II II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
"A" 
II B" 
"C II 
"D" 
II E" 
"F" 
Production Line "A" 
" 
II 
" " 
II II 
" 
II 
II II 
Production Line 
" " 
" 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" 
" 
II 
"B" 
"C II 
"D" 
II E" 
"F" 
"A" 
liB" 
"CII 
"D" 
II E" 
"F" 
Production Line "A" 
II II 
" 
II 
II II 
" 
II 
II II 
Production Line 
II II 
" 
II 
II II 
" " 
II II 
liB II 
lie II 
"DII 
"E" 
IIF" 
"A" 
"B" 
"C" 
II D" 
"E" 
"F" 
LB/day 
II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
LB /day 
II 
" 
" 
II 
II 
LB /day 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
LB/day 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
LB/day 
II 
II 
II 
" 
" 
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AMDPl Fresh Raw Mat erial Processing Rate Production Line "A" - LB'day 
BMDPl " " " " " " " "B" " 
CMDPl II II II II II II II "C II II 
DMDPl " II II II II II II "DII II 
EMDPl II II II II II II II "E" II 
FMDPl II II II II " II II "F" " 
FMEAL Fish Meal Processing Rate LB 
AFNP Raw Material Freezing Rate Production Line "A" LB/day 
BFNP II II II " II " liB II " 
CFNP II II II II II II lie II II 
DFNP II II II II II II "D" II 
EFNP II II II II II II "E" It 
FFNP It II It II II " "F" II 
AMDP2 Frozen Raw Material Processing Fate Production Line "A" LB/day 
BMDP2 II II It II II It It "B" " 
CMDP2 II It II II It II It "C" It 
Il1DP2 It II It II It II It "D" II 
EMDP2 II It II II II II II "E" II 
FMDP2 It It It It II II II "F" II 
ASSP Finished Inventory Shipping Rate Production Line "A" LB/day 
BSSP II It II It II "B" It 
CSSP II " II II II "C II II 
DSSP II II It It It "D .. It 
ESSP It It II II It .. E" It 
FSSP It II It It II "F" It 
QSSP II II II For Fish Meal LB 
AMDPJQ Raw Material Spoiled Production Line "A" LB/day 
BMDPJQ II II II II II "B" II 
CMDPJQ II II II II II "C II II 
DMDPJQ II II II II It "DII II 
ElVIDPJQ II II It It II "Ell It 
FMDPJQ II II II II II IIF" II 
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ALNP Production Labour Required Production Line "A" Workers 
BLNP It It It " " "B" It 
CLNP It It It " " "C" " 
DLNP It It " " It "D" " 
ELNP II It " II II liE" II 
FLNP II II " II II "F" II 
TLNP Total Production Labour Required " 
ACPLP Production Labour Productivity Production Line "A" LB/Day 
BCPLP " " " " " "B" " " 
CCPLP " " " " " "C II " " 
OCPLP " " " " " "D" It " 
EDPLP II " " " " "E" " II 
FCPLP It " II II " "FII II " 
CPLP Labour Productivity For Freezing Round R.M. II " 
TCPL Labour Productivity Percentage For Thawed R.M. " II 
ACFG Finished Product Price Production Line "A" $/LB 
BCFG It It It It II "B" It 
CCFG II It " " " "C II " 
OCFG It II It II II "D" II 
EDFG " It It It " "Ell " 
FCFG " " " " II "FII It 
APGQC Quantity of Packaging Material - Prod uc ti on Line "A" LB 
BPGQC It " " II " " liB II II 
CPGQC II " " " It II "C II It 
DPGQC It It It It " " "D" " 
EPGQC " " It " " It "E" " 
FPGQC " It " " It It "F" " 
ACPG Value of Packaging Material Production Line "A" $/LB 
BCPG " " " " " " "B". " 
CCPG " " " " " " "C" It 
OCPG It " It " It " "DII " 
ECPG " " " " II II "E" " 
FCPG " " " " " " "F" " 
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ACRM Raw !-1aterial Price Production Line "A" $/LB 
BCRM II " II " " "B" II 
CCRM II II " " " ~~c" " 
ICRM II " II " " "D" II 
Er:RM " II " " II liE" " 
FCRM " " " " " "F" " 
AOLD Daily Market Orders Production Line "A" LB /day 
BOLD II " " " " "B" " 
COLD II " " " " "C" II 
DOLD " " " " " "D" II 
EOLD " " " " " liE" " 
FOLD " " " " II "F" " 
ACWR Daily Labour Cost Production Line "A" $/wORKER 
BCWR " " " " II "B" II 
CCWR " " " " " "C" " 
ICWR " II " II " "D" " 
Er:WR " " II II II "E" " 
FCWP " " " " " "F" " 
MPHR Profit Margin For Species "HR" $/LB 
MPHF " " " " "HF" " 
MPM " " " " liM" " 
M:K! " II II " "C" " 
MPS " " " " "S" " 
MPB " " " " "B" " 
MP9 SpeciesWith Highest Profit Margin 
MP17 II " Second Highest Profit Margin 
MP2) " " Third II II " 
MP27 " " Fourth " " II 
MP29 " " Fifth II " II 
MP)O II " Sixth " " " 
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TABHR Species "HR" Raw Material Available LB /day 
TABHF " "HFII II " " II 
TABM " "Mil " " " " 
TABC " "C" " " II " 
TABS " "S" " " II " 
TABB " "B" II II " " 
PHR Species "HR" Production Capacity LB/DAY 
PHF " "HFII " " " 
PM " "M II " " " 
FC " "C" " " " 
PS " "Sll " " " 
PB " "B" " " " 
YHR Yield For Specie s" HR" 
YHF " " " IIHF" 
YM " II " liM II 
YC II II " "C" 
YS " " II "S" 
YB " " " "B" 
LPHR Labour Productivity For Species 11 HR" LB/DAY 
LPHF II II " " II HF" II 
LPM " " II " "M" " 
LFC II " " II "C" II 
LPS 1t " II II II sll II 
LPB " II II " "B" II 
FPHR Finished Product Price For Specie::; "HR" $/LB 
FPHF " " " II II II HFII " 
FPM " " " " " "M" " 
FFC " " " II " IIC" " 
FPS II " " " " "S" " 
FPB " II II " II liB II " 
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QPHR Quantity of Packaging Material For Species "HR" LB 
QPHF " " " " " " "HFII " QPM " " " " " II liM" II 
Q,Rj II II II " II " "C" " QPS " II " II " " "S" " QPB " II " II " " "B" " 
VPHR Value of Packaging Material For Species "HR" $/LB 
VPAF II " " " " " "HFII " 
VPM " " II II " " "M" " 
VPC " " " " " " "C" II 
VPS " II " " " " "s~~ " 
VPB " " " " " " "BII " 
RPHR Raw Material Cost For Species"HR" $/LB 
RPHF " " " " " "HFII " 
RPM " II II " II liM" " 
Rro II " " " " "C II II 
RPS II II II II " "Sll II 
RPB " II " II II liB" " 
LCHR Labour Cost For Species 11 HR 11 $/DAY 
LCHF " " II II "HFII II 
LCM " " " II "Mil " 
LCC II " " " ~~c" " 
LCS " " " " II S" " 
LCB " " II " "BII II 
TABOHR Daily Market Orders For Species 11 HR 11 LB/day 
TABOHF " II " II II "HFII " 
TABOM " " II " " liM II " 
TABOO " II II II " IIC" " 
TABOS " " " " " "S" " 
TABOB " " " II II "B" II 
AFGR 
BFGR 
CFGR 
DFGR 
EFGR 
FFGR 
Q,FGR 
AFGRP 
BFGRP 
CFGRP 
DFGRP 
EFGRP 
FFGRP 
Q,FGRP 
TRSP 
APGQ 
BPGQ 
CPGQ 
DPGQ 
EPGQ 
FPGQ 
APGS 
BPGS 
CPGS 
DPGS 
EPGS 
FPGS 
ACPGP 
BCPGP 
CCPGP 
DCPGP 
ECPGP 
FCPGP 
TCPGP 
Daily Sales Revenue 
II II II 
II 
" " 
" 
II II 
" " " 
" 
II II 
" " 
II 
Accumulat ed Sales Revenue 
" " 
II 
" 
II II 
" 
II II 
" 
II II 
" 
II II 
" 
II II 
Total Sales Revenue 
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- P• duction Line 
" 
II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
" " 
II II 
Fo · Fish Meal 
- p, duction Line 
" 
II 
II II 
II II 
II II 
" 
II 
F or Fish Meal 
"A" 
"BII 
"C" 
II D" 
liE" 
"F" 
"A" 
"B" 
"C II 
"D" 
"E" 
IIF" 
Daily Cost of Packaging MaterialBought- Production Line "A" 
" 
II II II 
" 
II 
II II 
" " " " 
II 
" " 
II II II 
II II II II II 
" 
" 
II II II II 
" 
Inventory Value of Packaging Material 
II II 
" 
II II 
II II II II II 
II II II 
" 
II 
II 
" " " 
II 
" " 
II 
" 
II 
Value of Packaging Material used 
II 
" 
II 
" " 
II 
" " 
II II 
" 
II II II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
II II II II 
" 
Total Value of Packaging material Used 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
" 
" 
"B" 
"C II 
"D" 
"E" 
"F" 
Production Line "A" 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" 
" 
"B" 
"CII 
"Dll 
"Ell• 
"F" 
Production Line "A" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
II 
" 
" 
II 
" 
"B" 
"C II 
"D" 
liE" 
"F" 
$/day 
II 
II 
II 
" 
" 
" 
$ 
" 
" 
II 
" 
II 
" 
$/day 
II 
" 
II 
" 
" 
$ 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
$ 
" 
" 
II 
" 
" 
" 
ACRMR 
BCRMR 
CCRMR 
OCRMR 
EDRMR 
FCRMR 
ACRMP 
BCRMP 
CCRMP 
OCRMP 
EDRMP 
FCRMP 
TRMCP 
~R 
BLCR 
CLCR 
DLCR 
ELCR 
FLCR 
ALCP 
BLCP 
CLCP . 
DLCP 
ELCP 
FLCP 
TLCP 
.AIFN 
BIFN 
CIFN 
DIFN 
EIFN 
FIFN 
QIFN 
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Daily Cost of Raw Material 
II II 
" " 
II 
II II II 
" 
II 
II II II II II 
" " " " 
II 
" " " 
II 
" 
Accumulating Cost of Raw Material 
II 
" " 
.. . II 
" 
II 
" " " 
" " " " 
II 
" " 
II 
" " 
" " 
II 
" " 
Total Cost of Raw Material 
Daily Direct Labour Cost 
" " " 
II 
" " " " 
" " " 
II 
II 
" " " 
" " " " 
Accumulating Direct Labour Cost 
II 
" 
II II 
" " 
II II 
II 
" " " 
" 
II 
" " 
" " " " 
Total Direct Labour Cost 
Finished Goods Inventory Value · 
" " " " 
II 
" " " 
" " 
It It 
" " " " 
" " " " 
Fish Meal Inventory Value 
Production Line "A" 
" 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" 
II 
II 
" 
" 
II Bll 
"C" 
II D" 
"Ell 
"F" 
Production Line "A" 
" 
" 
II 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
"B" 
"C" 
"D" 
liE" 
IIF" 
Production Line "A" 
" 
II 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
II 
"B" 
"C" 
"D" 
"E" 
"F" 
Production Line "A" 
II 
II 
" 
" 
II 
" 
" 
" 
" 
II 
"B" 
"C" 
"DII 
"Ell 
"F" 
Production Line "A" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
II 
II 
"B" 
"C II 
IIDII 
"E" 
"F" 
$/day 
II 
" 
" 
" 
II 
$ 
" 
" 
II 
II 
II 
" 
$/day 
II 
" 
" 
" 
II 
$ 
II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
II 
$ 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
AIFR 
BIFR 
CIFR 
DIFR 
EIFR 
FIFR 
AIFS 
BIFS 
CIFS 
DIFS 
EIFS 
FIFS 
VALFIN 
VALFZ 
VALFR 
VALPG 
VALIV 
VALIVU 
BLTL 
I VOLT 
YRL 
AINTL 
CC11PL 
CRPLTR 
TLTDP 
INLTR 
TINLTP 
BCAP 
RATED 
BLIMIT 
INBLR 
TINBLP 
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Frozen Ra1-1 Material Inventory Value - Production Line 
II II 
" " " 
,, 
" 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
" 
II 
" " " " " 
" " 
II II II 
" 
II 
Fresh Raw Material Inventory Value - Production Line 
" 
II 
" " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
Inventory Value of All Finished Goods 
" " " " Frozen Raw Material 
" " " " Fresh Raw Material 
" " " " Packaging Material 
Total Inventory Value 
Total Inventory Value Excluding Packaging Material 
Long Term Bank Balance 
Initial Long Term Bank Loan Value 
Life of The Long Term Bank Loan 
Interest Rate Per Year on Long Term Loan 
Number of Loan Payments Per Year 
Principal Paid on Loan Each Payment 
Total Principal Paid on Long Term Loan to Date 
Interest Paid on Loan Each Payment 
Total Interest Paid on Long Term Loan to Date 
Short Term Financing Loan Value 
Short Term Financing Daily Interest Rate 
Maximum Value of Short Term Financing 
Monthly Interest Paid on Short Term Financing 
Total Interest Paid on Short Term Financing to Date 
"A" 
"B" 
"C" 
"D" 
IIE1' 
"F" 
"A" 
II B" 
"C" 
"D" 
"E" 
"F" 
- $ 
" 
II 
" 
II 
" 
- $ 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
- $ 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
- $ 
" 
YEARS 
% 
$/6 months 
s 
· " I 6 mo n t h s $ 
- $ 
"I day 
$ 
"/month 
$ 
BFAST 
EEE 
LENGTT 
DEPR 
TDEP 
TOFOHR 
TOFOH 
TPRDER 
TPRODE 
TSELE 
TSLE 
TADME 
TADE 
APRM 
RMCEP 
APPG 
PGCEP 
I.CEP 
TPRDER 
TSAE 
TFIXOH 
ARP 
FGCRP 
CASHP 
CASHP1 
GTMP 
NPBT 
TAX 
TAXPAY 
DERITX 
NPAT 
DIV 
DIVPT 
TDIVA 
DIVSPY 
RETPRF 
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V~lue o f Depreciable Assets 
Ini t i a l Va lue of Dep reciable Assets 
LcnG Lh of Life Asse ts Are Depreciated 
De preciation Rate of Assets 
Total Depreciation to Date 
Monthly Overhead Accrued From Head Office 
Total Overhead Accrued From Head Office to Date 
Monthly Production Expense 
Total Production Expense to Date 
Monthly Selling Expense 
Total Selling Expense to Date 
Monthly Administration Expense 
Total Administration Expense to Date 
Daily Raw Material Accounts Payable 
Daily Raw Material Cost Expenditure 
Daily Packaging Mat erial Accounts Payable 
Daily Packaging Material Cash Expenditure 
Daily Labour Cash Expenditure 
Daily Production Overhead Cash Expend iture 
Da ily Selling and Adrninstration 0/H Cash Expenditure 
Daily Cash Expendi tures of Other Fixed Overheads 
Cash Receivables 
Daily Finished - Goods Cash Receipts 
Daily Cash Balance on Hand or in Bank 
Initial Cash 
Gross Trading Marginal Profit 
Net Profit Before Taxes 
Monthly Taxes Paid to Date 
Total Taxes Paid to Date 
Difference Between Taxes Required to Pay and Paid 
Net Profit After Ta xes 
Quarterly Dividends Paid 
Total Dividends Paid 
Total Dividends Required to Pay 
Difference Betwe en Dividends Required to Pay and Paid 
Total Retained Earnings 
- $ 
" 
y rs. 
$/month 
$ 
- $/month 
$ 
$/month 
$ 
$;month 
$ 
$/month 
- $/day 
II 
II 
" 
II 
" 
II 
" 
$ 
$ /day 
II 
$ 
$ 
" 
"/month 
$ 
" 
" 
.. /qtr. 
$ 
" 
" 
" 
ACPAY 
CURLIB 
PRENSH 
PRESHP 
ORDNSH 
ORDSH 
PREPSH 
ORDSH 
SHRCAP 
TLLIAB 
CURAST 
FIXAST 
TLAST 
GPR 
OPR 
EXR 
NPBTR 
RCX'!ER 
RarASR 
Accounts Payable 
Current Liabilities 
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Number of Preference Shares 
Unit Value of Preference Shares 
Number of Ordinary Shares 
Unit Value of Ordinary Shares 
Total Value of Preference Shares 
Total Value of Ordinary Shares 
Total Value of All Shares 
Total Liabilities 
Current Assets 
Fixed Assets 
Total Assets 
Gross Profit Ratio 
Operating Ratio 
Expense Ratio 
Net Profit Ratio 
Return on Capital Ratio 
Return on Total Assets 
- $ 
" 
" 
.. 
" 
.. 
.. 
" 
- $ 
" 
" 
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APPENDIX "D" 
Forecasting 
The forecasting technique commonly used for short-term and 
medium-term planning is the adaptive forecasting technique known as 
exponential smoothing or the Box-Jenkins method. The basic exponential 
smoothing formula is: 
FORFX:!AST = A X DEMAND + ( 1-A) X PREVIOUS FORFX:!AST 
where A is a constant for the given product or range of products being 
forecasted. For example, suppose our last forecast was 85, and the 
demand 70 and A= 0. 25; then the new forecast is 0.25 X 70 + 0.75 
X 85 = 81.25. 
Note that the basic exponential smoothing formula can be 
·expressed as: 
FORECAST = PREVIOUS FORECAST + A (DEMAND - PREVIOUS FORECAST) 
In this form, the second term is an error term which is made use of 
in calculating the new forecast, hence the "adoptiveness" of the formula. 
The smoothing out effect is illustrated in Figure D.1, as seen, the 
forecasts do not closely follow the more violent swings in the demand 
or sales figures; they give a type of average figure. 
80 
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0 
. 
:1-~\>·t\-;/-\:-f~\l· 
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Figure D.1 Exponential Smoothing Example 
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APPENDIX "E" 
THE SYSTEM DYNAMTC EQUATI0_1S lu"'lD COr·lPUTER PRI NT - OUT 
OF A SINPLE RESERVOIR ?10DEL 
00010 * ~ SIMPLE RE SEVOIR MODEL 
00020 R R1.KL=75000 
00030 L L1.~( =L1.J + (IJT><R1.J K -R2.J K ) 
00040 N L1=1 00000 
00050 R R2. KL=A2.K 
00060 A A2.K=L1.K *P1 
00070 c F'1=0.80 
00080 PRINT 2)R1/4)L1 / 6)R2 
00090 SPEC DT=0.01 / LE NGTH=15 / PRTPER=1/PLTPER=O 
00100 RUN BASIC 
READY 
PAGE 1 RUN-BASIC A SIMPLE RESEVOIR MODEL 
TIME Rl L1 
- - - -
E+OO E+03 E+03 
- - -
- - -
.o 75.0 00 100.00 
- - - -
1. 75.000 96.55 
2. 75.000 95.00 
- - - -
3. 75.000 94.31 
4. 75.000 94.00 
- - - - - -
r 
.J. 75.000 93.86 
- - - -
6. 75.000 93.80 
- - - - - -
7. 75.000 93.77 
- - - -
7.999 75.000 93. 76 
- - - - - - - -
8.999 75. 000 93.75 
- - - - - - - -
9.999 75.000 93.75 
- - -
- - - - -
10.999 75.000 93.75 
- - -
-
11.999 75 .. 000 93.75 
-
- - -
12.999 75.000 93.75 
- - - - - - - -
13.999 75.000 93.75 
- - - -
14.9?9 75.000 93.75 
- - - - -
R2 
E+03 
80.000 
77.238 
76.001 
75.447 
75.199 
75.087 
75.038 
75.016 
75.006 
75.001 
75.000 
75.000 
75.000 
75.000 
75.000 
75.00 ·) 




